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Abstract 
Prevailing wisdom avers that the Great Fatherland War is the 

crucial event in Vasiliy Grossman's disaffection from Soviet power. 
The importance of the war cannot be denied. Yet this thesis seeks to 
show that the origins of Grossman's heresy are to be found in the 
thirties. It will be argued that collectivisation, industrialisation 
and above all the Terror are the catalysts leading to Grossman's 
wholesale renunciation of Marxism-Leninism and his search for a 
coherent and humane alternative. To this end the evolution of certain 
themes will be examined from before the war to their maturation in 
Zhizn' i sud'ba and Vse techet. 

Chapter I brings together many recently published sources of 
biographical information. Additionally it states the nature of the 
problem to be solved. Given the significance of the war for 
Grossman's writing, chapter II examines the major trends in Soviet war 
literature from 1941 up to and including the accession of Gorbachev. 
Particular attention is paid to the problem of Remarquism. Chapter 
III examines the key works wri tten by Grossman during the war years. 
Their importance for the post-war period is apparent in chapter IV. 
Grossman's ocherki and povesti are the basis for many of his finest 
portraits of Soviet soldiers. Chapter V analyses the peculiarly 
Soviet phenomenon of the commissar and his interaction with the 
officer and the rank and file. 

Concepts of war and progress are the subject of chapter VI. A 
detailed analysis of Grossman's sole play, "Esli verit' 
pi fagoreyt sam" I in many respect s a seminal work, argues that its 
central theme is fundamentally inimical to Marxist-Leninist teleology. 
Subsequent sections examine the role of the scientist in Grossman's 
work, the view that scientific research and political heresy are 
inextricably linked. Attention is also focused on the 
interrelationship of war and historical change. Throughout Za pravoe 
delo and Zhizn' i sud'ba we are conscious of an affinity with Tolstoy. 
A final section considers the extent to which Grossman's concepts of 
war differ from, or compare with, those of Tolstoy. 

The final chapter considers the nature of the totalitarian state as 
recorded in Grossman's writing. Special attention has been given to a 
number of Grossman's neglected pre-war rasskazy. Not published until 
the sixties, they are harrowing accounts of upheaval and the effects 
of social engineering. All three of Grossman's major novels concern 
themselves with the nature of the tyrant. Classical, medieval and 
Tsarist antecedents allude to Stalin in Stepan Kol' chugin. In Za 
pravoe delo Grossman explores certain aspects of Stalinism through 
the medium of Hitler's Germany. Both Nazi and Soviet systems are 
explicitly identified as coessential in Zhizn' i sud'ba. This chapter 
concludes with an analysis of Grossman's most damning thesis, 
expounded in Vse techet. that Lenin, not Stalin was the architect of 
Soviet slavery. 
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The public evil enters the house of each man, 

the gates of his courtyard cannot keep it 

out, it leaps over the high wallj let him 

flee to a corner of his bedchamber, it will 

certainly find him out. 

Solon of Athens. 

It is law also to obey the counsel of one. 

Heraclitus of Ephesus. 
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The Life and Fate of Vasiliy Grossman 

Chapter I 

I 

During his lifetime Vasiliy Semenovich Grossman experienced the 

crushing persecution and isolation which were the inevitable 

consequences for those Soviet writers bold enough to ignore the 

dictates of ideology and set upon following those of truth and 

conscience instead. Until recently the author and his work have been 

largely overshadowed by the more famous names of Soviet 

literature, such as Anna Akhmatova, Boris Pasternak and Alexander 

Solzhenitsyn. 1 Yet in Grossman's two major works, Li fe and Fate 

(Zhizn' i sud' baj 1980) and Everything Flows ( Vse techetj 1970), we 

find one of the most damning indictments of Stalinism ever likely to 

appear, and in the case of Vse techet the systematic annihilation of 

the Lenin cult. For this reason alone Vse techet is arguably the most 

subversi ve pi ece of Ii terat ure ever to have been penned by a Soviet 

writer. The Soviet publication of Zhizni i sud'ba and Vse techet are, 

therefore, major literary events, representing an unprecedented volte

face even by the standards of glasnost', and one which raises 

questions of general importance for Soviet literature. What now is the 

status of socialist realism? Is it possible to define boundaries 

between orthodoxy and heresy? Do the concepts of orthodoxy and heresy 

still have any relevance in the arts? Are they now only of interest 

to the literary historian? Most important of all: what is the nature 

of the process in which Grossman was transformed from someone, who by 

all accounts supported the regime, to an 'apostle of freedom'? 2 

Vasiliy Semenovich Grossman was born on 12th December 1905 in the 

town of Berdichev, a town well known for its thriving Jewish 

community and the excellence of its craftsmen. Grossman's father, 

Semen Osipovich, was a chemical engineer and his mother, Ekaterina 

Savel' evna taught French. In 1914 Grossman entered Kiev's secondary 

school, remaining there until 1919, whereupon, as a result of the 

Civil War, he returned to Berdichev. In 1921 he entered Kiev's 

Institute of Higher Education and two years later was accepted into 

the Department of Chemistry of the Physics and Maths Faculty of Moscow 

University. In 1929, a key year in Soviet history, Grossman completed 
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his formal studies. 

The lack of money was a constant problem and throughout this 

the time-honoured tradition of impecunious Russian 

Grossman gave lessons. In addition he worked as a 

period, 

students, 

in 

supervisor in a labour commune for homeless children, many of whom 

were orphaned by the Revolution and the ravages of the Civil War. This 

phase of his Ii fe seems to have brought home to him the social 

consequences of war. Orphans are commonly found in his work, and it 

is not inconceivable that this awareness of their plight owes its 

inception to the time spent with these children while a student. 

Despite social obligations and the demands of study, Grossman took 

part in an expedition to Central Asia. We find a similar event 

incorporated in the biography of the doctor, Sofya Levinton, who 

appears in Zhizn' i sud'ba. What the aim of this expedition was, and 

what Grossman's precise role was, we do not know. 

To this period belong Grossman's first literary efforts; two short 

articles, one published in Nasha gazeta (07.07. 1928), and the other in 

Pravda (13.07.1928). In the same year Grossman's sketch, "Berdichev in 

all Seriousness" ("Berdichev ne v shutku, a vser' ez") was publ ished in 

Ogonyok.3 After graduation Grossman worked as a chemical analyst in 

the Donbass mines. He held other posts, being employed alternatively 

in the Donbass Institute of Pathology and Hygiene as a senior research 

assistant, and as an assistant in the department of inorganic 

chemistry of the Stalino Medical Institute. The title of one his 

research papers indicates the importance of his work for the miners' 

safety: "Concerning the Presence and Origins of Carbon Monoxide in the 

Coal Bearing Strata of the Donbass". 4. Few writers were bet ter 

prepared scientifically to undertake the grim task that was to come of 

understanding and describing Hitler's death camps. 

Grossman's recollections for this period reflect a noticeable 

ambivalence. He is excited 

Smolyanka II minej the deepest, 

dangerous of the Soviet mines. 

loneliness and isolation 

by the challenge of working in the 

biggest, and need one say, the most 

But there are material difficulties, 

~ o~eHb TOCKOBan no Be~epaM. 3a ~onrHe MeC~Uhl 

HHKTO He npHmen KO MHe B rocTH. ~ 6~ 3acTeH~HB, 

3HaKoMcTBa c cocny~BuaMH y MeH~ He 3aB~3anHcb. B 
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maXTe ~ BocXH~anc~ 8a60~mHKaMH H npoXO~4HKaMH, a Ha 

nOBepXHoCTH OHH Ha~o MHO~ nOCMeHBanHCb[ . . . 

. . . J6hln cypoB~ TpH~uaT~ ro~. ro~ cnnomHo~ 

KonneKTHBH8aUHH, Ha4ano nepso~ n~THneTKH. 5 

In 1933 Grossman left the Donbass and took up the post of 

laboratory head in a pencil factory in Moscow. Like Chekhov, one of 

his literary idols, he was suffering from tuberculosis. Experiences 

gained in the Donbass provide the basis for a large part of Grossman's 

early work, and the influence of the industrial milieu remains strong 

in many of the characters and in much of the narrative detail which 

we find in his wartime and post-war writing. 

While still in the Donbass Grossman had begun work on a novel based 

on the life of the miners. In 1933 he submitted the finished novel, 

entitled "Glyukauf!", ("GlUck auf!") to Gorky for publication in his 

literary almanac, God XVII. The manuscript was rejected. In a 

letter to Grossman Gorky explained why: 

rn~Kay~ OqeHb xopomH~ MaTepHan ~n~ noseCTH. Ho OH 

nnoxo « CMOHTHPOS8H » rycTo 8ace~n nHmHHMH CJIosaMH, 

Hcnop4eH ~H~aKTHKo~ aSTopa. 6 

Grossman rewrote the work which he always referred to 8S a novel 

and in 1934 "GlUck auf!" was finally published. In April of the same 

year Grossman's first rasskaz. "In the Town of Berdichev" ("V gorode 

Berdicheve") was published in Li teraturnaya gazeta.7 Shortly 

afterwards Gorky arranged a meeting with Grossman, which was a turning 

point in his life: 

3Ta SCTpeqa c AneKceeM MaKCHMOSHqOM( 5 ma~ 1934 ro~a) 

B OOJIbme~ CTeneHH nOBnH~na Ha ~aJIbHe~mH~ MO~ mH8HeHH~ 

nYTb. B TO Bpe~ ~ eme He 6wn nHTepaTOpOM-npO~CCHOHaJIOM. 

AneKce~ MaKCHMOSHq nOCOBeTOBan MHe BCeueJIO nepeATH Ha 

JIHTepaTypH~ Tpy~. .. 8 

Between 1934 and 1936 Grossman wrote numerous rasskazy which 

appeared in two separate volumes entitled Happiness (Schast' ej 1935) 

and Four Days; (Chetyre dnl'a; 1936), Eventually in 1937 Grossman 

joined the Union of Writers. In 1936 he began work on the long 

novel stepan Kol'chugin (Stepan Kol'chugini 1937-1940) which traces 

the lives of several characters, principally that of the eponymous 

hero, from the unrest caused by the Russo-Japanese War of 1905, to the 
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end of the first two years of World War One. Due to the German 

invasion the novel was never completed. However, in an interview , 

given to Izvestiya before the war, Grossman outlined his intentions 

for the final parts of the novel. Part V was to deal with the 

Revolution, while the sixth part was to be dedicated to the Communist 

International. 9 Stepan Kol'chugin was well received by Soviet 

critics. It was, wrote one critic an, 

peaOJlIOIJ,HH' . 10 Thus by the beginning of 

established himself as a moderately 

conventional writer. 

the forties Grossman had 

successful and apparently 

Nevertheless, not everyone approved of Grossman's novel. From Semen 

Lipkin's recent memoir, we now know that no less a person than Stalin 

had erased Grossman's name from the list of nominees for the Stalin 

prize after the committee had unanimously selected him as the prime 

contender. According to Lipkin, Stalin called the novel 

'MeHbmesHcTcK.rn'I1. Whether Stalin's displeasure was solely 

ideological, or whether he resented Grossman's popularity with the 

judges is not known. However, given his capacity for vindictiveness 

such antagonism was not to be taken lightly. Henceforth, Grossman was 

a marked man. 

Grossman was called up in August 1941 and throughout the Great 

Fatherland War (Velikaya Otechestvennaya Voyna> served as a war 

correspondent for the army newspaper Red Star (Krasnaya zvezda>. None 

of the horror and chaos which constitute modern war escaped his 

attention. On the Bryanskiy and Central fronts of the summer of 1941 

Grossman witnessed the devastating psychological and military 

effects of the Wehrmacht's Blitzkrieg. In 1942 he retreated 

eastwards to the Volga from where he covered the Stalingrad battle, 

which culminated in the encirclement and surrender of Von Paulus's 6th 

Army. During the Red Army's advance through the Ukraine and Poland he 

described the misery and brutality of life under German occupation: 

deportationsj mass reprisalsj and above all the obscenity of the 

Holocaust, which many in West and East were reluctant to believe, 

despite the terrible evidence. He was present at the liberation of 

Kiev, Odessa, Minsk, Warsaw, Lublin, Schwerin and Poznan. Finally, in 

1945 he entered Berlin with the victorious, exhausted Red Army. 

Those who served with Grossman, those who knew him during the war, 
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all pay tribute to his bravery and devotion to duty. Lipkin set 

Grossman apart from others: 

XpaopocTb rpoccMaHa ohlna xpaopocT~ qepHOpaOOqero BO~H~ 

con~aTa *ecTOKo~ n033HH BO~Hhl. B TO Bpe~ KaK ero KonnerH 

YMY~pHnHCb Ka~~ ro~, a TO H ~Ba pa3a B ro~y, o~eBaTbC~ B 

reHepanbCKHX rlOWHB0 qHbIX, mHHenb rpoCCMaHa "npHmna B 

COCToHHHe nonHo~ H3HomeHHocTH". BOT B TaKo~, 3anHTo~ 

oeH3HHoM, 3anHnaHHo~ rpH3bm mHHenH OH 3anOMHHnCH MHe B 

CTanHHr'pa.ne. 12 

With the occupation forces in Germany Grossman remained aloof from 

the, . 'cT~nHBhle, .nHKHe, npoHcmecTBHH'13 of his fellows. He had a 

moral strength which was fel t by all, and as Lipkin points out, 

. 'nopo~ oOHnHcb ee.14 Grossman's magnanimity is evident in his 

reports from inside Germany. There is an unrelenting hatred for the 

Nazis, but there is boundless sorrow for Germany's physical and moral 

prostration. Reconciliation was very much on his mind. 

The war made Grossman a household name and his contribution was 

recognised by the award of the Orders of the Red Banner and Red Star, 

and several medals, one of which was for bravery in battle 

(Za otvagu). Apart from his highly popular wartime ocherki - the 

Stalingrad cycle are outstanding - Grossman also made a signi ficant 

contribution to Soviet war literature with a number of povesti and 

rasskazy. The People are Immortal (Narod besmertenj 1942), The Old 

Teacher (Staryy uchitel' j 1942), and Life (Zhizn'i 1943) stand out 

among the vast flood of schematised and often crudely propagandistic 

war literature written between 1941 and 1945. 

Stalingrad dominates Grossman's war prose, and in 1943 he commenced 

work on a long novel, dedicated to the battle, For a Just Cause (Za 

pravoe delo; 1952), which was eventually published in Novyy mir in the 

latter half of 1952. Grossman's masterpiece, Zhizn'i sud' ba. forms 

the narrati ve, chronological and philosophical sequel to Za pravoe 

delo. Together they provide the most complete picture of the 

Stalingrad battle in Soviet war literature. 

One aspect of Grossman's war literature which is hardly discussed -

even in the Gorbachev era - concerns his contribution to The Black Boo 

k (Chernaya kniga). The reason for this lies in the book's 

specifically Jewish aspect. Chernaya kniga was designed to be an 
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expos~ of German war crimes carried out against the Jewish people. 

As a war correspondent Grossman had seen ample evidence of Hitler's 

Endl~sung. Indeed he was the first Allied war correspondent to 

describe in great detail the workings of the death camps in the 

report, The Hell of Treblinka (Treblinskiy ad; 1944). It was 

undoubtedly Grossman's painstaking attention to detail, the clinical 

accuracy of his reporting, which led to the submission of Treblinskiy 

ad as evidence for the prosecution at the Nuremberg War Crimes Trials. 

Thus, Grossman was ideally suited to assist in the preparation of the 

Chernaya kniga, and on the 2nd April 1944 joined its editorial 

committee alongside I'lya Ehrenburg. Between 1944-46 Grossman and 

Ehrenberg collected a huge amount of material. However, the book 

never saw the light of day in the Soviet Union. Ready for printing in 

1948, its plates were destroyed at the last minute. Nevertheless, the 

manuscripts survived and on this basis Chernaya kniga was 

reconstituted and published in Russian by the Jerusalem publishers 

Tarbut in 1980. 15 

The war years mark the apogee of Grossman's popularity and success. 

It was not to last, at least not wi th officialdom. In 1946 after the 

publication of his unusual play "If You Believe the Pythagoreans" 

("Esli veri t' pi fagoreytsam"i 1946) in the journal Znamya, Grossman 

was subjected to scathing cri ticism in the Party press. One of many 

victims, Grossman's tribulations passed unnoticed in the West. Attacks 

of this nature were common at this time. The Zhdanovshchina. which 

demanded strict conformity in the arts, was well under way, and the 

slightest deviation from the Party's canon invited immediate censure. 

Between 1952-53 Grossman came under renewed attack after the 

publication of Za pravoe delo. However, initial cri tical responses 

had been favourable and among the more astute and percipient the 

impact of the novel was considerable. To quote Simen Lipkin: 

BneqaTneHHe OT pOMaHa 6hlnO orpoMHoe, KaK B nHTepaTypHo~, 

TaK H B HHTennHreHTHhlX cno~x qHTaTene~, HCTOCKOBaBmHXC~ 

no npaB~HBoMY H n03THQeCKoMY cnoBY. He 3aoy~e~ qTO pOMaH 

neqaTanC~ B rO~hl O~HqaHH~ oomecTBa, Kor~a 6oPb6a c 

KOCMononHTH3MOM ~oBepmana Me~neHHoe B~o~eHHe nHTepaTyphl 

H HCKyccTBa. 16 

However, public statements of approval quickly became irrelevant. 
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Inspired no doubt by the virulent campaign of anti-Semitism, 

associated wi th the Doctors' plot, Soviet cri tics and fellow wri ters 

lambasted Grossman and his novel from all sides. 

Extracts of the novel had been already been published in August 

1946 and then again between April 1948 and September 1949. Thus, 

Grossman had every reason to believe that the finished manuscript 

would be acceptable to the edi torial board of Novyy mir. Yet even 

before the public campaign of vilification, Grossman encountered 

difficulties. Konstantin Simonov, the then editor of Novyy mir, 

rejected the novel outright. Luckily for Grossman the composition of 

the editorial board changed and control of Novyy mir passed to 

Tvardovskiy, 

publish it. 

who, recognising the novel's importance, decided to 

It should be noted that Sholokhov, then a member of the 

edi torial board, shared Simonov's reaction. He was firmly against 

publication. His reply to Tvardovskiy was blunt: 

KOMY Bhl nopy~HnH nHcaTb 0 CTanHHrpa~e? 

B CBoeM nH Bhl YMe? ~ npoTHB. 17 

One can only agree with Lipkin that such an approach to literature 

was, . '~HKoe, ~enapTaMeHTcKoe'. 18 Clearly, Sholokhov's hostility 

to Ii terary freedom was already well entrenched before the trial of 

Daniel and Sinyavsky. 

However, in the contemporary, ideological climate Sholokhov's 

answer was not unexpected, and was reflected in the changes, which 

Grossman was to make before publication. The original title 

"Stalingrad" was to be changed, so as to avoid any impression that 

Grossman had personally taken it upon himself to write about the 

battle. As Lipkin has observed: 

B 3noxy 60pb6hl c KOCMononHTH3MOM nO~TeKCT 6~ ~ceH. 19 The 

ti tIe which was decided upon - Za pravoe delo - appears innocent 

enough. It refers to Molotov's speech addressed to the Soviet people 

on the first day of the war, a speech, which Stalin as vozhd', 

should, by rights, have made himself. Whether by design or by 

accident, the title drew attention to Stalin's failure to address the 

nation sooner than he did. Moreover, it should not have been 

necessary to emphasise the just nature of the cause; it should have 

been self-evident. That it was not betrays the Soviet leadership's 

awareness of their own 'guil t' and incompetence. G. Svirskiy 20 has 
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suggested that Stalin personally ordered the campaign against Grossman 

in 1952-53. Given Stalin's personal intervention in the case of 

Stepan Kol'chugin's nomination for the Stalin prize and his portrayal 

in Za pravoe delo. . 'oea oo~enpHH~ThlX KOCMOrOHHqeCKHX 

cpaBHeH~'21, this suggestion would seem to have some substance. 

The campaign against Grossman was intense. Lipkin, having read 

Bubennov's article,22 one of the more vicious diatribes aimed at 

Grossman, recalls that the situation looked very ominous, .'3TO 

naXIIO TIOPbMO#I, MOlleT ObJTb, cMepTbIO.23 Even Tvardovskiy and Fadeev 

who had steadfastly supported publication, now abandoned Grossman. 

Both publicly renounced their previous suppport and Tvardovskiy 

expressed regrets that he had permitted publication in Novyy mir.24-

Pressure was put on Grossman by Fadeev to renounce his novel publicly, 

something, which Grossman refused to do. Only after Stalin's death on 

March 5th 1953 did these attacks peter out. Isolated, vulnerable and 

abandoned by all but his closest friends, Grossman was to recall this 

as a difficult and trying episode in his life: 

Mor nH ~ npe~cTaBHTb, mHB~ B ~oHoacce, B nycToM, ceMeAHoM 

oanaraHe Ha maXTe CNolI~HKe II , qTO TOCKa H OAHHOqeCTBO, e~e 

Donee cHnbHhle, qeM B nopy NoeA ~oH5accKoA mH3HH, MoryT 

OXBaTHTb MeH~ a~eCb, B MocKBe, B Kpyry CeMbH, oKpYlleHHoro 

Apyab~MH, cpe~H nIOOHMhlX KHHr, aaH~Toro cBoe~ paooTo~.25 

By one of the many erratic and wholly unpredictable events which 

shape Soviet society, Grossman's fortunes improved after Stalin's 

death. At the second Congress of Writers, convened twenty years after 

the first, Fadeev withdrew his earlier remarks concerning Za pravoe 

delo. Grossman seems to have harboured no lasting grudge. Thereafter 

Fadeev's decline was rapid, ending in suicide in 1956; a man for whom 

the burden of living the lie finally proved too much. 

But towards Tvardovskiy there was bitterness, as is clear in a 

letter which Grossman wrote to Lipkin in September 1956: 

B~an B apxHSe cTeHorpaMMY TIpeaH~HYMa, rAe ~a~eeB Aenan 

AOKlIaA 000 MHe. TIpoqen Bce BhlcTynneHH~. CaNoe T~){{enOe 

qYBCTBO BhlaBana y MeH~ pe4b TBapAoBcKoro. Thl 3Haemb, npomno 

TpH rOAa, ~ pacTep~nc~, 4HTa~ ero peqb. He AYMan ~, qTO OH 

Mor TaK BbIcTynHTb. OH YMHee ApyrHx, yM n03BonHlI eM]' DhlTb 

xy~e, no~nee OCTanbHhlX. HH4TO>KH~ OH, XOTb C YMOM H 
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TanaHToM.26 

This residual antipathy was to influence Grossman four years later -

with unforeseen consequences. 

Other signs indicated Grossman's return to favour. In October 1954 

the publishing house Voengiz brought out a limited edition of Za 

pravoe delo. which was followed up in 1955 with a mass circulation 

reprint. On his fiftieth birthday Grossman was awarded the Red Banner 

of Labour for his services to Soviet literature. In the citation it 

was noted that Grossman: 

... 'oonee ~ea~uaTH neT HeycTaHHo H nno~oTBopHO paooTaeT 

Ha onaro cOBeTcKoA JlHTepaTyp~.27 

One can only agree with Shimon Markish's assessment of the outcome of 

the sordid and cowardly campaign, intended to destroy Grossman: 

The party punished, the party forgave, and the person 

who got spat on was expected to wipe his face and pretend 

that nothing had happened. 28 

Grossman began work on Zhizn' i sud'ba while Stalin was still 

alive. In July 1960 after a decade of relentless endeavour his 

masterpiece was completed. Yet completion brought no sense of 

elation. There are doubts natural enough for any author, but there is 

. foreboding, which as subsequent events proved, was justified. In a 

letter to Lipkin dated 24th October 1959 Grossman writes: 

~ He nepe~aro pa~ocTH, no~~eMa, BOJlHeHHA. Ho qYSCTBO 

XOTb cMYTHoe, Tpeeo~oe, oaaOOqeHHOe, a ym OqeHb cepbeaHoe 

oKaaanocb. ITpae nH ~ ? 3TO nepBoe, rnaSHoe. ITpas nH nepe~ 

nro~bMH, aHaqHT, H nepe~ SoroM? A ~anbme ym BTopoe, 

nHcaTenbCKoe - cnpaeHnc~ nH ? A ~aJlbme ym TpeTbe - ee 

cy~boa, ~opora. Ho BOT ceAqac ~ KaK-TO OqeHb qYSCTSYW, qTO 

9TO TpeTbe, cy~boa KHHrH OT MeH~ OT~en~eTC~ S 9TH ~HH. OHa 

OCymeCTBHT ce6~ nOMHMO MeH~, paa~enbHo OT MeH~, MeH~ y~e He 

Mo~eT o~b.29 

Lipkin, already familiar with many of the characters and thrust of 

Zhizn' i sud' ba read the finished work. It should also be pointed out 

that short extracts of the novel had appeared in various magazines and 

papers; enough to arouse the readers' expectations, but insufficient 

material to attract the unwelcome attentions of the KGB. One extract 

was published in Vechernyaya Moskva. another in Literaturnaya gazeta. 
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In addition Grossman gave an interview to the military magaZine 

Sovetskiy voin. in which he discussed his progress on Zhizni i 

sud' ba. 30 Thus, we have no reason to doubt Nataliya Roskina's claim 

that, ... 'PoMaH yme 6~ WHPOKO H3BecTeH'.31 

But for Lipkin, and later Tvardovskiy, the question of publication 

was never a serious possibility. Both were convinced that no Soviet 

journal would touch Zhizn' i sud' ba. Undeterred, Grossman submitted 

the manuscript to Vadim Kozhevnikov, then the editor of Znamya in 

October 1960. For some time Kozhevnikov had been pressing Grossman 

for the manuscripts, little suspecting what was about to land on his 

desk. L. Anninskiy, a junior member of Znamya at the time , recollects 

the consternation and excitement caused by Grossman's novel. Aware of 

the decision arrived at by Kozhevnikov and his two sub-editors, 

Lyudmila Skorino and Alexander Krivitskiy, one of Anninskiy's 

colleagues, took the forbidden manuscripts home in a desperate attempt 

to read them before they disappeared for good. 32 Increasingly alarmed 

by the delayed response from Znamya, Grossman sought a meeting with 

the editorial board. He learned that Znamya would not publ ish the 

novel and, moreover that the editorial board had unanimously condemned 

the novel as anti-Soviet. 33 

In February 1961 the Soviet state inflicted 

blow: t he novel was 'arrest ed' . Two members of 

its most crushing 

t he KGB present ed 

themselves at Grossman's flat on Begovaya street with a warrant for 

the arrest of the novel. The search was systematic and thorough. All 

remaining copies were seized, including the one at the offices of 

Znamya, and the other at Tvardovskiy's Novyy mir. The decision to 

offer the novel first to Kozhevnikov, rather than to Tvardovskiy - the 

legacy of Tvardovskiy's renunciation of Za pravoe delo - had borne 

bitter fruit. Rough drafts, typing equipment and carbon paper were all 

seized. Ironically a copy of Vse techet - the first draft - was left 

untouched. 

Grossman's displeasure wi th Tvardovskiy was not the sole factor 

which led him to choose Znamya in preference to Novyy mir. 

Kozhevnikov had agreed to publish Grossman's rasskaz 

"Tirgarten" <"Tirgarten"i 1966) but the censor refused, having 

identified certain parallels between Nazi Germany and the Soviet 

Union. The parallels do exist and the story remained unpublished 
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unt i1 1966.34 According to Lipkin, Grossman felt that Kozhevnikov's 

determination to publish "Tirgarten" was genuine. Thus, reasoned 

Grossman, he would be more likely to publish a work in which the 

parallels wi th Nazi Germany were far more explicit. The lit erary 

censor at Znamya was not alone in his assessment of "Tirgarten". 

Earlier, Emmanuel Kazakevich, the editor of Literaturnaya Moskva, had 

rejected it. He, too, perceived the story's ambiguity: 

... 'KaaaKeBHq He oea oCHoBaHHSl YCMo'1'pen B "THprapTeHe" 

'1'y aepKanbHoC'1'b, KOTopaSl nooy~ana Ohl qH'1'aTene~ ~yMaTb 

o Cxo~CTBe ~ByX pemHMoB. 35 

The arrest of the novel, the frui ts of ten years work, was a 

personal catastrophe for Grossman. His earlier forebodings had proved 

to be all too well-founded. Even the campaign against Za pravoe delo 

does not seem to have shaken Grossman as badly as the arrest of Zhizn' 

i sud'ba. As Lipkin recalls: 

Kor~a B 1953 ro~y y~apHnH no pOMaHY « 3a npaBoe ~eno » 

Kor~a Mhl Ka*~~ ~eHb ~anH apec'1'a, Kor~a Ohlna peanbHaSl 

onacHocTb, \ITO rpoccMaHa npHoo~a'1' K ~eny Bpaqe~-yoH~U, OH 

Ohln MeHee no~aBneH, qeM ce~qac. 36 

As Grossman told Boris Yampolskiy, he had been 'hanged in his own 

doorway' . 37 

The arrest of Zhizni i sud'ba was more than a personal catastrophe 

for its author, it was of course a grave loss for Soviet literature in 

the 60s. We can only speculate as to the impact on Soviet Ii terature, 

and even Soviet society, had Zhizn' i sud' ba been published in 1961, 

though certainly the repercussions would have been immense. To quote 

Vladimir Voynovich: 

EcnH Ohl 3'1'0'1' pOMaH Ohln onyonHKoBaH B TO BpeMSl, Kor~a Ohln 

aaKOHqeH, T.e. B 1960 ro~y, OH ($I B 3TOM He COMHeBarocb) 

C'1'an O~ nH'1'epaTypHo~ ceHca~He~ MHpOBOrO aHaqeHHSl. 38 

The Soviet critic, Igor' Zolotusskiy, endorses this view: 

IToSlBHCb OH B 1960 ro~y - '1'or~a, Kor~a H Ohln HanHcaH,

OH npo~BHHyn O~ HaWH npe~c'1'aBneHHSl 00 3noxe H 0 BO~He 

Ha ~eCSlTHneTHSl Bnepe~. ITO'1'OMY qTO TO, "ITO Mhl aHaeM H 

nOHHMaeM ce~qac, nOHHMan B 1960 ro~y rpoccMaH. OH H 

nOHHMan oonbwe. Ero pOMaH onepe*aeT ~a*e caMhle CMenhle 

MhlCnH Hamero BpeMeHH. 39 
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Grossman pursued numerous avenues in an attempt to secure the 

release of the manuscripts. He turned to D. A. Polikarpov, a former 

member of the Writers' Union's administrative body, and now 

responsible for matters of culture in the Central Committee. 

Polikarpov was blunt and abrasive. Unwilling to compromise himself, 

he suggested that Grossman di scuss the mat ter wi th the heads of the 

Union of Writers, speci fically Markov, Sartakov and Shipachev. In 

certain respects their assessment of the novel was not as harsh as 

that of Znamya's editorial board; in others it was worse. They 

conceded that much of what Grossman had written was true. but to 

publish the novel at such a time would be harmful to the state. 

Markov or Sartakov suggested that publication might be a possibility 

250 years later. 

Abandoning any further idea of help from the pusillanimous Union of 

Writers, Grossman wrote to Khrushchev. Grossman's letter is dignified, 

reasonable and conciliatory, but there are no regrets. He stands by 

what he has written in Zhizn' i sud'ba: 

~ nHcan B CBoe~ KHHre TO, qTO CqHTan H npo~on~aro CQHTaTb 

npaB~o~, nHcan nHWb TO, qTO npo~yMan,npOqyBcTBoBan, 

nepecTpa~an.40 

Grossman attempted to play down some of the work's harsher 

concl usions. He insisted that Zhizn' i sud'ba is not a, 

. ' nOnHTH"IeCKaSl I<HHra' 41, 

concerned wi th the war. 

arguing that the work is essentially 

Grossman's claim hardly needs challenging. 

Zhizn' i sud'ba destroys many of Soviet society's most hallowed 

beliefs and taboos. Nor is it confined to the war; it addresses some 

of the key questions of the twentieth century, and thus pertains to 

the heart of the human condition. 

In his letter Grossman refers to the 20th Party Congress, an 

allusion to Khrushchev's denunciation of Stalin. Grossman avers that 

Zhizn' i sud'ba is part of this process: 

... 'KHHra « X<H:aHb H cy~b6a » He npoTHBOpeqH'r TO~ npaBJl,e, 

KOTopaSl 6hlna CI<aaaHa BaMH, qTO npSBJla cTana Jl,OCTOSlHHeM 

CerOJlHSlWHerO Jl,HSl, H He oTKnSJlhlBaeTCSl Ha 250 neT. 42 

This represents a clear challenge to the sincerity and commitment of 

Khrushchev to reveal the truth about Stalin and to ensure some 

semblance of legality, a point which is underlined by the methods used 
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by the state to acquire Grossman's manuscripts. As Grossman himself 

has noted, these are not the methods used against falsehood and 

slander: 'TaK 60pIDTc~ npoTHB npaB~hl'.43 How, he asks, can one 

understand such behaviour in the light of the ideas promulgated at the 

22nd Party Congress (1961) ? 

Grossman's letter is also interesting for the further light it 

sheds on the response of Znamya. Having rejected the novel, the 

editorial board advised Grossman to answer any enquiries from readers 

- it will be recalled extracts of Zhizn' i sud' ba had already been 

published - as to the novel's progress by saying that work on it had 

been delayed. Once again a tissue of lies was being drawn around the 

novel, and the author himself was expected to be compliant in 

consigning his own work to oblivion. 

Rejection of the aesthetic criteria of socialist realism is implied 

by Grossman. 

the paradigms 

He cites Turgenev, Dostoevsky, Tolstoy and Chekhov as 

of serious artistic endeavour. Their literary 

achievements are the criteria by which Zhizn' i sud' ba should be 

judged. The title, too, is suggestive of some of the great works of 

the nineteenth century with the deliberate use of antithesis. Voyna i 

mir, Otsy i deti. and Prestuplenie i nakazanie readily spring to mind. 

Grossman leaves us in no doubt that the title of Zhizn' i sud'ba was 

selected with this tradition in mind. Asked by Lipkin what the sequel 

to Za pravoe delo would be called, Grossman replied: 

KaK YQHT pyccKa~ Tpa~HUH~, Me~y ~By~ CnOBaMH ~on~eH 

CTO~Tb COlO3 "H". (( 

Grossman modestly admits that he may not reach the standards of his 

illustrious predecessors, but as he makes it clear, the question is 

not one of the artistic merits of Zhizn' i sud' ba, it is one of the 

authorial independence, . 

Lenin's name is also 

.. 'B npaBe nHcaTb npaB~y' .45 

invoked, suggesting, in effect, that the 

publication of Zhizn'i sud'ba is not inconsistent with Lenin's, 

'HOPMbI ,neMoKpaTHH'. (6 This is a tact ical ploy on Grossman's part. 

While Zhizn' i sud'ba lacks the all out assault on Lenin which we find 

in Vse techet there are several places in the text where Lenin is 

directly indicted as the destroyer of Russia's freedom, one of many 

reasons why Zhizn' i sud' ba remained unpublished. Moreover, the 

concepts of freedom and democracy which emerge in Zhizn' i sud' ba 
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have nothing in common with Lenin's materialist view of history; they 

are spiritual and elusive, yet common to all men. 'Norms of democracy' 

is the duplicitous and specious language of the party theorists. It 

enables them to compartmentalise and control freedom. Such language 

does not belong to Grossman. He is in revolt against the empty slogan 

and meaningless cliche. His use of 'party speak' on this occasion 

represents a doomed at tempt to find a common language between the 

defenders and enemies of freedom. 

Grossman's letter to Khrushchev resulted in a summons from Suslov. 

The meeting lasted three hours. After the meeting Grossman wrote a 

detailed account from memory which ran to one hundred pages. Only one 

copy is known to exist and after Grossman's death his wife passed it 

on to the spetskhran of the Central State Archive of Literature and 

Art <TsGALI) i much to the approval of the secretary of the Moscow 

section of the Union of Writers, the police general V. N. Il'in. There 

it remains. One can only hope that at some stage this invaluable 

record of what was discussed by the unrepentant heretic and the 'cep~ 

Kap~HHan'47 will be published. 

Lipkin provides some insights into the nature of this conversation. 

However, the details are fragmentary. Suslov said that the Party 

valued such works of Grossman as Narod bessmerten and his wartime 

sketches. But he endorsed the opinion of those who had read Zhizn' i 

sud'ba that publication would be harmful to the Soviet Union. Echoing 

the words of either Markov or Sartakov, he said that the work might be 

published in another 250-300 years. Crucially important for Grossman, 

however, he dismissed outright any suggestion of the novel being 

returned to its creator. As a consolation Suslov promised to arrange 

the publication of a five volume set of Grossman's works. The promise 

was not kept. 

Events in the international arena were not propitious either and 

may well have been a contributory factor in inducing the harsh 

response towards Grossman and his novel. International considerations 

had been important at the time of the Doctors' plot which to a large 

extent determined the response to Za pravoe delo. There is every 

reason to believe too that the authorities wanted to avoid any scandal 

similar to that which surrounded the publication of Pasternak's Dr 

Zhi vago. This certainly would have been detrimental to Soviet 
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interests. Throughout the summer of 1961 there was growing tension i 

Berlin, culminating in the erection of the Berlin Wall on the 13t 

August 1961. Relations wi th China were deteriorating and Adol 

Eichmann was put on trial in Tel-Aviv. This latter episode wa 

particularly germane to Zhizn' i sud' bat Given the publicity whic 

attended Eichmann's trial, .' a process of education for million 

in the facts of mass murder' (8, the Soviet authorities would, no 

surprisingly, be reluctant to countenance the publication of a work i 

which Eichmann's anti-Semitism is so closely identified with that 0 

the Soviet state. 

The arrest of the author's work, instead of the author himself, i 

a bizarre and cruel anomaly even in the history of Russia's long 

suffering literature. It is a new development in the incessant battl 

between writer and state. Above all it reflects the power 0 

Grossman's analysis; one which Suslov et al had good reason to fear 

Bearing in mind the deeply subversive nat ure of Grossman' 

manuscripts, one wonders why they were not carefully destroyed, 

possibility which Grossman raises in his letter to Khrushchev. Tha 

they were not incinerated does in one sense underline the inertia an 

inflexibility associated with Soviet bureaucracy: the seize 

manuscripts had become state property, to have destroyed them woul 

have been an act of vandalism. Yet red tape obscures a mor 

fundamental reason. Would it be overstating the case to argue tha 

those charged with the censorship of art had probably neve 

encountered anything like Zhizn' i sud'ba before? For thos 

accustomed to the hack work of socialist realism this immense an 

profound study of life under Stalin must have been a severe shod 

Grossman was indeed the, 'neTonHceu ceoero epeMeHH'.(9 He ha 

seen what millions of Russians had also seen. He omitted nothing. I 

might be possible to delay official publication of this truth, but i 

could never be destroyed. The ideologues implicitly recognised an 

feared Bulgakov's maxim: 'PYKonHcH He rop~T'. 

Nataliya Roskina 50 maintains that the arrest of Grossman's nove 

gave added impetus to the development of samizdat. Grossman's bitte 

experience made it quite clear that writers had to take steps t 

preserve their works for posterity. Moreover, during the attacks c 

Solzhenitsyn in the sixties Grossman's name, inter alia. became 
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symbol of the state's abuse of artists. In a letter to the secretary 

of the Central Committee of the CPSU from Pavel Antokolskiy, in which 

the confiscation of Solzhenitsyn's manuscripts was discussed, Grossman 

was cited as a precedent: 

It is even more horrible because only a few years ago 

the same thing happened with the manuscripts of the second 

part of the novel of the late Vasiliy Grossman. Is this 

kind of seizure of our writers' manuscripts to become a 

legalised custom?51 

Fortunately, at least one copy of Zhizn' i sud' ba escaped the 

clutches of the KGB and was smuggled to the West. Extracts were 

serialised in the journal Kontinent in the seventies. 52 In 1980 the 

first full Russian version was published in Switzerland. Scholars of 

Russian Ii terat ure owe an immense debt to Shimon Markish and Efim 

Etkind for the scrupulosity and dedication which they brought to bear 

in preparing the novel for publication. 

Now, thanks to an addendum to Lipkin's memoir, we can acknowledge 

the contribution of others in this drama. Both Lipkin and E. V. 

Zabolotskaya warned Grossman to protect one copy of the novel. This 

Grossman did and it was given to Lipkin. At the end of 1974 Li pkin 

approached Voynovich. Having read the novel, Voynovich agreed to help. 

Assisted by Elena Bonner and Andrey Sakharov, Voynovich microfilmed 

the novel and brought it to the West. Voynovich's own role was made 

public by him at the Frankfurt book fair in 1984. What remained 

unknown until the publication of Lipkin's piece, was firstly the fact 

that it was he who had retained a copy of the novel, and secondly the 

participation of Bonner and Sakharov. One is reminded of Galileo's 

students, who, determined that the master's Discorsi should be known 

to the world, smuggled the work to Holland away from the Holy 

Inquisi tion. 

The manner in which the novel was smuggled to the West accounts for 

certain lacunae in the Lausanne text. We have no reason to doubt 

Lipkin's explanation for this: 

... 'Kor~a pOMaH 5hln Ha~aH Ha PYCCKOM ~ahlKe, B~CHHnOCb, 

qTO no TeXHHqeCKHM npHqHHaM B HeM oKaaanHcb nponycKH -

HHor~a oT~enbHhlX cnoB, ~paa, HHor~a uen~ CTpaHHU. 

nponycKH 3TH 5hlnH peaynbTaToM HecoBepmeHH~ ~TOCHHMKOB 
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H HH a KoeM cnyqae He KacanHcb H~e~Horo co~epmaHHH pOMaHa.53 

Before his death Grossman was to have one more confrontation wi th 

the organs of censorship. Between early November 1961 and the new year 

of 1962 Grossman was in Armenia. He had been invited to assist the 

Armenian writer, Rachniy Kochar in preparing the Russian translation 

of a novel. This trip provides the basis for "Peace be to You! II (IIDobro 

vam"!; 1965), a fine piece of travel writing, richly endowed with 

sensitive and intuitive insights into the life and fate of the 

Armenian people. It is indeed Grossman's 'ap~HcKaH n03Ma' .54 

Tvardovskiy accepted "Dobro vam!" for publication in Novyy mir. The 

censor was less sympathetic and insisted that 

highlighting Soviet anti-Semi tism be deleted. 

certain passages 

Grossman refused to 

compromise and the work remained unpublished until 1965, when it 

appeared in the journal Literaturnaya Armeniya.without the passages to 

which the Moscow censorship objected. Publication of "Dobro vam!" in 

the censored form, was, as Lipkin admits, in direct contravention of 

Grossman's wishes . But he felt justified in ignoring Grossman's 

wi shes, because, 

qHTaTenei%' .55 

'TaKYID npeKpacHy~ BemP He Ha~o 6~o npHTaTb OT 

After the publication of "Dobro vam! II in Armenia, Tvardovskiy was 

once again offered the text. On this occasion however he declined to 

accept it. Eventually "Dobro vam! II was published by Sovetskiy 

pisatel' in 1967, together with some of Grossman's rasskazy in a 

volume of the same name. The version was more severely censored, much 

worse than had been demanded by the original literary censor. What 

should be noted here is that it was writers, not professional censors, 

who implemented these changes. 

By the end of 1962 it became clear to Grossman that he did not have 

long to live. Cancer was diagnosed and Grossman underwent an 

operation. In August 1963 he finished his last major work Vse techet. 

having substantially rewritten it. Grossman died on the 14th September 

1964. Those who knew him intimately do not doubt that the arrest of 

Zhizn' i sud' ba was the decisive factor in his death. Lipkin is 

convinced of it , and Nataliya Roskina has written that he died from 

the, .. . 'paK aaTpaaneHHhlx'. 56 

Despite the efforts of the first literary commission formed after 

Grossman's death to stimulate an interest in his work, he remained ar. 
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unknown quant it Y for both Soviet and Western readers throughout the 

Brezhnev years. Matters were not helped by the publication of Vse 

techet in the West, which despite its content was largely ignored. Two 

members of the commission, Boris Galin and Grigoriy Berezhko, wanted 

to send a let ter to Li teraturnaya gazeta, condemning 

. ' rpoccMaHa, H 6yp>KyasHhlx nJ1CaK, ero XSaJIHTeJIet%'. 57 Only in the 

Gorbachev era is Grossman at last receiving in the Soviet Union and 

abroad the attention which he so richly deserves. 

Throughout 1987 signs of Grossman's impending rehabilitation began 

to mount, although strictly speaking he had never been entirely 

expunged from the ranks of officially approved wri ters. Even after 

the seizure of Zhizn' i sud'ba some of his work still continued to be 

published. 58 In 1970 A. G. Bocharov, a specialist in the field of 

Soviet war literature, published an informative monograph on Grossman. 

Moreover, it was almost impossible to discuss developments in Soviet 

war literature without at least some reference to Grossman's 

contribution. In April 1987 two stories written by Grossman in the 

sixties appeared in print for the first time.59 Both contain themes 

germane to the campaign of perestroyka. "Phosphorous" ("Fosfor"; 1987) 

is an auotobiographical fragment completed towards the end of 

Grossman's Ii fe. He recalls his circle of st udent friends, and those 

among them who disappeared in 1937. Typically, Grossman reproaches 

himself for indifference to their fate. Real -friendship is shown by 

those in the camps. One of the inmates warns Grossman through a third 

party not to contact him in the camps, lest Grossman and the others 

are incriminated. As Grossman recalls, the request not to write moved 

him, but it also pleased him. 

Discussion of privilege in "In the Great Ring" ("V bol'shom 

kol'tse"i 1987) and environmental degradation impart a particular 

topicality to this rasskaz. Superficially an account of family life, 

the story's apparent simplicity is only apparent. Through the eyes of 

a small child, Masha, Grossman draws a parallel between the privileged 

and the not so privileged living in Moscow in the early 60s. Masha 

lives with her parents in a luxury flat on the outskirts of Moscow. 

Her parents are successful academics, who enjoy the comfort and 

rewards which at tend such stat us in the Soviet Union. Aware of the 

natural resentment of their less fortunate neighbours, Masha's parents 
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feel uncomfortable in their presence. The surrounding shanty town 

wi th its squalor and overcrowding is a glaring reminder that social 

and economic inequali ty exist on an unacceptably large scale in a 

society purporting to be classless and egalitarian. 

1987 also saw the publication of further extracts from Grossman's 

wartime notebooks, a tantalizing fraction of some 305 known zapis'1..60 

In October 1987 a short extract of Zhizn' i sud' ba was carried by 

Ogonyok 61 and following this it was reported in Literaturnaya gazeta 

that the Union of Writers had convened a second commission, chaired 

by A. A. Anan'ev, the chief editor of Oktyabr', to research Grossman's 

literary legacy. 62 Judging by the inclusion of the critics, A. G. 

Bocharov, E. V. Kardin and L. 1. Lazarev, in addition to the wri ters, 

G. Ya. Baklanov and V. L. Kondrat'ev, the Union of Writers views this 

commission as a serious and major undertaking. Finally, as if to 

confound the most intractable sceptics as they ponder glasnost' in the 

arts, Zhizn' i sud' ba was published in the first four issues of 

Oktyabr' for 1988.63 One completely shares Efim Etkind's sense of 

disbelief at this momentous event: 

ITpaao, ~ nerqe Ohl noaepHn, ecnH Ohl MHe CKaaanH, qTO 

a eccp coa~aHa aTopa~ neranbHa~ nOnHTHqeCKa~ napTH~.64 

Other texts, hitherto unpublished or disfigured by censorship were 

quick to follow. At the end of 1988 the unexpurgated version of 

"Dobra vam!" was published in Znamya 65 and some five months later a 

further selection of stories and one essay - also in Znamya 66 - came 

to the readers' attention for the first time. Nothing now seemed 

forbidden to the editors of Soviet journals and in June 1989, 

confirming the announcement made a year earlier, Vse techet appeared 

in Oktyabr'. Grossman's ghost had finally been laid to rest. 

II 

Among Western critics there is an overwhelming consensus of opinion 

that Grossman's wartime experiences provide the origins of the damning 

conclusions for Soviet orthodoxy expressed in both ZhiznI i sud'ba and 

Vse techet. In Germany critics have written of, . 'eine 

grundlegende Wandlung, die zur Revision seiner bisherigen 

Uberzeugungen fUhrte'67, of, ... 'ein ProzeB der ErnUchterung und des 

Umdenkens, der in der radikalen Absage an den Bolschewismus 
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kulminierte' 68, 

revol ut ion~!ren 

and , 

Uberzeugung' .69 

suggested that Grossman, 

Soviet system before the 

eine radikale Infragestellung seiner 

While in America it has been 

largely ignored the dark side of the 

German invasion' . 70 Shimon Markish, 

Grossman specialist, endorses these assessments: 

~ ~yMaID, ~TO ~opora K noe~HHKy c coeeTcKoA enaCTbID 

Ha~anaCb ~n~ rpoccMaHa 22 HIDH~ 1941 ro~a.71 

a 

Gi ven the upheavals of 1941-45 such a conclusion is not unreasonable. 

Grossman's mother was murdered in the Berdichev ghetto and his fifteen 

year old stepson Misha was killed by a bomb in Chistopol. 

Nevertheless, important as the war years undoubtedly are, they only 

provide part of the answer as to the origins of Grossman's heresy. The 

importance of the thirties cannot be overstated. Wri ting in Zhizn'i 

sud'ba. Grossman stresses that the reassessment of life in the Soviet 

Union, which took place in the war, began before 1941: 

ITpouecc 9TOT Ha~anc~ ~o eO~Hhl, O~HaKO, OH npoMcxo~Hn, 

rnaeHhlM oopaaoM, He B coaHaHHH Hapo~a,a e ero no~co3HaHHM72 

Three events served as the catalyst for what Grossman calls this 

'nepeoc~cnHBaHHe'73 of Soviet life: collectivisationi 

industrialisation; and 1937. For Grossman there seems lit tIe doubt 

that the Stalinist terror embodied as it were in the perverse 

commandment ' thou shalt bear false witness' was his personal turning 

pOint. As he was to write in Vse techet:' B Ha~ane ObIJIO 

CJIoeo ... BOHCTHHY TaK.74 It is to this pre-war period that we must 

turn if we are to understand fully the genesis of Grossman's heresy 

and its subsequent evolution. 

Voynovich's appreciation of Grossman points us in this direction 

too: 

3ayp~~Hbrn nHcaTeneM rpOcCMaH He Ohm HHKor~a H aa~onro ~o 

nOSlBneHH~ « JKH3HH H CY~b6hl » Bce c oonbillHM Tpy~OM BnHCbIBanc~ 

B COBeTcKYID nHTepaTypy. Ho TonbKO B 3TO~ KHHre (Zhizn' i 

sud'ba] (a 3aTeM eo « Bce Te~eT ») OH paCKphlJIC5t 

nOJlHOCTbIO. 75 

Furthermore, Voynovich makes the important observation that the 

path trodden by Grossman was a long one. Heresy, as opposed to 

criticism of selected features of a regime, is seldom characterised by 

sudden, revealing insights. It is a long process, one of self-doubt, 
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re-evaluation and inner struggle. For a writer such as Grossman it 

was a process in which not only the full force of his considerable 

intellect, but also his personal experience was brought to bear. While 

certain events are important - 1937, the war, the Holocaust, the 

Zhdanovshchina and Doctors' Plot no single one explains 

satisfactorily the outcome of Grossman's intellectual life and his 

personal fate. 

This reductionist approach is most pronounced in the attitude of 

Western critics and writers to the significance of the campaign 

against Grossman over the period 1952-53. They have concluded, 

wrongly in the opinion of this author, that this was the key event 

which separates Zhizn' i sud' ba and everything beyond it from Za 

pravoe delo and what came before. To a great extent this determines 

attitudes towards Za pravoe delo. According to the anonymous author 

of the preface, accompanying the Western, Russian language publication 

of Zhizn' i sud'ba, Za pravoe delo is: 

... 'o5hlKHoBeHHb~ pOMaH CTanHHCKO~ 3nOXH,ero MeCTO -

B O.llHOM pSl.llY c « Beno~ 5epeaott » By6eHHoBa H CHMOHOBCKHMH 

« .llHSlMH H HO~aMH H, HO He c « >KH:aHblQ H cY.llb50tt ».76 

Even the most cursory reading of Simonov's and Bubennov's texts will 

demonstrate the weakness, and it must be said, a serious ignorance of 

Za pravoe delo. which this assessment reveals. 

Yet others have endorsed it, in some cases going further. In his 

study of Grossman, M. J. Taylor claims that the subsequent book 

edition of Za pravoe delo is weaker still: 

In literary terms the result is devastating. The novel 

loses its power, any polemical aspects it may have are 

neutered, its sense of reality is diluted. 77 

In fact, as we shall see from this study both versions are inherently 

polemical, and in some respects, as a result of Stalin's death, the 

book version, more so. Robert Chandler, the English translator of 

Zhizn' i sud' ba, has joined the chorus of condemnation, adding that 

Za pravoe delo is, 'deadened by its ideological conformi t y' 78, 

to which one can add Markish's far from encouraging views: 

It is absurd to think that in the terrible year of 1952 

someone would dare to praise a book that differed one iota 

from the ideological and aesthetic standard of those in 
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power. And indeed For a Righteous Cause is a completely 

orthodox Soviet epic narrative. 19 

Markish's emphatic assertion of the orthodox nature of Za pravoe 

delo cannot be sustained in the light of textual analysis. It is, too, 

very much at odds with his belief that the German invasion marks the 

beginning of Grossman's heresy. Eleven years after the war one would 

expect signs of such disaffection to be evident in Za pravoe delo - as 

indeed they are - even more so when we know from Grossman's letter to 

Khrushchev that he began writing Zhizn' i sud'ba in 1950. Yet Markish 

ignores this, suggesting therefore that the crisis for Grossman began 

during the period 1952-53, and not the 22nd June 1941. This is an 

obvious inconsistency for those who acknowledge the importance of the 

war in Grossman's transformation, but dismiss his first major post-war 

work, and above all its affinity with Zhizn' i sud'ba. It should also 

be noted that Za pravoe delo is not the only work of this period to 

merit such unwarranted criticism from Markish. "Abel The 6th August" 

(" Avel' shestoe avgusta" j 1953) and "Tirgarten" are, he argues, 

spoiled by, 'rocy~apcTBeHHa~ H~eonorH~'.80 

By far the most robust and cogent defence of Za pravoe delo has 

come from Simeon Lipkin. Comparisons with Bubennov's Belaya bereza 

and Simonov's Dni i nochi are quite rightly rejected and attention is 

drawn to Grossman's earlier trials wi th officialdomj the disapproval 

of "The Ukraine wi thout the J ews" ("Ukraina bez evreev" j 1943) and the 

at tacks made on "Esli veri t' pi fagoreytsam". Similarly, any 

accusation of ideological conformity in Za pravoe delo is given short 

shri ft: 

3a npaaoe Deno Bce~ neKcHKo~ cBoe~, Bce~ MYa~o~1 Bce~ 

mHBOnHCbID, BceM npHcTanbHb~ BHHMaHHeM K TaKHM no~po5HOCT~M 

ohlTa ... HaKOHeu, BceM cBoeoopaaHeM, HeynpaBn~eMocTbID 

HCTHHHoro TanaHTa OhlnO qym~o cOUHanHCTHqeCKoMY peanHaMY.81 

Others recognised this too. An unnamed member of the Central 

Committee visited Grossman, and not without some admiration, commented 

on Grossman's insolence.82 Grossman broached subjects and themes in 

Za pravoe delo which before him very few Soviet authors had dared 

touch. It is no ordinary novel, and as Lipkin quite rightly points 

out: 

H paaBe Ha oOhlKHoBeHH~ cOBeTcKH~ pOMaH oopymHnc~ 5~ CTonb 
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TSlmeJIbIt% y~ap, KOTopbIt% \.IyTb He YHH\.ITO>KHJlH H « 3a npaBoe .nelIO» 

H caMoro aBTopa ? 83 

The prevailing atmosphere in the Soviet Union during the Doctors' 

Plot is not enough to account for the intensity of the vilification 

levelled at Grossman. We have to go deeper. Most important of all we 

cannot divorce Za pravoe dele from Zhizn' i sud'ba. To quote Lipkin: 

~ HaCTaHBaID Ha TOM, \.ITO OhlJIO O~ HeOCTOpO>KHO paccMaTpHBaTb 

« )KHSHb H cy.nbOy .) TOJlbKO C TO\.lKH speHHSI, \.ITO, Mon, 

nOJIHTH\.IeCKHe H ~Hnoco¢CKHe BSrJISI.n~ aBTopa HSMeHHJIHCb no 

cpaBHeHHID c TeM BpeMeHeM, KOr.lla OH nHcan « 3a npaBoe .lleno». 

KOHeQHO, O~O H 9TO, TeMH~e CTOpO~ .lle~CTBHTenbHocTH qaCTO 

CTaHoB~TC~ HCTO\.lHHKOM cBeTa .nnSl COSHaHHSI xy.nO>KHHKa. 

« )KHSHb H cy.nboa » HaMHOrO BhlWe, HaMHOrO Ba~ee « 38 npaBoe 

)teJIo )., HO ooa pOMaHa npHHa)tJIem8T O.llHOMY H TOMY me 

TanaHTy.84-

No question mark hangs over the differing merits and importance of the 

two works. But to disregard Za pravoe delo in our interpretation of 

Zhizn' i sud' ba would be a serious omission. The path to Zhizn'i. 

sud'ba leads through Za pravoe delo. not around it. 

Not surprisingly this question has occupied the minds of Soviet 

cri tics. Generally they support Lipkin. Za pravoe delo is, contends 

L. Anninskiy, 'npenro.nH~,3Kcno3HUH~'85 to Zhizn'! sud'ba and A. 

Bocharov has rejected the deliberate or ill-informed attempt on the 

part of some to separate the two novels, as if, he suggests, to 

indicate, . 'noBopoT aBTopa qyTb He Ha 180 rpa.nycoB'. 86 In 

addi tion Bocharov sees the 20th Party Congress as a decisive factor 

for Zhizni i sud'ba, particularly for the portrayal of Stalin. 

Evidence of the Stalin phenomenon is to be found in earlier works, 

a1 bei t in a more guarded form. Nevertheless the 20th Part y Congress 

certainly gave added impetus to Grossman's attempts to evaluate Stalin 

and Stalinism. 

To date, Soviet criticism has shown no haste in reevaluating 

"EsI! verit' pifagoreytsam" , Grossman's wartime sketches, or his pre

war writing in the light of the Soviet publication of Zhizni i sud'ba. 

Some cri tics, notably, A. Bocharov are hamstrung by what they have 

previously written about Grossman. To change their position now would 

be to reveal, if not a certain insincerity, then timidity and willing 
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compliance to the demands of the Brezhnev era, the period of zastoy. 

which is ceaselessly condemned and held up to be the very opposite of 

per est royka. 

The definitive Western or Soviet study of Grossman has yet to be 

wri t ten and in view of the extent to which some of the older 

generation of critics have been compromised, it is probably a task for 

a fresh mind, one free from ideological clutter and unimpeded by the 

past, and able to take advantage of the greater access to Soviet 

archi ves and contact between Western and Soviet scholars. Nor is 

there room for complacency in the West. Increasingly, as Zhizn' 1. 

sud' ba, Vse techet and Grossman's earlier wri t ing come under more 

intense scrutiny, Western scholarship will have to reassess and 

redefine fundamentally its attitude to the place of Vasiliy Grossman 

in the history of Soviet literature and thought. It is hoped that this 

study will make a modest contribution to this process. 

III 

In concluding this introduction some observations need to be made 

concerning texts. A large body of Grossman's writing, including some 

wartime works, but mainly those of the post-war era, have been 

subjected to rewriting and censorship. Changes are particularly 

apparent in the differences between the journal and subsequent book 

versions of Za pravoe delo. Numerous deletions and supplements create 

a number of problems for researchers. One needs to decide which of 

the two texts, journal or book, should be taken as the definitive 

text. For this study the policy adopted has been to regard, whereever 

possible, the definitive text as the one which draws upon both 

versions. When quoting from the work, the absence or modification of 

a given passage in another version will be indicated in the notes, and 

its significance discussed in context. Such an approach will maintain 

the moment um of the discussion and obvi ate the requirement for a 

separate chapter on textology and thus the risk of repetition. 

With regard to Zhizni i sud' ba the problem is of a different 

nature. To date there exist three Russian versions: the 1980 Swiss 

publication; a Soviet journal version published in Oktyabr'i and a 

Soviet book edition brought out by Knizhnaya palata at the end of 

1988. Evidence of censorship can be detected in both Soviet versions. 
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In the journal version the most obvious deletion was the chapter on 

anti-Semitism, which corresponds to chapter 32, Part II in the 

Lausanne edition. In September of 1988 a letter to the editorial 

board from Viktor Koretskiy pointed this out and the missing chapter 

was included after his letter.87 As to how Koretskiy knew of this 

deletion, and more importantly why it was not included in the relevant 

journal copy, one can only speculate. It may reflect some 

disagreement among the staff at Oktyabr' itself. Subsequently this 

chapter appeared in the book version. However, both journal and book 

versions are marred by further omissions for which there can be no 

legitimate excuse, especially in this age of glasnost'. The 

significance of these deletions will be discussed later. 

Matters are further complicated by the fact that immediately before 

Knizhnaya palata brought out Zhizn' i sud'ba it was ascertained that 

Grossman's surviving stepson, Fedor Borisovich Guber, had acquired a 

copy of an original manuscript. 88 The manuscript had been kept by 

Grossman's friend, Vyacheslav Ivanovich Loboda, whose wife had passed 

it on after the publication of Zhizn' i sud'ba in Oktyabr'. According 

to Anna Samoylovna Berer 89 there can be no doubt as to the 

manuscript's authenticity. One suspects that the saga is not yet 

over. If, for example, the newly acquired manuscripts can fill the 

various lacunae in the Lausanne edition, then the final, defini t i ve 

version of Zhizn' i sud'ba may well be published in the Soviet Union. 

For the foreseeable future, however, the Lausanne text will remain the 

most complete of the three extant versions and will serve as the 

basis for this study. As in the case of Za pravoe delo deletions 

will be cross-referenced to the three texts and discussed in context. 

No serious problems arise with "Dobro vam!" or "Vse techet". 

Severely censored in 1967, "Dobro vam!" has at last been restored to 

its original state. The extent of censorship, done primarily, it will 

be recalled, by writers and not professional censors, is remarkable. 

For the extent to which it casts light on the insidious process of 

self-censorship it deserves a special study. A textual comparison of 

the Western and Soviet publications of "Vse techet" indicates no major 

di fferences in text. For reasons of access all quotat ions in this 

study refer to the Western publication. 
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The Changing Ethos of Soviet War Literature 

Chapter II 

I 

From its inception the Soviet Union has been constantly and vitally 

concerned with questions regarding the prevention, interpretation and 

prosecution of war. Survival in what it sees as a hostile capitalist 

world, as much as the fact that the Soviet Union arose from the ruins 

of World War One, accounts for this. The role that war has played in 

the formation I consolidation and defence of the Soviet Union is 

reflected in a large part of its early literature. World War One, 

Intervention and the Civil War are the main themes for early writers. 

Texts such as: Serafimovich' s The Iron Flood (Zheleznyy potoki 1924) i 

Fadeev's The Rout (Razgromj 1927)j Furmanov's Chapaev (1923) and 

Sholokhov' s great epic The Quiet Don (Tikhiy don; 1928-1940) have 

become classics of socialist realism. 

Confronted with the literature dedicated to The Great Fatherland 

War, one is struck by its sheer volume. Any explanation for this is 

obliged to go beyond the imperatives of ideology. That, over fort y 

years after it ended, the war is still discussed and analysed, and 

that the volume of books, memoirs and articles on the theme 

continues to expand relentlessly. bear witness to the unprecedented 

severity of the Russo-German conflict. For those fortunate enough not 

to have endured the horrors of Nazi occupation and the total disregard 

of civilised standards which applied on the Eastern front the 

statistics are perhaps too terrible to understand. With the fiftieth 

anniversary of the German invasion approaching the memory still 

remains strong, the scars deep, the consequences for Soviet societ y 

far-reaching. No other event in Soviet hi story commands such a 

mixture of horror, pride and numbing grief. 

Proliferating diversity, volume, the long period over which it has 

been written, and the differing attitudes of successive Soviet leaders 

are some of the factors which complicate the classification and 

analysis of the changes which have taken place in Soviet war 

literature since 1941. To do it justice would require a separate 
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study. Thus, this chapter makes no claim to be a comprehensive or 

consistently detailed account of developments. 1 Instead it will seek 

to di scuss general trends and the bet t er known writers, while paying 

closer attention to those themes which are felt to be more relevant to 

our understanding of Grossman. 

II 

By and large Soviet wartime literature tends to be schematised and 

thematically limited. Writers saw themselves as an auxilIary arm of 

the Army. Repeatedly, their articles sought to portray the Germans as 

destroyers of Occidental civilization, to foster the belief in 

eventual victory and to stress the unity of party and people. These 

aims tell us as much about the fragmented nat ure of pre-war Soviet 

society as they do about the calamitous military situation. 

Hatred of the Germans was nurtured and preached wi th a religious 

zeal. Mikhail Sholokhov's The Science of Hatred <Nauka nenavistij 

19(2) is a typical example. The hero, Lieutenant Gerasimov is 

captured by the Germans. In captivity he witnesses the Germans' brutal 

and sadistic treatment of Russian prisoners of war. Scenes of torture 

serve speci fic funct ions. They arouse hat red, and reinforce the 

opprobrium , taint of treachery and fear associated with capture. 

Moreover, they are indispensable for the psychological tempering of 

the Russian soldier. Bereft of humanly recognisable characteristics, 

demonic and endlessly bloodthirsty, the enemy is easier to kill. Such 

propaganda merely reinforced the experiences of millions. Blinded by 

racial policy and failing to exploit the widespread discontent which 

existed in their newly acquired empire, the Germans made their 

intentions towards the civilian population abundantly clear. No 

allowance is made for good Germans either. Senseless brutality is a 

national characteristic. All Germans are bad, none must be spared. 

Certain German atrocities attracted more attention than others, 

lending themselves to skil ful exploi tat ion. Zoya Kosmodemianskaya, a 

member of the Komsomol, committed an act of sabotage in a village not 

far from Volokolamsk. Caught by the Germans, she was executed 

publicly. Overnight she became a national heroine, a paradigm of 

impeccable courage and virt ue, 

sacrifice was brought home 

whose fate and its message of self

to Russians in poems and countless 
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newspaper articles. 

Writers such as Aleksey Tolstoy and particularly II' ya Ehrenburg 

concentrated upon Hitler, Fascism and the depraved nature of German 

culture. In often crude but highly effective journalistic 

sketches, they vilified and mocked everything German. People welcomed 

these articles which gave powerful expression to the deep loathing of 

the Germans and before Stalingrad to the sense of frustration and 

humiliation at the continuing military reversals. However, such 

understandable hatred raised serious questions. Was Fascism a true 

reflection of Germany? Or did Hitler and the Nazis represent a 

minority with little support? Few seemed bothered with such questions 

in the midst of the battle for national survival. 

Despite attempts to tone this hate campaign down towards the end of 

the war by this time Ehrenburg was becoming something of an 

embarassment - the Soviet stance was entirely consistent with the view 

that German equals Fascist. This approach possesses a certain ruthless 

logic. The emotional appeal on which the hate campaign was based would 

be considerably weakened, if the soldier or civilian to whom the 

appeal was addressed, was compelled to make tortuous moral or 

ideological decisions as to the nature of Fascism. This is one reason 

perhaps why the Germans were invariably referred to in official 

propaganda as Fascist s, and only rarely as Germans. Nevertheless, 

Soviet critics continue to insist that a firm distinction was drawn 

between the ideology of Fascism and the ordinary German, then and now; 

that the hate propaganda was directed solely at the German soldier. 

This studiously ignores the problems stated above. Alexander Werth, 

who spent a large part of the war in the Soviet Union perceives the 

heart of the matter: 

There was the "ordinary Fritz" of 1944 and there were 

the thousands of Himmler's professional murderers; but 

was there a clear dividing line between the two? 2 

A revealing insight into Soviet attitudes can be found in a 

discussion of Viktor Nekrasov's "The Second Night" <"Vtoraya 

noch' : 1962). On a reconaissance mission a Russian soldier stumbles 

across a German (nemetskiyl soldier. In the ensuing struggle the 

Fascist [fashistl is killed. 3 In essence the terms are synonomous, 

and if a literary critic, writing twenty years after the war, can 
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regard them as such, one can hardly expect greater exactitude from the 

ordinary Soviet ci tizen during or after the war. The discussion of 

Fascism and the problems it raises is an excellent instance of an 

apparently straightforward wartime label becoming increasingly 

problematical and complex after 1945. In the post-war period 

Baklanov, Bykov, Grossman, Genatulin and many others have shown 

dissatisfaction with the traditional view of Fascism. 

Poetry proved itself to be especially suitable to the orchestration 

of hatred. Good examples of this are Konstantin Simonov's "Kill him" 

("Ubey ego; 1942) and Aleksey Surkov's "Oath of a Warrior" ("Klyatva 

voina"; 1941>, "Blood Oath" (IIKlyatva nad krov' yu"j 1942) and "The 

Avengers' Commandment" (IIZapoved' mstiteley"j 1942). No details are 

spared in Surkov's poems. They speak of the Russian people's suffering 

and the desperate longing for revenge: 

~ 3HaeM ymac ~epH~x nycThlpe~ 

Ha MeCTe cen, nocenKOB H npe~MeCTH~. 

HeT! Cne3~ Bcex ~amHcTcKHX MaTepe~ 

He TpHOHyT cep~ue, ma~ymee MeCTH.4 

Hatred of the German invader is preached alongside fervent 

patriotism. Indeed, patriotism and the need to focus Russian public 

opinion on the dangers of capitalist encirclement had been a major 

theme of official propaganda in the thirt ies. It became crucial in 

wartime, and was clearly evident in the official term for the war, The 

Great Fatherland War. Wartime patriotism drew much of its force from 

its appeal to the pre-Soviet past. Stalin's wartime speeches, often 

coinciding with critical moments on the battlefield, are rich in such 

allusions. In his address to the troops assembled on Red Square on 

7th November 1941, he stresses an unbroken lineage from Alexander 

Nevskiy, Dmitriy Donskoy and Suvorov. Every aspect of Russia's past -

from its great military leaders to its religious heritage was 

invoked to legitimise the struggle. 

Spontaneous and deeply felt emotions of love towards their country 

and everything Russian were expressed in poetry. What these poems, 

many thousands of them, lacked in artistic achievement, they made up 

for in sincerity. There can be no doubt that their quasi -religiosi t y, 

their almost myst ical qual it Y struck a chord in the nat ional psyche. 

Arguably the most famous poem of the war, and printed literally in 
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millions was Simonov's "Wait for me"j ("Zhdi menya"j 1941). Simonov's 

imagery is simple. He speaks of the yearning to be home, of work,rest 

and of the unbreakable bonds of love which will triumph over 

separation, privation and even death. The title, repeated like a 

liturgical chant, reinforces the poem's central message, one of hope. 

Born in the irrational, it seeks to challenge and overcome unbearable 

reality by the power of belief and the strength of emotion. 

Patriotic fervour gained in intensity after the German collapse at 

Stalingrad in February 1943. It achieved its most explicit official 

approval in 1945. During a reception in the Kremlin on 24.05.1945 

given in honour of senior Soviet Army commanders, Stalin paid tribute 

to the valour and fortitude of the Soviet people, but singled out the 

Russians for special praise.5 Increasingly after 1945 Russian 

patriotism became xenophobic and was a distinct feature of both the 

Zhdanovshchina and Doctors' Plot. 

Ideological contradictions inherent in concepts such as Russian 

nationalism or Soviet patriotism were disregarded between 1941-45. 

Defeating Hitler was all important. However after the war this legacy 

could not so easily be ignored. It is worth considering how Soviet 

ideology has attempted to overcome this problem. 

In general terms, four forms of devotion to one's country are 

identified in the Soviet canon.6 Patriotism is entirely positive and 

is used exclusively in reference to the Soviet Union. Nationalism 

consists in a mystical devotion to one's fatherland and the supremacy 

of the state over the individual. Chauvinism is regarded as an 

extreme form of nationalism. Finally, there exists Socialist 

Internationalism which identifies the interests of Russian patriotism 

with those of the international working class. 

It will be quite obvious that the practical manifestation of 

patriotism in the Soviet Union is nearer to its own definition of 

nationalis~ or even chauvinis~ than to the apparently benign 

patriotism mentioned above. Mystical devotion to one's country was, 

and still is a major feature of Soviet patriotism. Compare the term 

Great Fatherland War with the rather innocuous, Second World War, used 

by the Western Allies, the very states accused of exaggerated 

nationalism and chauvinism. Moreover, the striving for political 

independence which Soviet ideologues equate with nationalism has 
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little to distinguish itself from Stalin's formula "Socialism in one 

count ry". 

The war on the Eastern front was remarkable for the size of its 

operational area, the huge number of combatants and non-combatants 

involved and the extremes of climate. This partly accounts for the 

diversity of theme and experience which we find in Soviet war 

1 it erat ure. 

The siege of Leningrad is a case in point. A siege without 

parallel in modern times, it has produced its own dist inct brand of 

literature. Poetry features prominently and 01' ga Berggol'ts, Vera 

Inber, Anna Akhmatova and Nikholay Tikhonov played a vi tal role in 

sustaining Leningrad's spirit of defiance. 01'ga Berggol'ts typifies 

the change in response of many intellectuals towards Stalin and the 

regime which the war had brought about. Stalin is distrusted, but the 

fate of the nation demands unity. This is precisely the problem which 

faced Grossman at the outbreak of war. Berggol'ts spoke for a great 

many when shortly after the German invasion she wrote: 

~ H B 3TOT ~eHb He noaa6hlna 

ropbKHx neT rOHeH~ H ana, 7 

Like the most successful wartime poetry Berggol' ts' s poems are 

painfully lucid and free from superfluous metaphor and abstraction. 

Many suggest diary entries in verse. They are intimate, yet 

immediately recognisable as those sufferings shared by all. 

Fortitude, the extreme cold and above all hunger are the main 

themes of the Leningrad writers and poets. In her long narrative poem 

"The Pulkovo Meridian" <"Pulkovskiy meridian"; 1941-43), which won a 

Stalin prize, Vera Inber gives new meaning to our accustomed 

perception of hunger. Hunger and cold breed desperation. Malnutrition 

and dystrophy, the hallmarks of Leningrad's inhabitants, become 

literally and metaphorically the fate of Leningrad itself as it is 

stripped of all wood: 

ITonycropeBwHe ~OMa - KaneKH, 

OCTaTKH nepeKp~H~ H cTon6oB 

Bce py6~T ~n~ neqypoK H rpo6oB.8 

Like Leningrad, the peculiarities of Stalingrad gave rise to a 

distinctive body of literature . Stalingrad marks the first major 

triumph of Russian arms on the Eastern front, and this alone would be 
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sufficient to ensure that it received the attention of writers. 

Nevertheless, those writers who have written about the battle have 

made a substantial contribution to the development of Soviet war 

literature. Among the better known works and authors are: Konstantin 

Simonov's Days and Nights (Dni i nochi: 19(4); Viktor Nekrasov's In 

the Trenches of Stalingrad (V okopakh Stalingrada: 19(6)j Sholokhov's 

(The Fate of a Man (Sud' ba cheloveka; 1957), not to mention the works 

of Grossman. 

Their military significance apart, Leningrad and Stalingrad were 

symbolically important too. Leningrad was the cradle of the Revolution 

and bore Lenin's name, while Stalingrad was named after his diSCiple; 

facts not lost on Hitler. More importantly they epitomised a 

solidarity in suffering. 01' ga Berggol'ts wrote of them as two 

brothers. 9 Useful during the war, this sense of solidarity and 

particularly the self-esteem felt in Leningrad, seem to have angered 

Stalin. In 1949 the museum commemorat ing the blockade was closed 

down. 

By the late summer of 1942 vast areas of Russian terri tory lay 

under German control. German lines of communication were stretched 

and the immense task of policing these territories offered excellent 

opportunities for partisans. Partisan warfare has an impressive 

historical and revolutionary heritage. It appealed to the 

conspiratorial mentality of many Bolsheviks and seemed to offer a cost 

effective way of hitting back when little else was going the Russians' 

way. Stalin, the supreme opportunist, was quick to seize these 

advantages. In his first wart ime speech 10 made to a bewildered and 

frightened nation, he called upon those living in the occupied areas 

to form partisan detachments and sabotage squads. Exactly how those 

living under German occupation were to acquire the necessary arms and 

other equipment, let alone find the will, in the summer of 1941, was 

not made clear. In 1941 partisan activity was sporadic, uncoordinated 

and thus largely ineffective. It had little more than nuisance value. 

Nevertheless, adept use of propaganda and mythical partisans 

helped to create the illusion of an official Soviet presence. Later 

in the war, as experience was gained and equipment became available, 

Soviet partisans did indeed exert considerable pressure on the German 

supply lines. In addition, they made a special point of killing the 
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starostas, appointed by the Germans to administer the occupied 

territories. This aspect of occupation is important, since revenge is 

one of the dominant motifs of partisan warfare in Soviet literature, 

at times verging on a psychopathic obsession. In fact one might go so 

far as to say that the driving force for partisan warfare is revenge. 

Large scale deportations, destruction of homes and brutal and 

arbitrary German rule provided powerful incentives to kill Germans and 

hamper Germany's war effort. However the sustained close contact of 

the Germans and the indigenous peoples did not always, despite 

official Soviet claims to the contrary, lead to implacable resistance. 

Values and standards of behaviour were mutually absorbed. Many 

actively collaborated with the Germans and played a leading role in 

helping their masters and their Einsatzgruppen expedite the Final 

Solution in the occupied territories. Cases of collaboration are well 

documented in Anatoliy Kuznetsov's 8abiy yar (8abiy yarj 1966). 

The special nature of partisan warfare with its contradictions and 

distortions has been penetratingly analysed by the outstanding 

Belorussian writer Vasil' Bykov. Sotnikov (Sotnikovj 1970), The 

Obelisk (Obeliskj 1971) and The Wolf Pack (Volch' ya staya; 1975) are 

harrowing accounts of men and women in desperate situations confronted 

by apparently insoluble moral dilemmas. No glamour is to be found in 

Bykov's stories. Outnumbered by the Germans, victims of treachery, 

cowardice and cruel ty on their own side, the partisans wage a very 

unequal struggle. The popular view that the partisans were always 

wiser, more cunning and generally morally worthier than their German 

antangonists remains unvindicated in Bykov. Many of his characters 

hover on the brink of psychOlogical collapse, and on one level it is 

possible to see his stories as studies of extreme mental states, as 

laboratories of the mind. 

Since its very essence was the . . 'defiance of authority'll, 

partisan warfare posed dangers for Soviet power. Some partisan units 

had fought independently for nearly three years by the time the Red 

Army returned. During that time they had become fiercely self-reliant 

- they had to be in order to survive - and naturally, they resented 

the reimposition of centralised control. This independence posed a 

threat to the regime. Nor was this problem confined to the partisans. 

I solated groups of soldiers, those engaged in dangerous and lonel y 
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missions beyond the immediate restrictions of military rule, such as 

snipers, scouts and small sub-units took great pride in their hard won 

military skills. Their distinct brand of comradeship was 

characterised by intense loyalty and hostility to all outsiders. Good 

examples of this mentality in conventional military formations are 

found in Emmanuel Kazakevich's excellent The Star <Zvezdai 1946) and 

much of Grossman's prose. 

An illustration of the Party's determination to reshape perceptions 

of the partisan campaign can be seen in the fate of Alexander Fadeev's 

novel The Young Guard <Molodaya gvardiya; 1945). A group of teenagers 

in the Krasnodar region organise themselves into an effective 

resistance movement against the Germans, but with minimal assistance 

from the Party. This was the problem. Fadeev rewrote the novel, 

stressing the Party's guiding and inspirational role in resistance to 

the Germans. Since 1945 the Party has sought to appropriate for itself 

the achievements of partisan warfarej and the exploits of Soviet 

partisans, real or imagined, occupy an important place in mili tary

patriotic education. 

The German invasion stunned the Soviet leadership and population. 

The inability of the Red Army to stop the Germans, and Stalin's 

failure immediately to rally the nation cast grave doubts on the 

regime's competence. German military success completely contradicted 

the flood of pre-war propaganda in which the myth of Soviet 

invincibility was carefully cultivated. Writing before the war, 

Fadeev asserted that socialist realism was more than just a literary 

doctrine; it provided a framework in which it was possible to depict 

the activity of those enemies inside and outside the Soviet Union who 

were determined to destroy the new world. 12 Portrayals of war based 

on esoteric literary theory and not on the conceivable outcome proved 

useless. Anatoliy Shpanov's novel The First Blow <Pervyy udar; 1939) 

illustrates the point well. A hopelessly idealized account of a 

Russo-German war, it bore no resemblance to what actually took place 

between 1941 and 1945. The bitter irony and harsh disparity between 

dream and reality are not lost on one of Simonov's characters in The 

Living and the Dead <Zhivye i mertvye; 1959), who in headlong retreat 

angrily recalls Shpanov's novel: 

H c ~pocTbm BCnOMHHn npOqHTaH~ ABa rOAa TOMY Ha3a~ 
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pOMaH 0 6y~yme~ BO~He, B KOTOPOM OT nepBo~o ~e y~apa 

HalliHX caMoneTOB cpa3y pa3MeTanacb B nyx H npax BC~ 

~amHcTcKa~ repMaHH~. 3TO~0 6~ aBTopa ~Be He~enH Ha3a~ 

Ha B06py~cKoe mocce! 13 

In Zhivye i mertvye Simonov goes some way to address the debacle of 

the early months of the war and his account remains one of the better 

ones. 

The trauma of 1941 and the question of final culpability is a major 

theme in Soviet war literature and historiography. During Stalin's 

lifetime serious analysis of this controversial subject was not 

possible. Circumstances more propitious for reliable scholarship 

ensued after 1956. Two important landmarks were the publication in 

1965 of the official six volume History of The Great Fatherland War 

(Istoriya Velikoy Otechestvennoy Voyny> and Alexander Nekrich's 22nd 

June 1941 (220go Iyunya 1941), The official history, a useful source 

at the time, has now been largely superseded by less restricted 

research. Innocuous by Western standards, Nekrich's book makes the 

point that there was ample evidence to indicate hostile intent on 

Hitler's part and that it was ignored. The book provoked a storm and 

was withdrawn from circulation. 14 But the debate has lost none of its 

intensity. In the age of glasnost' it is as acrimonious as ever. 

III 

The decade which followed Khrushchev's denunciation of Stalin in 

1956 is to date the most significant in the development of Soviet war 

literature. A host of young writers, many of whom had served at the 

front, appeared in print for the first time. To this period belong 

some of the best works written on The Great Fatherland War: Grigory 

Baklanov's South of the Main Blow; (Yuzhnee glavnogo udaraj 1958)j The 

Dead Feel no Shane <Mertvye sramu ne imut; 1961>j July 1941 <Iyul' 

41-080 godaj 1965); Bulat Okudzhava's Good Luck. Schoolboy (Bud' 

zdorov. shkolyarj 1961)j Yuri Bondarev's The Battalions Request Fire 

Support <Bat aI' ony prosyat ognya; 1957) j The Final Salvoes <Posledni e 

zalpYj 1959) i Quiet (Tishinaj 1964) and Vasil' Bykov's The Third Flare 

(Tret' ya raketaj 1961) and His Battalion (Ego batal' onj 1959), These 

younger writers eschewed the great historic truthj that the war, and 
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especially its outcome, represented the tri umph and confirmation of 

Marxist-Leninist principles. Banal generalisations about Party 

infallibility, common between 1941 and 1953, were now dropped. 

Psychological complexity and a more sober, grimmer depiction of the 

war experience became the hallmarks of this new appraisal. Themes 

such as cowardice, desertion, incompetence and even existential 

despair, hitherto ignored, now merited closer attention. Such phrases 

as okopnaya pravda ('the truth of the trenches'), literatura rascheta 

<literally,' literature of account', 1. e. coming to terms) and 

degeroizatsiya ('the demythification of the hero') have all been used 

by Soviet critics, 15 during and after this period, to characterize 

this new approach to the war theme. 

The Party and the Army, both of which have a deeply vested interest 

in the artistic treatment of the war theme, were not slow to perceive 

the contradictions and dangers which this change in emphasis posed for 

the orthodox interpretation of The Great Fatherland War. Writers who 

in the opinion of the Party went too far were accused of Remarquism, a 

term which had first appeared in the thirties. Now, after the war, it 

implied ideological deviation falsification and even slanderous 

misrepresentat ion of the great sacri fice made by the people. Since 

the early sixties, along with okopnaya pravda, Remarquism has become 

an important term in the critical lexicon of Soviet war literature. 

It needs to be considered therefore at some length. However, 

Remarquism is important for two further reasons. First, historically 

and philosophically it embraces themes which Grossman touches upon in 

Stepan Kol' chugin - a pre-war work - and to which he returns in Za 

pravoe delo. Second, in the sixties and seventies Remarqu1sm 

represented the ne plus ultra of the permissible. In Zhizn' i sud' ba 

Grossman clearly violates these limits, forcing us to ponder the 

cri teria we should use to judge his magnum opus. 

Bykov, a writer often accused of Remarquism: 

To quote Vasil' 

3HaqeHHe 3Toro pOMaHa, Ha MO~ B3rn~~, BhlXO~HT ~aneKO 

3a paMKH nOHHMaHH~ BoeHHo~ Te~. B H3BeCTHOM CMhlcne 

« X<H3Hb H cy~b6a » - OTKpbITHe ~JI~ Hame~ JIHTepaTypbl. 16 

an examination of Remarquism helps to put Grossman's 

achievement in some form of quantifiable perspective in relation to 

other major works in Soviet war literature. 
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Soviet interest in Remarque originates with the publication of All 

Quiet on the Western Front <rm Westen nichts Neues; 1929). Remarque's 

novel was quickly translated into Russian, two separate editions 

appearing in 1929.17 Since that time he has been the subject of 

considerable scrutiny in the Soviet Union. Unlike, however, the 

widespread approval which greeted the novel in the West, Soviet 

appraisal proved to be far more restrained, and at times overtly 

hostile. One possible reason for this is suggested by the year of 

publication. 1929 was the first full year of the inaugural Five-Year 

Plan. A novel which criticised military and social coercion - the 

very essence of the Plan and Collectivisation - would not have been 

too warmly received. Moreover, Remarque's implied espousal of Wilfred 

Owen's bitter poem, 'Dulce et decorum est', ran counter to the spirit 

of officially encouraged patriotism by means of which the Party hoped 

to mobilise the support of the population for its gigantic enterprises 

of social engineering. 

Soviet criticism manifests a noticeable ambivalence towards 

Remarque. His later novels - The Return mer Weg zurUck; 1931>, Arc de 

Triomphe (1946), Time to Live and Time to Die (Zeit zu leben und zeit 

zu sterben; 1954) - are readily construed as port rayals of capi talist 

society in decline. Yet the nature of personal experience in 1m 

Westen nichts Neues cannot be so easily dismissed, or indeed confined 

to the western participants of World War One. Invariably, Soviet 

scholars adopt this approach. This is an obvious and fundamental flaw 

in their evaluation of 1m Westen nichts Neues in relation to Soviet 

war Ii terature. 

Some doubt seems to exist as to when the term Remarquism was first 

used. One German study puts the date at 1961; 18 specifically, in 

response to Grigori y Baklanov' s po vest " A Pat ch of Earth (Pyad' 

zemli; 1959), This seems rather late, and it is more likely that the 

beginning of the thirties, as claimed by a Soviet critic of Remarque 

19, is more accurate, mainly, as stated above, because of the novel's 

hostile socio-political implications at a time of great upheaval. 

During the sixties the military played a leading role in 

instructing writers as to how the war should be dealt with in 

Ii terature. At a specially convened meeting of the Union of Writers 

in 1964 General Epishev, head of the Army's poli tical directorate, 
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condemned the lack of a sufficiently broad and epic interpretation of 

the war. He attacked too what he called the: 

... Bpe~~e MOTMB~ na~H¢H3Ma, a6cTpaKTHoro ocy~eHH~ 

BO~H~ npocTo KaK npoTMBoecTecTBeHHoro ~BneHH~, 6ea 

npoHHKHoBeHH~ E cOUHanbHy~, KnaccoBYID Cy~OCTb npoHcxo~HBmMx 

co6blT~. 20 

At the same meeting Marshal Malinovskiy, the Soviet Minister of 

Defence, made the military's position quite clear. He rejected the 

view of those who saw war as, . 'cKonneHHe TonbKO Y>KaCOB, n Hille HHJ.'1r, 

B HaTypanHCTHQeCKHX no~po6HocT~x'.21 Continuing, he said: 

~ He HMeeM npaBa MeXaHHqeCKH nepeHOCHTb peMapKoBcKHe 

H~eH B Hame TBOpqeCTBO H nHmaTb ero no~nHHHo~ repoHKH, 

CBo~cTEeHHo~ Hame~ >KH8HH.22 

Clearly, from the standpoint of the military, Remarquism was too 

closely associated with pacifism, did not take into account class 

factors in war and was something alien. Ultimately, it could be 

claimed, Remarquism was the consequence of the unjust nature of World 

By contrast, Soviet ideology is unequivocal as to the just 

the conflict waged by the Soviet people against Nazi 

War One. 

nature of 

Germany. 23 Therefore, comparisons between the experience of 1914-18 

and 1941-45 are odious and ideologically unsound. Nevertheless, as we 

have seen earlier in Stalin's wartime speeches, not all of history's 

great battles and names were so bluntly disregarded. Similarly, many 

Soviet critics discussing the war theme acknowledge the influence and 

tradition of L. N. Tolstoy. Here, one detects an inconsistency. 

Those considerations which negate any comparison of the Remarquist 

experience wi th that of 1941-45 must also apply with equal force to 

Tolstoy, since one of the main Soviet criteria employed to determine 

whether a war is just or unjust, is the extent to which it advances 

the cause of International Socialism. The war between Napoleon's 

France and Tsarist Russia could not be assessed in such terms. 24 

An additional claim for the uniqueness of The Great Fatherland War 

resides in the Marxist-Leninist understanding of history. The 

authoritative Istoriya Velikoy Otechestvennoy voyny is emphatic: this 

was a just war, and moreover, one whose victory over Fascist Germany 

was historically determined: 

YpOKH BTOpO~ MHpOBO~ BO~Hhl BeCbMa noyqHTenbH~, OHH 
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xapaKTepHay~T HeYMoRHMOCTb aaKOHOB HCTOpHH.25 

According to Soviet Marxists the catalyst for World War One was a 

combination of nationalism and intense economic rivalry. This is 

consistent with the belief that: 'War is a method of resolving 

antagonistic conflicts based on private ownership relations'. 26 

There can be little doubt that the aggressive patriotism which 

characterized much of European foreign policy before 1914 played an 

important role in the outbreak of World War One. Yet. in attempting 

to account for World War One on this basis, the Marxist critique must 

concede that patriotism or, to be more precise, in the Marxist 

lexicon, chauvinism, was a far more potent mixture for Europe's 

working classes than the prolix abstractions of internationalism. 

Whatever else it may have have been, World War One was manifestly the 

failure of international socialist solidarity. During four years of 

mutual attrition, worker needed little encouragement to butcher his 

fellow worker. 

Chauvinism alone is insufficient to explain the rapturous welcome 

given to the start of hostilities in the belligerent nations. 

Violence and the thrill of war were major themes in the work of many 

late nineteenth-century and early twentieth-century European 

wri ters. Friedrich Nietzsche, Heinrich von Trei tschke, Max Scheler. 

Georges Sorel, Filippo Marinetti, Rudyard Kipling and A. E. Housman 

all helped in varying degress to make European public opinion 

receptive to the ostensible attractions of war. In Germany with the 

introduction of the AusschuB fUr die Forderung der Wehrkraft durch 

Erziehung (Commi ttee for the Promotion of Defence through Education 

27) in 1899. mili tari sm became enshrined in the pedagogical 

requirements of the country. A whole generation of German 

schoolchildren was brought up to accept the Nietzschean aphorism 

'Krieg aller Dinge Vater'. Indeed, one cannot but notice some 

striking parallels between the mil i tarizat ion of Wilhelmine Germany, 

1890-1918, and that of Soviet society from 1930 onwards. Both states 

felt themselves to be surrounded by hostile alliances, both encouraged 

military-patriotic education and both were highly autocratic. With 

regard to Hitler's Germany the parallels are of course still more 

striking. Thus, the discussion of Remarquism, if taken further, may 

question more than the perception that The Great Fatherland War is 
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uniquej it underlines affinities which contest the very uniqueness and 

rectitude of the Soviet Union itself. 

Inculcation of a strident military ethos with its concentration on 

the formal expression of violence and chauvinism was not the sole 

reason which led Germany's youth to join in the sel f-immolation of 

Europe in 1914. War seemed to offer the opportunity for self

realization, increasingly unattainable in the secure life styles of 

industrialized Europe. As one student of the period puts it: 

E6 brach in der Ode des technisch bequemen und 

zivilisatorisch entzauberten Daseins ein elementarer 

Hunger nach Wirklichkeit los, nach dem unverfalschten 

GefUhl, dem Ende der Maskeraden, nach der Aufhebung der 

individuellen Grenzen, nach dem Rausch der Verschmelzung.28 

Thus the Soviet observer is confronted with the disconcerting 

conclusion that Europe's working classes were not only not manipulated 

into war wi th one another, but that they, or at least a substantial 

element of them, were fascinated by the likelihood of war and what it 

seemed to offer. This lust for war - the Zeitgeist of 1914 - reaches 

its most concentrated form in the experience and personal philosophy 

of Ernst JUnger, a contemporary of Remarque. JUnger rejects the 

Marxist-Leninist conviction that war will cease when private ownership 

is universlly abolished: 

Der Krieg ist ebensowenig eine menschliche Einrichtung 

wie der Geschlechtstriebj er ist ein Naturgesetz, deshalb 

werden wir uns niemals seinem Baume entwinden. Wir 

dUrfen ihn nicht leugnen, sonst wird er uns verschlingen.29 

Such an approach to the origins of World War One poses a further 

dilemma for Marxist ideology: if technological progress and greater 

material security lead to a desire for war, then the pursuit of such 

goals increases the probability of war. Remarque himself was well 

aware that technological advances had not conquered man's capacity for 

gratuitous violence. 30 

The spiri t of advent ure with which German youth entered the war 

soon perished. Disparit y between the expect at ions and the reality of 

war made this inevitable. Wi th the war lust spent, it was perhaps 

natural that those facing extinction should clamour for a cessation of 

hostilities at almost any price. Patriotism had long since lost any 
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appeal for the front- line soldier. By then it was too late. Total 

war generates its own momentum; it is oblivious to the slaughter of 

millions; it is limited only by th~ availability of resources - human 

or material - and the efficiency of any given system to supply them. 

When the system collapses through internal or external pressures, an 

end to the bloodletting becomes feasible. The 'truth of the trenches' 

laid this fact bare; more than anything else, this was the grim 

reality of the Kriegserlebnis, in which Remarque participated. Here 

is where we must look, if we are to comprehend the despair which 

subsequently engulfed Remarque's generation, both during and after the 

war. 1m Westen nichts Neues condemns war from the perspective of 

frustrated expectations as much as from any belief that war is 

intrinsically evil. 

Unlike the officially encouraged displays of unity between soldier 

and state in Soviet war literature, Remarque's soldier-hero has 

distinctly ambivalent feelings towards his country and civilian 

counterparts. This is evident when he is home on leave from the 

front: 

Ein fUrchterliches GefUhl der Fremde steigt plotzlich in 

mir hoch. lch kann nicht zurUckfinden, ich bin 

ausgeschlossen.31 

Numerous scenes 1n 1m Westen nichts Neues are set in hospitals. 

Descriptions of amputees, blood-poisoning and a range of gunshot 

wounds are designed to undermine any glamour associated with war. The 

whole relevance of occidental civilization - that which spawned Marx 

and Engels as well as Bismarck and the Kaiser - is called into 

question: 

Es muS alles gelogen und belanglos sein, wenn die Kultur 

von Jahrtausenden nicht einmal verhindern konnte, daS diese 

Strome von Blut vergossen wurden, daS diese Kerker der 

Qualen zu Hunderttausenden existieren.32 

If one's own country is partially to blame for the carnage, there 

can be no complete identification of state and individual. Similarly, 

the hero's attitude towards his enemies is in marked contrast to the 

Soviet portrayal of the German soldier in World War Two. Remarque's 

examination is more complex. Attitudes vary from extreme hatred to 

even I paradoxically, a feeling of solidarity with the enemy. In 
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contrast to his successors in World War Two, who delight in torturing 

Russian prisoners of war, Remarque's hero is drawn towards the 

Russians whom he guards. Sympathy for the plight of these Russian 

soldiers leads him to redefine his relationship with his own superiors 

and former teachers: 

Jeder Unteroffizier ist dem Rekruten, jeder Oberlehrer dem 

SchUler ein schlimmerer Feind als sie uns.33 

At this point the Soviet critic might argue that his central thesi s 

regarding World War One is still valid: workers on both sides of the 

wire are united in the class struggl e. Of course the origins of the 

conflict would still have to be accounted for. Such a view is, 

however, undermined by Paul's admission (Remarque's hero) of the 

strange bond which exists between himself and the Russians: 

Und dennoch wUrden wir wieder auf sie schieSen und sie 

auf uns, wenn sie frei w~ren.34 

Remarque's characters are motivated essentially by instinct: 

Es ist der Instinkt des Tieres, der in uns erwacht, 

der uns leitet und beschUtzt.35 

This is unavoidable in the fragmented and incoherent experience of 

war. Reason and understanding are superfluous items of baggage in the 

primeval and unremitting struggle for survival. Unable to rationalize 

the events taking place, Remarque's hero commits moral and 

intellectual suicide:' Krieg ist Krieg schlieBlich'. 36 War is moral 

and physical calamitYi this is the cardinal feature of the Remarquist 

experience. For the individual the claims of the just war are too 

abstract, and ultimately irrelevant. It is di fficul t to accept the 

all too often formulated response to Remarque of some Soviet critics, 

who assert that Remarque, . 'He oOna.llaeT TeM aHaHHeM aaKoHoB 

oomecTBeHHoro pa3BHTH~, KaKHM oona.llaeM MW. 37 

The Soviet assessment of 1m Westen nichts Neues is profoundly 

influenced by its own attitude towards pacifism. In a state which has 

had to fight for survi val in desperate circumstances, paci fism is 

regarded with deep suspicion and seen as an unwarranted 1 uxury in a 

hostile world. If by pacifism one means the renunciation of all 

violence, then 1m Westen nichts Neues is not a pacifist text. 

Remarque's hero may experience momentary regret after he has killed a 

French soldier, but feelings of guilt and despair are soon overcome. 
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Survi val demands the death of the foe. The core of paci fism consist 5 

in a denial of the instinctive urge to kill, based on an intellectual 

and moral rejection of violence. . Remarque's soldiers have no such 

qualms. They dare not, for to deny their instincts in such situations 

would be to disarm a powerful, natural defence mechanism. Remarque 

has been attacked 38, because Paul, having killed a French soldier, 

does not fulfil his promise to the dying man to fight those who turned 

them against one another. This misses the point. Paul's anguish 

stems not from any sense of nascent, political consciousness - which 

is allegedly betrayed - but from the fact that he watches the French 

soldier slowly 

The disgust is 

but physical. 

die, a victim of his frenzied handiwork with a bayonet. 

not moral - although there are brief pangs of guilt -

It is hardly surprising that when the source of this 

physical discomfort is no longer present, he forgets his hastily given 

promise. 

Far more importance may be attached 

Remarque's characters inspire passivity. 39 

to Soviet claims that 

In addi t i on Lev Kopel ev 

has drawn attention to the alcoholic escapism and pessimism which are 

frequently to be found in much of Remarque's fiction. With some 

justification he maintains that there are no fighters in Remarque, 

only sufferers.W These objections help to explain why, from an 

ideological standpoint, Henri Barbusse's novel about World War One, 

Fire (Le Feui 1916), is more palatable to Soviet orthodoxy than 1m 

Westen nichts Neues. Remarque's pessimism does not express itself in 

a desire for revolutionary social change. 

politically astute: 

Barbusse's characters are 

repoH Eap6roca BoaMYmaIDTc~, Hero~yIDT HnH npHxo~~T B OTqa~HHe 

npoTecTyroT, CTapaIDTC~ ~o~yMaTbc~ ~o npHqHH, nopo~HBmHx 

KpoBOnpOnHTHe. OHH npOapeBaIDT Ha cTpaHH~ax KHHrH, o6nHK HX 

MeH~eTC~, OHH ~yXOBHo pacTyT, rOBop~ rOPbKoBCKO~ ¢opMyno~, 

« B conpOTHBJIeHHH cpe~e )}.41 

In the light of the preceding examination of Remarquism in its 

social, military and historical context, we may summarize its salient 

features as follows: it is anti-authoritarian; war is essentially a 

chaotic phenomenon which does not lend itself to rational analysis; 

war brutalizes; the relationship between combatants is more complex 

than is customarily suggested by official propaganda; war induces 
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passivity and nihilismj the concept of the just war is a fallacy. 

Clearly these points have profound implications for any attempt to 

impose a narrow Marxist-Leninist interpretation on war. Remarque's 

novel, and those Soviet writers who deliberately or unavoidably come 

close to his portrayal of war, represent a serious challenge to many 

officially sponsored notions of the Soviet-German war 1941-45. The 

dilemma facing Soviet orthodoxy is apparent. The unique status 

arrogated to The Great ratherland War is called into question if one 

accepts that the Remarquist experience, primarily that of the 

individual, is common to all wars. The greater the convergence of 

experience, the less tenable are the claims of uniqueness. A final, 

point needs to be stressed. One might assume that Soviet critics have 

proceeded from a careful study of 1m Westen nichts Neues and are, 

therefore, well aware of the problems which it poses for the analysis 

and exposition of Soviet war literature. Yet there exist distinct 

advantages for certain elements of the Soviet Ii terary establishment 

to promote the idea that Remarquism equals pacifism. It provides a 

protect i ve screen behind which the real issues of war remain hidden 

from all but the most daring and artist ically adroit of writers. The 

less courageous or skilful, unwilling to incur 'the dreaded accusation 

of Remarquism' 42, are more likely to avoid potentially controversial 

themes. 

No single Soviet writer's work exemplifies in toto the definition 

of Remarquism offered above. To elucidate more fully the relationship 

between the theoretical background to Remarquism and the depiction of 

Remarquist themes necessitates the analysis of the work of more than 

one writer. A selection of writers will be briefly considered. 

Chronologically not part of the new wave of war literature which 

appeared after 1956, Viktor Nekrasov's V oko~akh Stalingrada is 

nevertheless a seminal work with regard to developments in Soviet war 

prose. Nekrasov legitimately saw himself as the main Soviet 

Remarquist.43 The povest' was initially serialized in the journal 

Znamya under the title Stalingrad. According to Nekrasov, some 

critics found the title Stalingrad blasphemous 44, and a separate 

edition was given the present title. This not without some irony, 

since the new title embodies, far more than the original, the ethos of 

okopnaya pravda. rather than the grandiose portrayal of war implici t 
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in 'Stalingrad'. 

The change of title is more relevant for the work as whole. 

Attention is focused on small groups of men, no attempt is made to 

glorify war and a number of scenes permit Nekrasov to make some 

telling criticisms of the Soviet High Command's prosecution of the 

war. Concern for the microcosm of war does not necessarily imply 

rejection of the main thrust of military operations, or indeed their 

relevance for the individual. Hence Nekrasov's description of the 

unmitigated disaster in the summer of 1942. Evidence of any coherent 

Soviet strategy is difficult to find. That the Red Army eventually 

finds itself in Stalingrad owes more to the vagaries of fate than to 

any carefully conceived plan of strategic withdrawal. The rout of 

the Red Army is total. An atmosphere of doom and chaos pervades this 

retreat. Painstakingly prepared defensive pOSitions are hastily 

abandoned as the German armoured columns push deeper into the 

hinterland. Soviet Officers, largely ignorant of the overall 

operational situation, lose control of their men, many of whom are not 

even armed. Nekrasov offers no great historic truth, only the 

aphorism of bitter personal experience:' Ha BoAHe HHKor.lla HH'IerO He 

3Haemb, KpoMe Toro, 'ITO y Te6~ no.ll caMhlM HOCOM TBOpHTC~. '45 There is 

a marked dearth of martial ardour. The order to retreat brings 

welcome relief: 'H 6ea 6o~ ... rnaBHoe, 'ITO 6ea 60~'.46 It is perhaps 

fitting that Marshal Ma1inovskiy, so concerned that writers emphaSise 

the less depressing aspects of war, should be remembered in a recent 

collection of povesti in circumstances very similar to those described 

by Nekrasov.47 The Remarquist writers were an unwelcome reminder of 

just how bad things were in 1942. 

Nekrasov's narrative is remarkably restrained and numerous 

opportunities to preach are resisted. Desertion is one such area. 

The question of individual desertion, although not condoned, and in 

the case of one officer, Kal uzhsky, roundly condemned, somehow seems 

secondary to the mass desertion of the Red Army. Retreating through a 

village at night, Kerzhentsev feels that the Red Army has failed the 

people: 'Ii MhI H.IleM MOn'la, TO'lHO C03HaBaSi BHHy CBOIO, CMOTP~ ce6e no.ll 

HorH'.48 Feelings of guilt and obligation are intensified when an old 

lady blesses a soldier. This is a profoundly moving scene: only a 

miracle from God, and not Stalin, can now save Mother Russia. 
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Flashback is an important narrative technique throughout Nekrasov's 

povest'. Kerzhentsev, waiting for a mining party to complete its 

work, recalls peace-time Kiev. Memories of peace heighten the 

experience of war. Moreover they enable Nekrasov to refer obliquely 

to Soviet military disasters. For example the receipt of a card from 

Kerzhentsev's mother is linked to the fall of Kiev in 1941. Much of 

this flashback goes beyond a pleasant foray into the past; it is an 

attempt to escape the present. One senses a finality, an irrevocable 

loss, in the transition from peace to war. Indeed, on one occasion 

the mother of a girl whom Kerzhentsev has met in Stalingrad before the 

start of the German offensive, refers to Kerzhentsev's generation as 

the 'HeCqaCTHOe nOKoneHHe'.49 This invites comparison with the term 

'noTep~HHoe nOKoneHHe'50 often used by Soviet critics with reference 

to Remarque and his contemporaries. The comparison is further 

strengthened by the same sense of alienation, which we have already 

seen in Remarque. The gulf of experience between combatant and non-

combatant is difficult to bridge. 

Reversal of expectations emerges as a most effective device in 

Nekrasov's povest'. The ferocity and almost hypnotic power with which 

the Germans attempt to obliterate Stalingrad remind Kerzhentsev of a 

childhood painting of World War One. The painting, hitherto 

impressive in its stark depiction, now seems utterly trivial in 

comparison with the burning city around him. He observes: 'H MHe B~pyr 

CTaHOBHTCSI cOBepmeHHo SICHO, KaK oeccHnbHo, oeCnOMO\IUiO HCKYCCTBO.' 51 

It is tempting to see criticism of socialist realism in this remark. 

Rejection of art as an adequate substitute for what one might loosely 

term 'experienced reality' is, in the Soviet context, a political 

statement. Nekrasov repudiates the wildly intemperate and anodyne 

claims of conformist literature. It is this conflict of personal 

experience and official interpretation which lies at the heart of the 

whole debate on okopnaya pravda and Remarquism. 

V okopakh Stalingrada is a sober assessment of war which pays 

tribute to the moral and physical resources of the Russian soldier. 

There are some obvious affini ties with Remarque. The longed-for peace 

will be as difficult to adapt to as the war had been, and much of what 

before the war had been so important now seems t ri vial. Accusat ions 

of pacifism are unwarranted. The war against Hitler had to be won, but 
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Nekrasov refuses to add lustre to its dangers and privations, all the 

more so when so many Russian soldiers died as a result of incompetent 

leadership. Sentiments of this kfnd attract the Remarquist label as 

much as any depiction of the daily grind in the trenches. 

Central to Bulat Okudzhava's examination of war in his povest' Bud' 

zdorov, shkolyar is the destruction of the heroic myth associated with 

The Great Fatherland War. The epigraph alludes to Remarque's in 

1m Westen nichts Neues and sets the scene for what follows: 

3TO He npHKn~qeHH~. 3TO 0 TOM, KaK ~ BoeBan. KaK MeH~ y6HTb 

XOTenH, HO MHe nOBeano.52 

The ideological and pedagogical assumptions underpinning the Soviet 

ethos of the heroic envisage a hero who controls events around him. 

His heroic deed, or podviS, is assessed 

social utility 53, and its source 

consciousness, which stems from the 

according to the criterion of 

of inspiration is political 

Party. However, Okudzhava's 

schoolboy wilfully embraces the world of sexual fantasy and sleep, 

seeking to avoid the responsibilities imposed on him by military 

service. Similarly, sentiments such as, . 'B ,lleTCTBe ~ nnaKan 

MHof'0'54 and , . . 'CnacHTe MeH~. ~ He XOqy YMepeTb' 55, are designed 

to shatter the aggressive image of heroism. From a doctrinal 

standpoint the schoolboy's 'npecnoByTa~ HH¢aHTHnbHocTb' 56 is indeed 

pernicious. Charges of infantilism are not lightly dismissed. The 

combination of military uniform - the archetypal symbol of masculinity 

- with adolescent sexuality and a superficial naivety, is intended to 

undermine the sexless, ascetic ideal so often seen in Soviet heroes. 

The role of chance, too, vitiates the belief that everything is 

under control. Death occurs not by fiat, but by error: a girl killed 

by her own side; Kuzin, the telephonist, killed by a spent bullet; and 

the schoolboy, al though wounded, has not even seen the enemy, let 

alone fired his weapon. The irony of the epigraph is recalled as the 

schoolboy ponders what kind of soldier he is. War is an event in 

which man is manipulated, his power of decision and his initiative 

have been removed:' H.neT Boi%Ha. l1,lleT OHa ce6e 6e3 nepe.nbIIUKH. lleJIaeT 

CBOH ,lleJIa. HH Ha KOf'O He CMOTPHT ... 57 In a world where the boundary 

between the living and the dead is determined not by one's own 

act ions, but by the bl ind workings of chance, a conscious act of 

heroism becomes almost impossible. 
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In his address to the Union of Writers in 1964, Marshal Malinovsky 

defined the nature of the podvig which he expected Soviet writers to 

depict in their work. The podvig, was he said: 

, ... 'KOHUeHTpHpoBaHHoe BhlpameHHe Tex BhlCOKHX KaqeCTB, 

KOTophle aanomeHhl H BocnHTaH~ B HeMfthe hero] 

COUHanHCTHqeCKHM cTpoeM, rrapTHe~ KOMMYHHCTOB. 58 

The process of degeroizatsiya is hostile to this definition, but in 

addition implies some pointed criticism. If the schoolboy is 

incapable of an ideologically motivated act of heroism, yet is a 

product of the socialist system and its values, then either the 

schoolboy is an ideological deviant, or the assumptions of Soviet 

ideologues as to what constitutes the heroic are erroneous. 

Frightened, alone and psychologically disorientated the schoolboy 

certainly is, but is he a coward, or even a deviant? He does after 

all volunteer for war service, whereas a school colleague, Fedka, 

manages to avoid war duty. Selfishness is common at the front, too. 

Shongin, an old soldier, has nevertheless proved exceptionally adept 

at shirking all the customary dangers of active service and 

steadfastly refuses to share the spoils of his foraging with his 

comrades. The unstated question is: can a man who refuses to share 

his food be relied on in battle? Probably not; in any case we never 

find out: Shongin is blown to pieces by a shell. His behaviour, 

however, confirms the view that the only kind of heroic deed in such a 

world is personal survival. The rest is irrelevant. 

Bud' zdorov, shkolyar is a deeply pessimistic account of war. The 

school boy's 'advent ures' in no way sustain the position, commonl y 

propagated in both Western and Soviet war literature, that war 

provides an opportunity for man to ennoble himself. In Okudzhava' s 

story heroism is a sham; comradeship, which even Remarque venerates as 

the great palliative of the front, is an illusion; official patriotism 

a grotesque lie. 

Grigory Baklanov's work is closely associated with okopnaya pravda 

and like Nekrasov and Okudzhava, he concentrates on the harshness and 

brutal contradictions which are to be found in war. Moreover, through 

his portrayal of small groups of men and women at war he is able to 

raise questions of a profound and universal significance. 

Whereas in Okudzhava's povest' the schoolboy and his fellows are 
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aware of the limitations imposed on them by the chaos and randomness 

of war, Baklanov's characters are permitted to persist in the illusion 

that they enjoy some measure of comprehension. Thus, the inevitable 

disruption of this illusion is intensified, inducing near 

psychological collapse. This is forcibly underlined by the death of 

Babin in Pyad' zemli. He dies, killed by a random shell, having just 

successfully led a desperate break-out from German encirclement. To 

die in this manner, after what has passed, is absurd. Frustration, 

bitterness and anger crush any sense of elation felt by his two 

closest comrades, Motovilov and Rita. The successful break-out now 

seems meaningless, and fate appears unjust and capricious. 

As wi th Nekrasov, the disintegration of expectations - both the 

protagonists' and the readers' - is an essential element in Baklanov's 

narrative method. In Mertvye sramu ne imut the scout Mostovoy recalls 

an incident at the start of the war. A German soldier released him 

when he could quite easily have killed him. Thus the cliche that all 

Germans are bad is not endorsed. This experience has an unsettling 

ef f ect on Mostovoy himsel f. The German, in releasing him, not onl y 

gave him life, but placed a moral obligation on him for the future: if 

all Germans are not bad, then it behoves Mostovoy to descriminate 

between good and bad. In the heat of battle such distinctions are 

impossi ble. Mostovoy is only too aware of this acute dilemma: 'BhlnH 6 

oAHHaKoBble, .neno 6 nertIe pemaJlOCb I • 59 This incident surfaces in a 

slightly different form later in the same work. Vasich, the political 

officer, who felt uneasy listening to Mostovoy's story, has his own 

preconceptions badly shaken. Looking into the cab of a German lorry 

which they have just ambushed, he sees the dead driver, who bears no 

resemblance to the stereotypes he had imagined. 

The concern for moral values emerges as a key theme in Baklanov's 

fiction. Notwithstanding the apparent advantages which accrue to the 

unscrupulous, Baklanov advocates absolute codes of conduct. On closer 

examination this stance is shown to have very little in common with 

the materialism of Marxism-Leninism. In Pyad' zemli such questions 

are brought sharply into focus as the tactical situation of the 

Russian soldiers on the beachhead deteriorates. A heavy German tank 

attack is imminent, and Mezentsev, a soldier in Motovilov's company, 

argues that they should abandon their untenable position. 
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His arguments are beguilingly cogent. It is, he says, futile to 

die defending something hopeless, and wi th the end of the war in 

sight, why waste life? Mezentsev attempts to justify this course of 

act ion by appeal s to reason:' qeJIOBeK .llOJI)I{eH ynpaBJISlTCSl paaYMoM, a He 

JIOlKHblMH qYBcTBaMH'. 60 This suggestion enrages Motovilov. To abandon 

their position, even with final victory so near, would be a betrayal 

of those who had already fallen in similar si t uat ions. Mezentsev's 

appeal to reason is a convenient device for camouflaging his 

cowardice. Nevertheless, the issue raised - the extent to which 

reason is valid in determining moral conduct is of special 

importance for the two works under discussion, and for Baklanov's 

whole attitude to war. 

The rationale of abandonment is based on moral relativism. For 

Motovilov moral values are absolute, self-evident, almost 

tautological: evil is evil, why is it necessary to prove that black is 

black?61 The character of Mezentsev has been dismissed as alien to 

Soviet society. 62 This is an understandable, if somewhat partisan 

appraisal. Mezentsev's arrogance and his determined and devious 

pursui t of his own ends are too cogent to be simply brushed aside. 

Indeed, the frequency with which the Mezentsev type occurs in Soviet 

war literature suggests that he is anything but alien to Soviet 

society, nor of course is he unique to it. Mezentsev is recognisable 

as a paradigm of sel fish behaviour often encountered in extreme and 

dangerous situations. He is supremely indifferent to the fate of his 

fellows and to what Baklanov considers to be one of the fundamental 

laws of the front: 

3a Tex, KTO )l{aJIeeT ceoSi B DOro, .llpyrHe paCnJIaqHBaIDTCSl 

KpOBbID. 3TO aaKOH Bo~~.63 

Mezentsev's cunning succeeds. He is summoned to the rear before the 

Germans attack and survives. His conduct challenges the almost 

universally held, and emotionally satisfying belief in justice. In 

time of crisis, treachery and naked selfishness do payoff. 

Mezentsev symbolizes temptation too. Motovilov, having heard his 

arguments, tells him to crawl around on his belly - an apposite reply, 

since Mezentsev is indeed a wise serpent. In this respect he is 

redolent of Smerdyakov in Dostoevskiy's Brat'ya Karamazovy. A 

comparison with Dostoevskiy is not entirely fortuitous, given 
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Baklanov's interest in human behaviour under pressure; neither is its 

relevance confined to the trenches. A German deserter is questioned 

as to his country's motives, and' how they can be justified. He 

answers: 'Cnpase.ZVIHSO TO, qTO nOJIeSHO HalJ,HH. I 64 Here we see the 

selfishness and moral relativism of Mezentsev embodied in the state. 

It offers, at least in part, an explanation for the baffling ease with 

which the Germans were able to carry out atroci ties on the eastern 

front. They have crossed (nepecTynHJIH 65) a moral threshold. The 

dichotomous moral code which permits the soldier to kill and in turn 

be killed (described by Baklanov as:' 3TO H3Be~HO cTapo, Bcer,aa 3TO 

nepe,a COn.llaTOM' 66), 

or less broke down. 

is permitted', and 

occupat ion. 

but proscribes the slaughter of the unarmed, more 

This readily supplies the logical basis for 'all 

hence the stupefying cruelty of the German 

The moral question in Baklanov is superficially complicated by the 

fact that some of the least attractive characters are Russians. In 

addition they survive, whereas others, more worthy of life, perish. 

In Mertvye sramu ne imut this violation of the accepted fictional 

outcome stands out. The title alludes to those who are morally, but 
. 

not physically dead. Ishchenko, an officer, is guil ty of cowardice, 

and his military superiors can prove nothing, since the sole witness 

is dead. Ishchenko himself manifests only fleeting feelings of 

remorse which are soon displaced by self-congratulation at his escape, 

and hostility to the fallen and to those who would punish him, should 

they prove his cowardice. A defini te function is ful filled by the 

presence of these unsavoury characters in the Russian camp. If all 

evil were confined to the enemy, this might well invite the simplistic 

interpretation that all good was to be found only on the Russian side. 

Inevitably, the distinction between friend and foe is obfuscated. The 

implications, however, are clear: categories of good and evil cannot 

be reduced to ideology alone. 

Baklanov is the most problemat ic 

Psychological complexity, and above 

of the three writers examined. 

all the concern for absolute 

val ues of good and evi I, necessari I y render the Remarquist label less 

than adequate. Baklanov goes where Remarque fears to tread, or indeed 

cannot tread. At times barely hidden, these are themes which in 

Baklanov are potentially far more provocative than military 
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incompetence or the failure to glorify the Party's role in allegedly 

winning the war. 

The Remarquist debate arose largely as a result of official 

insecurity and alarm over the new direction being taken in Soviet war 

literature after 1956. During the Brezhnev years the slur of 

Remarquism remained a powerful disincentive for many writers. 

Nevertheless, some were prepared to explore and probe the boundaries 

of the permissible. Vasil' Bykov was one, and many of his accounts 

of part isan warfare, such as Sotnikov, Obelisk and Volch' ya staya 

belong to this period. 

Yet mediocre writers were being rewarded. Ivan Stadnyuk, a former 

political commissar, won the 1983 State Prize for Literature, an event 

which indicated that the neo-Stalinist interpretation of the war was 

the officially favoured one. His award-winning novel War (Voynaj 1974-

1980) seeks to rehabilitate the wisdom and guiding role of Stalin, 

while patently ignoring the disastrous early years of the war, the 

confusion and the general lack of readiness. 

Similarly, on the dawn of Gorbachev's accession the primacy of 

Marxism-Leninism in the interpretation of the war was reaffirmed. In 

the preface to a questionnaire, commissioned by the editorial board of 

the journal Voprosy literatury, to mark the fortieth anniversary of 

the victory over Germany, Lt General Repin, a senior army officer 

commented: 

B 6oPb6e npoTHB 3TOA H~eonorHH HCTOpH~ OTBena oc060e MeCTO 

MapKcHcTcKo-neHHHcKo~ H~eonorHH. HaYQHO 060cHoBaHHo~, 

nO~TBep~eHHo~ npaKTHKoA, npOqHO oBna~eBme~ YMaMH MHnnHOHOB 

n~~e~, e~ npe~cTo~no o~ep~aTb no6e~y B 3TO~ 6opb6e.67 

If one bears in the mind the writers who participated in this 

questionnaire, inter alia Grigory Baklanov, Vasil' Bykov, Anatoly 

Genatulin, Vyacheslav Kondrat' ev, Daniil Granin and Ales' Adamovich, 

one can see just how immense the gulf between official perceptions of 

the war and those of the more talented writers really is. Far from 

endorsing the principles of Marxism-Leninism these writers are 

attempting to cast off its shackles. They seek the truth about the 

warjthey want its relevance for contemporary Soviet society 

acknowledged. 68 Baklanov's views leave us in no doubt: '~n~ MeH~ 3TO 

He npH6e~me OT ~3HHf a ~3Hb. '69 
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III 

It is, of course, too early' to assess the full impact of 

Gorbachev's reforms in the arts. Yet striking changes in the 

presentation of the war theme are evident. Literature, the arts in 

general, and academic disciplines such as history are at the forefront 

of this reevaluation. 

A serious effort to address these issues in an unbiased way took 

place in 1988 at a conference, organised under the auspices of the 

Academy of Sciences, the Union of Writers and the Academy of Social 

Sciences. Indicative of the fundamental relationship between history 

and belletrism in the Soviet Union was the conference's title: 'Topical 

Questions of Historical Science and Li terature' (' Aktual' nye voprosy 

istoricheskoy nauki i literatury'). 70 

By far t he most cut t ing remarks on the convent ional portrayal of 

the war were made by Viktor Astaf' ev. He lambasted the official 

histories of the war, arguing that as bad as Stalin was, he was simply 

being used as the latest scapegoat on which to heap all the nation's 

woes 71. He disputes the actual figure for Soviet losses in men. The . 
Soviet Union, he says, still does not know the exact figure of its war 

dead.72 Great literature over this period has been achieved in spite 

of, not because of Soviet historians. Astaf'ev's harshest criticisms 

are reserved for Soviet military expertise, a highly sensitive area at 

the best of times. His views are worth quoting in full: 

Mhl npocTo He YMenH BoeBaTb. Mhl H aaKOHqHnH BO~y, He yMe~ 

BoeBaTb. Mhl aanHnH cBoe~ KPOBbro, 3aBanHnH BparOB CBOHMH 

TpynaMH. Bhl nocMOTpHTe Ha nr06yro H3 KapT 1941 H ~ame 1944 

ro~a: TaM oO~3aTenbHo 9 KpacHhlX cTpenoK npoTHB 2-3 CHHHX. 

3TO 9 HamHX apMH~ BOroroT npoTHB 2-3 npoTHBHHKa. ~ TaK Bce 

Bpe~, Ha npoT~meHHH Bce~ BO~Hhl. O~HO~ apMHe~ MaHmTe~H 

pa3rpOMHn Ha rnaaax qepHOMOpcKoro ~OT8 Bce HaIDH apMHH B 

Kp~, npomen CHBam oCTaBHB nOTOM qaCTb BO~CK y ocam~eHHoro 

Ce5acTonon~, c ~By~ T8HKOBhlMH KopnycaMH coeran no~ Kepqb H 

onpoKHHyn B Mope TpH HallH apMHH! ~ nOHHMaro 05 3TOM nHcaTb 

OqeHb T~meno. Ryqme, KOHeqHO, KorAa no~ 5apaoaHHhlA oo~ 

npoBo3rnallaeTc~, qTO Mhl n05e~HnH. 73 

Given such incisive and remorseless criticism, the participation of 
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Ivan Stadnyuk in the conference represents an anomaly. He defended 

himself against tha accusation that he had distorted the truth in his 

novels.74 Yet his response sounded shallow, it lacked conviction and 

the whole tone of Stadnyuk's speech was defensive. Glasnost' means a 

rough time for those who were the willing apologists of Stalin in the 

Brezhnev years. 

Astaf' ev is not a lone voice. In an article in Literaturnaya 

gazeta he received vigorous support from Viktor Shaposhnikov: 

rrpaB~HBoe cnoso 0 Bo~e OTBoeBano Ha cero~H~m~ ~eHb 

TaKHe OrpOMHhle TeppHTopHH, qTO He aa ropaMH y~e ~eHb HOBO~ 

no6e~hl - Ha~ nO~ID, Ha~ ¢enbcH¢HKaUHe~, Ha~ TeMH 

HCTOpHqeCKHMH « nereH~aMH H MH¢eMH »), KOTOPhlMH HaM TaK 

~onro MOpOQHnH ronosy ... 75 

Many other themes, first broached in the late fifties and sixties, 

have also received their fair share of attention. A major taboo in 

Soviet war literature, which, one suspects, for many still is, 

concerns those Soviet citizens, who through no fault of their own, 

spent long periods in German captivity. To date one of the most 

sensitive accounts is Tat' yana Vasileva's "Tears of Slavery" <"Slezy 

nevoli"; 1988).76 14 years old at the time of the German invasion, 

Vasil' eva is shi pped to Germany where she spends the war working in 

various enterprises as an Ostarbeiter. Vasil'eva harbours no 

bitterness towards the Germans. She encounters many Nazi diehards, but 

in addition she meets many who are as frightened and lonely as she is. 

Wi thout their help, which was a serious violation of Nazi 

regulations, survival would have been impossible. 

Bitterness is very much part of Ilya Palkin's "Unknown Soldiers" 

<"Neizvestnye soldatY"j 1988).77 The unknown soldiers of the title are 

those Russian soldiers who were unfortunate enough to have been 

captured by the Germans. Brutally treated in captivity, they were 

scorned, and in many cases arrested as trai tors - if they survived -

on their return to the Soviet Union. Palkin goes some way to removing 

this unjustified stigma of treachery and cowardice. Many bore the 

grim conditions of captivity with dignity and courage, and this, too, 

deserves its place in the annals of the Red Army. 

Stereotypes are the theme in Anatoliy Genatulin's excellent 

povest' , "Tunnel" ("Tunnel' "; 1987).78 Kleshnin, Genatulin's embittered 
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hero, detests Germans. Hatred seems justified, since his sweetheart 

was raped and murdered by German soldiers in the last days of the war. 

Peacetime brings him no respite" Kleshnin works alongside German 

prisoners of war on a tunnel project and his hatred grows, blighting 

his life. But the wartime legacy is challenged. Only after working 

with the Germans does Kleshnin realise that 'Fritz', a popular wartime 

term of contempt for Germans, is also a name in its own right. Behind 

the name there is humanity too. Having been robbed and left for dead 

by Russians, Kleshnin is rescued from almost certain death on the edge 

of a ravine by German tunnel workers. The name Fritz acquires a new 

meaning. Recuperating in hospital, Kleshnin learns that the two 

parties digging the tunnel have joined up with one another. The 

battle to dig the tunnel has been won. At this juncture Kleshnin is 

presented with an opportunity to exact some form of personal revenge 

on the Germans. All the evidence suggests that the Germans carried 

out the attack on Kleshnin, or so the police believe. Kleshnin's 

testimony is vital, but he resists the temptation to implicate the 

Germans falsely, which would deny 

which is imminent. Symbolically, 

them the chance of repatriation 

therefore the threads of the story 

are 'finally tied together. Kleshnin has taken the first tentative and 

arduous steps to break out of the captivity of hatred. He has emerged 

from the tunnel. 

Critics of glasnost' in the Army and Party have not been slow to 

react to this spirit of iconoclasm. The literary and other specialist 

journals have become a battlefield of ideas, as supporters and 

opponents of refor~ attempt to secure the ascendancy for their point 

of view. 

At the forefront in this debate is the theoretical journal of the 

Soviet Ministry of Defence, Voenno-istoricheskiy zhurnal. This is not 

surprising, given the extent to which interest has once again focused 

on the early phase of the war, referred to somewhat euphemistically by 

Soviet historians as the 'initial period of the war' (HaqanbH~ nepHo~ 

BO~Hhl). Just how wide the difference of opinion is regarding this 

period can be appreciated in the factors held by the military 

historians to be responsible for German mili tary success: material 

superiorityj greater experience in military operationsj and the factor 

of surprise 79 ( a list of factors rejected by Astaf' ev and many 
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others). 

There is nothing original in this response; quite the reverse in 

fact. This is not far short of what Stalin claimed on July 3 1941 

were the reasons for the Germans' success. Even the preliminary 

formula, 'cpawHCTCI<He BotkI<a BepOnOMHo BToprnHcb Ha TeppHTopHIO CCCP' 

mirrors Stalin. 80 Accusing Nazi Germany of breaking faith only serves 

to highlight the fact that the Soviet Union had concluded a treaty 

wi th the arch-enemy of humanity. One might reasonably accept the 

Soviet rationale that the pact was concluded by the Soviet government 

to buy time, an act of expediency. This of course means that the 

Soviet Union was aware of the threat posed by Hi tIer. Thus, it can 

hardly claim that it was taken by surprise, nor that the factor of 

surprise was so overwhelming. 

The journal has been especially critical of the manner in which 

this phase of the war has been dealt with by writers: 

B nocne.nHee BpeMSi « YCHJIHSIMH » PSI.na nHCaTeJIetli, >KypHaJIHCTOB 

H HCTOPHKOB Ha~aJIbH~ nepHo.n BeJIHI<O~ OTe~ecTBeHHo~ BO~Hhl 

BonpeKH HCTopH~ecKo~ .nocToBepHocTH H apXHBHhlM .noKYMeHTaM H3 

TSI}I{eJIOrO npeBpam.aeTcSl B « TparHqeCI<H~ » H B OCHOBHOM 

accoUHpyeTcSI co CJIOBaMH « Hey.naqa », « pacTepSIHHocTb », 

« Hepaa6epHxa ».81 

Army sensitivity to accusations of incompetence was understandable 

in 1988, since it marked the 70th anni versary of the Red Army's 

creation. In the light of Gorbachev's reforms, one might have thought 

that the Army would have sought to reassert the role of the Army in 

the defeat of Hitler. In the late 80s it is strange and 

incomprehensible to find these neo-Stalinist sympathies and 

interpretations of The Great Fatherland War; even more so when some of 

these reactionary articles appeared in the second edition of Oktyabr' 

for 1988 alongside Grossman's Zhizn' i sud' ba. Comparing Gareev's 

assessment of the war with that of Grossman's, one wonders whether 

they are writing about the same war. Gareev ignores Stalin's 

incompetence, reaffirms the strength and purpose of Marxism-Leninism, 

and implicit I y warns the supporters of glasnost' not to get carried 

away wi th the wholesale disparagement (' ogul' noe okhai vanie', a term 

commonly used by those hostile to glasnost') of the past. He attacks 

those writers who cast doubt upon the legitimacy of The Great 
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Fatherland War, reserving his ire for those who wish to renounce 

concepts of just and unjust wars. Most importantly, he makes the 

military's position clear on the relationship between glasnost' and 

the reputation of the Armed Forces: 

rnacHocTb KocHynacb H BoeHHo~ cpe~~, CTaHOB~TC~ H3BeCTHhlMH 

¢aKThl, KOTophle ~o 3Toro He Bcer~a 6hlnH OTKphlThlMH. Hap~~y c 

oD~eKTHBHort H npaBHnbHoA KPHTHKO~ Hepe~Ko OHH conpoBo~aIDTc~ 

oD~aTenbcKHM CMaKoBaHHeM. mHpoKa~ rnaCHocTb (B npe~enax 

co6nID~eHH~ rocy~apcTBeHHoA H BoeHHoA Ta~Hhl) HH~ero, KpoMe 

nonb3hl, He npHHeceT, H He cne~yeT ee DO~Tbc~.82 

A reasonable and fair response, one might think; but there is a sting 

in the tail: 

Ho KaK Mhl nonaraeM, KpHTHKa He~OCTaTKOB, HMeIDmHXC~ B apMHH 

H Ha ~oTe, ~on~a 6hlTb Ao6pomenaTenbHoA H cnocoDcTBoBaTb 

YKpenneHHID HX 6oecnoco6HoCTH.83 

This is hardly a concession to glasnost'. Such a flexible framework 

within which the Army would be prepared to accept criticism would make 

it very easy for unwelcome analyses - of an historical or contemporary 

nature - to be dismissed out of hand. 

Ii1volvement in Afganistan opens up a new chapter in Soviet war 

literature. Obvious differences separate The Great Fatherland War from 

the war in Afganistan, but the nature of personal experience in both 

wars has much in common. Gi ven the new freedoms which the literary 

journals now enjoy, opportunities for new writers would appear to be 

favourable. 

Truth was the watchword of the thaw, and a bitter complaint 

levelled by Soviet soldiers at their war correspondents was the 

manifest failure to tell the truth. Mikhail Kozhukov, the veteran war 

correspondent of Komsomol'skaya pravda has this to say: 

"The question they [Soviet soldiers] ask me a thousand 

times is'Why don't you write the truth?' 

"They mean that we didn't describe their feelings and events 

correctly; that we tried to make things sound better than 

they were". 84 

Numerous interviews with Soviet soldiers who have served in 

Afganistan have been published in the Soviet press and journals. 

Responses vary from wholehearted endorsement of official policy in the 
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Brezhnev era, and the brief Andropov and Chernenko interregnum, to 

some refreshing answers given wide circulation in Gorbachev's day. 

Particularly informative were the results of interviews published in 

Znamya.85 whose editor is Grigory Baklanov. Soldiers spoke of their 

anger at the "unknown soldiers" who were dying unacknowledged in 

Afganistan. Here is an implicit admission that despite all the talk 

of "international duty", the war was far from being a just war, and 

was in fact a source of embarrassment. 

Ideas of duty and Motherland now have to compete alongside the 

attractions of Western pop groups. Invariably the former have lost 

out. The popularity of western pop groups tells us that the majority 

of Soviet soldiers were very youngj 86 hence perhaps the appeal of 

Bulat Okudzhava, whose poems and ballads capture the theme of lost 

youth. In any war youth pays a heavy price. 

An interesting feature of Soviet soldiers who served in Afganistan 

resides in their adoption of the title afganets. One would not expect 

a Soviet soldier returning from occupation duty in Germany at the end 

of World War Two to refer to himself as a nemets. This is a useful 

clue to the nature of the war and real attitudes among Soviet 

soldiers. Far from accepting the propaganda about the enemy with its 

simplified labels of the forces of counter-revolution, Soviet soldiers 

came to admire the resolve, skill and the moral and physical fibre of 

the dushman or dukh, their term for their enemy. Calling himsel f an 

afganets was the highest compliment that the Soviet soldier could pay, 

consciously or sub-conSCiously, to his erstwhile foe. In terms of his 

equipment and training the dushman was a 'poor benighted heathen', but 

he was a first class fighting man. 

It is still too early to determine what the dominant literary 

themes of this war will prove to be. However, some of the early 

trends are familiarj disenchantment with military life; a sense of 

isolation on returning homej and even, perhaps, the awareness that 

active service, for all its dangers, offers a sense of direction. 

Such themes have much in common with Remarque. It is probably not too 

imprudent to assert that future accounts of this war which meri t 

consideration will be written in a similar spirit. Soldiers may serve 

under different banners, but all endure a common experience. 
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The War;' Years 

Chapter III 

I 

No other Soviet writer can match the diversity of theme to be found 

in Grossman's wartime writing and only a few writers could rival his 

appeal to the Soviet readership between 1941-1945. This chapter 

seeks, firstly, to examine this diversity, and, secondly, to elucidate 

those areas and themes which are pertinent to developments in 

Grossman's post-war prose. 

The war theme occupies an important part in the final chapters of 

Stepan Kol'chugin. Since this work has a direct bearing on Grossman's 

later portrayal of war a brief discussion will serve as a useful 

preface to the prose of The Great Fatherland War. 

Two youthful heroes are the main medi urn through which Grossman 

parallels the growth of the revolutionary movement and Russia's 

invol vement in World War One. Stepan Kol' chugin endures arrest and 

exi:~e, while his close friend, Sergey Kravchenko, despite his 

revolutionary convictions, is swept along in the euphoria of war, and 

he volunteers. 

Sergey's expectations of excitement are justified. At the front, 

moving closer to the battle zone, he and his comrades are conscious of 

unknown, yet strangely familiar feelings: 

HOB~ saKOH,HOBoe qYBCTBO nerKO, B rrepBhle *e MHHyThl, 

o6na~eno nro~bMH, He BhlSBaB B HHX ~a*e y~HBneHH~ 

... HX ~BHrana cHna, oHa Bna~ena HX Bone~, qYBcTBaMH.l 

Enemy artillery fire interrupts and in a sense confirms these 

cogitations. Thoughts of self-preservation take over and the cries of 

the wounded are ignored in the rush for cover. Yet, the dangers of 

war contain their own reward; they mi t igate the discomforts. 

Reconnoi tring the Austrian lines, Sergey experiences a, 

. ' pa~ocTHoe B 

caMocTo~TenbHocTH' .2 

the enemy positions, 

TO H<e speMSI nyraromee qYBCTBO cBo6o~hl, 

The mission is more than just the observation of 

it becomes an exploration of the individual, of 

his courage and self-reliance. War appears positive. 
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Wounded, Sergey abruptly terminates his period of convalescence at 

home to return to the front. One might interpret this abandonment of 

home as the rejection of his father's liberalism and the secure world 

of the middle classes - in part it is. Yet it would appear to owe 

more to fatalistic impulses than to any renewed commitment to 

revolutionary politics. His destiny in the trenches will not lead to 

revolutionary glory, but to, . 'con~aTcK~ xneo H con~aTCKa~ 

cMepTb. '3 

Given the fact that Grossman brings no personal experience of war 

to bear, his knowledge of detail and psychological percipience are 

impressi ve in Stepan Kol' chugin. K. Lavrova, a pre-war critic, has 

identified what she calls Grossman's 'noKanbHa~ OrpaHHQeHHOcTb" , in 

his depiction of the war, a term which adumbrates the term, lokal'nyy 

printsip. used by critics in the post-war period to characterize the 

intensely personal approach found in okopnaya pravda. One suspects 

that Grossman may have gone too far in his portrayal of life in the 

trenches, as witnessed by Lavrova's somewhat emphatic assertion that 

Grossman: 

, ... 'scTynaeT B npoTHBoOOPCTBO c Tpa~HUH~MH 

cTepeoTHnHoro « BoeHHoro » pOMaHa 0 Hapo~e-cTapocToTepnue, 

00 yrHeTaIDme~ CHne BO~, 00 oKonHo~ ~py~e, He~TpanHayIDme~ 

npoTHBOpeQH~ Me~y n~~MH nepe~ nauOM cMepTH.5 

Lavrova inadvert ent 1 y raises the quest ion of sources for the war 

scenes. An obvious one would be Tikhiy Don. but no Soviet critic 

would refer to Sholokhov's text as a 'stereotyped military novel'. 1m 

Westen nichts Neues offers another potential source and much of the 

detail in Sergey's war experiences does indeed invite comparison with 

Remarque. Some aspects have already been touched upon. 

a great many of his generation, Sergey is a volunteer. 

heightened awareness and the reliance on instinct 

Like Paul and 

Similarly, the 

as the troops 

approach the frontline and Sergey's sudden termination of leave, 

reflect identical incidents in Remarque's work. 

There are others too. Sabansky, a Russian officer, wi tnesses the 

arbi trary and brutal treatment meted out to some Hungarian prisoners 

of war. Disturbed by this ugly incident but unable to find any 

rational explanation, he resigns himself to the gratuitous violence of 

war: 'Bo~a eCTb BO~Ha'6, he concludes. 
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Hospi tal scenes, conspicuous by t heir absence in a I arge part of 

Soviet war literature, are not glossed over. Grossman highlights the 

iniquitous distinction which is made between victims of enemy action 

and those who are suffering from debilitating illnesses, common in the 

squalor of trench life. Over those suffering from typhus, pneumonia 

and dysentery hangs the unwarranted suspicion of malingering. 

By far the most important parallel with Remarque, and one which 

refutes Lavrova's suggestion that Grossman has nothing in common with 

him, is the role of comradeship. This at least offers some recompense 

for the dangers. Wi thout it the war would be an unendurable and 

meaningless penance: 

3Aecb, nepeA nHUOM cMepTH, B T~~en~x HeB3rOAax, OTKphlnaCb 

BenHqeCTBeHHa~ CHna Apym6a AOBepqHBOrO o6~eHH~ qenOBeKa c 

qenOBeKOM. ~pym6a, BoaHHKma~ Ha ~poHTe, TBepAa, OHa npoqHeA 

Aa~e AeTCKHX npHB~3aHHocTeA. H KaK cTpaHHo, qTO MHOrHe 

cepAua BnepBhle OTKp~affiTC~ An~ Apy~hl B qaChl BoAHhl. 7 

Thus, the depiction of World War One in Ste~an Kol'chugin has more 

in common with Remarque than Soviet critics are prepared to 

acknowledge. Wishing to set the scene, Grossman strives for 

hist"orical accuracy. Remarque's portrayal has become universally 

established as the archetypal experience of World War One. 1m Westen 

nichts Neues is, therefore, a natural source of reference for the lost 

generation to which Sergey belongs. However, in the scenes discussed, 

we can find evidence that the common ground between Grossman and 

Remarque is not solely a matter of historical background. Both 

authors stress the worth of comradeship. But there exist major 

di fferences, some already apparent in St epan Kol' chugin, and many of 

which go well beyond what we have come to understand by Remarquism. 

Ignored by Western and Soviet critics, these differences are to become 

refined and shaped largely by Grossman's own experience of war. 

II 

Headlong retreat, almost a stampede, was Grossman's first 

experience of war, as the Germany Army remorselessly repeated the 

pat tern of encirclement and piecemeal annihi lat ion of t he Russian 

armies. German successes could not be hidden and Grossman and his 
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fellow writers were faced with the unenviable task of trying to draw 

something positive from the disaster which surrounded them. Grossman 

endorses the view that Russia's greatest resource is her people. 

Numbers are important, but it is their moral superiority which 

distinguishes them from the Germans. In the end this will prove to be 

decisive. This is the central theme, reflected in the title, of 

Grossman's first significant wartime povest', Narod bessmerten. Towns 

may be destroyed; battles may be lostj and even leaders may come and 

gOj but the people and their val ues will endure: they are immortal. 

It is they who will be the foundation of future victory, however 

distant it may seem in the summer of 1941. 

Semen Ignat'ev, one of Grossman's most convincing portraits, 

embodies the depth and breadth of the national character. He 

possesses a mercurial spontaneity, is closely identified with the 

world of nature and more than any other character in Narod bessmerten 

symbolizes the emotions and feeling inherent in rodina or homeland. 

Before the war Ignat'ev's life is essentially one of merry-making 

and womanizing. He is an unrepentant hedonist, described by Grossman 

as: 'TIeceHHHK, TaHUop, 60JIbmO~ JII06HTeJIb BbIllHTb H norYIISITb'. 8 In his 

carefree attitude to life Ignat'ev is prescient of Tvardovskiy's 

Vasiliy Terkin, and as one of his superiors observes:' PyccI<as:!: TBOs:!: 

.Qyma' . 9 Conscripted into the army, Ignat' ev quickly adapts to the 

demands placed upon him. Tireless and capable of great sacrifice, 

Ignat'ev is ideal material for any army. In the Soviet Union's 

predicament his qualities are indispensable. 

Yet there is a deeper side to Ignat' ev, a world of the spirit, 

which he shields from others. He has a large repertoire of songs and 

stories, rooted in the myths and legends of the Russian countryside, 

which he has learnt from Bogachikha, a solitary and retiring crone in 

his Village. He undertakes long walks through his native forests, 

ostensibly to hunt. But his real reason is to enjoy the beauty of the 

countryside, and above all to be alone. These aimless peregrinations 

are part and parcel of Ignat'ev's spiritual life, which provide a form 

of sustenance:' .QJIs:!: MeHs:!: no Hame~ aeMJIe XO,nHTb, KaK xJIe6 eCTb H BO,ny 

nHTb'.10 

Ignat'ev's deep love of the Russian 

feelings towards the German invasion. 
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emotional loss, even desecration. Observing the German occupation 

troops, Ignat'ev recalls his own village. A girl, who bears an uncanny 

resemblance to his sweetheart, Marusya, brings the Germans water. 

Images of home, violated by the Germans, flash before him, : 

CTpamHa~ 50nb, rope, an05a c~anH cep~ue HrHaTbeBa. HHKor~a 

HH B 3Ty HOqb, Kor~a HeMUhl ~nH ropo~, HH rn~~~ Ha 

paapymeHHhle ~epeBHH, HH B cMepTHoM 50ffi He HCnhlThlBan HrHaTbeB 

TaKoro qYSCTsa, KaK B 3TOT cBeTn~ 5ea06naqH~ ~eHb. 3TH 

HeMUhl, cnoKo~Ho oT~hlXaBmHe B COBeTCKo~ ~epeBHe, 6hlnH 

cTpamHe~ BO MHoro paa Tex, B 50ffi.11 

Frustration, disgust and outrage arise within the hero because of the 

Germans' assumption of normality. They relax and enjoy themselves in 

a manner akin to ordinary Russiansj they have stolen the everyday life 

of the village. 

Ignat'ev's courage and resourcefulness are put to the test during 

the preparations to break out of encirclement. Through his intimate 

knowledge of nature, he indentifies those berries and wild foodstuffs 

which are of most use to the wounded. Bogarev, the unit's political 

commissar, admires Ignat'ev's qualities of leadership and holds him up . 
as example for others to follow. Ignat'ev responds to the frequent 

sermons and lectures which Bogarev gi ves to the beleaguered troops. 

More importantly, war has changed him:' 51 cnOBHO ~pyrHM qenOBeKOM Ha 

3TO~ BO~He CTanl. 12 In the set-piece battle which ensues, Ignat'ev's 

changed percept ions mani fest themselves in his resolve. At tacked by 

superior German forces the Russian infantry offers stiff resistance. 

Ignat'ev finds himself facing a German soldier in hand-to-hand 

fighting. The German is decisively beaten. Ignat' ev is 

pitiless: 'cTpameH H npocT 5hln y~ap pyccKoro con~aTa'. 13 The point is 

made that man for man the Russian is superior to his German 

counterpart, and thus that victory is inevitable. 

Vignettes of a number of army officers in Narod bessmerten permit 

Grossman to address some of the specific reasons for the Soviet Army's 

failures. Among the junior officers Mertsalov and Myshanskiy are of 

interest. Mertsalov is a professional officer and Hero of the Soviet 

Union. His bravery is beyond question but some doubt exists as to his 

military competence. Under his command a local attack is carried out 

on some German posi tions. Tactical surprise is achieved. 
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Nevertheless, large numbers of Germans manage to escape because of 

badly coordinated ambushes and artillery support. This incident, and 

in particular its lessons, have wider implications for the Soviet Army 

as a whole. The quality of staff work and planning must be improved. 

Courage alone is insufficient. 

Mertsalov's adaptation to the exigencies of modern warfare takes 

place under the tutelage of Bogarev and the senior Army commander, 

Samarin. Grossman tactfully suggests that the problem is confined to 

junior officers, but the sheer scale of the disaster points towards 

incompetence at the highest level. Mertsalov's preparations are 

suggestive of the new determination to improve and match the Germans. 

He burns his map, the one on which the continuous retreats of the Red 

Army have been marked since the beginning of the German invasion. 

Symbolic of the new determination, this action should not obscure the 

fact that while the Red Army did enjoy local successes, the 

overwhelming trend was retreat. Mertsalov pays scrupulous attention to 

his appearance. Having bathed himself, he dresses in clean clothing. 

Again the symbolism is apparent. He is a neophyte ready for his final 

ceremony of initiation. Mertsalov's recollections of his wife, his 

thoughts on the forthcoming battle and his painstaking toilette are 

apposite and convincing. 

less so. 

However, his new found tactical awareness is 

Hitherto, Mertsalov has been portrayed as a reliable, but ponderous 

officer. He readily admits to prefer to lead his men into battle 

rather than be confined to his headquarters. The intellectual prowess 

which Mertsalov now manifests in his staff work is more applicable to 

Bogarev, his sternest critic. To quote V. Pertsov: 

3TO nnoxo s~meTC~ c TeM o6pa30M, KOTOp~ C03~aeTC~ H3 me 

cnos 0 ce6e - ~ ~enoseK npocTo~ ... ropa3~0 60nbwe nO~XO~Hna 

6hl TaKa~ KapTHHa K 6orapesy. 14 

The essential elements in Mertsalov' s biography which would make the 

transformation convincing are missing. In the final battle scene 

Mertsalov functions as an extension of the absent Bogarev. The arrival 

of Samarin and the divisional commissar Cherednichenko further 

highlights this. With evident anger, Samarin criticizes Mertsalov' s 

planned withdrawal of tanks and infantry. Cherednichenko, however, 

supports the decision, expressing confidence in Mertsalov' s 
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leadership. Cherednichenko is aware of Bogarev's earlier criticism of 

Mertsalov. His presence is a continuation of this influence, 

something which Mertsalov perceives too. Thus, the successful outcome 

of this engagement the German commander Colonel BruchmUller is 

defeated - is presented as being due to the guidance and example of 

the party, not to the professional officer corps. 

Judgement as to whether this reflects a deliberate concession to 

wartime propaganda on Grossman's part or whether he has other aims in 

mind will for the moment be deferred. However, the following should 

be borne in mind. Army officers in the field frequently wished to 

implement tactical withdrawals. This was interpreted by the political 

organs as the prelude to desertion. Invariably such decisions were 

overruled. Tactical considerations were ignored. That Cherednichenko 

should support Mertsalov's decision to withdraw his tanks is totally 

inconsistent with what we know of the attitudes and functions of 

political commissars. 

Samarin's silence is especially unconvincing. He has a reputation 

as a severe and ruthless commander, who does not hesi tate to remove 

incompetent subordinates from their posts. He offers no counter-. 
arguments to Cherednichenko's during this scene and, outwardly at any 

rate, tolerates the divisional commissar's insolent familiarity in 

front of a much junior officer. 

From an inauspicious beginning 

exemplary conduct, whereas Myshanskiy 

Mertsalov progresses towards 

is disgraced and humiliated. 

His name is apt - it suggests mouse - since he appears to be daunted 

and psychologically overwhelmed by the Germans. Fear of the Germans 

and the lack of resolute leadership affect the men under his command. 

There is a general breakdown of military discipline and conduct; all 

fighting spirit is lost. During a brief and desperate engagement with 

the enemy Myshanskiy's company loses contact with Mertsalov. 

Mertsalov immediately suspects the worst and desertion is strongly 

implied. At this point a deserter is brought to Mertsalov's 

headquarters. Dressed in ci vilian clothes, he has hidden his uni form. 

He is executed on the spot. Unshaven and without rifles and badges of 

rank, Myshanskiy and his company eventually turn up. Bogarev 

threatens them with the same fate. Bogarev reduces Myshanskiy to the 

ranks and he is picked for especially dangerous missions as a 
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punishment for his timidity. Bogarev warns Myshanskiy not to fear the 

Germans, but to fear lack of resolve. Mertsalov echoes Bogarev, 

adding: 'Bo~Ha ohlna H oy~eT HCKYCCTSOM He OO~TC~ spara H cMepTH'. 15 

Bogarev's harsh, if somewhat justified treatment of Myshanskiy, 

highlights the enviable flexibility which the Party enjoys. 

Cowardice, lack of leadership, and incompetence can always be 

attributed to an individual or group of individuals, whereas military 

success, as in the case of Ignat' ev and Mertsalov can be ascribed 

exclusively to the guiding, inspirational role of the political 

commissar. 

Narod bessmerten is one of the first Soviet wartime works in which 

the question of collaboration is raised. Kotenko welcomes the German 

invasion as an opportunity to reap those rewards which, he feels, have 

been denied him under Soviet power. In essence he is dri ven by envy 

of others' success, particularly that of Mariya Timofeevna, a local 

woman who has benefited from the changes in Soviet society. Yet the 

Germans treat him with him obvious contempt. He has nothing to offer 

and they dismiss him out of hand. His grovelling behaviour is in 

striking contrast to the proud and angry Mariya Timofeevna, who for 

her defiance is shot. With her death Kotenko realises his mistake. 

Envy turns to admiration and deeply regretting his treachery, he 

commits suicide. 

Grossman's presentation of collaboration is unusual. Of course he 

condemns collaboration, but Kotenko dies by his own hand. Suicide 

partly expiates the treachery. It is the sin, not the sinner Grossman 

finds so loathsome. Thus Grossman exhibi ts a remarkably tolerant 

view for a country in the midst of war. Yet the wider issues of 

collaborat ion are raised and in this respect it probably does not 

amount to a coincidence that the names - Kotenko, Grishchenko and 

Cherednichenko - suggest the Ukraine. Large parts of the Ukraine were 

quickly overrun by the Germans, who were often rapturously received 

with the traditional bread and salt. Later in the war Ukrainian 

collaborat ion was to become a serious issue for Grossman, and one 

which was to have profound personal consequences for him. 

Propagandistic purpose reveals i tsel f in Grossman's portrayal of 

the German enemy, though it lacks the vi triol of Ehrenburg, and the 

Germans in Grossman odious enough, are not quite as bad as those in 
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Sholokhov's Nauka nenavisti. However Grossman's at tempts at 

propaganda are not ent irel y successful. Consi der the descri pt ion of 

German troops entering a Russian village: 

BomJla op~a ... 

... H CJlOBHO CT~~~Cb cOBpeMeHHhlX MamHH, coa~aH~x, BonpeKH HM 

eBpone~cKHx HaYKo~ H Tpy~OM, ¢amHcT~ HaManeBanH Ha HHX 

CHMBon~ cBoe~ ~ecToKoA ~HKOCTH - Me~Be~e~, BOnKOB,JlHC, 

~paKoHoB, ~eJlOBe~eCKHe ~epena c nepeKpemeHHhlMH KOCT~MH. 16 

Grossman's attempt to isolate the Germans from the mainstream of 

European technological progress lacks sophistication even by wartime 

standards. As a chemist Grossman would have been well aware of 

Germany's contribution to science and industry. Discerning Soviet 

readers would also find Grossman's stance difficult to reconcile with 

the obvious respect for German achievement in "GlUck auf!", the very 

title of which betrays its German origins. Grossman's lie is too 

obvious. It betrays perhaps the author's lack of conviction in what 

he writes. 

Other attempts are more convincing. Underlining German rapacity, 

Grossman writes the following: 

H, KaaanOCb, paa~a~c~ c Heoa rpoM - H ero o~ aarnymHno 3TO 

Moryqee TOpOnJlHBOe qaBKaHbe COTeH MepHo, Beceno *yID~X 

HeMeUKHX con~aT. 17 

Here the effect is one of disgust. The Germans resemble a plague of 

locusts. Were this representative of Grossman's general approach 

towards the Germans in Narod bessmerten he would at least achieve some 

degree of consistency. Inconsistencies reflect Grossman's ambivalence 

regarding the nature of the beast, which confronts him. 

Narod bessmerten was welcomed by Soviet critics. Writing in 1943, 

soon after its publication, A. Lavretskiy described it as,. . 'O~HO 

Ha HaHOOJlee B~y~HB~x, qeJlOBeqHhlX no qYBCTBY H 6JlarOpO~H~ no CTHJlbID 

npoH3Be~eHH~ HalliHX ~He~'. 18 In fact it made such an impression that 

according to Nataliya Roskina it was put forward for the Stalin prize 

19 only to be deleted from the list of candidates, as Stepan 

Kol' chugin had been, on Stalin's orders. Nor did publication pass 

unnoticed abroad. The special correspondent of The Times called Narod 

bessmerten. ' a remarkable interpretation of the Red Army's mood 

during the 1941 retreat'. 20 Whereas a review in the Mexican magazine 
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Futuro saw Narod bessmerten as a rebuttal f R i t o any emarqu s 
sentiments: 

Kor~a npH~yT KHwrH HOB~X PeNapKoB wnw 6ap6IDcoB, Mhl BepHeMc~ 

K cTpaCTHbIM: cTpaHHllaM BaH.l{bI BacHneBcI<ot% w BacwnwSi fpoccMaHa, 

qTo6~ OhlTb CHOBa ocnenneHHhlMM BbICOTO~ wx qenOBeQHOCTH. 21 

There is humanity in Remarque, which is not at odds with Grossman. 

But the assessment of Narod bessmerten is substantially correct. 

Grossman's belief in victory is total and this sense of commitment and 

passion inform his prose in a way which is undetectable in Remarque. 

III 

Narod bessmerten marked the beginning of Grossman's reputation as a 

serious writer on the war theme. Stalingrad consolidated it, widening 

his audience at home and abroad. The admiration and gratitude felt by 

all as the Russians turned disaster into victory were in no small 

measure due to Vasiliy Grossman's reportage. 

The advanced elements of Von Paulus's 6th Army reached Stalingrad 

in August 1942. A superbly equipped and battle-hardened army, it 

seemed that in the face of such opposition Russian resistance would 

crumble as easily as it had done throughout the summer. However, the 

armoured and aerial battering ram by means of which Von Paulus and Von 

Richthofen hoped to secure a quick and decisive Victory before the 

onset of winter, fal teredo Russian resistance stiffened and a period 

of bi tter street fighting ensued. Both sides sustained heavy losses. 

On 19th November 1942 the Russians launched their count er-offensi ve. 

Encircled and beyond the help of other German units, the 6th Army 

surrendered on 3rd February 1943. 

The static nature of the Stalingrad battle offered excellent 

opportunities for war correspondents. Among those present were 

Konstantin Simonov, Leonid Kondravatykh, Leonid Vysokoostrovskiy, Petr 

Kolomeytsev, Efim Gekhman and Pavel Milovanov. Wi th the possible 

exception of Simonov none, however, have become so closely 

identified with Stalingrad as Grossman. 

Just how long Grossman spent in Stalingrad seems to be in dispute. 

General Ortenberg, Grossman's superior, the editor of Krasnaya zvezda, 

says that he spent several months there.22 Alexander Werth, who was 
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in Russia for the duration of the battle, and a voracious collector of 

gossip and anecdotes, maintains that Grossman was present throughout 

the battle.23 Doubt is cast upon these two claims by Shimon Markish. 

Markish quotes Ehrenburg, who in an art icle discussing Grossman's 

sketches draws at tent ion to the fact that Grossman was denied the 

opportunity of witnessing the battle's conclusion, having been earlier 

sent to Elista, an outpost in the steppes.24 The last of Grossman's 

sketches "Stalingradskiy front" is dated December 1942, that is, well 

over a month before the final German collapse. This together with the 

fact that no precise coverage of the German surrender can be found in 

any of the sketches - a moment that any war correspondent would surely 

wish to see - suggests th~t Ehrenburg is correct. 

In all, Grossman wrote thirteen sketches or ocherki for Krasnaya 

zvezda. Eventually in 1943 they were published in a single volume 

under the title Stalingrad. This gives some idea of Grossman's 

popularity and standing as a war correspondent, which is supported by 

Ortenberg: 

Ero OqepKH B « KpacHof\ 8Be8.lle » Ka>K.ll~ paa SlBJISlJIHCb B CBoeM 

pO.lle ceHcaUHef\ H Hepe.llKo nepeneQaTbD3aJIHCb « npaBJtof\ » - 3TO 

6hlJlo npH8HaHHeM HX 8HaQHTenbHOCTH H aKTyaJIbHOcTH.25 

Nor was Grossman's popularity confined to the rear. Viktor 

Nekrasov, who served in the 79th Guards Motor Rifle Division at 

Stalingrad bears witness to the respect enjoyed by Grossman among the 

frontline troops: 

... raaeT~ c ero, KaK H 3peH6ypra, KoppeCnOH.lleHUHSlMH 

8aQHThlBanHCb y Hac .llO .llhlp.26 

The Stalingrad sketches fall naturally into two parts. This 

reflects the tenacious and ferOCiously contested defensive phase and 

the subsequent Russian counter-attack. In the first phase, in keeping 

with its defensive character, Grossman seeks to demonstrate the 

commitment and resilience of the Russian soldier. Soldiers in these 

sketches stand Qut as archetypes; yet they are not wooden or 

unconvincing. Grossman captures their distinct individuality and 

humanity, while simultaneously underlining their shared aspirations 

and mot i vat ion. His many vignettes were accorded the accolade of 

'npaS.llHSOcTb'.27 

"Through Chekhov's Eyes" ("Glazami Chekhova"; 1942), "Vlasov" 
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(II Vlasov"; 1942) and "A Red Army Man's Soul" (II Dusha krasnoarmeyt sa"; 

1942) are excellent examples of Grossman's method in characterization. 

All three heroes in these sketches have different military duties, and 

in all of them Grossman stresses continuity in the transition from 

peace to war. Probity, application in the acquisition of new skills, 

determination, toughness and self-discipline are as much part of their 

pre-war lives as in their military service. 

"Glazami Chekhova" is based on the exploits of Anatoliy Chekhov, 

one of the many famous Stalingrad snipers. Sniping played a vi tal 

role in the defensive phase of the battle and is therefore a useful 

theme for a war correspondent. Grossman manages to impart some of the 

peculiarities of the sniper's deadly work. From his observation post 

Chekhov is master of all he surveys. Yet there is an unmistakable air 

of menacej nothing is quite what it seems: 

MHoro ~He~ H MHoro HoqeA 3TH BceBH~~~e rna3a CMOTP~T c 

n~Toro 3Ta~a paapymeHHoro ~OM8 Ha ropo~. 3TH rna3a BHA~T 

ynHuy,nnoma~b, Aec~TKH AOMOB c npoBanHBaBmHMHC~ nonaMH, 

nycT~e MepTB~e KopoDKH, non~e ODMaHqHBOA THmHHhl.28 

Furthermore, Grossman demonstrates acute understanding of the 

technical aspects involved in sniping: marksmanship; observationi the 

abi 1 it Y to judge dist ancesj fieldcraft and infinite pat ience. Such 

knowledge could only have been gained by spending time in the company 

of men like Chekhov, watching and studying them at work. Details of 

this kind enhance the sketch's veracity. 

So too does its psychological penetration. Chekhov must overcome 

any feelings of remorse when he kills. It is to Grossman's credit 

that he does not eschew this vital aspect in the process of execution. 

For all the insufferable arrogance and brutality of the Germans, at 

the first opportunity Chekhov cannot bring himself to kill: 

ITo nycT~HoA ynHue mnH ABa HeMeUKHX conAaTa. OHH 

oCTaHoBHnHcb B CTa MeTpax OT Toro MeeTa, rAe cHAen ~exoB. 

~eT~e MHHyT~ IDHoma cMoTpen Ha HeMUeB. OH MeAnHn. 3TO 

cTpaHHoe qYBCTBO HepemHTenbHOcTH 3HaKOMO nOqTH BceM 

cHa~nepaM nepeA nepBhlM BhlcTpenoM. 29 

After much thought Chekhov manages to suppress any misgivings. 

then the first kill is not easy psychologically: 

... ,OH OTHec npHuen OT Hoca conAaTa Ha qeThlpe caHTHMeTpa 
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BnepeA H BhlcTpenHn. ~a-noA nHnOTKH MenbKHyno 4TO-TO 

TeMHOe, ronoBa MOTHynacb HaaaA, Be~po BhlnanO Ha pyK, connaT 

ynan Ha 60K. lJel<OBa aaTpSl'cano. 30 

Grossman's language is precise, sparse, perfectly suited to the 

mechanistic sequence of the shot. It is an exact physical 

description. Chekhov is shaken, and something of his mood coveys 

itself to the reader, who sees the kill as it were'through Chekhov's 

eyes'. There is too the suggestion that although Chekhov's grim work 

may be compatible with the, ... 'meneaHaSl,cB~TaSl nOrHl<a OTe4ecTBeHHo~ 

BO~HY'31 , the personal legacy will be immense. 

Reading about Chekhov the sniper, we recall Chekhov the writer. 

Given the tenderness and compassion which we associate with the latter 

there is a grim irony in the fact that the name Chekhov should also be 

the name of one of Russia's most proficient killers. 

"Dusha krasnoarmeytsa" arose from a conversation with General 

Malinovskiy. Grossman had visited his headquarters just after a heavy 

German attack had been repulsed. The unit's bravery should, 

Malinovskiy suggested, be acknowledged. 32 Before writing this 

particular sketch Grossman familiarised himsel f thoroughly with the 

unit in question. The result, as in the case of "Glazami Chekhova" is 

a credible account of one man's war and what it is like to face a tank 

attack. 

Gromov, the subject of this sketch, epitomizes the anti-tank 

gunner. Scornful of comfort, tenacious and taciturn, Gromov's 

energies are devoted to the care and maintenance of his gun. Both gun 

and gunner exude power and reliability: 

OH BepHn B cHny CBoero orpoMHoro py~~-nymKH, OH npo~an 

ero Bec H Be4epoM, nocne qynoBH~oro HanpSl~eHHSI CHn, 

HHI<OrAa OTHOCHnC~ I< py~~ He6pemHo HnH c pa3npameHHeM. OH 

TepnenHBo H BHHMaTenbHO 04Hman TpSlno4Ko~ no5eneme~ OT nhlnH 

CTBon, MeAneHHO H nr06oBHo, CMaahlBan 3aMoK.33 

Gromov's motivatiQn, consistent with the main thrust of Soviet wartime 

literature, is entirely convincing: 

OH BHAen commeHHhle nepeBHH, HaBCTpeqy eMY no nhlnbHhlM 

noporaM TamHnHCb TenerH 6emeHueB, OH BHAen cTapyx 

H CTapHI<OB, ... OH BHnen HeBHHHYro KPOBb, OH cnhlllian 

cTpaHHhle npocT~e paccKaahl, KOTophle 5hlnH npaBAo~ OT 
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nepBo~o ~o nocne~He~o CRosa. 34 

Images of burnt out villages, refugees and the slaughter of civilians 

remind one of the cold fury of Aleksey Surkov's poems. Gromov's anger 

is not exclusively aimed at the Germans. 

impatience with his own side: 

There is frustration and 

OH HanonH~nc~ T~meno~ aRo50~ H 6eamanocTHo ocy~an B CBoeM 

cep~ue Bce omHDKH HaqanbCTBa, Bce npo~BneHH~ con~aTcKo~ 

HecToAKocTH. 35 

Patience and the ability to endure are, as Grossman acknowledges, as 

much a part of Gromov's heroism as his bravery in battle. Desperately 

waiting for a miracle, the Russian people hoped that their endurance 

and patience would soon be rewarded. 

Gromov's baptism of fire is realistic and the image of the 

phlegmatic anti-tank gunner, which Grossman seeks to create, succeeds. 

Gromov tells his own story, the authenticity of which is enhanced by 

Grossman's decision to retain the solecisms in grammar: 

llomnH B MOID CTOPOHY qeThlpe TaHKH . 

.. . Hy ~an ~ no He~ ... , O~OHb CHHHA no 6poHe npomen, KaK 

HCKpa. 6hlCTphlA... 3aKpHqanH BHyTpH HeMUhl, TaK aaKpHqanH. ~ 

B ~aHH TaKO~O KPHKY He cn~an.36 

Lest the full force of what is happening should escape us, the screams 

remind us that the Germans are dying in agony, incinerated inside 

their own tank. Unlike Chekhov, Gromov feels no remorse, the screams 

are of interest because of their novelty value. Exulted, Gromov feels 

triumph and pride. Fear and danger, and particularly the fearsome 

reputation of the Germans, have been conquered: 

H TaK ~yx pa~yeTc~, np~Mo He OhlnO co MHO~ TaKoro. BceMY 

cBeTY B rnaaa CMoTpeTb MO~y. OCHnHn~. A TO ~eHb H HOqb 

MeH~ MYqHno: HeymenH MeH~ cHnbHe~ ... 37 

Research for Grossman's sketches involved considerable personal 

risk. Not content to rely on second hand reports, Grossman sought out 

the precise details, satisfying himself as to their accuracy. As he 

told Boris Yampolskiy:' ~ nHmy TonbKo TO, qTO BH~en, a Bhl~yMaTb ~ MO~ 

6hl qTO y~o~Ho'.38 Other considerations prompted Grossman to run the 

risks for information that he did. He made this quite clear to 

Leonid Kondrevatykh, the special correspondent of Izvestiya at 

Stalingrad: 
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~To5hl nHcaTb 0 CTanHH~pa~cKo~ 5HTBe, Ha~o no5hlBaTb TaM 

Ha npaBoM 5epe~y Bon~H, cpe~H Tex, KTO ~epeTc~ Ha 

paaBanHHax, Ha npH5epe~hlx necK ax. IToKa ~ He nOOhlBan TaM 

~ He HMero MopsnbHoro npSBS nHcSTb 0 aSmHTHHKax 

CTanHHrpa~a. 39 

In writing "Vlasov" Grossman meets his sel f-imposed requirements to 

the full. 

Grossman moves from the general to the specific. Before 

introducing Vlasov, Grossman sets the scene in which Vlasov and his 

fellow pontoniers must work. Because of intensive and accurate German 

artillery fire and air attacks most of the trips are carried out under 

cover of darkness. Occasionally however so critical is the 

situation - trips in daylight are unavoidable. Then the pontoniers 

must run the full gauntlet of German fire. Casual ties in men and 

stores are heavy. Yet the link is vital for the defence of the city. 

Ammuni tion, food, reinforcements and the evacuation of wounded all 

depend on the link being kept open. In the light of this it is not 

di fficul t to see why Ortenberg descri bed Vlasov's deeds as 'roToBa~ 

q,a6yna'.40 

Combined peacetime labour and wartime duty are a more pronounced 

motif than in the two previous sketches. Vlasov combines soldier and 

worker, the . 'T~~a~ 5y~~Ha~ pa60Ta pyccKoro pa60qero c 

.l106necTblO con~aTa'. 41 This is true in another sense: the ferry 

maintains a symbolic link between Stalingrad and the rest of the 

Soviet Union. 

Shared dangers and the awareness that a vital task is being 

performed engender strong feelings of loyalty. Grossman recounts the 

episode in which two soldiers, Volkov and Luk'yanov are badly wounded. 

Sent to hospital, they discharge themselves prematurely and return to 

their dut i es. One is tempted to dismiss such alleged bravery out of 

hand. However, plainly stated and without protestations of loyalty to 

Stalin and Party, it exemplifies Grossman's, . 'non-political 

interpretation of the source of military loyalty'. 42 

Furthermore, the pontoniers' spiritual life - always important in 

Grossman's soldiers - maintains the continuity with peacetime: 

Kor.lla qHTaemb BOCnOMHHaHH~ 0 BO~He <ppaHuyaoB, aHrnHqaH, 

aMepHKaHueB, Bce OHH nHmyT, qTO Ha BO~He, B 6010, OHH 
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cTaHoB~Tc~ HHhlMH, ~TO BeCb ~yweBH~ MHp H3MeH~eTc~, ~TO 

OHH nepeoueHHBaroT Bce ueHHOCTH, ~TO Ka3aBWHec~ HM ~oporHM 

H onH3KHM CTaHOB~TC~ HeHymH~, ~aneKHM.43 

Such sentiments would appear to disassociate Grossman quite sharply 

from Remarque and his western contemporaries such as Hemingway, 

Barbusse and Aldington. (AI though, curiously enough no ment ion is 

made of German authors, 

included as well). 

qualified. 

we may perhaps assume that Remarque is to be 

However, Grossman's observations need to be 

For the western participants World War One was a bloody and brutal 

interruption in the process of wealth creation. Compared with earlier 

European wars, it was utterly unprecedented. Of course the 

consequences were equally grim for Russiaj 

end of World War One brought no relief. 

quickly followed. 

more so perhaps. But the 

Intervention and Civil war 

Underlying Grossman's point - and it is a valid one - is the 

knowledge that life in Russia before 1941 was for the bulk of the 

population almost as grim as the war years. Hence, for many, the 

transi tion was minimal. For some, as Pasternak underlines in the 

epilogue of Dr Zhivago, it brought relief from persecution. Those 

lucky enough to have survived collectivisation and the Terror would 

hardly regard these experiences as 'remote and superfluous'. The 

privations of the pre-war years enjoyed the dubious distinction of 

being sel f-inflicted. The Germans were an external threat and cause 

of suffering. Nobody was spared. That which had been buil t up at 

great cost before the war now seemed on the threshold of total 

annihilation. Russia herself seemed doomed. Few Russians, whatever 

they felt about Stalin, could remain indifferent to this possibility. 

Vlasov embodies more than the, 'ocooeHHbIe ~epTbI 60nbmoro ~ena'. 44-

According to Grossman he personifies the harsher side of the Russian 

character, which comes to the fore in time of crisis: 

OHH, BnacoBbI - BbIpa3HTenH He ~06pOTbI H ~rKocTH 

Hapo~Horo xapaKTepa, OHH - HOCHTenH CypOBOCTH, 

HenpHMHpHMOCTH, HeHcTpeoHMo~, HeHCToBo~ CHnbI PYCCKO~ 

Hapo~Ho~ ~ymH.45 

Vlasov's ruthlessness manifests itself in his treatment of cowards. A 

close comrade refuses to disembark on the far beach of the Volga to 
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effect repairs on the damaged wharf. Subsequently, in front of the 

uni t Vlasov himsel f carries out the execut ion. His own bravery is 

beyond doubt. During a crossing of the Volga in daylight the ferry is 

punctured below the waterline. Vlasov amid scenes of great panic 

blocks the hole with his greatcoat. Men and ship are saved. The 

incident, insists Ortenberg, was not invent ed and Grossman accuratel y 

records what took place. 4-6 

Anatoliy Bocharov asserts that in the Stalingrad cycle Grossman, 

.. 'HmeT KopeHHo~ cOBeTcKH~, pyCCK~ THn' .4-7 Vlasov is clearly one of 

the sketches he has in mind. Bocharov adduces four factors, which he 

says, explain the heroism of the defenders: personal psychological 

profile; the demands of comradeship; national characteristics and 

tradi tionsj and socio-class factors. 48 One finds no difficulty in 

accommodating the first two to what we know of Vlasov. Problems for 

Bocharov's schema arise when one considers the specific epithets used 

by Grossman when qualifying Vlasov. On two occasions he uses an 

adj ect i ve derived from t he name of the heret ic Petrovich Avvakum. 

Vlasov is described as a, 'qenOBeK, Moryqe~ aBBaKYMoBcKO~ ~ymH' 49, of 

which Grossman says further, '3TY ~eneaHy~ aBBaKyMoBcKy~ nopo~y 

HeBOaMOmHO HH corHYTb, HH cnoMaTb'.50 It can be seen that Grossman's 

use of avvakumovskiy cannot easily be reconciled with the search for a 

Soviet Russian type. Avvakum's resilience and determination owe 

nothing to the Soviet era. General Eremenko, one of the senior 

commanders at Stalingrad, confirms these distinctly Russian features. 

In an interview with Grossman in "Stalingradskiy Front" (liThe 

Stalingrad Front") he says: 

3~ecb B CTanHHrpa~e HaM KpacHoapMeeu nOKaaan BC~ cHny 

H apenocTb pyccKoro Hapo~Horo ~yxa' .51 

Indirectly, Bocharov lends support to this view. The national factor 

in heroi sm depends, . 'OT BeKOBbIX Tpa~HuH~ Hapo~a'. 52 Thus to 

ascribe such importance to socio-class factors - as Bocharov does - is 

to overstate grossly their significance, since they are not part of 

the age old traditions of the Russian people. History, tradition and 

legend mattered more than class. 

The latter half of September 1942 marks the beginning of what has 

become known as the Stalingrad legend. 53 The birth of this legend 

coincided with the deployment of Rodimtsev's di vision. Both his men 
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and he, much to the irritation of other commanders, were the subject 

of intense scrutiny in the press. "The Stalingrad Battle" 

("Stalingradskaya bitva"j 19(2) is Grossman's contribution. 

The choice of Rodimtsev is deliberate. His military experience and 

credent ials are admirabl y sui ted to make him the focal point of the 

legend. Grossman describes him thus: 

3a Bpe~ BO~H~ PO~HMUeBY npHmnocb npo~H qepea MHoro 

Hcn~a~. Ero ~HSHaH~ ~panacb no~ KHesoM, OHa BMDHSana 

HS CTanHHKH npopBasmHec~ 9C9COBCKHe nonKH 

... YMeHbe HacTynaTb Kor~a BC~KOMY ~pyroMY KameTc~, qTO 

o HacTynneHHH MeqT8Tb Henba~, TaKTHqeCKa~ on~HOCTb H 

OCTOPOmHOCTb, COqeTa~mHec~ c TaKTHqeCKHM H nHqHhlM 

6eCCTpamHe~ - qepT~ BoeHHoro xapaKTepa Mono~oro reHepana 

CTan xapaKTepoM ero ~HSHaHH.54 

Grossman's portrait is generally optimistic. It suggests that with 

such a man at the helm all is not lost. 

denied Stalinka to an SS division was 

That Rodimtsev's division had 

undoubtedly welcome. But for 

the Germans this was no more than a temporary setback, a minor gain 

for the Russians. The underlying message is one of realism. Kiev, 

for example, fell early in 1941 and like many early battles was an 

unmitigated disaster. Rodimtsev is not directly implicated in this 

debacle. Nevertheless, Grossman makes the point that his men and he 

were forced to retreat; they are not supermen. 

Emphasis on Rodimtsev's offensive spirit and his tactical skill 

reflected the concern in the Soviet press that there were too many 

tactically ineffective commanders in the Red Army. This theme was 

taken up by Korneychuk in the play Front <19(2). Korneychuk is crude 

in hi s approach. Officers fall into one of two groups: efficient or 

hopelessly incompetent. Grossman does not follow Korneychuk's 

simplistic line and in Zhizn' i sud'ba condemns it.55 Even the most 

able of commanders, among them Rodimtsev, can find themselves 

encircled and in retreat. 

"Stalingradskaya bitva" contains a wealth of detailed information 

on the peculiarities of the battle: the extreme proximity of the enemy 

trenches, in some cases as little as 20 metres <Rodimtsev's divisional 

headquarters was only 250 metres from the front line); and the many 

isolated sub-units in touch by radio, but essentially fighting their 
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own war. Promoting the ethos of the Rodimtsev division, Grossman 

emphasises the special difficulties with which the division must 

grapple. In this respect some of 'Grossman's sketches are undoubtedly 

valuable for the mil i tary historian. House to house fighting, the 

predominant combat experience at Stalingrad, what Grossman 

calls, 'cBoeoDpa3He~wee ~eno' 56, is a case in point: 

llnaH mTypMa MeH~ nopa3Hn MHO~eCTBOM ~eTane~, CnOmHOCTb~ 

pa3paDoTKo~. Ha aKKypaTHo c~enaHHOM qepTeme Dhln HaHeceH 

~OM H ace coce~HHe nocTpoAKH. YcnoBHhle 3HaKH nOKaa~anH, 

qTO Ha BTOPOM 3Tame B TpeTbeM OKHe HaXO~HTC~ pyqHO~ 

nyneMeT, Ha TpeTbeM 3Tame a ~ByX OKHax CH~~T cHa~nephl, a 

a O~HOM pacnonomeH cTaHKoa~ nyneMeT. .. Y Ka~oro po~a 

opymH~ Dhlna cao~ aa~aqa, cTporo conpomeHHa~ c oD~e~ uenb~.57 

War reportage, no matter how accurate or sensitive, is always 

limited in its ability to portray the full horrors, even more so when 

the writer must cope with censorship. Notwithstanding these 

restrictions imposed by genre and officialdom, Grossman is generally 

more effective than most. 58 

Military jargon itself tends towards censorship. Battles and place 

names as they are depicted on maps represent the language of the staff 

officer and planner. Accounts of death and injury are sanitized. 

This was particularly true of Mamaev kurgan, the dominant 

topographical feature in Stalingrad, and one for which thousands of 

German and Russian soldiers perished in protracted hand-to- hand 

battles. The Russian name proved grimly apt; the kurgan was indeed a 

burial mound. 

On the planners' maps Mamaev kurgan is referred to as a spot 

height, a dominant feat ure, 'rocno~cTaylOlIta~ BhlcoTa'. 59 For Grossman 

these are, 'cTpawHhle cnOBa I • 60 They tell us nothing of the mutual 

slaughter. 

percept ion: 

His bleak description goes some way towards amending our 

MHoro T~menhlX cnea nponb~T no ace~ POCCHH 0 norHowHx B oo~x 

aa KypraH. He ~eweao ~anaCb rBap~e~uaM 9Ta OHTBa. KpaCHhlM 

KypraHoM HaaoBYT ero ... 61 

Grossman portrays a nightmarish world of twisted and burnt metal: 

EeneaHhlM KypraHoM HaaoayT ero - aeCb nOKphlnC~ OH KOnlOqe~ 

qewye~ MHHHhlX H cHap~~HhlX OCKonKOB, XBOCTaMH-
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eTaOHnH8aTopa~1 repMaHcKHx aBHaUHOHHhlX OOMD, TeMHhlMH OT 

nopoxoBO~ KonOTH rHnb8aMH, pyO~aThlM pBaHhlM KycKaMH 

rpaHaT, T~~enhlM CTanbHhlM TymaMH pa8BOpeQeHHhlX repMaHcKHx 

TaHKoB.62 

Dazed by the grotesque architecture and the proponderance of metal, we 

lose sight of the fact that this is the work of man. Yet, in this 

forbidding landscape, scattered with the detritus of modern war, there 

seems to be no place for him. How is it possible for soldiers to 

survive in this maelstrom of steel and thunder, in which tanks are 

effortlessly overturned and grenade fragments scar and deface 

everything? Imperceptibly, with growing horror, we begin to acquire 

some idea of what took place on Mamaev kurgan, as Grossman partially 

draws back the veil, which obscures a vision of hell. 

Not all Russian soldiers perform their duties as effectively and 

honourably as Chekhov, Gromov, Vlasov and Rodimtsev's men. In "A 

Company of Young Sub-Machine Gunners" (II Rota molodykh avtomat chikov"; 

19(2) Grossman briefly touches upon the question of cowardice. During 

a close quarter battle encounter, a junior sergeant, Roganov, deserts 

his comrades. In striking contrast to the majority of cases reported 

in the Soviet wart ime press, Grossman does not pass judgement. That 

is left to Roganov's comrades. 

H HHKTO B MHpe He HMen 60nbmero npaBa npoH8HeCTH 3TH 

EecToKHe cnoBa, qeM OHH.63 

Like Vlasov, only they have the right to carry out the ultimate 

sentence. There is here an implied rebuke, directed at those who 

themselves have not had to overcome fear, but are quick to castigate 

others who succumb. Roganov's desertion is primarliy a mistake: 'ny~me 

nOTepSlTb >KH3Hb B 6010, ~eM nOTepSlTb yBa~eHHe H noooBb.' 64 This is 

hardly a conventional approach to desertion. Roganov's cowardice is 

not seen as betrayal of Stalin, or even of Russia, but as a violation 

of the sacred code of comradeship. 

Similarly in "Stalingradskiy front" Grossman hints that the long 

retreat to the Volga was too much for some: 

BhlBanH MHHyThl, Kor~a n~~H 8a6hlBanH 0 ~OMe, 0 cBoeA CHne, 

o eBoeM rpo8HoM opy>KHH, H MyTHoe qYBCTBO OBna~eBano HMH.65 

Sober realism of this kind may explain why this sketch was not 

published, or possibly not even written until December 1942. By this 
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time the fate of the German 6th Army was sealed. Cowardice and 

disaster are easier to accept from a position of strength. 

Fresh insights into Grossman's' attitude towards this theme are 

provided by his daughter. 66 They lend support to the above 

conclusions. During the war Ortenberg set A. Tolstoy, P. Pavlenko and 

Grossman the task of writing a sketch or rasskaz on the theme of 

desertion. Grossman refused. Cowardice and desertion, he argued, 

represented a momentary loss of nerve, not an irremediable flaw. Thus, 

he refused to condemn out of hand those who had briefly capitulated. 

This is consistent with his silence in "Vlasov" and his muted 

criticism in "Rota molodykh avtomatchikov". 

It should be noted that in the period from the 20th September 1942 

until the appearance of "Vlasov" on 1st November 1942 Grossman 

publishes nothing. Entries in his field notebooks attest the 

unremitting ferocity of the fighting over this period. Not intended 

for publication during the war, they are a valuable supplement to the 

more formal sketches. Undoubtedly this was the decisive phase: 

Similarly: 

HHKTO He s~xo~Hn H3 06opoHHTenbHhlX 60es. fH6nH Ha MeCTe. 

KynbMHHau~ 60es 17 OKT~6p~.67 

3aHHMaeM ~o~ Hac ~o 20 qenOaeK, rpaHaTH~ 60~, 60~ aa 

3Ta~, 60~ aa cTyneHbKH, 3a KOpH~Op~, aa MeTp~ KOMHaT.68 

Tense and abrupt, these entries make grim, yet fascinating reading on 

the scale of fight ing and dying in Stalingrad. Indeed, one wonders 

whether Grossman wrote them from the perspective of participant or 

observer. There is very little to chose between Grossman's account 

and that of a German officer: 

We have fought fifteen days for a single house ... Already,by 

the third day, fifty four German corpses were strewn in the 

cellars, on the landings and the staircases ... Ask any 

soldier what half an hour of hand-to-hand struggle means. 

Then imagine Stalingrad: eighty days and nights in hand to 

hand struggles. Animals flee this helli the hardest stones 

cannot bear it for long; only men endure. 69 

Grossman's experiences at this juncture of the battle provide the 

basis for one of the most successful pieces of wartime writing in the 

Soviet Union. Published, significantly on the same day as the Russian 
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counter-offensive, "The Direction of the Main Blow" (IINapravlenie 

glavnogo udara"j 1942) records the desperate efforts of the German 

juggernaut to smash the Russian defence, and the equally desperate, 

almost suicidal bravery of the Russians who stopped them. 

Grossman's language and style attempt to translate the power of the 

German assaul t: 

3~ecb O~ COOp8H BeCb ~b~BonbcKH~ apceHan repM8HcKoro 

MHnHT8pHaMa. 

3~ecb 8BTOMaTQHKOB cHaoAHnH paaphlBHhlMH nyn~NH. 

3~ecb opoc8nH MHHhl ... 

3~ecb HOqb~ CBeTno OT nomapoB H paKeT, aAeCb AHeM OhlnO TeMHO 

OT A~8 rop~~x aA8HHA. 

3~eCb rpOXOT 6~ nnOTeH, KaK 3eMn~. 70 

Repeated nine times on one page, zdes' effectively conveys the 

overwhelm! ng 

repetition 

and shells, 

concentration of men and material. Moreover, its 

suggests the concentrically exploding shock waves of bombs 

which reverberate outwards, only to rebound back to the 

point of origin, and then to explode outwards again with increased 

strength. The overall effect is of a battering ram., indefatigable, 

remorseless, and determined to pulverize the hapless defenders. 

Concerted German air attacks make the battle three-dimensional: 

TOT, KTO cnhlman Bonnb B03Ayxa, pacKaneHHoro aBHaUHoHHo~ 

60NOOA, TOT, KTO nepemHn Hanp~meHHe CTpeMHTenbHOro 

AeC~THMHHyTHoro HaneTa HeMeUKoA aBHaUHH, TOT nO~MeT, qTO 

TaKoe BOCeMb qaCOB HHTeHcHBHoA B03AymHoA 6oM6emKH 

nHKHpY~mHX 6oM5aAHpoB~Ko8.71 

Emotions, logic and our senses are stretched to their limit. We 

cannot judge this battle in the way we would others. It marks a new 

threshold in destructive power, savagery and violence. 

No quarter was given or expected in the fighting among the rubble, 

in the buildings or on the streets: 

3TOT HeBHAaHH~ no OmeCTOqeHHOCTH 6o~, AnHnc~, He 

nepeCT8Ba~, HeCKonbKO CYTOK, ... OH men 3a Ka~y~ oTAenbHy~ 

cTyneHbKY, necTHHUY, 38 yron B TeCHoM KopHAope ... He OAHH 

qenOBeK He oTcTynHn B 3TOM 6o~. 72 

There are some obvious parallels between this passage and that from 

the notebooks quoted earlier. This would indicate that Grossman 
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avoided the temptation to embellish. In fact any suggestion that he 

did is firmly rebutted by Alexander Werth. Having visited the 

battlefield, particularly the ruins of the Red October plant, Werth 

wrote: 

... 'every square yard of ground was like a scream of human 

agony, where earth and steel girders and bricks and human 

flesh and Russian and German uniforms seemed to be rolled 

into one monstrous ball ... 73 

As a result Werth arrives at the unusual conclusion that, 

. 'Grossman's story seems almost mild'. 74 What exactly Werth finds 

mild in Grossman's account is difficult to see. Nevertheless, drawing 

on his conversations with Russians, Werth asserts that Grossman had 

deliberately toned down certain aspects: 

The blood and horror of it all was greater, and as a test 

of endurance it was even more astonishing than Grossman 

suggested. 75 

For non-participants the scale of the slaughter is almost impossible 

to understand. This exposes a limi tat ion of language rather than 

Grossman. With regard to the magnificent endurance of the defenders, 

and as a corollary the awesome offensive spirit of the Germans, 

Grossman succeeds completely. The extracts considered above bear 

ample witness to this. 

The impact of .. Napravlenie glavnogo udara" was considerable. 

Alexander Rozen recalls reading it in Leningrad: 

~ npoqen Bce AO KOHua H nOTOM npoqen eme paa OT Haqana 

AO KOHQa, MeAneHHO, BqHThlBa~Cb B Ka~y~ 6yKBY. ~ OTomen 

OT raaeThl nOTp~ceHH~. 76 

Even Stalin forgot his customary vindictiveness towards Grossman, 

ordering the sketch to be reprinted in Pravda. 77 

"Napravlenie glavnogo udara" is a fitting conclusion to Grossman's 

coverage of the defensive phase. Written while the German pocket was 

slowly being reduced, the remaining sketches lack the urgency of the 

earlier ones. Their tone is more reflective. Strictly speaking, 

since the focal point of these sketches is still the defenders inside 

the ci ty, one can still speak of them as being defence-oriented. But 

the outcome of the battle is no longer in doubt. 

These later sketches may be seen as a final tribute to the 
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defenders, whose endurance held the Germans and made the counter

offensive a feasible option for the Soviet High Command. ""Along the 

Roads of the Of fensi ve" (II Po dorogam nast upleniya" j 1942)," A New Day" 

(tlNovyy den' "; 1942) and "The Military Council" ("Voennyy sovet"j 

1942) belong to this category. 

The fruits of impending victory are apparent in "Po dorogam 

nastupleniya". The very title is optimistic after the long period in 

the ruins. At last Soviet troops have taken the offensive, capturing 

large numbers of Rumanian prisoners in the preliminary phase. 

Optimism and the new spirit of confidence are very much evident in 

"Novyy den'" and "Voennyy sovet" , as the title of the former suggests. 

Grossman acknowledges the contribution of the commanders, who in the 

early days rallied the defenders. In particular Chuykov recei ves 

special praise: 

~n~ 3Toro ~enOBeKa o6opoHa CTanHHrpa~a He 6hlna O~HO~ nHmb 

BoeHHo~ npo6neMo~, nycTb nepBocTeHeHHoro cTpaTerH~ecKoro 

3Ha~eHH~. OH nepe~Ban H o~yman pOMaHTHKY 3TO~ 6HTB~, 

~ecToKyro H Mpa~Hyro KpacoTy ee, n033Hro BO~H~, n033Hro cMepTHo~ 

o6opo~, K KOTOpO~ OH o6~a~an ~ene3H~ npHKa30M KOMaH~HpoB 

H KpacHoapMe~~eB.78 

In "Stalingradskiy front" anticipation of final victory cannot 

completely overshadow the memories of early August. This was a time 

of shame: 'BenHl<a~ apMH~ BenHKoro HapO,Aa oTcTynana'. 79 Eremenko's 

appointment as front commander, was, according to Grossman, decisive. 

In him were combined both the defensi ve and offensive spirit of the 

Russi an army. A less obvious aim underlies this description. It 

implies that the decision to launch a counter-offensive had already 

been taken as early as August 1942; that, therefore, the defence of 

the city was part of the overall plan, rather than a hastily organised 

and chaotic sequel to the summer rout. 

Yet for all the recognition of Eremenko, Rodimtsev and Chuykov and 

their formal mili tary skills, the view that the Victory was a' ~y~o' 80 

lingers. It is fitting that homage to the fallen should reflect this. 

Played on an old record player in one of the dugouts, the music of 

Beethoven strikes Grossman as profoundly relevant. The music 

expresses, in a way in which words never could, the joy in triumph 

over moral and physical adversity, a sense of anti-climax, and 
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nostalgia to be found in victory. Wellington's words come to 

mind: 'There is nothing half so melancholy as a battle won. . unless 

it be a battle lost'. Grossman compares the solemn attentiveness of 

the Russian soldiers to the music to that of a church service. This 

is a requiem of extraordinary grandeur and nobility, in Grossman's 

words, '6naropo~Ha~ neqanb' .81 It is not difficult to see why Grossman 

should describe this scene as, .. 'O~HO H3 ca~ 60nbmHx nepe~BaHH~ 

BoA~'.82 It is indeed a worthy epitaph: 

no~ 3TY neCHID B nonYTbMe nO~Bana Top~ecTBeHHo H BhlnyKno 

BCnOMHHanHCb ~eC~TKH nID~e~ cTanHHrpa~cKoA 060pOH~, nID~e~, 

BhlpaaHBmHx Bce BenHqHe Hapo~Ho~ ~ymH.83 

Beethoven's music confirms the affinity of great art and suffering. 

Artistic creation at the highest level and the endurance of the 

Russian soldiers represent the triumph of the human spirit. This is 

hardly a conventional view of art in the Soviet context and justifies 

one observation of Grossman's sketches that they are imbued with the 

'KonopHT TparHaMa'.84 

Anatoliy Bocharov has called the Stalingrad sketches the,' BepmHHa 

BoeHHoA ny6nHu.HcTHKO~ rpoccMaHa' 85, a comment which was shared in 

wartime Russia. 86 A. Derman's eval uation is the most percept i ve. 

Acknowledging Grossman's achievement, he suggests that new standards 

have been set in the genre: 

OqepK rpoccMaHa, 3Ta - KaaanOCb 6~ no caMoMY cBoeMY 

aa~aHHID - nHTepaTypHa~ O~HO~HeBKa, ~aneKO B~cTynHn aa 

npe~en~, nonomeHHhle eMY no paHry.87 

Derman also recognizes the, 'Heaayp~AHoe 3HaQeHHe' 88 of Grossman's 

sketches from the military point of view, adding that: 

, . .. 'qTO C TOqKH apeHH~ ~Hnoco¢HH HCTOPHH BoeHH~e OqepKH 

rpocCMaHa npe~cTaBn~IDTc~ B H3BecTHoA CTeneHH O~HOCTOpOHHHMH, 

H npHToM xapaKTepHo O~HOCTOpOHHHMH.89 

Derman ident i fies a key element in Grossman's art; the di st inct i ve 

philosophical bent which he brings to the interpretation of history. 

It imparts a character to Grossman's sketches which is unique in 

Soviet wartime journalism. 

Grossman's observations of military life and active service in the 

Stalingrad cycle have been compared with Tolstoy's Sevastopol Stories. 

Wri t ing in the wart ime journal, Li t erat ura i iskusst vo, the cri t ic M. 
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Kuznetsov has made the following comment on the relationship between 

Tolstoy and Grossman: 

05a onHChlBaIDT repOHqeCKHe cTpaHHUbI mH3HH CBoero Hapo~a H 

06a H~yT Te rny50KHe qepThl HaUHOHanbHoro xapaKTepa, KOTophle 

npo~BHnHcb B 9TH KpHTHqeCKHe MOMeHThl HCTOpHH.90 

In many respects the comparison wi th Tolstoy is valid. Grossman's 

main themes are comradeship, courage, duty, self-sacrifice and Russian 

nationalism. Moreover, both authors were intimately involved in the 

battles they describe. That Grossman was nominally a non-combatant, 

unlike Tolstoy, did not diminish his chances of death or serious 

injury. Both authors wrote about the grim conditions in which the 

fighting took place, and both eschew jingoism. 

A further parallel exists in the overlapping roles of both writers. 

At Stalingrad Grossman's duties as a war correspondent became 

virtually indistinguishable from those of some officers, while 

Tolstoy, before being transferred to Sevastopol had sought to produce 

a journal for the troops. According to R. F. Christian this is 

significant for the Sevastopol Stories: 

The element of reportage, the eye witness account, the 

diary, the notes of a war correspondent which we find in 

The Raid and Wood Felling, play an important role also in 

the three Sevastopol Stories. 91 

There are some significant differences too. Although the internal 

poli tical repercussions of the Crimean campaign were considerable -

the movement for reform, in particularthe abolition of serfdom, gained 

new momentum - it cannot be said that Tsarist Russia was in any grave 

danger of being overrun by the Anglo-French forces. In 1942 Russia's 

situation was far worsej the arrival of the German 6th Army at 

Stalingrad was indicative of this. Vast areas of land had been 

captured, large centres of industry knocked out, and hundreds of 

thousands of Russian soldiers were either dead, or dying in captivity. 

An entry in Grossman's notebook for 1942 is blunt: 'KoHeu HaM. nomen OH 

>KynHK ~o KopeHHo~ Hanrelo1 aeMJIH'. 92 Such an atmosphere of doom is 

absent in the Sevastopol Stories. 

Concluding "Sevastopol in May", Tolstoy wrote that the hero of his 

povest' was the truth. 93 Subsequently, the manner in which writers 

deal with the sordid and unglamorous aspects of war, not concentrating 
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exclusively on acts of bravery, has become an important criterion in 

Russian or Soviet war literature. Grossman's reportage in the 

Stalingrad cycle does not entirely measure up to the severe standard 

set by Tolstoy's much quoted line. 

There are for example no strident criticisms of the military 

leadership. Nor do we find the grim naturalistic detail of the 

casual ty clearing stat ion. These are not iceable lacunae. In a recent 

study on war correspondents we find the less than flattering comment 

on Grossman's sketches: 

Grossman's literary style tended to be flowery and his 

dispatches of little use to Western correspondents hungry 

for facts. 94 

How strong then is the assertion of kinshi p with regard to the 

Sevastopol Stories and the Stalingrad sketches? Like all war 

correspondents, Allied or Axis, Grossman's reports were subject to 

rigorous military censorship (Tolstoy had his problems with the 

censors 95), It needs, too, to be appreciated that Grossman covered 

the greater part of the battle. The majority of Western 

correspondents were not allowed anywhere near the frontline until 

after the German capitulation, and then only under strict escort. 

Grossman's diaries and ocherki comprise, therefore, a valuable, if 

somewhat incomplete historical source. As a literary source, they 

comprise the incunabula of characters, scenes and themes which are 

developed at greater length in Za pravoe delo and Zhizn' i sud' ba. 

Themes first discussed in the Sevastopol Stories undergo a similar 

evolution in the creation of War and Peace. 

Furthermore, is war reportage merely the presentation of factual 

evidence? Combat journalism, inevitably and desirably so, includes 

the reporter's impressionsj it represents a combination of fact, 

analysis and description. Operating wi thin the stringent parameters 

of military censorship, Grossman concentrates the thrust of his 

reporting on personalities, their hopes and fears, morale and the 

peculiarities of street fighting, what today's journalist would refer 

to as 'colour pieces'. 96 

Grossman's main achievement in the Stalingrad sketches is the 

evocat ion of the defenders' remarkable spirit, the 'CTaJIHHr'pa,.llCI<H~ 

,.Ilyx'. He wholeheartedly vindicates Tolstoy's belief in the vital and 
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decisive role of morale, in Tolstoy's lexicon, the nation' s, I CKpbITaSi 

TennoTa'.97 Grossman suggests that it was this as much as tanks and 

guns which stopped Hi tIer on the VOlga. In his post-war prose it 

provides one of the essential foundations for Grossman's explicit 

cri ticisms of Soviet power. Di vorced from this wart ime spirt t, these 

criticisms would lose much of their vigour. 

IV 

Liberation of territories occupied by the Germans began in earnest 

fron 1943 onwards. But relief and joy were for Grossman increasingly 

overshadowed by what he learned about life under German occupation. 

In "The Ukraine" ("Ukraina"; 1943) he records details of wanton 

destruction and vindictiveness which even those accustomed to over two 

years of war found shocking. The sheer scale was daunting: 

MOmMO TBep~o CKaaaTb, ~TO ~enoBe~ecTBo He aHa no aa BCID CBOID 

HCTOPHID npecTynneHHR TaKo~ mecTOKocTH, TaKHX MacmTa6oB. Pe~b 

H~eT 00 orpo~ aeMnSlX, 0 ~ecSlTKax H COTHSIX ropoAoB, 0 

ThlCSI~ax cen. Pe~b H~eT 06 opraHHaoBaHHo~ KaaHH MHnnHOHOB 

~eTe~, cTapHKOB,meHmHH, nneHHhlX, paHeHhlx. Pe~b H~eT 0 

paocTBe BenHKHX Hapo~oB.98 

The Jews fared still worse and it is their fate which marks another 

powerful quantifiable shift in Grossman's attitude towards the war, its 

meaning and interpretation. Apart from his work for Krasnaya zvezda 

Grossman also wrote for the Yiddish newspaper Einigkeit. One 

part icular art ic Ie, "Ukraina bez evreev", does to a certain degree 

parallel "Ukraina", But Grossman goes further. He draws attention to 

the striking absence of the Jews in the Ukraine after its liberation: 

r~e COTHH ThlCSl~ eapeeB, cTapHKoB H ~eTeR? Ky~a ~eBancSi 

MHnnHOH nID~e~, KOTophle TpH ro~a Haaa~ MHpHO mHnH BMeCTe 

c yKpa~HUaMH, ~nH H Tpy~HnHcb Ha 3TOR aeMne? .. 99 

Indirectly Grossman raises highly sensitive questions, How were the 

Germans, who were not indigenous to the Ukraine, able to round up, 

with such terrifying efficiency, so many millions of people? How did 

they know them? Among the unstated answers are willing collaboration, 

and more importantly Ukrainian anti-Semitism, which the Germans were 

able to exploit. These were mat ters that Grossman could only hint at, 
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and this probably explains why the sequel, announced for publication 
at the end of the first part, never followed. Ideological 
considerations may have played a role. Grossman's reportage of 

atrocities perpetrated against the Jews underlined the cultural legacy 

of Judaism, its intellectual vigour and the question of nationality. 

Such emphasis did not accord wi th Lenin's well known views that 

concepts of Jewish nationality and culture were harmful and 

reactionary 

The fate of the Ukraine's Jews was of the profoundest importance 

for Grossman personally. On 15th September 1941 his mother, along 

with thousands of others, was murdered in the Berdichev ghetto. 

Grossman's account of the massacre, written after exhaustive research 

and interviews with survivors, has to the knowledge of this author, 

still not been published in the Soviet Union. Written for the 

Chernaya kniga, "The Murder of the Jews in Berdichev" (IiUbiystvo 

evreev v Berdicheve"; 1944-46) exposes collaboration, plundering of 

Jews who have been condemned to death, Red Army desertion, and 

examples of incredible bravery, particularly from children. Execution 

at this stage of the war was often by mass machine-gunning, the most 

horrendous example of which took place at Babiy Yar 

similar fate befell Berdichev's Jewish population 

near 

and 

painstaking and shocking reconstruction is without equal: 

Kiev. A 

Grossman's 

Becb ~eHb ~nHnOCb 3TO qy~oEHmHOe H30HeHHe HeSHHHhlX H 

oecnoMoIIlHbIX, EeCb ~eHb nHlIaCb KpOEb. 51Mb! ObIJIH nonHhI KPOSH, 

rIIHHHCTa~ nOqEa He SnHThlBalIa ee, KpOSb EhlcTynalIa 3a Kpa~, 

orpoMHhIMH lIymaMH cTO~lIa Ha 3eMlIe, TeKlIa pyqe~KaMH, 

CKanlIHEanaCb B HH3MeH~ MeCTax. PaHeHhle, naAa~ B ~Mb~ 

rHOIIH He OT BhlcTpelIOE 3C3coBueB, a 3axlIeOhlBa~Cb, TOHYIIH B 

KPOEH, HanoIIH~Bme~ ~Mhl. CanorH nalIaqe~ npOMOKIIH OT KpOBH. 

IepTEhI nOAxoAHIIH K MorHlIe no KpOBH. Becb AeHb oeayMHhle KpHKH 

BHOBb H BHOBb YOHBaeMhlX CTO~IIH B B08~yxe. KpecTb~He 

oKpecTHhIX XyTOpOB oe*alIH H3 CBOHX ~OMOE, qTOOhl He ClIhlWaTb 

sonlIe~ CTpa~aHH~, KOTOPhIX He MomeT s~epmaTb qelIOSeqeCKOe 

cepAue. Becb AeHb IIwAH, oeCKOHeqHO~ KOIIOHHO~ npoxo~HBWHe 

MHMO MeCTa Ka8HH, BH~eIIH CBOHX MaTepe~, ~eTe~ yme CTO~mHMH 

Ha Kpaw ~MhI, K KOTOpO~ cy~boa cylIHlIa HM no~o~TH qepea qac 

HIIH ~Ba. ~ BeCb ~eHb Eoa~yx orlIamalIH CIIOBa npomaHH~. 100 
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The murder of Berdichev's Jews was one of many such incidents, 

repeated throughout the Ukraine. Unable to satisfy Himmler's 

insatiable appetite for Jewish blood, it was the prelude to the gas 

chambers and ovens, manifestations - one might argue - of the true 

Dark Ages, which Grossman first covered in Treblinskiy ad. 

Treblinskiy ad was published in 1944. It is a landmark in the 

wartime journalism of any of the Allied nations. For the first time a 

correspondent, known and respected in both West and East, confirmed 

the enormity of what had taken place, which while the outcome of the 

war was still undecided had not - perhaps understandably - commanded 

the attention it ought to have. Even allowing for the massive amount 

of research which has been devoted to the Holocaust, Grossman's 

coverage still deserves close scrutiny. 

Firstly, he describes the mechanism of industrialised slaughter and 

the gigantic administrative task of collection, transportation, murder 

and disposal, along with all the savagery and cruelty that that 

implies. Secondly, he poses the questions of guilt and 

responsi bi lit y: was the Holocaust the sole consequence of Nazism, or 

does it have to be understood, if it can be understood 101, in a wider 

and deeper historical context? Finally, where does man go, where can 

he go, after such evil? 

Grossman does not draw a distinction between the efficiency 

necessary for the implementation of the Holocaust and that required in 

ordinary admini strat ion and management, for which the Germans have 

become famous: 

6epe~HBoCTbt aKKypaTHocTb, paCqeTnHBOcTb, ne~aHTHqHa~ 

qHCTOTa - Bee 9TO He nnoXHe qepTW,... rHTnepH3M npHnOmHn 

3TH qepTW K npecTynneHHID npoTHB qenOSeqeCTsa ... cnoSHo 

peqb mna 0 pa3Be~eHHH useTHo~ KanycTW HnH KapTo¢en~. 102 

Treblinka's efficiency is that of the industrial agej 'KoHse~epHa~ 

nnaxa' . 103 

Having survived the ordeal of a long train journey, invariably 

without food or water, the victims, on arrival were subjected to 

repeated humiliations before being dispatched to the gas chamber. The 

family circle is broken up so as to weaken any potential resistance, 

possessions and hair are removed. Grossman highlights the strange 

dualism which characterises the Germans' method at this juncture. 
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Every effort was made to deceive the victims, yet for those who 

stepped out of line, Ii terally in some cases, at this preliminary 

stage, punishment was swift and sadisticj then all pretence at secrecy 

was abandoned. 

Treblinskiy ad is remarkable for the degree to which Grossman is 

able to penetrate the minds of the murderers and victims. The 

deception of new-arrivals is a good example. Only at the very last 

moment did many victims realise that something terrible was about to 

befall them. Nevertheless, new-arrivals felt instinctively ill at 

ease. Nagging questions remain unanswered: 

06ocTpeHH~ B30P nro~e~ 6hlCTPO nOBHn TpeBo*a~e MenOqH - Ha 

ToponnHBo nO~MeTeHHo~, BH~HMO aa HeCKonbKO MHHyT ~o BhlXo~a 

napTHH aeMne BH~Hhle 6hlnH 6pomeHHhle npe~MeT~ ... KaK nonanH 

OHH cro~a? W noqeMY cpaay ~e aa BOKaanbHoA nnaT¢opMo~ ... 

pacTeT *enTa~ TpaBa H T~HeTC~ TpexMeTpoBa~ npoBonoKa? .. 

H noqeMY TaK cTpaHHo yCMexaroTc~ HOBhle oxpaHHHKH ... ? 104 

Grossman's portrayal of the SS guards reveals sheer disbelief as 

much as anger. He probes from various angles: are those responsible 

the product of unique socio-political conditions, or are they simply 

evil? There is, however, anger directed at those who have turned a 

blind eye to the evidence of the Final Solution. Indirectly, they 

have helped Hitler by their conspiracy of silence: 

Ha~o 6bI, qTo6bl B 3TH y>Kac~e MHHyThl y a~aHH~ « raaoBHH )1 

nO~BHnHcb H pblMCKH~ nana, H MHCTep 6pe~nc¢op~, H Bce ~pyrHe 

ryMaHe~mHe aacTynHHKH rHTnepH3Ma, nO~BHnHCb 6hl, KOHeqHO, B 

KaqeCTBe apHTene~. 105 

The undisguised animosity towards the Pope reflects more than just 

a bi tter reproach concerning the Roman Catholic Church's failure -

with some worthy exceptions to stand up to Hitler. Roman 

Catholicism put the mark of Cain on the Jews with the claim that the 

Jews had committed the crime of deicide. In those parts of Eastern 

Europe where Catholicism was the prevailing religion this accusation 

was especially useful to the Nazis. Grossman addresses a far wider 

audience when he 

npHsea'?106 The 

asks an 55 guard:' 0 Kai1lH, 

mark of Cain is borne 

sympathisers, not the Jews. 

r~e Te, Koro 

by Hitlerism 

Thl cro~a 

and its 

Among the 5S guards there exists an almost religious zeal with 
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regard to the prosecution of the Final Solution. They are not 

unthinking robots, carrying out another's will; they wholeheartedly 

accept the necessity for genocide. Hannah Arendt's suggestion, made 

at the time of the Eichmann trial, that those responsible for running 

the camps were mere automatons, that they epitomised' the banality of 

evil'107 is repudiated by Grossman. The elaborate deception measures 

were not only intended to obscure Germany's real aims from the victims 

themselves and the world at large, they were, too, an attempt by the 

executioners to fool themselves. Numerous euphemisms for killing, a 

fastidious concern for their own physical well-being and for regular 

leave back in Germany formed, as Grossman implies, part of a monstrous 

veneer of normality which surrounded mass murder. 

In Treblinskiy ad Grossman unswervingly adheres to his belief that 

the duty of the writer is to tell the 'cTpaWHa~ npaB~a'. 108 This he 

does uncompromisingly in all his reports connected with the Holocaust. 

To know and hear the truth becomes a moral obligation: 

BC~KH~, KTO oTBepHeTc~, KTO aaKpoeT rnasa H npo~AeT MHMO, 

OCKOPOHT na~Tb norHoWHx. BC~KH~, KTO He yaHaeT Bce~ npaB~~ 

TaK HHKorAa H He nO~MeT, c KaKHM BparoM, c KaKHM qYAoBHmeM 

BCTynHna B cMepTHyID OOPbOY Hawa BenHKa~, Hama CB~Ta~ KpacHa~ 

ApMHSI. 109 

This unswerving belief exerts an immense influence on Grossman's 

later writing. It serves as a moral imperative and intellectual 

stimulus. Compelled by what he has seen, Grossman can no longer 

divorce German and Soviet anti-Semitism from one another. 

is conceded, other heresies ineluctably follow. 

Once this 

Grossman's final sketches, written in the closing months of the 

war, represent a summing up, a thanksgiving, an epilogue. Typical of 

this are "Moscow-Warsaw" (Moskva-Varshavaj 1945, ""Between the Vistula 

and the Oder" ("Mezhdu Visloy i Oderom"j 1945), "Germany" ("Germaniyaj 

1945"), "The Power of the Offensive" ("Sila nastupleniya"j 1945) and 

"On the Threshold of War and Peace" (IINa rubezhe voyny i mira; 1945). 

Of these the last is the most significant. 

"Na rubezhe voyny i mira" was not published in either the 1946 or 

1950 collections containing Grossman's wartime ocherki and rasskazy. 

There are a number of likely reasons for this. In the work Grossman 

unreservedly attributes the decisive role in the victory over Nazi 
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Germany to the Red Army, rather than the Party, a claim which since 

1945 has been the subject of heated, but coded, debate. However, other 

themes, potentially still more hazardous for a writer were addressed 

by Grossman. 

For example, Grossman recognizes the mass support enjoyed by Hitler 

at home. Official Soviet attitudes towards Hitler's rise to power 

have tended to ignore this. Until recently the view that Hitler seized 

power in 1933 was very widely propagated. 110 The view that the Nazis 

seized power is necessary to sustain the myth of a valiant German 

Communist Party; that the KPD was a victim of the political extremism, 

endemic in the Weimar republic, rather than, together with the Nazis, 

a major cause of instability. Grossman acknowledges the genuine anger 

felt by many Germans towards the Nazis, here and elsewhere, but asks: 

were they so silent as they received the news of Germany's early 

military victories, and the imminent fall of Moscow? 

As in Treblinskiy ad, Grossman sees the fate of European Jewry as 

unique in history, a consequence of Germany's invasion certainly, but 

one which overshadows all others. It is a crime which cannot be 

measured in numerical terms, but in the cold-bloodedness of its 

conception and execution. For Grossman, it follows inexorably that 

the essence of reparations must be moral, not economic: 

ECTb penapaUHH fionee BamHhle H aHaqHTenbHhle, ~eM MaTepHanb~e 

BoaMemeHH~: penapaUHH MopanbHhle. 111 

It is doubtful whether Stalin and his economic advisers were much 

concerned with Germany's moral rehabilitation. Grossman's compassion 

seems strangely at odds with the massive and totally justified 

resentment towards Germany. His diaries for this period demonstrate a 

remarkable sensitivity to the feelings of Germans and to the 

prevailing mood of profound and crushing despair which has overwhelmed 

them: 

Ha CKaMe~Ke paHeH~ HeMeUKH~ con~aT ofiHHMaeT ~eBymKy, 

cecTpy MHnOCep~H~. OHH HH Ha Koro He rna~~T. MHp ~n~ HMX 

He cymecTByeT. Kor~a cnycT~ qac, ~ npoxo~y CHOBa MHMO HHX, 

OHH CH~~T B TO~ ~e noae. MHp He cymecTByeT, OHM 

CqaCTnHBhI. 112 

One finds it di fficul t to determine whether Grossman reproaches or 

accepts the couple's right to be happy amid such devastation. 
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Clearly, the aggression visited on Europe by Germany has invited the 

latter's destruction. Nevertheless, the ensuing justice must be fair 

and not descend into mindless vindictiveness. After all, some Germans 

did resist Hitler. To make this point Grossman recalls his visit to a 

prison in Berlin, where a German Communi st, Kluge, had been 
incarcerated for 12 years. 

Equally controversial are Grossman's observations concerning the 

standard of living enjoyed by Germans, even after five years of war. 

Grossman recognizes the high level of entrepreneurial skill, the 

efficiently run and comfortable farms of East Prussia and the 

impressive system of autobahns. Recognition of these achievements 

confuted the wildly exaggerated claims made by the Soviet propaganda 

machine: German workers did not live in conditions of grinding 

povert Yi and t he Soviet st andard of living was not as high as its 

apologists claimed. 

Discrepancies of this kind posed an intractable conundrum for 

Soviet soldiers. Why did Germany wi th all her wealth and advanced 

infrastructure attack the Soviet Union? From the anecdotal evidence 

which Grossman cites, this was an important question for large numbers 

of Soviet soldiers in the occupation forces. Seeing the enemy 

heartland at first hand, the vast majority beyond the boundaries of 

the Soviet Union for the first time, they were clearly not going to be 

fobbed off by,' BCSlKaSi ClIOBeCHaSi <Po PMYlI a ' . 113 

openly admits: 

In addition Grossman 

3~ecb eCTb MHoro TaKoro, qeMY nOlIe3HO noyqHTbCSl HameMY 

TeXHHKY, HH~eHepy, arpoHoMY, XHMHKy, YCTpoHTelISiM 

KOMMYHalIbHoro 61IaronolIyqHS!. I1t 

Here, Grossman abandons the propagandistic stance - unconvincing and 

unsuited to his talents though one he had adopted in Narod 

bessmerten to persuade us of German shortcomings in industry and 

teChnology. Wi th a candour not found in other writers of the period, 

Grossman concedes t he inferior stat us of Sovi et agriculture, 

engineering and construction. For a writer to impugn the commanding 

heights of Soviet socialism, at a time when the superiority of 

everything Soviet was being proclaimed ad nauseam. would do little to 

endear him to Soviet officialdo~ 

Had "Na rubezhe voyny i mira" been published during the 
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Zhdanovshchina. the consequences for Grossman, exacerbated by the 

hostile response to "Esli verit' pifagoreytasam", may well have proved 

fatal. With the spectre of annihilation vanquished, Grossman' 5 

tendency to speculate in sensitive areas, tolerated to an extent 

during the war, was no longer welcome. Inevitably, in the renewed 

climate of conformity, Grossman soon fell foul of the ideological 

machine. 
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Post-War Images of the Soviet Soldier. 

ChapterIV 

I 

Conceived and begun towards the end of the Z d I war, a pravoe e 0 

represents the first serious attempt by a Soviet author to examine the 

various factors which determined victory. During Stalin's lifetime 

such an undertaking was fraught with risk even for writers with only a 

modicum of talent, and thus one to be avoided. For a writer such as 

Grossman, whose sense of duty towards the fallen did not abate in 

peacet ime, this was especially the case. Nevert heless, it was an 

undertaking he felt compelled to complete, and one which he found 

intellectually irresistible. Given, therefore, the fact that the 

official interpretation of the war after 1945 marked . . 'one of the 

most audacious efforts ever undertaken by the Soviet leadership to 

tailor history to political prescription' 1, the campaign against 

Grossman, which ensued after the publication of Za pravoe delo. was 

only to be expected. 

Portraits of Soviet soldiers in Za pravoe delo are distinguished by 

the following characteristics: greater depth in presentation; more 

pronounced assertions of individuality, which while not necessarily at 

odds with all the aspirations of Soviet society, are nevertheless a 

challenge to its pervasive uniformity; a manifestly greater relevance 

attached to social and historical contexts; and a more explicit 

criticism of Soviet values. Petr Semenovich Vavilov typifies this 

change in emphasis. A kolkhoznik, his transition from civilian to 

soldier and his eventual death at Stalingrad forms one of the most 

moving and convincing narrative strands in the novel. The influence 

of the Stalingrad sketches is obvious and the genesiS of Vavilov owes 

much to Gromov, Vlasov and Chekhov in the Stalingrad sketches. 

The differences between journal and book versions affect the manner 

in which Vavilov is introduced, and in turn influence our perception 

of t he war. The journal version commences with news of Vavi lov' s 

conscription. As one of the older men in the village, he is one of 

the last to be called up. The mood is one of gloom. The book 

version opens with a meeting between Hitler and Mussolini. The 

FUhrer discusses his future plans with the Duce. His power and 
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strength are at their zenith. He seems invincible. Yet we detect a 

hint of desperation on Hitler's part. Initial military success has 

hidden from him the scale of potential resistance. The sudden shift 

from Hi tIer's headquarters to Vavilov's village in rural Russia is 

dramatic. It emphasises the human cost of Hitler's megalomania, and 

how his plans have torn a continent asunder. Yet Grossman creates the 

basis for some opt imism. Hi tIer's strategy for the decisive phase of 

the war leads to Stalingrad. It is men like Vavilov, drawn from all 

over Russia, who will thwart it. 

Behind Vavilov stand the undeniable achievements of Soviet 

industrialisation. Mechanisation has affected all levels of Soviet 

societ y. Education and literacy are within the grasp of all. Under 

threat from Hitler these gains must be defended. Yet there are 

discordant voices in Vavilov's village. Pukhov, an old man, remembers 

Tsarist times, and arguing with others, among them Vavilov, about the 

changes which have taken place since 1917, reserves his greatest anger 

for the the kolkhoz:'a Boo6me Bce 6~ xopomo, Tonb~O 6~ He ~onxoa~·.2 

Vavilov's reply is not as innocent as it seems: 

OH CqHTan, qTO 60nbme Hapo~ nOMoraeT rocy~apcTBy, TeM 60nbme 

CMomeT rocy~apcTBo nOMOQb Hapo~y.3 

Mutual cooperation and trust have never formed the basis of the 

relationship between the Soviet government and people, especially 

among rural people. With collectivisation the most terrible pre-war 

memory of rural Russia, Vavilov's hopes seem strangely naive. But in 

the post-war context it makes the point that the debt is massi vel y 

one-sidedj it was the people who helped and saved the state, a state, 

which was arbitrary and ruthless in its treatment of its subjects, yet 

demanded total loyalty and uncomplaining sacrifice at the moment of 

greatest need. 

The party chairman of Vavilov's kolkhoz undermines the idealised 

notion of cooperation between state and people still further. First 

and foremost he promotes his own interests, using the kolkhoz as a 

platform. Production figures are falsified, those who can be of use 

are assiduously sought after. Nepotism is rife. While Vavilov has 

been conscripted, the chairman has secured a safe factory job for his 

son. However, such behaviour draws attention to those qualities which 

Grossman values in Vavilov. Self-sacrifice, taciturnity and honesty 
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are in marked contrast to the selfish opportunism and dishonesty of 

the party chairman. 

Another side to Vavilov emerges in an incident, which like 

Grossman's critical vignette of the party chairman was not included in 

the journal version of the novel. One evening before the war, Vavilov 

is disturbed by a knock on his door. He is confronted by an old, 

unshaven man, requesting shelter for the night. Vavilov's hospitality 

is spontaneous. Food, shelter and clothing are all provided. In the 

night the police go straight to the shed, where Vavilov lodges his 

guest. The stranger is arrested and Vavilov taken for interrogation. 

As he explains to the police, his motives were humanitarian: 

, nO)f(anen. .. A qero cnpamHBaTb, 51 caM BH)f(Y- qenOBeK' . .( We learn 

nothing of the arrested man's fate. Police interest and his unkempt 

appearance suggest an escapee. In Stalin's Russia Vavilov's help 

could easily have been construed as something sinister. Many would 

have refused to help, regarding it as suicidal. Clearly, Vavilov is 

not easily intimidated. Shared humanity is more important than a man's 

politics, and whether amid the atmosphere of endemic suspicion in pre

war Russia, or facing Hitler, Vavilov is prepared to, stand up and be 

counted. 

Vavilov quickly adapts to the demands of military life, joining a 

battalion which forms part of Rodimtsev's division. His moral 

quali ties soon reveal themselves. Usurov, a soldier in Vavilov' s 

company, demands payment from a homeless old woman, who wishes to 

occupy his trench. Usurov no longer needs the trench, since the unit 

has received the order to move out. His demand is simple extortion. 

Vavilov forces Usurov to return the payment, a shawl. For Usurov, war 

is an opportunity to abandon moral restraints and codes of behaviour, 

as indeed it is for many. This affronts Vavilov's sense of duty: the 

Army exists to serve the people, not to plunder them. 

A second incident of greater importance for Vavilov the soldier 

tak~s place during a German air raid. Vavilov' s company is surprised 

by enemy planes. Many are killed and wounded. An atmosphere of panic 

spreads, discipline begins to crumble. Vavilov's leadership comes to 

the fore. He persuades his comrades to seek cover where they are, 

rather than run helter skelter, increasing the likelihood of 

casual ties. All are impressed by Vavilov's quick thinking and 
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fortitude in adversity. These two incidents mark a turning point in 

Vavilov's military career: 

... BaBHnoB, H 5hln TeM qenOBe~oM, Bo~pyr ~oToporo CaMHM cooo~ 

saBSIsanHCb B pOTe BHyTpeHHHe .nyxoBHble CBS13H Me>KJlY mo.nbMH, 

CBSl3H oo~e.nHHS1BmHe Mono.nhlX H nOmHn~x, pa30poHHpoBaHHhlx H 

H BeTepaHoB.5 

Both incidents enhance his prestige among his fellow soldiers. 

Thus Vavilov's subsequent leadership and responsibility in battle are 

all the more credible. Well before the battle in Stalingrad we are 

given a rounded portrait of him. Among the less threatening aspects 

of Bubennov's invective directed at Grossman in 1953 was criticism of 

the motifs of 'OOpeqeHHOCTb H >KepTBeHHocTb' 6 in Vavilov's 

characterisation. Both moti fs do indeed inform Grossman's image of 

Vavilov. His conscription suggests an end to all hopes for the 

future, as Vavilov repeatedly looks to the past. His life seems 

over: '.na, 3.neCb mna ero mH3Hb' 7 and the sense of a final reckoning is 

unmistakable: 'BOT, .noq~a, H Moe BpeMS1 npHmno'.8 Particularly poignant 

in Vavilov's departure is the description of the oven in his hut, the 

focal point in any peasant's dwelling. Evoking companionship, comfort 

and earthy domesticity, it is a powerful symbol of Rus', enduring and 

timeless: 

TIeqb, .nhlMHBmaS1 B cephle MapToBcKHe .nHH, neqb c OOHamMBWHMHCSl 

H3-no.n nooen~H KHpnHqOM, c Bhmy~nhlM OT cTapocTH OO~OM 

nOKa3anOCb eMY cnaBHo~, ~a~ ~Boe, BCID >KH3Hb npo~Bmoe PSl.nOM 

CYlIlecTBOM.9 

Vavilov's final moments at home are some of the most memorable in the 

novel. Outward domestic calm and the quiet, unhurried preparations 

for departure are effectively contrasted with the inner turmoil of 

husband and wife and the presence of foreboding. Tasks, hitherto 

routine, assume a special signi ficance. Chopping firewood and 

collecting water become activities to be savoured. They are reminders 

of contentment, familial stability and continuity, which have to be 

abandoned. Vavilov's lot is that of millions of others, the shared 

experience of all soldiers departing for the front, the pain of 

departure, 'KoTopaS1 He 3HaeT H He XOqeT HH YTeweHHS1, HH nOHHMaHHS1'. 10 

To ignore this aspect of war, would be to ignore, what for many, was 

one of the worst aspects of the war experience. The point is 
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reinforced in an analogous incident. 

Resting, exhausted after a long forced march, Vavilov and his 

comrades receive food and water from a woman who joins them on the 

roadside. Vavilov is struck by the woman's physical resemblance to 

his wife. Similarly, her house reminds him of home: 

... TaKHM pO~HhlM, 5nH3KHM nOKaaanHCb eMY H 3anax H Tenno, H 

neQb, H CTon, H naBKa y oKHa, H nonaTH ... 11 

Touched by her hospitality, he hews a door for her hut, (an obvious 

parallel with Vavilov's own departure from home). One particular 

parallel is absent. Vavilov learns that her husband was killed in the 

battles around Moscow in February 1942. We may see this as a portent 

of Vavilov's own death at Stalingrad. It completes the symmetry of 

these two scenes, 

tragedy, and 

part of a seemingly endless recurrence of personal 

confirms Vavilov's gloomy prediction made 

earlier: ' .. . nocne BO~Hhl ~eBymeK Dy~eT Donbme, qeM meHHxoB'. 12 

In Stalingrad Vavilov is shocked by the scenes of devastation which 

greet hi~ Seen through professional military eyes, rubble and ruins 

represent a tactical landscape with its own set of unique features to 

be surmounted. For Vavilov it represents the wanton destruction of 

peacetime work 'coKpymeHHe BenHQa~mero Tpy~a'. 13 With his own 

commitment to fruitful toil, he readily identifies his life and fate 

with that of the battered city: 

Bce 3TO DhlnO CB~3aHO c ero ~aHb~, c nOCTenb~, Ha KOTOpO~ OH 

cnan, c xneooM, KOTOp~ OH KOCHn, c ero meHo~, ~eTbMH, c ero 

pO~HO~ 3eMne~, c ero nroOoBbro K Tpy~y, C ero Cy~bOO~. 14 

This passage first appeared in the journal version. Inexplicably, it 

was not incl uded in the book. Gi yen the lack of emphasis which 

Vavilov attaches to ideological considerations, such a passage would 

have been more appropriate for the book and not the journal, since 

Grossman was repeatedly criticised for his failure to glorify Stalin 

and the Party. The presence of this passage is also difficult to 

reconcile with the view that Grossman: 

... He nOKa3hlBaeT HCTOKOB MaCCOBoro repoH3Ma COBeTCKHX nro~e~ 

HX HcnonHHcKo~ CHnhl, HX DeccMepTHb~ nO~BHrOB, BO H~ pO~HHhl, 

BO H~ nODe~hl Ha~ BparoM. 15 

The message is not difficult to decode. The critic's objection to 

Vavilov's motivation - and not solely his - is based on a long string 
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of phrases, which when used judiciously, arouse powerful emotions. 

However, debased by the Party's propaganda machine, ideas such as: 

'mass heroism of the Soviet people'; 'immortal deeds'; 'giant 

strength'i and 'in the name of the Motherland', become empty cliches. 

In this context they are either synonyms or deri vat i ves of Stalin' 6 

genius, to which Grossman fails to pay obeisance. At their face value 

the critic's objections hardly need to be taken seriously - a close 

examination of the circumstances of Vavilov's death will negate them. 

During the fighting Vavilov's battalion is reduced to a handful of 

soldiers. Scattered groups fight on until they are overwhelmed. 

Among his group the task of leadership falls to Vavilov. Facing 

death, and conscious that personal di fferences are no longer 

important, the men pull closer together: 

CaMo cofio~ nonyqanOCb, QTO fiO~hl CTanH orn~~hlBaTbC~ Ha Hero, 

a nOToM neHHTbC~ K HeMY. HHKTO He TaHn cyxape~ B KapMaHax H 

BO~~ B oanamxax, Kor~a OH Benen no~enHTb HX. 16 

Vavilov and his comrades await their death with grim determination. A 

fleeting vision of home comes to him in his final minutes. He 

remembers that he had wanted to move the stove in his hut, a task for 

the summer, which has now passed. Family and home, the source of his 

moral resolve, are linked to his final moments. Vavilov's death is 

rich in symbols of light and darkness. He stands up from the 

'rycTo~ MpaK aeMJIH' 17 to throw a grenade and is illuminated by the 

oblique rays of the morning sun. Attracting enemy fire, he suffers 

fatal wounds, but death is made to wait. Calm and unhurried, his life 

ebbs away: 

... a OH Bce CTo~n B CBeTno-~enTOM n~bHOM ofinaKe, Kor~a He 

cTano ero BH~HO, Kaaanocb, OH He pyxHyn MepTBhlM KpoBaB~ 

KOMOM, pacTBopHnc~ B n~bHo~, MOnOQHO-~enTo~, Knyo~me~c~ B 

nyqax YTpeHHero conHua TYMaHHocTH. 18 

Life and light have triumphed over death and darkness. In the journal 

variant Vavilov's death is suffixed with the enigmatic statement and 

question: 

TaK KOHqHnaCb 9Ta 6HTBa cTpenKoBoro 6aTanbOHa Ha Bonre. 

KTO nofie~Hn B He~? 19 

Biblical connotations are suggested. 

is what one might term Grossman's 
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sacrifice. Tactically, the Germans have won a victory, but the Soviet 

High Command has won time. In the long run this was to prove crucial. 

Grossman's account has a sound factual basis. While in Stalingrad 

he acquired a report written by one of the commanders who perished in 

the battle for the station. 20 A report, written in similar 

circumstances, is mentioned in Za pravoe delo. Furthermore, Grossman 

manages to cast some light on an event referred to by Alexander Werth. 

According to eyewitness accounts, an entire division was wiped out in 

central Stalingrad in the middle of September. 21 An almost identical 

incident - in this case involving a slightly smaller formation than a 

di vision - is referred to in "Napravlenie glavnogo udara". During a 

lull in the fighting a regiment advances a kilometre, an enormous 

distance by Stalingrad standards. Eventually it is overrun and 

annihi 1 at ed. Of interest here is the fact that the end of Vavilov's 

battalion, the timing and manner, accords closely with the incident 

mentioned by Werth and Grossman in his wartime ocherk. The main 

difference lies in the scale of the disaster. Whether this was due to 

the censor, or conformed to artistic considerations, we do not know. 

But the overall effect suits Grossman's artistic purpose. Small 

groups of soldiers permit a far geater level of intimacy to be 

established between reader and character. Our sense of loss is more 

acute than would have been possible had Grossman concentrated on a 

bigger formation. 

Soviet interpretations of Vavilov's death have generally been 

unfavourable, although two reviewers were positive. S. L'vov in 

Ogonyok, argued that the unit's fate marks the beginning of the 

'5eccMepTHaSl 50esaSl Tpa.llHUHSI CTaJIHHrpa.llues: HH wary Haaa.ll'. 22 In 

marked contrast to the majority of assessments, he sees Vavilov as the 

epi tomy of I HenOKOJIe5HMo~ HapO.llHol:t CTOtfi<OCTH' 23, a vi ew endorsed by 

B. Galanov in Molodoy kommunist.24 A. Lektorskiy, whose article in 

Kommunist was one of the most hostile towards Grossman, contended that 

the '3nHaO.llHqeCI<H~ o5paa' 25 of Vavilov did not lend itself to the 

portrayal of the peasantry. Bubennov praised the image of Vavilov, 

but suggested that Grossman had under-exposed the work's 'caMhlA SlpI<H~, 

ca~ HHTepeCH~ repol:t'.26 Both Lektorskiy and Bubennov seek an image 

of the peasant which is consistent with the requirements of socialist 

realism. In fact Bubennov goes so far as to say that 
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Vavilov, ... 'HaHOonee THnHqeH ~n~ coseTcKo~ 3nOXH' .27 In a work other 

than Za pravoe delo, Vavilov could easily have become the dominant 

character. Here, however, he is just one of many who pass before the 

reader. Tipichnost', if indeed, Grossman considered it all, demanded 

Vavilov's death, not his survi vali particularly in the light of the 

High Command's order that troops resisted to death. 

Several minor characters in Vavilov's unit merit consideration. 

Grossman stresses heterogeneity another reason why notions of 

tipichnost' as understood in socialist realism cannot be applied. 

Some clearly find the burden of military life difficult to accept. 

Mulyarchuk is one such soldier: 

EcnH o6cne~osanH Ha SmHSOCTb, TO e~HHcTseHH~ nOKaaaTenbHhlM 

no SWHBOCTH oKaahlBanc~ Myn~pqyK: ecnH cnyqanaCb nposepKa 

o5MyH~HposaHH~,To o5~saTenbHo nnoxa~ sanpaSKa ... y 

Myn~pqyKa. 28 

His unsuitability for the more formal aspects of military life is 

contrasted wi th the efficiency and experience of Rys' ev, a 

professional soldier, who has served in the first battles of the war. 

Grossman's aim in accommodating these two contrasting types is not 

difficult to discern. No military unit consists entirely of 

outstanding soldiers such as Rys' ev, or the military drop-out type 

such as Mulyarchuk. Both types are to be found alongside others of 

average ability. Grossman's attempts to reflect the lack of 

uniformity, to highlight the idiosyncracies which exist in any 

military unit, earned him little credit. In a short article published 

in Zvezda and ostensibly written by a serving soldier, it was asserted 

that Mulyarchuk was, . 'KaKo~-i'o saneqHhG% ysaneHb, a He BOHH 

COBeTcKot% APMHH'. 29 Belonging to Vavilov's nucleus of survivors, 

Mulyarchuk fight s and dies with great valour, his admirable moral 

qualities finally revealed at the moment of greatest need: 

OCODO pesKo ,Kasanocb, HSMeHHnc~ Myn~pqyK. Knes~ H, KaK 

MHOrHM npe~cTasn~nocb, 5ecTonKoB~ qenOBeK CTan HeysHasaeM. 

~ame nHUO ero HSMeHHnocb[ .. J. 

~Bam~hl saman ero B OKone HeMeUKH~ TaHK, ~Ba~hl BhlnOna OH HS 

OKona H c HeMhlCnXMO KopoTKoro paccTo~HH~ COKpywHn spara 

~yracHo~ npoTHBoTaHKoBo~ rpaHaTo~. 30 

Dramatic changes can be noted in Usurov. Castigated by Vavilov for 
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his bullying behaviour, he forgets the past. Normally selfish, at 

last he puts the interests of his comrades before his own: 

YCypOB, rOTOB~ nocKaH~anHTb no n~oMY noso~y, ~a~H~ ~o e~hl 

H ~o npe~MeToB, cTan nOKna~HCThlM, ~e~phlM, oT~aBan nonoBHHY 

Ta6aKY H Kne6H~ naeK PhlcbeBY. 31 

The heroism of Mulyarchuk and Usurov was unacceptable. It 

nat ure of the podvig. undermined preconceived ideas about the 

Grossman, it was contended, did not 

MynSIptlyKH H YCypOBhI, a nlO.llH, BceA 

grasp the fact that, . 'He 

cBoe~ mH8HblO nO.llrOToSneHHhle K 

nO.llBHry, BCTanH c 0pY>KHeM B pYKax npoTHB tPamHcTcKoro arpeccopa'. 32 

That ordinary people could suddenly and inexplicably find reserves of 

physical and moral courage in extremis was unwelcome. Spontaneous, 

unsolicited courage implied a deeper, more complex psychological 

explanation for heroism than Soviet critics were prepared to 

countenance. 

Among the wider Soviet readership Grossman's portraits were warmly 

received. Letters addressed to Grossman in 1953 and published 

recently in Literaturnaya gazeta indicate just how strong the support 

was. Commenting on Grossman's characterization, one reader wrote: 

BenHtlHe 9THX nlO.lle~ COCTOHT B TOM, 4TO BO~HY OHM npHHSInH KaK 

senHKoe HeCtlaCTbe, SCTpeTHnH ee He TonbKO S8.lloXaMH H oxaMH 

a HanpSIraIDT Bce oTny~eHHhle HM npHp0.llO~ tPH8HtleCKHe H .llyxoSHhle 

cHnhI, tlTo6hl npeo~eneTb 3TO HeCtlaCTbe. OHH He TepSIIOT cBoero 

SenHtlHSI OT Toro, tlTO HX MhlCnH tlaCTO 8aHSIThl By~HH4HhlMH 

8a6oTaMH: 0 Harpa.llax, 0 CYXOM na~Ke, 0 TOM, 4TO CKOPO 8HMa H 

HeT OBySH, ~a~e 0 nlO6oBHo~ HCTOPHH H T.n., TaK KaK Be8 3THX 

BY~HHtlHhlX aa60T H Mhlcne~ He Bhl8aeT mHShlX nlO.lle~ ... 33 

Penal troops or shtrafniki were extensively used in the war. 

Stalingrad was no exception. In the journal version of Za pravoe delo 

we are gi ven to underst and that these units comprise those soldiers 

who are guilty of minor breaches of military discipline. In the book, 

supplementary information shows - as Grossman's readers would have 

known - that political offenders served as well; those who have been 

sent to the front, 'B3aMeH OT6hlTHSI narepHoro cpoKa' .34 Common 

practice during the war, it says much about the state's attitude to 

its citizens. 

Both journal and book versions fill in spaces which many would have 
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preferred left blank. Yakhontov, a member of Vavilov's unit, has a 

biography which is all too familiar. His parents die in the Civil 

War. Although dead, his parents ~ere nonetheless class enemies - the 

father is described as a chinovnik - and in the thirties Yakhontov is 

arrested. Only at Stalingrad does Yakhontov find some relief from the 

memories of the past: the orphanagej the breakdown of his marriagej 

the descent into alcoholismj and the camps. In the face of extreme 

danger, he records exhilaration: 

HHKorAa, no~anyA, aa BC~ CBO~ MHorocnomHy~, necTpy~ *HaHb He 

MCnhlThlBan OH TaKoro CqaCTb~, KaK B STOT MHr. CeroAH~ Apanc~ 

OH He aa ce6~, a aa Bcex.35 

The journal version ends with the observation:' OH tIyscTBOBaJI ce6~ 

COJIAaTOM npaBAhI'. 36 His supreme loyalty to Russia repudiates the 

accusations made in the thirties that he and thousands like him, now 

in the Army, were enemies of the people. This is the truth for which 

he fights, and such a truth surely carries an implied counter

accusation that the Party is the real enemy of the people. Yakhontov's 

bravery represents a personal triumph. It justifies the unstinting 

approval of his company commander, who describes the shtrafniki 

as: 'repot% OAHH B OAMHI. 37 Such bravery is precious and in this 

respect the root of Yakhontov' s name, yakhont, which means ruby or 

sapphire, coheres with the aims of characterization. Yakhontov and his 

fellow shtrafniki are indeed precious stones among the rubble. 

The experiences of Vavilov and his comrades permit qualification of 

comments first expressed by Grossman in "Vlasov". There Grossman 

argued that in war Russian soldiers do not undergo the profound 

changes commonly recorded by Western writers in the t ransi tion from 

peace to war. Vavilov's motivation and conduct would seem to confirm 

this view and Grossman's observation in Za pravoe delo that Vavilov in 

war, 'ocTanc~ TaKHM, KaKHM OH 6hIn' 38 is consistent with the continuity 

in Vlasov's behaviour. However, with regard to Mulyarchuk, Usurovand 

Yakhontov this is not the case. Persecuted before the war, they 

experience a profound change in their attitudes to Soviet power. 

These changes support the interpretation of Grossman's remarks, which 

was offered earlier. These men fought for their own freedom, for 

their own dignity, to achieve recognition of the injustices which they 

had suffered. 
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Self-discovery lies at the heart of youthful herois~ and in this 

respect Anatoliy Shaposhnikov is Grossman's most recognizably 

Tolstoyan hero. Circumstances surrounding Tolya's participation 1n 

war have much in common with Sergey's in Stepan Kol'chugin. Both come 

from a predominantly intellectual milieu, and fascination with war is 

as great as any sense of duty. Myopic and acutely conscious of his 

lack of physical prowess, Tolya seems singularly unsui ted to the 

demands of war. This impression is reinforced by the frequency with 

which Grossman interweaves images of war and Tolya's home life. Mother 

and family impinge upon his military consciousness before an encounter 

wi th the Germans. The effect is to emphasise the tenderness of the 

mother-son relationship and contrast it with the brutality of war. 

Moreover, Tolya is prone to daydreams and fantasises about social 

success and sexual conquest. His adolescence and lack of social poise 

are a clear challenge to the established convention of the Soviet 

hero. Clearly, Grossman anticipates many of the themes addressed by 

Okudzhava in Bud' zdorov. shkolyar. 

But the parallels cannot be taken too far. Whereas Okudzhava's 

schoolboy wanders seemingly aimlessly around the battlefield, Tolya 

confronts war with a sense of purpose. For him war is his'I'JIasHoe 

lKHSHeHHoe HCnhlTaHHe'. 39 War is an opportunity to know himself,' BOT 

eCJIH 0 ceoSl SHaTh' 4.0, the realization of his latent potential. Tolya 

surmounts the challenge. His battery occupies a forward position and 

represents a major obstacle to the German advance. Cut off, the 

bat tery is overwhelmed. Much younger than those whom he commands, 

Tolya demonstrates exemplary leadership until he is seriously wounded. 

The approach of death assumes mystical proportions. Symbols of light, 

redolent of Vavilov's death, create this effect, as Tolya watches the 

sunrise: 

OHO nO~HSlnOCh Ha~ 3aBOJImCKO~ CTenbID, Ha~ HemHO-pOaOBhlM, 

neneJIbHhlM H meMqYmHhlM BOJImCKHM TYMaHoM. 4.1 

Having seen the rising sun, and received as it were a final blessing, 

Tolya collapses unconscious. Darkness follows light, but we detect no 

sense of futility, only fulfilment in the knowledge that duty to 

comrades and self has been done, and done with great aplomb. Anatoliy 

Shaposhnikov is a fitting tribute to the Soviet Union's lost 

generat ion. 
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II 

Grossman is not content in Za pravoe delo to confine himself to the 

rank and file's contribution to victory. Without the tactical skill 

and long-term planning of the staff officers the Germans would only be 

contained, not defeated. Consistent with this military reality, 

Grossman has addressed the problem of how Soviet officers faced up to 

the immense threat posed by the Wehrmacht. Colonel Vitaliy 

Alekseevich Novikov represents the new type of officer who was 

beginning to emerge from the disastrous defeats of 1941-42. 

Introduced into the narrative when the fall of Stalingrad seems 

imminent, Novikov, like many of Grossman's soldiers, has bi t ter and 

painful memories of 22nd June 1941. 

Looking back to the immediate period before the German invasion, 

Novikov recalls the sanguine newspaper reports and the absence of any 

alarm. Although he himself seems to have believed that the wave of 

German conquest which rolled so effortlessly across Western Europe and 

the Mediterranean would terminate in Africa. The question as to why 

the Germans should stop there is never raised. Moreover, even if they 

were to remain content with these conquests, such a situation would 

still constitute a grave threat to Soviet interests. Unlike some of 

his more sceptical colleagues, Novikov expresses his conviction 

that: 'Bot%Ha c repMaHHeJ1 B03MO>KHa He paHee, qeM qepe3 8-10 neT'. 42 

Novikov's remarks are wildly exaggerated. They emphasise two points. 

First, that there were those in the Soviet Army in 1941 who believed a 

German invasion was imminent. Second, to the slight detriment of 

Novikov's overall characterization, which one may plausibly argue 

amounts to a gambit on Grossman's part, they draw attention to the 

criminal negligence of those in the very highest circles, who failed 

to respond. This would indeed seem to be Grossman's aim, since later 

in the journal Novikov realises that the danger is much closer:'3To 

OTT~mKa Ha ro~, Ha ~Ba!'43 

Considerable alarm is caused by the German airborne invasion of 

Crete. Novikov recalls attending a lecture in which it is analysed. 

One of the audience refers to the possible violation of the 'ToproB~ 

.l{OrOBOp' 44 in the near future, an obvious allusion to the Ribbentrop

Molotov Pact, which in addition to its infamous military protocols, 
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(now officially recognised in the Soviet Union) also included trade 

agreements. These trade agreements were fully implemented by the 

Soviet Union right up to the invasion. Having heard this report 

Novikov revises his opinions:'ecnH POCCH~ HsoerHeT BoeHHO~ rp03hl 3TO 

0Y.lleT qy.llO, .zta Be.llb qy.ztec He ohlBaeT!'. 45 War now seems inevitable, 

and likely to break out much sooner than the 8-10 years - the period 

for which the pact was valid - earlier envisaged by Novikov. 

References to German operations in Crete enable us to determine the 

exact period in question. Crete was finally overrun on the 27th May 

1941. Thus the meeting attended by Novikov took place less than a 

month before the beginning of 8arbarossa. Even Novikov's revised 

estimate of when war will break out seems inadequate in the face of 

this. His recollections reveal widespread uncertainty and a lack of 

decisi veness among Soviet Army officers. Impeded by the foreign 

policy of their government, Soviet officers were unable to plan for an 

eventuality which many clearly foresaw. Grossman suggests - and there 

is much in this - that initial German successes were in no small way 

due to the debili tating ambigui ties and wishful thinking which were 

the consequences of the Non-Aggression Pact. 

Many of Novikov's preconceptions on war are rudely shattered in the 

first days of the invasion. The commander of a tank brigade orders a 

withdrawal. His unit has been bypassed by the Germans. It makes no 

sense to remain. The withdrawal is orderly and there is no suggestion 

of panic or cowardice. Convinced t hat they wi 11 reach the Russian 

lines, Novikov later learns that the brigade was annihilated by German 

aircraft. This incident was not included in the book version. 

However tactically sound the withdrawal may have been, it cast the 

Army in an unfavourable light. Furthermore, it contradicts the 

general view that Army units when outnumbered and outflanked fought to 

the death. With regard to our understanding of Novikov, the omission 

is unfortunate. He approves the measures taken by the commander for 

the withdrawal, measures which failed to take cognizance of airpower 

in modern war. It should also be noted that the brigade commander is 

a veteran of the Civil and Russo-Finnish Wars, neither of which 

prepared Soviet commanders for the onslaught of the German Wehrmacht. 

Whereas the tank brigade was totally destroyed, an artillery unit, 

which Novikov had written off, survived, inflicting heavy losses on 
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the Germans. Aggressively led, Russian troops are capable of stopping 

the Germans. Shortcomings in experience and eqUipment are not the 

sole reasons for the string of defeats. The two contrasting incidents 

are important for Novikov's development as a professional officer. He 

too has much to learn. 

War, as Novikov confesses to himself, is not quite what it 

seems: 'oHa He yKna~hlBanacb B ¢opMyny, KOTOPYID npHAyMan B Ty nopy 

HOBHKoB'.46 The traumatic experience of the summer of 1941 is a vital 

element in Novikov's acquisition of command skills. It is the 

crucible in which the new officer is tempered. The message is 

rei terated in Zhizn' i sud' ba. Having played a vi tal role in the 

encirclement operation, Novikov, in conversation wi th Darenskiy, a 

fellow officer, acknowleges that:' neTO COpOK nepBoro rO.lla, KaSaJlOCb, 

saKanHno, O>KeCTot{HJlO ero HaBeK'. 41 Nor is the importance of this 

period confined to Novikov alone. For many of Grossman's soldiers the 

memory of 1941 is haunting and enduring, second only perhaps to the 

euphoria of final victory. In "The Infantryman" ("Pekhotinets"j 1945) 

the trauma of 1941 and the joy of 1945 are indissolubly linked: 

KTO He HCnHJl Bce~ ropet{H neTa 1941 rO.lla, TOT He MO>KeT BO 

BceA rnYOHHe OueHHTb ct{aCTbe Hame~ nooe~~.48 

By late 1942 Novikov has established himself as a highly competent 

staff officer, well versed in the intricacies of logistics and 

planning. Yet he is frustrated and seeks the opport uni t y to prove 

himself on the battlefield: 

OH ct{HTan ceo~ ooeB~ KOMaH.llHpOM, npHpO>K,lleHHhlM TaHKHCTOM, 

t{bH cnocooHoCTH nonHOCTbID npo~B~TC~ B np~MoA CXBaTKe c 

sparoM, HaTypo~, cKnoHHoA He TOJlbKO K norHKe H aHaJlHsy, HO 

H K OhlCTP~ soneShlM Y.llapaM, K pemeHH~M, B KOTOPhlX 

aHanHTHt{ecKHe cnocoOHoCTH H Tot{Ha~ paspaooTKa .lleTaJle~ .llpY>KaT 

co cTpacTbID H pHCKOM.49 

In effect Grossman defines the qualities of the new Soviet officer, 

which will lead to victory. As this new type - the root of the name 

suggests new(novyy) - Novikov is more successful than Mertsalov in 

Narod bessmerten. He has the relevant experience of mobile 

operations and convincingly combines the necessary intellectual and 

personal qualities. 

Offensive operations are his main interest. For example he wishes 
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to wri te a study of the Russo-Finnish war, specifically the 

penetration of the Mannerheim line. This war was an embarrassing 

shambles for the Russians. In breaching the Mannerheim line nearly a 

million men were used and large numbers of guns. Despi te event ual 

success against a numerically inferior enemy, the offensi ve doctrine 

of the Soviet Army was found wanting. Novikov's study could not avoid 

such a conclusion. If the Russians were to match the Germans, the 

brilliant exponents of mobile warfare, the rapier would have to 

replace the unwieldy cl ub. Had Grossman wished to make a more 

optimistic comment on Soviet military thinking and practice, he could 

have referred to the exploits of Zhukov against the Japanese at the 

Battle of Khalkin-Gol in May 1939. 

Novikoy' s aspirations and approach to mili tary matters bring him 

into conflict with his immediate superior, General BykoY. Bykov 

resents Novikov's independence of mind and self-assurance, yet relies 

on him for the efficient running of his headquarters. For this reason 

Novikov's repeated requests for a transfer to a more active role are 

blocked. The character of Bykov was not well received by the critics. 

His mental ponderosity - his name is particularly apt, its root is 

bull (byk) - and obvious envy of Novikov's abilities, as well as the 

attention he pays to his creature comforts, aroused anger. Bykov, it 

was argued, was not representative of the intermediate and higher 

levels of command. He and others of that ilk were not 'THrrHqH~'.50 

A. Lektorskiy concluded that all would have been well had Grossman 

contrasted the Bykov type with the, '~pKHe, rrpaB~HBhle xapaKTephl 

reHepanoB H o¢HuepoB COBeTcKo~ ApMHH'.51 This was tacit admission that 

such negative types existed and implicit rejection of Novikov's 

suitability to fill the more positive role. 

In the later, book, version Grossman widens his attack on Bykov and 

the type of officer he represents. At a briefing for the front 

commander Bykov betrays his lack of familiarity with the men under his 

command. Asked for the name of an officer who has been killed in 

action, he cannot remember. Novikov can, demonstrating once again his 

grasp of detail, essential for efficient staff work. Addressing 

Bykov, Novikov and other officers, the front commander stresses the 

need for initiative in military operations. In addition he underlines 

the need for mobile rather than static defence. This is germane to 
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Novikov, since he has just completed a paper on the subject. Grossman 

identifies Novikov, therefore, with the future trend of Soviet 

planning. This entire chapter was'added for the book version. 52 Many 

failings are still evident among senior officers. Equally important, 

however, is the fact that the ini tiative for change originates from 

within the ranks of the Army, not at the behest of the Party. 

Novikov's paper finds its way to Moscow. As a result he is charged 

with the formation and training of a tank corps. SpeCifiC details of 

Novikov's paper are not given. But his thoughts on military matters 

are sufficiently frequent that its main thrust is clear: 

eAHHcTseHHoA peanbHocTbID SOAHhl 6~0 COOTHomeHHe CHn Ha 

nHHHH ~poHTa B cTporo OrpaHHqeHHhlA oTpeaoK speMeHH. 53 

This is the hard lesson of the German Blitzkrieg: the concentration of 

massive forces at specific points on the front in order to achieve a 

breakthrough, which is in turn exploited by mobile infantry and tanks. 

Anticipation of the Stalingrad scenario is obvious. 

Information provided by Ortenberg 54 and supplemented by recently 

published extracts of Grossman's notebooks 55 would suggest that the 

figure of Novikov owes much to a wartime tank officer, A. Kh. 

Babadzhanyan. In 1945 Grossman wrote a series of articles for 

Krasnaya zvezda under the title "A Soviet Officer" <"Sovetskiy 

ofitser"; 1945).56 The article was based on the experiences of 

Babadzhanyan, who after the war was to become the Soviet Union's most 

senior tank commander. In "Sovetskiy ofi tser" Grossman offers a 

portrai t of a single exemplary individual. Wi th this in mind A. 

Bocharov has called the title 'THnH3HpyID~~' .57 As a highly 

successful officer and eventual Marshal of the Soviet Union, 

Babadzhanyan hardly typifies the average Soviet officer. Rather he 

represents the highest standards achieved by his particular arm of the 

Soviet Army, an example to other officers. 

Experience and interests unite the image of Novikov with 

Babadzhanyan. Both are linked to the Russo-Finnish War: Babadzhanyan 

was wounded in it, and as we have seen Novikov wishes to write about 

it. Both have experienced the trauma of 1941. Indeed, Babadzhanyan 

appears in Narod bessmerten. In the autumn of 1941 while in the 

Ukraine, Grossman attempted to get through to the 395th Rifle 

Regiment. Unable to reach it because of fierce fighting, Grossman 
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learned, incorrectly, that its commander Major Babadzhanyan had been 

killed in battle. This detail forms the basis of an incident in Narod 

bessmerten. Only towards the end of the war did Grossman find out 

that 8abadzhanyan had not after all been killed. Novikov' sand 

8abadzhanyan's most important common denominator is their appreciation 

of mobile warfare. Both realise the need for interarm cooperation. 

8abadzhanyan underlines Novikov's views: 

B KOHue 1941 ro~a ~ BH~en, KaK qy~ecHo CO'-leTaeTC~ 

nO~BHmHa~ neXOTa c TaHKaMH.58 

Similarly, the need for aggressive speed is paramount: 

TonbKo B cTpaWHoA CTpeMHTenbHOcTH MO~O HapymHTb 

OOOpoHy npoTHBHHka. 59 

Novikov was a principal target for Soviet critics, which is ironic 

when one considers just how much common ground he has with one of the 

Soviet Union's most successful soldiers. Criticism tended to 

concentrate on two main areas. First, Novikov was incompatible with 

the requirement of tipichnost'. 8ubennov contended that Novikov and 

other characters in Za pravoe delo were, 6ne~Hbl, 

HeHHTepeCHbl, npHH11>KeHbl'.60 Novikov, Lektorskiy argued, lacked 

verisimili tude, ''-IHTaTenb He MOH<eT nosepHTb, '-ITO B o6paae nonKoBHHKa 

HosHKoBa BonnomeHbl THnHqeCKHe qepTbl xapaKTepa KOMaH~O-HaqanbcTByIDmero 

cocTaBa COBeTcKo~ ApMHH. 61 An analogous line was adopted by Yu. 

Morokhovskiy in Zvezda. who, in addition, accused Grossman of not 

understanding the, , MapKcHcTKo-neHHHcKoro yqeHH~ o nocTo~HHO 

~e~cTByIDmHX ¢aKTopax BO~bl'.62 

Second, considerable resentment was expressed towards Novikov's 

paper. That a new concept of military operations should come from a 

colonel implied a lack of originality on the part of very senior 

officers. Lektorskiy's diatribe against Novikov was followed up by 

prolix and verbose praise of the Party and Stalin, whose 

organisational and guiding role 63 Grossman had omitted to depict. 

Bubennov went still further. How, he argued, could Novikov teach the 

Soviet High Command anything on mobile warfare, when, 'nr060MY Mna~weMy 

KOMaH~Hpy Hame~ apMHH H3BecTHbl 3TH aa6y'-lHble HCTHHbl BoeHHo~ HaYKH' .64 

He reinforced his argument by a lengthy quotation from Za pravoe delo, 

which he claimed, vitiated any possibility of Novikov being a 

I JlaJJbHOBH~HbJt% O<t>HUep'. 65 The ext ract mer its at tent ion. Novikov is 
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questioned by General Federenko, the head of the armoured forces 

directorate, as to how he understands the preparation of the new 

armoured formations. Novikov replies that the emphasis will be on 

'MaccHpoBaHHoe npHMeHeHHe TaHKOB B aKTHBHofi oOopoHe'. 66 Federenko 

counters with 'MaccHpoBaHHoe npHMeHeHHe TaHKOB B HacTynneHHH'.67 For 

Bubennov, Novikov's reply attests his unsuitability for a responsible 

command: 'ITocne 3Toro npHxo~HTC~ TORbKO y~HBR~TbC~, KaK nORKOBHHK 

HOBHI<oB nonYQHR BbICOI<Oe Ha3HaQeHHe'. 68 Novikov' s answer is not as 

unusual or bereft of professionalism as Bubennov claims. Arriving in 

Moscow, Novikov enquires of a colleague as to the situation in 

Stalingrad. The news is depressing. Thousands have just died in a 

massive German air raid and armoured columns have penetrated into the 

industrial heartland of the city. Thus, Novikov's reply that massed 

tank formations should be used in active defence is a sound 

appreciation - to use military parlance - given the current situation 

on the battlefield. We should also bear in mind that being in Moscow 

he cannot have precise information of latest developments from the 

front. Furthermore, the new tank formations for which Novikov has 

been designated commander will form part of the Soviet counter

offensive. Federenko alludes to this in his reply. It is not a 

reproach, as Bubennov suggests, but a more accurate answer based on 

his knowledge of the High Command's future intentions. Novikov could 

not possibly be privy to such information. His credentials as a far

sighted, resourceful and energetic officer are, therefore, in no way 

undermined by his answer. 

Novikov is not alone in his impatience and frustration with Bykov. 

Lt Colonel Darenskiy, a fellow staff officer, has been transferred 

from the front to a reserve unit because of a disagreement with Bykov 

over the Germans' future intentions. Inactive behind his own lines, 

Darenskiy finds little solace in the fact that his views were later 

vindicated. Darenskiy's great strength is, as Novikov tells him, 'HIOX, 

HHTyJ.U1.H~ xopolIla~'. 69 He instinctively grasps and understands what 

Bykov does not. Darenskiy's ability to anticipate the most likely 

course of a battle is not based on guess-work as Bykov contemptuously 

suggests, but on shrewd and intelligent deduction of known facts. 

Above all, he is a meticulous observer. He is, too, a harsh criti~ of 

those who seek to add gloss to Soviet disasters. In his notebook for 
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1941 he quotes a newspaper report on the German advance: « CHJIbHO 

nOTpenaHH~ spar npo~oJI~aJI TPYCJIHBO HacTynaTb n.70 This is indeed an, 

'opHrHHaJIbHaSI cpo P MYJI a , 71, and one which epi tomised the atti tude to 

unpleasant facts. Conditioned by the Terror to disregard and even 

fear the truth, commanders such as Bykov find Darenskiy's realism 

threatening. Now, more than ever, truth is neededj not just the need 

to face up to the true military situation, but personal honesty and 

integrity. Arrested in 1937, Darenskiy understands the seductive 

power of the lie. 

The flaw in Novikov's military background resides in his dearth of 

command experience in the field. This stems partly from Grossman's 

attempt to create a well-rounded portrait of an officer. Had Novikov 

been a junior officer his transition to either staff work or command 

at the higher levels would have been di fficul t to accomplish in a 

satisfactory manner. Junior officers in the Soviet Army did not find 

themsel ves promoted to take charge of new formations. Similarly, the 

transition from staff work to a field command often signified 

punishment of some kind, invariably with loss of rank. As an 

established staff officer Novikov's promotion, based on experiences 

gained at the front is credible. To this end Grossman devotes 

considerable effort to persuade us of Novikov's competence. We do not 

doubt Novikov's bravery or the value of his combat experience. But 

his ability to lead a large formation, like the concept he has argued 

for, have yet to be fully tested. Novikov, like Darenskiy, typifies a 

breed of officer whose time has come. 

III 

Central to the aim of this chapter is an examination of the 

soldiers occupying house 6/1 in Zhizni i sud' ba. Surrounded on all 

sides by the Germans, with access only possi ble at night through a 

covered communications trench, house 6/1 is a forward observation post 

well inside the German lines. We may view it as a microcosm of the 

Stalingrad defence, for it is the typical small unit which bore the 

brunt of the German offensive. Historically, the basis for house 6/1 

is accurate. Scattered sub-units played a key role in the 

city's defence and its antecedents are recorded by Grossman in the 
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stalingrad sketches. For example in "Tsari tsyn-Stalingrad" 72 he 

mentions the feat of Sergeant Pavlov whose section retained control of 

a square in central Stalingrad for '50 days. The house, crucial to the 

defence in that sector, became known as "Pavlov's House" ("Pavlovskiy 

dom"), and was referred to as such in official situation reports. 

Located on one of the most probable axes for a German advance, 

house 6/1 is essential for correct ing the Russian art illery fire. 

Moreover, as the divisional commander realises, the Germans in the 

prelude to an all-out assault will be obliged to destroy house 6/1 in 

order to weaken the effectiveness of the Russian artillery. It 

provides, therefore, a useful guide to German intentions. For this 

reason senior officers are quite prepared to sacrifice it and the men 

who occupy it when it is expedient to do so. 

The soldiers inside house 6/1 are well aware of their position's 

significance to both sides. A fascinating mixture of raw recruits, 

eccentrics, ruthlessly efficient killers and heretics, their closeness 

to death liberates them from the inhibitions of Soviet society. 

Grekov, the surly, fiercely independent commander of house 6/1 is an 

outstanding Grossman creation. Personal example and natural 

leadership inspire loyalty and deep affection from his men. Serezhka 

Shaposhnikov in Zhizn' i sud'ba characterizes him as a combination of, 

'cHn~, OTBarH, BnaCTHOCTH c ~Te~cKo~ o6~eHHocTbID'. 73 Grekov's 

hardness and refusal to yield to intimidation from any source stem 

from a sense of indestructible dignity and the belief in the rights of 

the individual to determine his own life. In this respect he has much 

in common wi th Yakhontov in Za pravoe delo, an affini ty which is 

affirmed by their commitment to truth. Serezhka calls Grekov a '60peu 

aa npaB~y'74 which is redolent of Yakhontov's earlier self-appraisal. 

Grekov's aspirations are not unique. They are shared by many others; 

they are those of ordinary Russian people. To this end Grossman 

stresses Grekov's unremarkable life before the war: 

B ~oBoeHHo~ ero ~aHH He 6~no HHqerO npHMeqaTenbHoro, 6hlR 

OH Kor~a-TO ~eC~THHKOM B maXTe, nOTOM TeXHHKOMrCTpOHTeneM, 

cTan neXOTH~ KanHTaHO~ 

BO~OqKy, XO~Hn B KHHO ... 75 

Grekov resents interference from senior officers. Despi te orders 

he refuses to send written report s and ignores his radio schedules. 
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Paperwork he regards as an unnecessary obstaclej 

ByMamHO~ epyH~o~ MHe HeKo~~a aaHHMaTbc~, Mhl OT~HThl8aeMC~ 

TonbKo nepe~ ¢PHUaMH. 76 

Grekov's style of leadership is not appreciated by the political 

officers at headquarters, one of whom refers to Grekov's section 

as'KaKa~-To ITapHmcKa~ KOMMYHa'. 77 Grekov is viewed with deep 

suspicion and hostility. His refusal to kowtow to the Party, or 

indeed anything else, and his determination to be his own man usurp 

the key role envisaged for the political commissar. Confrontation is 

inevitable. 

On a more personal level Grekov inspires envy. A genuine spirit of 

equality exists among Grekov and his men. Based on mutual respect and 

shared dangers, it serves to highlight the inadequacy of ideology. 

Only this can explain why Serezhka wishes to return to the dangers of 

house 6/1, abandoning the relat i ve comfort and securi t y of 

headquarters ( we are reminded here of Sergey in Stepan Kol' chugin). 

Within the context of the novel his return is profoundly symbolic. 

House 6/1 represents suppressed Russia, caught between Hitler and 

Stalin, an outpost of freedom in no man's land. This atmosphere of 

freedom is noted by Katya, the new signaller. She is struck by the 

self-confidence and moral vigour of the occupants. For her, as for 

Serezhka, house 6/1 gives her a new perspective from which to view her 

life before the war. 

Given what we have seen in house 6/1, Bocharov's observation is 

somewhat unusual: 

,. . . B « )f(H3HH H cy ~b6e }} HeT HH aananb ~HBO~ anOlIO~HH 

« OKOrIHO:A npaB~bI», HH HaMepeHHo:A nOlIeMHKH c « apMe~cKHM 

HIT », aBTop BbIIlle 3THX HaBstSaHHbIX Hame~ lIHTepaType HHK ~eMHbIX 

cnopoB. 78 

Grekov's attitude and behaviour alone are sufficient to refute this 

view. Nor is it reasonable to suggest that the tension between 

headquarters and those in the front line is somehow contrived. Soviet 

war literature abounds in such examples. However, okopnaya pravda 

embraces profounder contradictions and they are manifest in Zhizni i 

sud' ba. 

We see some of these in the activities of the scout, Vasya Klimov, 

another occupant of house 6/1. The scouts or razvedchiki are a 
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frontline elite whom even Grekov respects. Their hallmarks are 

independence, daring and a consummate skill in killing. To date, 

Klimov has already killed 110 Germans. Unlike the snipers who kill at 

a distance, Klimov kills at close quarters, having penetrated deep 

inside the German lines. Klimov possesses remarkable self-control, a 

chilling detachment. On one foray behind the German lines Klimov and 

Shaposhnikov have crawled so close to an enemy trench that 

Shaposhnikov is able to hear the stubble being removed as one of the 

Germans shaves. Klimov kills the occupants with two grenades, having 

waited for a suitable opport uni t y. The incident takes no more than a 

few seconds, but its impact on the reader, seen through the eyes of 

Shaposhnikov, is retarded by the details given before and after the 

killing. One is struck by its very ordinariness. The two Germans are 

killed while eating and shaving and Klimov, climbing into the trench, 

sneezes violently from the dust and residual gases. 

eating or shaving, is just another human activity. 

Ki lling, like 

Yet with Klimov things are not quite what they seem. Having handed 

over the documents and accoutrements of the Germans, he asks 

Shaposhnikov to pour water over his hands. A sense of guilt is 

implied; its foundation would appear to be religion. Klimov never 

swears and Polyakov, his closest comrade, speculates as to whether 

Klimov is a baptist. For Klimov the act of killing causes moral 

anguish. Unconditionally proscribed in the Decalogue, killing is in 

the present circumstances an act of duty, the commandment of war. 

There is no alternative if the Germans are to be stopped. 

dilemma is not unlike that of Chekhov the sniper. 

Klimov's 

Contradictions between religious and military duty are graphically 

underlined in a later scene. Klimov and Polyakov are caught in the 

middle of a massive German artillery bombardment. Forced to take 

cover in a shell hole, KI imov finds himsel f sharing it wi th a German 

soldier. Normal divisions of friend and foe temporarily break down as 

both shelter from the shell fire. Klimov, so confident in his 

response to the unexpected on the battlefield, is shocked into 

inaction: 

... OH pacTep~nc~, ero nopasHno, qTO, ornymeHH~ H 

ocnenneHH~, OH yTemanc~, qyBCTBy~ HeMUa p~~o~ qTO pyKy 

HeMUa OH cnYTan c non~KoBcKO~ pyKO~. OHH cMoTpenH ~pyr Ha 
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~pyra. OOOHX npH~aBHna O~Ha H Ta me cHna, ooa OHH DwnH 

oeccnOMO~HhlM OOpOTbC~ c 3TO~ cHno~ H Kaaanacb, OHa He 

aamH~ana o~Horo Ha HHX, a 0~HHaK080 yrpomana H O~HOMY H 

~pyroMY ... OHH MOnqanH, ~Ba BoeHHhlX mHTen~. COBepmeHH~ H 

DeaomH50qH~ aSToMaTHaM - YOHTb, - KOTOPhlM ooa OHH oDna~anH, 

- He cpaOOTan. 79 

United in their desire to survive, the two enemies find their common 

humani t y. That the killing mechanism should fail when it appears to 

be most needed is incomprehensible. Grossman, far from rejecting the 

ethos of okopnaya pravda with all its inherent conflicts and 

paradoxes, 

writers. 

recognizes and literally endorses the conclusions of other 

This scene has an obvious affinity with that referred to in 

1m Westen nichts Neues. Whether it is a direct borrowing, or whether 

it reflects an actual incident is less certain. Given that hundreds 

of thousands of Russian and German soldiers fought in such a small 

area at Stalingrad, the likelihood of such an encounter is not 

implausible. 80 There is one key difference between the two authors. 

Remarque's soldier kills the French interloper, whereas Klimov and the 

German survive and go their separate ways. In view of what we know of 

Klimov, Grossman's incident is less predictable, more problematic, but 

no less satisfactory in its understanding of the soldier at war. 

IV 

Analysis of soldiers in Zhizn' i sud'ba would be incomplete without 

further discussion of the snipers. Their psychology and motivation 

obviously fascinate Grossman, who in Zhizn' i sud'ba returns to some 

of the questions briefly raised in "Glazami Chekhova". The portraits 

are altogether more absorbing, yet far more disturbing. 

8atyuk, a divisional commander, organises a meeting of the snipers 

who operate in his divisional area at the foot of Mamaev kurgan. The 

area is criss-crossed with ravines and gullies, an ideal killing zone 

for the primeval contest played out by the snipers of both sides. 

Nothing visibly distinguishes these soldiers from others. Zaytsev, 

the most successful sniper at Stalingrad, looks like an ordinary 

peasant lad, Khalimov, a young Uzbek, has the childlike habi t of 

pouting his lips and Matsegura is married with children. Yet all have 
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shown themselves to be remarkably adept at long range execution. The 

discussion between Batyuk and his men is prosaic in tone. The snipers 

are completely hardened to killing, . far more so than Klimov: 

3TO OhlnO npoHaBo~cTBeHHoe cOBe~aHHe, TaKoe ~e, KaKoe 

cooHpanocb Ha aaBo~ax, B noneShlX CTaHax. Ho He TKaqH, He 

neKapH, He nopTHhle cH~enH 3~ecb, He 0 xneoe H MonoTboe 

rOBopHnH nM~H.81 

Although killing Germans is consistent with the aims of the war, they 

kill for additional reasons: inter-group rivalry; and even for the 

pleasure which it brings. 

especially revealing. 

In this respect the snipers' anecdotes are 

Bulatov recalls an episode in which he killed a German soldier 

accompanied by a woman. 

allows them to stand up. 

kills the German: 

He forces them to take cover, whereupon he 

Having done this three times, he finall y 

A YOHn ~ ero, Kor~a OH Ha~ He~ CTo~n, TaK KpecT-Ha-KpecT H 

nonernH Ha ~opory.82 

The root of Bulat's name suggests sword (bulat) and thus he appears 

like Chekhov to be the agent of retribution. Yet as an explanation 

for what has occurred this is inadequate. Bulatov kills not from 

military necessity, but rather to gratify a psychopathic urge. The 

details of his story, recounted with such relish, expose something 

dark and sinister, • 1 paccKaa ero Ohln y~aceH TeM y~acoMt KOToporo 

HHKor~a OhlBaeT B paccKaaax con~aT' .83 Very few soldiers kill in cold 

blood. Most kill when emotions run high, when under the intense 

stress of fear, anger and hatred. Emotions cloud the sniper's 

judgement. Sniping requires a much greater degree of control. The 

sniper stalks his prey, able to choose the time and place of the kill. 

In a very real sense he is the big game hunter of the battlefield; 

enemy soldiers are his trophies. With undisguised pride Bulatov tells 

his audience that his score to date is 78 Germans. 

Duels between snipers were a common occurrence during the Battle of 

Stalingrad, and Zaytsev's account of his competition (' cocT~3aHHe' 84-

) with a top German sniper is the most famous. Grossman does not name 

the German involved, but from Zaytsev's own account 85 and numerous 

articles, we know that it was a Major KCSnings. The duel has become 

well established in the legend of the Stalingrad battle. Angry at the 
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success of Zaytsev, who by the time of the final surrender had killed 

some 300 enemy soldiers, the German High Command sent for the chief 

instructor at the Army's sniper school. Little separates both men in 

cunning and marksmanship. All K5nings's attempts to lure Zaytsev into 

a trap fail. It is a supreme test of patience. Finally, the German 

breaks cover and stands up; so does the Russian. Zaytsev, recounting 

the episode in Batyuk's bunker, undergoes a marked change at this 

juncture in the narrative. Nothing of the mild-mannered peasant lad 

remains! 

qTO-TO Moryqee, nbBHHoe, anOBe~ee o~o B 9THX paaAyBmHxc~ 

H03AP~X, B mHpoKoM noe, B rnaaax, non~x ymacHoro, n05eAHoro 

BAoxHoBeHHSi.86 

Now standing and facing one another across the expanse of no man's 

land, Zaytsev and K5nings, bring this episode to a macabre climax. 

KBnings makes no attempt to escape, to take cover, or even shoot his 

adversary. As Zaytsev recalls: 'OH nOH~n yaHan MeH~. H ~ 

BhIcTpenHn.87 Zaytsev's greatest moment is the recognition given to 

him by the German. One professional has triumphed over another. 

Zaytsev's claim to be the supreme master of his art 88 is vindicated. 

Grossman's account di ffers from other published versions, including 

Zaytsev's. 

is shot. 

In Zaytsev's version the German betrays his position and 

Yet there is no face to face confrontation in the manner 

descri bed by Grossman. Whether Grossman departs from the facts, or 

whether Zaytsev was forced to omit certain details, remains an open 

question. Zaytsev distances himself from his opponent, whereas in 

Grossman the two men belong to one another in a way which is more 

compatible with ancient notions of a warrior caste. 

Attitudes among the snipers towards killing pose awkward questions 

for Krymov, a political commissar who attends the meeting. Blinded by 

ideology, he is concerned that ordinary workers are being killed 

alongside fascists. For Zaytsev and the others such considerations 

are irrelevant and Krymov forgoes the opportunity to make his point, 

conscious of its weakness:' 3TH MhIClIH Be,nb He 6bIJIH Hy>KHbl .n1I~ BO~HbI, OHH 

He BoopY>KanH, a paaopY>KalIH'. 89 Krymov's humani ty lacks convict ion. 

Horrified by the ruthlessness of the snipers, Krymov has no 

compunction about killing enemies of the revolution, 

defined by what they might do, unlike the Germans. 
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appreciate the instinct of revenge. Khalimov's comrade Gurov was 

killed by the Germans; Solodkiy has been wounded three times; and 

Tokarev has lost a son. Stalking Germans was, among other things, an 

opportunity to even scores. The sniper's tally was as Zaytsev put 

it:'nHq~ CqeT MeCTH ¢amHcTaM' .90 

Bocharov is not alone in ignoring this theme in Grossman. On 

Grossman's depiction of the individual at war V. Kulish has written: 

BO~Ha ~n~ Hero - He Hrpa B repoH8M, He c¢epa KpacHBhlX 

nO~BHroB, a cypoBa~ Heo6xo~HMOCTb, B KOTOpO~ qenOeeK, 

oCTaBa~cb qenOSeKoM, 8amH~aeT CBOH HHTepecu.91 

With many of Grossman's characters this is undoubtedly the case; what 

we would regard as humane impulses are retained. Darenskiy's personal 

intervention to protect German prisoners of war from a savage beating 

after they have surrendered is an excellent example. Applied to 

Zaytsev and Bulatov there are di fficul ties. Kulish's observat ion is 

based on the assumption that man in war does not lose his humani ty. 

The problem is whether the heart of man in war is represented more by 

Darenskiy, or more disturbingly by the likes of Bulatov. The very 

existence of war seems to suggest that the Bulatov type predominates. 

In this respect Kulish's choice of words is unwittingly informative. 

Man in war does indeed remain man, since his aggressive impulses and 

innate tendency to kill, suppressed in peacetime, are actively 

encouraged. 
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Soldiers and Commissars: Army and Party in Conflict 

Chapter V 
I 

Conflict between soldiers and commissars is a sensitive theme in 

Soviet. war literature and one whose existence is either vehemently 

denied, or portrayed in such a way as to suggest that it is localised 

and therefore of no real significance. However, the frequency with 

which this theme is present or implied does not support these views 

and any study of Soviet war literature needs to examine this 

relationship. Commissars are some of Grossman's earliest literary 

creations. They are key figures in the Civil War stories, "V gorode 

Berdicheve", "Chetyre dnya" and "Spring" (Vesnaj 1935), Considered 

alongside the commissars in Grossman's later prose, they present a 

rich source of material for analysis. 

There are a number of reasons as to why such an analysis is 

important. Firstly, Grossman demonstrates that the relationship 

between commissar and soldier - and not only the soldier -, is at best 

tense and inherent I y fragile. At times it is openly antagonistic. 

Secondly, since the commissars are closel y associated wi th ideological 

orthodoxy, a study of their portrayal, methods and interaction with 

others, permits one to make some accurate deductions as to Grossman's 

attitude to the commissar, and thus ultimately orthodoxy itself. 

Thirdly, although they would claim to serve the same aims, one detects 

an unsual degree of heterogenei ty among what might at first sight 

appear to be a dull and uninteresting group. Outlook, intellectual 

integrity, moral values and aspirations are seen to undergo a marked 

change as we follow Grossman's portrayal of the commissars from the 

Civil War to the Great Fatherland War. To a large extent this 

reflects the rise of Stalin and the process whereby those who saw 

themselves as the guardians of the revolution's heritage were cut 

down. Under Stalin, ruthless pragmatism, with him as its supreme 

exponent, was more highly valued than revolutionary fervour. Finally, 

the commissar theme in Grossman is of historical interest. It tells 

us about some of the profound changes which have shaped the Red Army 

since its creation. 

The office of military commissar was readopted during the turbulent 
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period of the Civil War. 1 Forced to rely on former Tsarist officers, 

many of whom were openly hostile, the Party used the commissar as its 

arm in the field to override any decisions which were felt to be 

detrimental to its interests. One recent study claims that desertion 

of units under the command of ex-Tsarist officers was frequent enough, 

.'to create a deep-seated and long-lasting Bolshevik mistrust of 

the professional military'.2 Discussion over the role of the military 

commissar, his powers, obligations and even his necessi ty continued 

well after the Civil War was won. The military specialists, having 

proved their loyalty, believed dual control to be an unwelcome 

impediment to future effective command. Not surprisingly, the 

commissars, with Stalin prominent among them, had no wish to 

relinquish what they deemed an indispensable mechanism for averting 

the likelihood of treachery, or indeed any Bonapartist ambitions on 

the part of the more charismatic officers. 

Opposition to the system of political commissars was conducted with 

varying degrees of det erminat i on and voci ferousness between 1921 and 

1925. The system was openly opposed at the Tenth Party Congress in 

1921, culminating in the Circular 200, allegedly written and 

disseminated by Antonov-Ovseenko, head of the Political Directorate of 

the Red Army. Up to 1925 there existed some possibility that the 

voice of opposi t ion might prevail. However, wi th Trotski y' s removal 

from the post of Commissar for War, and Stalin's growing power, firm 

poli tical control became well est ablished. At various times aft er 

1925 the institution of the commissar was alternatively removed and 

reinstated. These swings in policy were largely determined by the 

Party's sense of its 

and efficient army. 

own insecurity and the need to create a modern 

The most ominous development in this cyclical 

process occurred in 1937. The system of commissars was reintroduced 

in June shortly before Tukhachevskiy's fall. The reasons for Stalin's 

decapitation of the Red Army have been thoroughly examined elsewhere 

3, but one conclusion seems irrefutable: 

The fact that Stalin was willing to destroy his High Command 

and thousands of middle level commanders at the very moment 

of a rising danger of war in Europe bears out the earlier 

assertion that, in the last analysis, the Party rulers 

placed the retention of political hegemony in the state 
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ahead of other objectives. 4 

The effects of such action hardly need stressing. Comradeship, 

morale and discipline without which no modern army, however well 

equipped can function, were gravely undermined. 

Stalin in 1938: 

As Voroshilov told 

No one dares to trust his fellow, either superior or 

subordinates. I hear the same is true in the navy. Both 

forces are demoralised. 5 

In the aft ermath of the Finnish debacle in the winter of 1939 the 

commissars were removed from the Army. 

some level of professional compet ence, 

accorded priority over political 

In a desperate bid to restore 

mili tary considerations were 

ones. Unity of command 

(edinonachalie) was restored. It helped to foster a sense of 

professional autonomy among the mili tary. But this was illusory, 

since it was the Party and not the Army who decided the status of the 

commissars in the Armed Forces. 

II 

Commissars were bearers of the new ideology as well as its loyal 

bOdyguards. Their presence alongside the non-committed in Grossman's 

Civil War stories creates certain parallels and evolves into an 

examination of both revolutionary and bourgeois values. Set in the 

Russo-Polish War, "V gorode Berdicheve" depicts the fate of a female 

commissar, Klavdiya Vavilova, who is left in the safe keeping of a 

Jewish family to give birth. For Grossman, as well as for Soviet 

literature, the female commissar marked a new literary type. Written 

without the 'aHramHpOSaHHoro pOMaHTH3Ma Tex neT'6, the story was 

popular among the perevaltsy. 

Nevertheless, Vavilova's occupation evokes a sense of unease among 

some of her fellows. To Kozyrev, one of her comrades, Vavilova's 

womanhood appears distorted, even debased. He observes: 'sp0.lle H He 

oaoa, . .. H .llame ronoc y Hee He oaol1~. 7 Pregnancy represents the 

reassertion of nature,' npl1po.l{a CBoe 6epeT'. 8 Vavilova's reaction to 

her pregnancy is one of hostility and anger, and she would welcome a 

miscarriage: 

OHa 6oponacb c HI1M qeCTHO, ynopHo, 11 MHoro Mec~ueB: THmeno 
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npHrana c nOma~H, MOnqanHBa~, ~pOCTHa~, Ha CY060THHKaX 8 

ropo~ax BOpOqana MHorony~oB~e COCHoB~e nnaxH.9 

Grossman specifically contrasts Vavilova, the battle hardened 

commissar with Beyla, her Jewish hostess, who is wise in the ways of 

birth and motherhood. Metaphors of war and struggle characterize the 

final moments of pregnancy and the preparations for the child's 

del i very. Hal f-conscious, Vavilova imagines the midwi f e to be a 

superior commander at the front. Attention to medical detail suggests 

the planning of a major battle. Victory i tsel f is realised in the 

birth of the child. The battle won, Vavilova is reminded of the 

father, a sacrifice in another war: 

oHa BCnOMHHna Toro, MOnqanHBOro, H e~ CTano manb HX ODOHX 

OCTpO~ MaTepH~cKo~ oonbm. BnepB~e OHa nnaKana 0 TOM YOHTOM 

B oom no~ KopocTeneM. OH HHKor~a He yBH~HT cBoero ChlHa. 10 

The new-born child creates a conflict of duty between motherhood and 

Vavilova's formal obligations. The Red Army has been forced to 

retreat. Berdichev is threatened with occupation by the Polish Army. 

Should she stay and nurture the infant, or depart with the Red Army? 

Normally resourceful, Vavilova is reduced to indecision: 'nepB~ paa B 

~aHH oHa He aHana, qTO ~enaTb, KaK nocTynHTb'. 11 A group of students 

marching off to do battle with the Poles and singing revolutionary 

songs ends her indecision. The song reminds her of a rally in Moscow 

two year s previ ousl y. Abandoning her child, she joins the st udents, 

almost certainly to die. 

Interpretation of the denouement is not as clear cut as is perhaps 

suggested. 

Magazanik. 

mO~H? MbI 

Vavilova's commitment to the cause impresses the host, 

As she marches away, he cast igat es himsel f: 'A MbI paaBe 

HaBoa'.12 To a certain extent his admiration is 

underst andable, but his self-judgement is too harsh. He and his 

family have shown great kindness and hospitality, and the child, 

another's, will remain with them. Furthermore, duty is not 

excl usi vel y concerned wi th the Revol ut i on. Heroism embraces more 

quotidian aspects of the human condition. Family life and the trials 

of parenthood are less glamorous, but no less worthy of admiration. 

Hence, one reason why the metaphor of struggle extends to childbirth 

and the eXigencies of survi val; these too are a podvig. Despite his 

appreciation of Vavilova's sense of duty, Magazanik realises that 
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soldiers, whether Russian or Polish, mean 

immediatel y involved wi th the fight ing. 

problems for those not 

Comment ing on t he vacuum 

created by the departure of the Red Army, he tells Vavilova: 

CKaaaTb BaM npaB~y, rOBopHn MaraaaHHK, TaK 3TO caMoe nyqwee 

Bpe~ ~n~ nro~e~: o~Ha BnacTb ymna, ~pyra~ He npHwna. HH Teoe 

peKBH3HUH~, HH Te5e KOHTpH5yU~, HH Te6e norpoMoB. 13 

In 1962 the Soviet director A. Askol'dov adapted Grossman's story 

for the cinema. Entitled Komissar, the screen version narrowly 

escaped destruction, despite the fact that only a brief reference was 

made to the disgraced author. 14 The film survived and was finally 

shown at the Berlin Film Festival in 1988. Bocharov's interpretation 

of the film's title in relation to that of the story is not entirely 

sat isfactory: 

Ha3BaHHe paccKaaa H HaaBaHHe ¢HnbMa KaK paa H o5Ha~anH ooa 

nonroca xy~o~ecTBeHHoA MhlCnH aBTopa: cHna caNoaaOBeHHoro 

nop~a peBonmUHoHepoB H rnYOHHHhle rYMaHHCTHqeCKHe ueHHoCTH 

Hapo~a, B~O~HMOro peBonmUHeA H3 nOnHTHqeCKOA, cOUHanbHoA, 

HallHoHanbHo~ « oce~noCTH n. 15 

Magazanik is a great deal less enthusiastic than Bocharov, aware that 

revolutions in fact threaten the 'humanitarian values of the people'. 

Moreover, it is by no means clear that Magazanik and his family are as 

parochial as Bocharov suggests. 

Two convincing reasons for the film's delayed debut have been 

adduced by I. Murav' eva. Firstly, there is the Jewish theme which is 

sympathetically presented by Grossman and which drew attention to the 

plight of Soviet Jews. To quote Murav'eva: 

... ,qTO B rO~hl, Kor~a Bhlea~ eBpeeB Ha CCCP Ohln CTonb 

pHcKOBaHHhlM H ~paM8THqeCKHN mar OM, 05b~5HTb eBpeAcKym 

npooneMy K8K O~Hy H3 C8MhlX aKTyanbHhlX H qenOBeqeCKHX, 

aHaqHnO, KOHeqHO, COBepmHTb HaCTo~mH~ nocTynoK. 16 

Secondly, there is the question of Magazanik's ambivalence towards the 

Revolution. His apprehensions towards any kind of military authority 

supports the view that: 

~HnbM Booome npoTHB BC~KHX p8cnpeA Mex~y nro~bMH, HOO Bce OHH 

npHH8~nem8T K Mex8HH3M8M, He TonbKo YOHB8IDmHM Tennyro 

qenOBeqecKym mH3Hb, HO H rny6oKo p8a~e~8romHM H B3pocnym, H 

~eTcKyID nCHXHKY ... 17 
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Grossman's "Chetyre dnya" invites speculation as to whether it owes 

anything to Garshin's story of the same name. Obvious similarities 

are di fficul t to find. Garshin' s' story is set in the Russo-Turkish 

War. It depicts the mental and physical agonies suffered by a 

Russian, who for four days lies beside the putrefying corpse of an 

enemy soldier. Over this period he considers his culpability in the 

carnage of war. In Grossman's work three commissars are forced to 

hide in the rooms of a doctor. One of their number has been wounded 

and the arrival of the Polish Army is imminent. During this period of 

enforced inactivity and recuperation certain issues are raised. It is 

a period of reflection, and in this respect there is indeed a parallel 

wi th Garshin. 

Both the doctor and his wife question the value of the Revolution: 

ITOqeMY BO Bpe~ peBon~UHH, KOTopa~ ~KOO~ c~enaHa ~n~ 

CqaCTb~ n~~e~, B nepBy~ OqepeAb cTpa~a~ ~eTH, cTapHKH, 

oecnoMolIlHble H HH B qeM He BHHoBaT~e n~~H?18 

The commissars are silent. 19 Unanswered, the question looms large 

throughout "Chetyre dnya", its urgency reinforced by the brutality of 

the Polish Army. 

Of the three commissars Faktorovich is the most important for the 

evolution of this theme in Grossman's later prose. He is a fanatical 

believer in the justness of the Revolution, relentless in his 

prosecution of the class war. Disregarding the doctor's hospitality, 

he calls him a'napmHB~ meHbIDeBHK'. 20 Cruelty and fanaticism dominate 

his character. Denouncing all doctors as enemies of the revolution, 

he demands their execution. Faktorovich is no caricature: he is 

deadly serious and during this bout of invective, his appearance 

becomes particularly intimidating and sinister. These are no idle 

threats: 

~ 6~ HX Bcex! ... - KpHKHyn OH, Hero TOHKHe ryo~ HCKpHBHnHcb 

H 3a~pomanH, a xy~oe nHUo ohlno noxome Ha 6en~ 3aHeceHH~ 

HO>I<.21 

Faktorovich's maniacal obsession with class, his unbridled hatred 

of the bourgeoisie, at tests profound psychological distort ion. It is 

no coincidence that it matches the revulsion which he feels towards 

his own wasted body. Hatred of the class enemy stems from ferocious 

self-loathing as much as from any ideological conviction. Unsullied 
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by people and especially his own physical imperfections, ideology 

holds out the hope of purity. Contemptuous of his weak frame, 

Faktorovich refuses to heed the pain it suffers. 

immolation or the bullet holds no fear: 

Death from sel f-

He Kone5n~cb Baomen 5hl OH Ha KocTep, nOBepHync~ 5hl qaxnoA 

rpy~b~ K BHHTOBOqHhlM ~ynaM.22 

A step towards the realisation of his ideal, it too would be an act of 

revenge on his body. This partially explains Faktorovich's extreme 

ruthlessness. Indifferent towards his own suffering and ready to 

submi this faith to the ultimate test, he can find no mercy for the 

enemies of the revolution whom he regards as a plague ('aapaaa'23), 

Class enmity is central to "The Dream" (IIMechta"j 1935). Interest 

for the present discussion centres on the relationship between 

Volynskiy, a newly appointed Red Army commander (komandir), and 

Sobeshchanskiy, a former Tsarist officer, and now the divisional 

commander's adjutant. Volynskiy's path to command and responsibility 

is typical of many. A former ensign in the Tsarist Army, he has 

benefited from the post of komandir, which was created specifically to 

give non-commissioned ranks the opportunity to command at a higher 

level. It was a shrewd move which satisfied military and political 

expediency. Grateful for this opening, the ex-non-commissioned 

officers kept a watchful eye on erstwhile Tsarist officers. 

Sobeshchanskiy appears shallow and cynical. Kiev, the focal point 

of Volynskiy's dream - that of the title - and which he hopes to 

Ii berate from the Whites, 

exalted reasons. Kiev 

is important 

was where he 

to Sobeshchanskiy for 

first became infected 

less 

with 

gonorrhoea. Sobeshchanskiy is flippant, cult i vat ing the pose of an 

effete dandy. Yet this is an irri tating veneer, which bears no 

resemblance to his impeccable performance in battle. 

grudgingly recognises this: 

Volynskiy 

CooemaHcK~ BHyman Bon~cKoMY oTBpa~eHHe, XOT~ OH aHan, qTO 

a~~IDTaHT, HMeBmH~ BOCeMb paHeHH~, HeMHOrO HeHopManeH, 

TO, qTO CooemaHcKHA ~Be He~enH TONy Haaa~ B 60ID no~ 

~MepHHKoA, 5y~yqH paHeH, He ywen B rocnHTanb, nOKa He 

cBanHnc~ c nowa~H.24 

aHsn H 

The commitment of Sobeshchanskiy to a cause which is clearly 

implacably opposed to the ethos of his earlier army training and 
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experience touches upon the question of military loyalty. 

Sobeshchanskiy's bravery is beyond dispute, and in all probability he 

manifested the same bravery in the 'service of the Tsar. But the fact 

that he is able to serve two different masters would suggest that his 

loyalty is to something less obvious than either the autocracy or the 

Revolution. Ultimately, Sobeshchanskiy's loyalty is to the profession 

of arms, to a tradition of service for its own sake, rather than to 

his masters. The words of Von Seeckt are pertinent: 

The form changes but the spirit remains as of old. It is 

the spirit of selfless devotion to duty. 25 

Not unaware perhaps of this ideal of abstract duty, the Party found 

yet another reason to ensure that the commissar became, 'the alter-ego 

of the commander' . 26 

III 

On the 16th July 1941 the system of commissars was once again 

reintroduced, indicat ing, ' . that the officer corps needed a touch 

of the Party whip'. 27 The prominence of Bogarev in Narod bessmerten 

reflects this renewed emphasis. A party zealot and ruthless martinet, 

Bogarev has all the sternness normally associated with the hero of a 

socialist realist work. In this respect he is well qualified to 

implement the Party's directive to commissars, which was promulgated 

at this crucial stage of the war . The commissars were obliged, 

. 'to wage a relentless struggle wi th cowards, the creators of panic 

and deserters'. 28 However, Bogarev is not exclusively concerned with 

di sci pI ine. He is also an ubiquitous commentator on strategy and war, 

whose credentials as a former professor of Marxism-Leninism are meant 

to gi ve added weight to his judgements. One is given to understand 

that Bogarev's analyses and solutions are definitive, that they are 

based on a solid foundation. 

Confronted with soldiers who have experienced only headlong 

retreat, Bogarev addresses himself to the question of morale. He 

attacks the myth of German military genius. 

claims, it is weak: 

Intellectually, he 

B HX cnocoDHocTH MeXaHHQeCKH nO~QHH~TbC~, oea~yMHo 

MapWHpOBaTb, B CnO*HOM H OrpOMHOM ~BHmeHHH CKOBaHH~ 
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~HcUHnnHHO~ MHnnHOHhlX COnAaTCKHX MaCC OhlnO He4To HH3MeHHoe, 

He CBo~cTBeHHoe CBOOOAHOMY paayMy 4enoBeKa. 3Ta Ohlna He 

KynbTypa pa3YMa, a UHSHnHaaUH~ HHCTHHKTOB, He4TO HAy~ee OT 

opraHHsoBaHHoCTH MYpaBbes H CTaAHhlX ~BOTH~X. 29 

Bogarev's invect i ve has 

The qualities which he 

important conclusions for the Soviet Army. 

attacks in the German military machine -

disicipline, cohesion, good communications and control are the 

hallmarks of a modern army. They are noticeably absent from the 

Soviet Army. Moreover, if the corollary of greater military 

professionalism is dehumanisation of an army's soldiers, this must 

also apply to the Soviet Army. Ideology is used to bolster his 

arguments. German successes are transient, argues Bogarev, because 

their philosophical heritage is inferior: 

3aKoHW HCTOpHqeCKOrO ABHmeHH~ B Ha4aTo~ HMH BO~He He 

noaHaHW H He MoryT OhlTb n03HaHhl HMH.30 

Bogarev overlooks several 

purported Soviet bias of 

points. The alleged inevitability 

the 'laws of historical movement' 

and 

are 

irrelevant in the light of the German advance. In addition, as events 

later showed the Red Army failed to learn a number of lessons in the 

summer of 1941, particularly in the coordinated use of tanks and 

infantry. Failure to adapt had disastrous consequences a year later. 

In chapter 6 the conflict between ideology and military realism is 

laid bare. A flanking attack is being considered. During the 

preparations the planning officers put forward their views on the 

German army. Myshanskiy admires the Germans: 'Bcro cTpaTerHID H TaKTHKY 

nepeBepHynH' . 31 German airborne and motorcycle units have made a deep 

impression on him. He freely admits to having retreated with some 

eagerness in the early days after the war had begun. Myshanskiy' s 

assessment of German abilities, which is certainly not rejected by 

other officers, incurs Bogarev's wrath and he launches into a lengthy 

tirade: 

Bhl AOnmHhl HayqHTbC~ npesHpaTb ~amH3M. Bhl AOnmHhl nOH~Tb, 4TO 

3TO caMoe HH3mee, caMoe nOAnoe, caMoe peaKUHoHHoe 4TO eCTb 

Ha 3eMne ... CH~ rHycHa~ HAeonorH~ aoconroTHa nHmeHa 

TBop4eCKoro 3neMeHTa ... Bc~ BoeHHa~ AOKTpHHa ¢amH3Ma uenHKOM 

H nonHoCTbID cnHcaHa H3 cTaphlX nnaHoB repMaHcKoro mTaoa, 

pa3pa6oTaHHhlX WnH¢¢eHOM ... TaHKH H AecaHThl, KOTOPhlMH ~amHcThl 
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y~HBHnH MHPI yKpa~eHhl: TaHKH - y aHrnHyaH, ~ecaHThl y Hac. ~ 

nOCTo~HHO H3yMn~rocb ~y~OBH~O~ TBOpqeCKO~ 6ecnno~HocTH 

~amH3Ma. HH o~Horo HOBoro BoeHHoro npHeMa! Bce cnHcaHo ... 

repMaHcKa~ TBOpqeCKa~ MhlCnb BO Bcex 06nacT~X cTepHnH30BaHa: 

~amHcThl 6eccHnbHhl H306peTaTb ... KaK BoeHH~ KOMHCCap qaCTH ~ 

3anpe~aID BaM npOH3HOCHTb cnoBa, He ~OcTo~Hhle naTpHoTa H He 

OTBeqaIDmHe 06~eKTHBHo~ npaB~e.32 

Bogarev's intemperate language and racist hyperbole only serve to 

highlight the many flaws and inconsistencies in his arguments. While 

it may be desirable from the point of view of propaganda and agitation 

to despise the philosophical plinth of Fascism - such as it is - to 

ignore the potential of German military might is unforgivable. To do 

so is criminally negligent. For Myshanskiy and his fellow officers, 

such wil ful ignorance is completely at odds with their professional 

training. Bogarev' s preconceptions hamper the officers in the same 

way in which the Soviet government, anaesthetized by the Ribbentrop

Molotov Pact, refused to heed the signs of disaster: warnings from 

Western intelligence agencies; information from their own agents; and 

even German defectors. 

Myshanskiy is not alone in his appreciation of German skills. The 

divisional chief of staff, in marked contrast to Bogarev's ideological 

bias in questions of strategy, exemplifies the professionalism of the 

regular officer based on a profound understanding of military thought: 

... HaqanbHHK illTa6a, npo~eccop AKa~eMHH, 06na~an BCeMH 

~OCTOHHCTBaMH yqeHOrO BoeHHoro, 3HaTOKa TaKTHyeCKHX npHeMoB 

H cTpaTerHyeCKHX pemeHH~. HayanbHHK wTaDa Dhln DoraT on~OM 

BoeHHo-HCTOpHqeCKO~ HayKH H nroDHn HaXO~HTb qepThl CXO~CTBa H 

pa3nHqH~ B onepaUH~x, KOTophle npoBo~HnH apMHH, c ~pyrHMM 

cpameHH~MH XX H XIX BeKOB. OH 06na~an YMOM mHBhlM H He 

CKnOHHhlM K ~orMe. OH BhlCOKO oueHHBan cnoco6HoCTb 

repMaHCKoro reHepanHTeTa K MaHeBpy, nO~BHmHOCTb ¢amHCTCKo~ 

neXOTbI ... 33 

Large scale mili t ary operat ions require more than good planning to 

achieve success. Boldness and a high degree of operat ional 

flexibility are as equally as important. The Germans possess both as 

Grossman makes clear. 

A. Derman does not endorse Bogarev's attacks on Myshanskiy: 
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... OTHro~b He BoeHHo-TeXHHqeCKa~, rrpo¢ecCHoHanbHa~, a 

xapaKTepHo-ruTaTcKa~ KOHuenUH~ BO~~. 34 

Myshanskiy does not praise Fascism. He acknowledges the organisation 

of the German military and the excellence of its General Staff. For a 

philosopher Bogarev's language lacks precision. He gi ves credi t to 

the old German <germanskiy) general staff, while condemning the 

'monstrous creative infertility of Fascism', only in similar language 

to condemn the poverty of German creative thought. That the concepts 

of tanks and airborne troops originated in Britain and the Soviet 

Union respectively does not impute a dearth of flexibility to the 

Germans. On the contrary they were quick to realise the potential of 

these concepts and brought them to a level way beyond that envisaged 

by their originators. 

Derman takes issue with Bogarev on these points too. He c1 tes a 

whole list of German military inventions, from pocket battleships to 

significant progress in the race to acquire the atomic bomb as 

evidence for the power of German ingenuity. Neither does he accept 

the distinction in aspirations between the Hitler era, and those of 

pre-Hitlerite Germany, which Bogarev, obsessed with ideology, seems to 

ignore: 

Mo~o RH COMHeEaTbC~ B TOM, qTO ~yxoB~ npe~KoM 80eHHoro 

~amHaMa rHTnepOBCKo~ ~pMaUHH 6hln MonbTKe? qTo ~yxoB~ 

npe~KoM rocy~apcTBeHH02o~ ¢amH3Ma rHTnepoBcKo~ nophl 6hln 

EHcMapK? YTO ~yXOBHhlM npe~KoM ¢amHcTcKo~ HCTopHorpa¢HH 6bm 

Tpe~qKe? qTo ~yxOBHhlM npe~KoM rHTnepoBcKo~ ¢Hnoco¢HH 6hln 

HHUme H OCEanb~ illneHrnep?35 

As Derman implies, it is more a question of Fascism's monstrous 

fertility rather than its inherent sterility. 

Doctrinal rigidi t y does not damage Bogarev's verisimilitude, but 

his pretensions to military expertise do. They appear to be based on 

very little. Can we accept that a commissar, who until only quite 

recently was a civilian, could have achieved this level of proficiency 

in such a short space of time? And if so, from where? Grossman 

provides no details, which might convince us of Bogarev's competence 

and experience, and therefore his suitability, to pass judgement on 

the professional military. This flaw has not gone unnoticed by V. 

Pertsov: 
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Pa8se He K8meTC~ s T8KOM cRy~ae qy~OM TO npo¢eccHoHaRbHoe 

nOHHMaHHe oco5eHHocTe~ BoeHHoro ~eRa, TO YBepeHHoe cy~eHHe 

o npaKTHqeCKHX He~ocTaTKa'x B opraHH8au.HH 50~, KOTopoe 

BhlcKa3~aeT BorapeB?36 

Given the fact that Bogarev is a former professor of Marxism-Leninism 

one would expect him to possess an intimate knowledge of Marx and 

Engels on war. Nevertheless, in itself this is insufficient 

qualification. It stems from theory, too much of which has been 

discredited. With some justification Pertsov contends that Bogarev is 

'6ecnnoTH~'31, suggesting that this accounts for Ignat'ev's icon 

simile in his description of Bogarev. 38 

None of these shortcomings has deterred A. Bocharov from making the 

following claim: 

CBoe~ nOCTO~HHO H Hanp~meHHo~ pa50To~ MhlCnH, CBOHM mHpoKHM 

npo¢eccHOHanbHhlM OnhlTOM o505~eHH~ HCTOpHqeCKHX ~sneH~ 

SorapeB nOMoraeT aBTopy H8BReKaTb « np5iMhle}) ypOKH H3 

npoHcxo~HBmero. 39 

A similar view was expressed by A. Myasnikov shortly after the 

publication of Narod bessmerten: 'ITpo¢eccop Sorapes nOMor KOMHCCapy 

BorapeBY CTaTb OnblTHhlM BOHHOM'. 40 The extent to which Grossman uses 

Bogarev as the medium for his own views - to help him 'bring out the 

"direct" lessons of war' - is a moot point. Bogarev has very little 

to say on German military achievements against Britain and France, 

campaigns which held lessons for the Red Army. Similarly, with the 

Red Army in full retreat, Bogarev is hardly necessary to expound on 

the impending catastrophe. It is self-evident. Of far greater 

concern was how it came about, and most important of all, how to hal t 

the Germans. Bogarev is inconsistent too. He ridicules the Germans' 

obsession with arithmetical detail 41, while later, having seriously 

undermined Myshanskiy's confidence, asserts that: 

B 3TO~ DHTBe Hapo~os Mano 8HaTb apH¢MeTHKY BOHHhl: qTODbI 

nynHTb spara, Ha~o 8HaTb ShlClliy~ MaTeMaTHKy.42 

Conflicting Soviet interpretations of Bogarev's role and value and 

the lacunae in his experience and knowledge raise the question as to 

what Grossman I s post t ion is towards Bogarev. Bocharov and Myasnikov 

have identified Grossman with Bogarev in a positive manner; Bogarev is 

a successful strategist and mentor. Derman on the other hand has 
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concluded that the flaws which we find in Bogarev's assessment of 

German intentions and his general disregard of the German threat are a 

consequence of Grossman's hatred of FaSCism, which has, 

. 'socnpen51CTBOBaJla eMY YI"'JIy6HTbC51 B aHaJIH8'. 43 As a resul t of this, 

he adds, Grossman has simplified and underestimated the threat. One 

could certainly agree that Bogarev underestimates the forces ranged 

against Russia, but this is hardly true of Grossman. 

Central to this question is Bogarev's relationship with Ignat' ev. 

In the battle to break out of encirclement both men are wounded: 

OTTy~a, r~e ~oropaJIO TIJIaM5l, mnH ~sa qeJIOSeKa. Bce 8HanH HX. 

3TO 6hlnH KOMHCCap Sorapes H KpacHoapMeeu MrHaTbes. KpOSb 

TeKJla no HX o~e~e. OHH mJIH, no~~ep~a51 O~HH ~pyI"'OI"'O, 

T~~eJIO H Me~JIeHHO cTyna~.44 

This symbolic affinity, insists Bocharov, is,. . 'pacTBopeH~ B 

aTMocq,epe Bce#[ nOBecTH'. 45 Indeed, this is the case. At face value 

it suggests the inseparable uni ty of Party and people. However, 

another construction is also possible. 

Ignat' ev' s bravery and determinat ion are beyond reproach, but hi s 

reaction to the war is emotional and instinctive. Intellectually, 

even more so than Mertsalov's, Bogarev's relationship with Ignat' ev 

lacks conviction. In this respect Bogarev is much closer to officers 

such as the divisional chief of staff. That Grossman stresses 

Bogarev's affinity with Ignat'ev, a peasant lad with no idea of 

strategy or logistics implies that Bogarev's ideas on such are as 

equally primitive. Given his rank and status, he constitutes a grave 

liability for the professional officer, trying to combat the German 

menace and interference from party zealots at the same time. 

Moreover, Bogarev undermines the relationship between officer and 

soldier. Dual command meant that the soldier was expected to serve 

two masters, both of whom proceed from markedly different 

interpretations as to how the war should be prosecuted. The results 

are no surprise. As Erickson has pointed out, it leads to,' ... that 

same chronic state of conflict and di vided interests which was the 

natural concomitant of dual command'. 46 The figure of Bogarev 

testifies to the existence of this conflict, but he is also a major 

cause of it. Both his function and method are intrinsically 

combat i ve. What we know of him provides very Ii ttle support for 
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Alexander Werth's perception of the commissar: 

In practice in 1941, the commissars proved, in the great 

majority of cases, to be 'either men who almost fully 

supported the officers, or were at most, a minor technical 

nuisance. 47 

With regard to Cherednichenko's benign influence, Werth's comments 

do indeed appear reasonable. However, specific literary allusions are 

important. Cherednichenko remarks on his love of Garshin: 

~ nID6n~, 8Haewb, rapWHHa, BOT npaB~HBo cKa3an npo 

con~aTcKyID mH3Hb.48 

Garshin's appeal is unusual. His stories are grim accounts of war, 

which is portrayed as sordid and very uninspiring. Concepts such as 

podvig, rodina and otechestvo, so prominent in Soviet war literature, 

above all in the period 1941-45, are viewed with extreme scepticism. 

Garshin may be seen as the continuation of the Tolstoyan tradition of 

truth in war, and a defini te precursor to what in the Soviet era has 

become known as Remarquism with all its various shades. Garshin's war 

prose poses further problems for Soviet ideOlogy. To quote Peter 

Henry: 

The fact that Soviet scholars never refer to Garshin's 

pacifism(or that of any other 'progressive' anti-war writer) 

has an ideological base in Lenin's pronouncements on 'just' 

and 'unjust' wars.49 

Gi ven these considerations it is rather strange that a commissar 

should express such approval of Garshin, even more so when he is 

clearly at odds with Lenin. 

Finally, if Garshin writes the truth about war, where is this truth 

in Narod bessmerten? We encounter none of the despair and pessimism 

which characterise Garshin's stories. With some justification Pertsov 

argues that the central theme of Narod bessmerten is 'B03Mea~He'. 50 

Yet retribution is only one aspect of the war. Its appeal is obvious. 

It is clearly defined; the message is easily grasped. An allusion to 

Garshin may be seen as a clue from Grossman that whi Ie he full y 

accepts the need to destroy the Germans, he has, too, not lost sight 

of the fact that not all the issues raised by the war lend themselves 

to such an apparently unequivocal solution. Indirectly, therefore, 

Grossman challenges the interpretation of the war offered by 
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Cherednichenko and Bogarev. Whether from an individual perspective or 

from that of professional military realism, too much emphasis is 

attached to ideology and propaganda. 

IV 

Revol ut ionary fanat icism, sel f-sacri fice and intellect ualism, the 

distinguishing features of Fakt orovich, Vavilova and Bogarev 

respectively, constitute three key strands in the characterization of 

commissar Nikolay Krymov. His association with other important 

characters in both Za pravoe dele and Zhizn' i sud' ba justifics the 

observation that he is a 'cKBoaHo~ repo~I.51 For our present theme 

he is of considerable importance. 

Krymov is a member of the Old Guard, a veteran of the Civil War. He 

has also seen service in China and taken an active role in the 

Comintern. His personal life reflects this total commitment to the 

cause of the Revolution and Internationalism. Harshly ascetic and 

impervious to the more banal problems of everyday existence, Krymov 

inhabits a world of theory. He appears admirably qualified for the 

role of commissar. Yet even before his arrest in Zhizn' i sud'ba we 

are conscious that all is not well. To quote Lipkin: 

H KaK HH OpTo~oKcaneH Kp~OB, Hac, qHTaTene~, qTO-TO B HeM 

TpeBOmHT, H Ha npoT~*eHHH Bcero 6onbmoro pOMaHa Hac He 

nOKH~aeT T~~enoe npe~qYBcTBHe.52 

Several clues in Za pravoe delo support Lipkin's contention. 

Krymov's marriage to Zhenya Shaposhnikov has broken down. The 

revolutionary fervour, the romanticism generated by his involvement in 

the Civil War, no longer holds any attraction. Krymov's ruthlessness, 

such an integral feature of the Bolshevik method, alienates her. She 

recalls attending an address given by Krymov to mark the anniversary 

of the Revolution: 

... H Kor~a ero cnoKo~~ ronoc nOBhlillanc~ H KynaK, nO~H~T~ 

T04HO MonOT, onycKanc~ BHH3, no orpoMHoMY aany npoxo~Hn 

BeTepoK BonHeHH~, ~eH~ 4YBcTBoBana, 4TO y Hee xono~eIDT 

KOH4HKH nanbueB. 53 

Problems are not confined to his domestic life. Gradually he is 

being dropped by colleagues: I EMY nepecTanH npHcbIlIaTb npHrJlameHH~ B 
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MaJI~ H Xy,nomecTBeHHhItl TeaT phI' . 54 More 

criticised at Party meetings, accused of 

ominousl y, he 1 s sharpl y 

havi ng st agnated, of not 

having grown. Prescient of his fate, and moreover a sharp, symbolic 

rebuttal to his Internationalism, is the scene witnessed by Krymov and 

a group of foreign communists in Moscow zoo. Various animals are at 

play. The idyll is interrupted by a dingo's ferocious attack on a fox 

cub, which is easily construed as the rapacity of Hitler's Germany. 

Lat er, during the war, Zhenya remembers the visi t. Associations, 

other than Hitler's Germany come to mind: 

r,ne OHH, 3TH nw,nH, Tor,namHHe SHaKOMhle KphIMOBa, r,ne OHH B 3TH 

,nHH, Kor,na cTpamHa~ OHTBa H,neT Ha PYCCKHX nOJIHX H B PYCCKHX 

cTenHX? KTO HS HHX mHB, KTO norHO B OHTBe? KTO HaMeHHJI? 55 

The war offers Krymov the chance to forget his domestic 

difficulties and to recapture some of the excitement of the Civil War. 

Bored by editorial work, he volunteers for the front: 

EMY no.nYMBJIBCb, qTO OH aanep B ,nOMe cBoe o,nHHOqeCTBO, 

OCBOOO.nHJIC~ OT Hero, H qeM OJIHme noea,n no,nxo.nHJI K ¢pOHTy,TeM 

cnoKo~e~ H yBepeHHe~ OH qYBcTBOBaJI ceoH.56 

Krymov's journey to the front, through a countryside devastated by 

war, is depicted in some detail by Grossman. <Much of this detail is 

absent from the journal version 57). The situation is much worse than 

Krymov had been led to believe: 

B MocKBe Kp~OB npe,nnoJIaran, QTO OOH H.nYT r,ne-TO B pa~oHe 

~TOMHpai TaM, r,ne, B 1920 rOAY OH OhIJI paHeH B 60ID C oeno

nOJIHKaMH. OKaSaJIOCb, qTO He~ - noon caMhW KHeBoM, ... 58 

Apart from the inferences we can draw about the reliability of Soviet 

military communiques, this passage tells us that Krymov is not fully 

trusted. 

No sooner has Krymov arrived at the front than he is retreating 

eastwards wi th the Army. Deletions and supplement s pertaining to 

Krymov's breakout of encirclement would suggest that the incident is 

being played down. All references to the time factor - for Krymov's 

group this is 40 days"- are removed. 59 Others are designed to create 

a spirit of unity among those who are clearly dispirited. One 

suspects that here we have an attempt to play down the calamitous 

retreat of 1941, since in Narod bessmerten problems of encirclement 

and breakout are important dramatic elements in the narrative. To 
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understand the shi ft in emphasis we need to take cognizance of the 

changes in official attitudes. 

Narod bessmerten was written and published at a time when the 

Germans were carrying all before them. Any event which demonstrated 

resilience and particularly loyalty in the face of adversity was of 

immediate value. Thus, in the late summer of 1941, the breakout of 

Bogarev's detachment could be hailed as a great podvig. It deflected 

attention from battles lost. Contemporaneous 60 with that in Narod 

bessmerten. Krymov's breakout from encirclement in Za pravoe delo is 

described more realistically. The situation at the front is much 

worse. Optimism seems out of place. Hinted at in Narod bessmerten. 

these details are explicit in Za pravoe delo. tacit acknowledgement 

perhaps on Grossman's part of the role played by propaganda in Narod 

bessmerten. After the war officialdom was prepared to admit that the 

situation was bad - and to give its own reasons as to why it was - but 

not that bad. 

Criticism of Za pravoe delo was not favourable to Krymov. 

According to Lektorskiy, Krymov the commissar was presented to the 

reader,'B HCKameHHhlM BH~e'.61 Nor were the more intimate details of 

Krymov's life, essential for any well-rounded character, appreciated. 

Krymov appeared as flawed, that is he, too, had distinctly human 

problems. He was unsuitable to be cast in the role of positive hero: 

Kp~OB - qeAOBeK y~ep6~, Hey~aqHHK B nHqHO~ ~aHH. 

He3a~onro nepe~ HaqanOM BO~Hhl ero, OKa3hlBaeTC~, paanroOHna 

~eHa, H 3Ta nHqHa~ Tpare~H~ OTo~BHHyna B coaHaHHH KphlMOBa Ha 

BTOpO~ nnaH BenHKHe BoeHHhle HCnbITaHH~ Hapo~a.62 

In fact Krymov's personal problems are one reason why he wishes to 

escape the routine of Moscow. War brings an end to the loneliness. 

Krymov's motivation is not entirely ideological. One wonders whether 

he would have gone to the front, had Zhenya remained with him. 

Nor was Krymov's experience in the Part y put to good use either. 

Krymov was shown, . 'B oTphlBe OT CBoe~ Henocpe~cTBeHHo~ pa60Te 

pyKoBO~HTen~ H BocnHTaTen~ Macc'.63 This is an unusual remark, since 

on one particular occasion, Krymov's leadership saves a critical 

situation. Surrounded in a forest by the Germans, the men with Krymov 

want to break up into small groups so as to avoid detection. Krymov's 

reaction is precisely what one would expect from a commissar. He 
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addresses the troops: 

CHna Hallia B TOM, qTOOhl OhlTb BMecTe: rnaBHa~ uenb HeMUeB 

pa3~e~HHHTb Hac. CTanHH 'TpeTbero Hron~ aBan K BenHKoMY 

e~HHcTBy Bcex Hac ... Mhl He oTopBaHHa~ qaCTHua, 3aOhlTa~ B 

necy, B Thlny ¢alliHCTOB ... Kn~Hycb BaM napTHe~ neHHHa-CTanHHa, 

MhI npo6beMc~!64 

Lektorskiy's remarks are even more puzzling when one considers that 

the above extract was taken from the journal variant. Specific 

reference is made to Stalin's first speech of the war and the Party of 

Lenin and Stalin is invoked. 

Bubennov, too, has tended to ignore Krymov's escapades in the rear 

of the German army too. Neither does he find Krymov's transfer to the 

political directorate at Stalingrad convincing: 

B caMo~ nocne~e~ rnaBe pOMaHa HHKona~ KPhlMOB oTnpaBn~eTc~ 

a rOp~mHH CTanHHrpa~ qHTaTb neKUHH. H a~eCb qHTaTenb 

HeBonbHO BOCnOMHHaeTC~, 'lTO Kp~OB HMeHHO c 3Toro H Ha'lan 

CBOro « 6oeBYlO >KH3Hb )) Ha BoIDie ... HeY>KenH ace HaqHHaeTC~ c 

Ha'lana?65 

Bubennov's comments obscure basic facts of which he must have been 

well aware. He ridicules Krymov's lectures, which were, and still 

are, a major function of the commissar. On arrival at the front 

Krymov is specifically tasked to give talks to the troops (~n~ 'lTeHH~ 

~OKna~OB 66). Pouring scorn on Krymov, as Bubennov does, is 

misplaced. Grossman refuses to embellish the role of the commissar. 

Add to this Krymov's participation in the inherently tainted 

enterprise of escaping German encirclement and it is not difficult to 

understand why he should incur the displeasure of Bubennov and 

Lektorskiy. In his assessment of Mostovskoy, a veteran Bolshevik, and 

one whose biography has certain features in common wi th Krymov's, 

Li pkin provides another reason. Li pkin suggests that the image of 

Mostovskoy as a highly educated and respected figure constitutes a 

deliberate challenge to Stalin. 67 The same could easily be said of 

Krymov. 

Several long supplements in the book version seem to indicate that 

Grossman had absorbed and responded to the criticism of Lektorskiy et 

a1. Repeatedly, Krymov is asked advice by soldiers and his guiding 

role is enhanced. Yet the changes between the book and journal 
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versions are qualified. Those on whom Krymov makes the biggest 

impression are 

farmers, they 

Krymov. The 

very young. Former factory workers and collect i ve 

are no match for the intellectual sophistication of 

pattern is a familiar one, it is redolent of the 

rel at i onshi p bet ween Bogarev and I gnat' ev. In ot her respect Sf it is 

more convincing. Unlike Bogarev, Krymov has seen active service, and 

he is no newcomer to war. His standing among the troops is credible. 

Many of the questions put to Krymov reflect a naivety and an ignorance 

of the world at large on the part of those asking them, but underlying 

others is a hard-headed realism. For example: will bread and books be 

free when communism is reached? A loaded question, it remains 

unanswered. But it is one of many point ers as to what we can expect 

in Zhizn' i sud' ba. Among Grekov's men in 6/1 Krymov finds men 

impatient for answers and quick to provide their own. 

Grossman's attitude towards Krymov in Za pravoe delo is by no means 

clearly defined. Krymov never loses his faith in ideology. He 

convinces himself that the unity which he sees is essentially Soviet 

inspired, that the war is a continuation of the communist struggle 

against capitalism. Yet Krymov perceives cracks in his faith: 

OH BHAen H nOHHMan, ~TO My~HBmHe ero npoTHBope~H~ He 

B~yMBHhl HM, a 6ymyIDT B ooeaYMeBmeM MHpe. H OH, CTHCHYB 

ry6hl, nOBTopHn npo ceo~ neHHHcKHe cnOBa 0 TOM, ~TO y~eHHe 

MapKca Heno6eAHMo nOTouy, ~TO OHO BepHo. 68 

The fallacy of circulus in demonstrando is not difficult to discern in 

Lenin's words. Moreover, if the teaching of Marx is 'true', why are 

there contradictions? More importantly, why does Krymov not resolve 

them rather than repeat what amounts to a hypnotic doxology? 

Contradictions to the notion of Soviet unity (coBeTcKoe e,nHHCTBO 

69) confront Krymov during the retreat towards Stalingrad. Taking 

shelter in a peasant's hut, Krymov encounters profound hostility to 

Soviet power, particularly to collectivisation: 

B TpHAQaToM ro~y HapoA y Hac ABe He~enH nHR, Bcex c8HHe~ 

nopeaanH, ABoe c YNa nOCXOAHnH. 10 

The old man is as equally scathing of industrialisation: 

A OT ~emHe~ ~aHH, OT Bcex 9THX TpaKTopoB Aa KoM6a~HoB, 

... Ao6pa HeT.11 

Krymov' s react ion is unusual. A firm rebuttal is called for, but is 
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not forthcoming. If Krymov merits criticism anywhere in Za pravoe 

delo it is here, since blatant anti-Soviet views remain unchallenged. 

Krymov's invocation of Lenin and Marx and his reluctance to refute 

the old man, whom his drivet~ bluntly refers to as 'aaI<JISlTblH I<YJIaI<' 72, 

may be seen in the context of Krymov' s visit to Yasnaya polyana. He 

is clearly moved: 

H Bce I<aI< Ohl CnHJIOcb:TO, qTO npOHCXO~HT ce~qac, cero~HSI, 

H TO, qTO onHcaHo TOJICThlM B I<HHre c TaI<O~ CHJIO~ H npaB~o~, 

qTO cTano Bhlcwe~ peanbHocTbro npome~me~ CTO TpH~uaTb neT 

Haaa.ll BOf!HbI. 73 

The extract bears a close resemblance to an entry in Grossman's 

wartime notebooks. 74 In connection with Krymov, Grossman has made 

some significant changes. He refers to the 'force and truth' of 

Tolstoy's book, which have become the 'highest reali ty' . It is not 

Marx, Lenin or Stalin to whom Krymov must turn for guidance as to what 

is important as the war reaches Stalingrad, but to Tolstoy. Russian, 

not Soviet, unity, is the key to the defeat of the Germans. Receptive 

to Tolstoy a positive sign in Grossman's eyes Krymov is 

nevertheless forced into a crisis of belief. Internationalism has 

lost its potency. 

may be deferred. 

In the chaos of retreat resolution of the crisis 

However, amid the defenders at Stalingrad Krymov 

cannot sidestep the issues. 

Increasingly, the educati ve and propagandist role of the commissar 

is becoming superfluous. The severity of the situation at Stalingrad 

is apparent to all. Grossman describes the mood of those involved: 

H B 3TH ~HH oea nOMom» arHTaTopOB Hapo~, CTOSlBWH~ y nyweI<, 

TamHBwH~ Ha ceoSi npoTHBOTaHI<OBhle pymbSi H nYJIeMeThl, H Hapo~, 

paooTaBmH~ Ha a8Bo~ax, Ha nOJISlX, Bce yBH~eJIH npocTyro HCTHHY: 

BO~Ha ~omna ~o BonrH, aa BOJIro~ H84HHaJIHCb CTenH KaaaXCTaHa. 

3Ta HCTHHa, I<aI< Bce HCTHHhl BenHI<OrO aHaqeHHSI, OhlJIa 

Heo5bI4a~Ho npoCTa H nOHSITHa BceM 5ea HCKJII04eHHSI. 75 

Grossman's' without the help of agitators', absent from the journal 

version is a curt retort - even perhaps a piece of overt defiance - to 

those who asserted that he had failed to show Krymov as 'BOCITHTaTeJIb 

50~UOB H O¢HUePOB' . 76 
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v 
Education of the soldiers and officers included leadership under 

duress. Wi t hout a doubt, firmness and example were essent ial to 

morale. Krymov's qualities of leadership are well establishp.d. Yet 

the realisation by the Russian soldier in late 1942 of just how 

disastrous the situation was had further implications for the 

commissar. Soldiers drew upon their own physical and moral resources: 

they knew what had to be done and did it. It should be noted that 

Narod bessmerten is the only text of Grossman's wartime prose in which 

a commissar occupies such a visibly, but artificially, superior role. 

The absence of a commissar figure in the Stalingrad sketches and 

subsequent wartime works is a telling omission. 

Soldiers who had stood firm acquired a new confidence in 

themselves. To a large extent this explains the indifference and even 

hostility which attend Krymov in ZhiznI i sud'ba. Krymov is no longer 

accorded the respect and prestige among the fighting troops to which 

he has grown accustomed. Indeed, the roles are reversed: he must now 

prove himsel f. Doubts and contradictions, adumbrated in Za pravoe 

delo, reveal themselves in uncompromising clarity in Zhizn' i sud'ba. 

Yet, Krymov continues to adhere to his ideological vision of the war, 

even though it is undermined from all quarters. 

Changing attitudes towards Krymov among the Stalingradtsy manifest 

themselves very early in the narrative of Zhizn' i sud' ba. His 

internationalist cliches find little support. Used to retaining the 

initiative, to being in control, he feels manipulated. He is 

conscious that his work is irrelevant: 

OH c Ka~hlM ~HeM Bce 50nbme COMHeBanC~, Hy~hl nM ero 

~OKna~hl. HHor~a eMY KasanOCb, qTO cnymaIDT ero MS 

Be~nMBOCTH, KaK HeBepYIDmHe cnymaIDT cTapMKa CB~meHHHKa. 

rrpaB~a, npHxo~y ero 5hlBanM pa~hl, HO OH nOHHMan, pa~hl eMY 

nO-qenOBeqeCKH, a He no ero peqaM. 77 

As he real ises, . '~a>Ke s~eCb B CTanHHrpa~e HeT eMY HaCTO~lllero, 

50eBoro ~ena' . 78 

Krymov's confidence in himself is restored when he is ordered to go 

to house 6/1 tor~establish '50nbmeBHcTcKH~ nop~~oK'. 79 He sees this 

task as reaffirming the Party's trust in him. Given the highly 
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vulnerable situation of Grekov and his men - an all-out German assault 

is imminent - one is tempted to conclude that Krymov's superiors hope 

to rid themselves of both him and the recalcitrant Grekov. For Krymov 

the signs are ominous. Crawling through the rubble, he notices the 

corpse of a Russian soldier. Though accustomed to seeing death, he is 

unusually shaken on this occasion: 

no~eMY-To Tenepb, KorAa Ayma Kp~oBa o~a nonHa mHBO~ 

HaAe~~, nHKoBana, SHA 9Toro Tena nopaaHn ero. OH MHoro 

SHAen MepTBeuoB, CTan K HHM oeapaanH~eH. 

cOAporHync~, Teno, nonHoe Be~Ho~ cMepTH. 80 

He is left with the feeling that he 'npH5nHmaeTc~ K nnaxe' .81 

From the moment he arrives in house 6/1 Krymov's belief in his own 

superiority is constantly undermined. His jokes and observations are 

matched by firm and sharp ripostes, and his attempts to patronise the 

troops come to nothing. Calling to Grekov, who is intently 

scrutinising the German lines, Krymov attracts censure: 

KorAa KphlMOS oKnHKHyn ero, OH HeOXOTHO nosepHyn nHUO H 

nYKaBo, npeAocTepera~me npHnOmHn naneu K ryoaM, CHosa sa~nc~ 

sa OHHOI<nb.82 

Grekov's relaxed, almost contemptuous admonishment of Krymov reflects 

his self-confidence and personal authority. He is more than a match 

for Krymov. In replying to Krymov's questions Grekov is insolent. He 

resents the attempt to reimpose the rule book. As he points out: 

KorAa nocenOI< oTpesanH, H ~ B 3TOM AOMe coopan n~Ae~, 

opy~e, OTOHn TpHAuaTb aTaI<, soceMb TaHI<OS cmer, HaAO MHO~ 

KOMaHAHpos He 6~o.83 

Grossman demonstrates a masterful understanding of the soldier's 

abrasive and black sense of humour. Asked by Krymov where the female 

signaller is, Grekov replies with biting sarcasm: 

DesymKa 3Ta - HeMeUKa~ mnHOHKa, OHa MeH~ aasep6osana, a 

nOTOM ~ ee HSHacHnosan, a nOTOM ~ ee npHcTpenHn, -

S~~HyS mero, OH cnpocHn: - TaKoro ~TO nH oTBeTa BaM OT MeH~ 

HymHO? - W c HaCMemI<O~ cKaaan - ~ BHmy, Aeno illTpa¢HhlM 

oaTanboHoM naXHeT, TaK qTO nH, TOBapHm HaqanbHHK.84 

Grekov's use of 'nachal'nik', instead of commissar, is analogous to 

the use of the same word by the anti-Bolshevik peasant whom Krymov 

meets in Za pravoe delo.85 It expresses contempt, highlighting the 
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differences which separate the people from Party functionaries. 

For Krymov the word 'nachel' nik', wi th the implicat ion that he 

neither knows nor cares about the soldier's lot, is wounding and 

ironic. Krymov is no ordinary commissar. He is no stranger to danger 

and hardship. However, it is not a lack of bravery or fortitude which 

alienates him from the soldiers, but rather the ends to which such 

qualities are put. Krymov's exploits are not unimpressive. However, 

were he to recount them to Grekov's men, it would be seen as a sign of 

weakness: 

A Kp~OB npHmen B 9TOT ~OM npo~BHTb CBOID CHlIY, a He 

CJIaOOcTb. 

BoeHH~ KOMHCCapoM.86 

Insolence and brazen confidence are by no means confined to Grekov. 

Krymov's asserts that, 'pyccKHe rrpyccKHx Bcer~a OHlIH'.87 The reply is 

laconic, but highly informative: 

H B 9TOM « TOtiHO t) OhIJIO CTOJIbKO CHHcXO~HTeJIbHot% HaCMeDIl<H Ha~ 

OOUUfMH q,opMYnaMH, t{TO ~PY>KHhd% HerpOMKHt% CMex rrpomeJI cpe~H 

cH,QeBIIl11X. OHH SHanH He MeHbme t{eJIOBeKa, BrrepB~e cKasaBmero 

« pyccKHe npyccKHX Bcer~a 6HJIH » , 0 TOM, KaKYID CHJIY Ta~T B 

ce6e pyccKHe, ,Qa OHH, co6cTBeHHo, H OhlJIH caMhlM B~pa~eHHeM 

3TOtt CHJI~. Ho OHH SHaJIH H rrOHHMaJIH, t{TO rrpyccKHe ,QomJIH ~o 

BOJIrH H CTaJIHHrpa~a BOBce He rrOTOMY, 4TO pYCCKHe HX Bcer,Qa 

OHJIH.88 

Other soldiers are facetious. One suggests that Krymov has only come 

for the soup. While Polyakov, taking up a similar question to that 

put to Krymov in Za pravoe delo, asks with apparent seriousness, that 

if in a state of communism all will receive according to their need, 

wi 11 that also appl y, 'eCJIH KaH<.ZloMY, ocooeHHO C yTpa, rroTpeoHocTH -

COrrbIDTC~ Bce? 89 Krymov finds the implied assumption of equali t y 

particularly threatening. If equality, something which has always 

enthralled Krymov, is realised, then he is no longer necessary as a 

teacher and mentor. In the past, before Stalingrad, Krymov has always 

relied on the moral inferiority of soldiers to reinforce his personal 

authori ty. Conditions have changed. Grekov's men have grown in the 

face of adversity. Their sense of equality stems from shared dangers. 

It owes nothing to the Party. Krymov is an outsider: 

3,QeCb CB~3b Kp~oBa c JIID~bMH He JIa,QHJIaCb He nOToMY, t{TO OHH 
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OhlnH no~aBneH~ pacTep~Hhl, TpycHnH. 3~ecb nIDAH qYBCTBosanH 

ce5~ cHnbH~, ysepeHHo, H Hey~enH B08HHKlliee B HHX qYSCTBO 

cHnhl ocna6n~no HX CB~3b C KOMHCCapOM KPhlMOBhlM, Bhl8Bano 

oT~y~eHHocTb, Bpa~e6HocTb H B HeM H B HHX?90 

Conscious of the change in relationship between them and the 

Party's representatives, Grekov's men boldly express their ideas for a 

new Russia. Abolition of the kolkhoz is a key demand. They see no 

reason why they should accept the discrepancies between the theory and 

practice of equality. Krymov can provide no answers to these 

questions. Tired of their insolence and continually rebuffed in his 

attempts to win their confidence, Krymov exposes his real aims. The 

veneer of comradeship falls away: 

~ - BoeHH~ KOMHCCap, ~ npHmen, ~To6hl npeo~eneTb samy 

He~ocTynHyro napTH3aH~Hy.91 

'Partizanshchina'epitomises the nature of the conflict between Grekov 

and the men like him - and the Party. It is precisely this 

initiative and spirit of free wheeling independence, which is stopping 

the Germans. The Party recognizes its value, but also its dangers. 

The spiri t represented by Grekov will cause serious problems in the 

aftermath of victory. It must be neutralised, prevented from 

coalescing into organised opposi tion. 

unexpected: 

Krymov' s conclusions are not 

KpYMOB Tenepb ~CHO BHAen B fpeKoBe Bpam~e6Hoe H qy~oe, 

qero He MOrJIH HH YMeHblliHTb, HH 8arnymHTb r'epoH~ecKHe Aena, 

TBopHBmHec~ B oKpymeHHoM ~oMe.92 

With regard to aims, the differences between Grekov and Krymov are 

irreconcilable. Grekov is not fooled by Krymov's claim that he too is 

fighting for freedom:' Ha KoA oHa BaM. BaM Dhl TonbKO c HeMI..I.aMH 

cnpaBHTbc~' .93 As he fully understands, having beaten the Germans, 

the Party would simply carryon as before,' Bce Ha cTaphle penbchl'. 94-

Grekov wants more than the abolition of the kolkhoz, he wants an end 

to the coercion endemic in Soviet society, to what Krymov 

euphemistically refers to as the 'xo~ HCTOpHH'. 95 The eventual 

destruction of house 6/1 symbolises an end to these hopes for change. 

It signifies the grey repressive years which followed in the wake of 

Victory. 

Wounded in strange circumstances, Krymov returns to headquarters. 
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He detects indifference, even hostility from others in the front's 

poli tical directorate. Resented by his superiors, despised by Grekov 

and his men, Krymov finds himself in an ideological wilderness. His 

isolation is complete. Yet he clings onto the belief, by now the 

illusion, that the spirit of Lenin was present in house 6/1. Krymov's 

state of mind is complicated by his attitude towards Grekov, whom he 

blames for his wound and his enforced inactivity at headquarters, and 

thus indirectly for the condescension with which he is received by 

others. This becomes the dubious basis for his report: 

fpeKos pacTnHn, nOlIHTHtleCKH pa31I0mHlI BOHHCKoe no~pa3~elIeHHe, 

npoH3selI TeppaKT: cTpelI~lI B npe~cTaBHTelI~ napTHH, BoeHHoro 

I<oMHccapa.96 

Ironically, Krymov's 

removal of Krymov's 

superiors have already begun to consider the 

status as a 'representative of the Party'. 

Furthermore, Grekov senses that something much more profound than the 

lack of ideological orthodoxy in 6/1 is troubling Krymov. Krymov 

finds this unsettling. Abrasive, a brave professional soldier, Grekov 

is also a sensitive human being. Unsolicited recollections of the 

Stalinist terror come to Krymov as he writes his report. Thoughts 

that Stalin has violated the spirit of Lenin are overwhelmed by the 

belief that Stalin's iron discipline is more useful. In any case the 

general secretary has been declared by the Party to be IHenOrpemH~, 

tlyTb lIH He 60>KeCTSeHHbIfI!. 97 Measured against the fate of Bukharin, 

Rykov and Zinoviev, Grekov's is insignificant. The Old Guard 

predetermines Krymov's response. Their fate removes his power of 

decision. Krymov endorses what has in effect already been decided. 

Yet he still experiences doubts: 

MhlClIHMO lIH, aaKOHHO lIH pacnpaslI~Tbc~ c TaKO~ >KeCTOKOCTbffi c 

tllIeHaMH lIeHHHCKO~ napTHH? BOT rpeKosa paccTpelI~ffiT nepe~ 

cTpoeM. CTpaWHo, Kor~a 6bffiT no CSOHM, rpeKos se~b He CBO~, 

OH spar. 98 

For all the apparent strength of his conviction that Grekov is an 

enemy Krymov cannot shake off a feeling of unease, even 

treachery: ' ... ,nOHOC, l.{TO lIH, ~ HanHCaJI? flYCTb H He lIOlKH~, HO Bce >Ke 

~OHOC ... ' . 99 Grekov is spared the ignominy of execut ion, yet hi s 

memory is gratuitously insulted. Krymov's report denies him the 

posthumous award of the Hero of the Soviet Union and the chief of the 
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Special Section contends that Grekov has deserted to the Germans. No 

clearer statement of the division separating soldiers and commissars 

could be found. 

News of Grekov's death exacerbates Krymov's submerged doubts. For 

the first time he begins to question the legality of 1937, and more 

importantly his own role: 

nec~TKH nID~e~, coa~aBlliHX BMeCTe c AeHHHhlM oonbllieBHcTcKYro 

napTHID, OKaaanHCb npoBoKaTOpaMH, nnaTH~ areHTaMH 

HHocTpaHHb~ paaBe~oK, a O~HH nHmb qenOBeK, HHKor~a He 

aaHHMaBmH~ ueHTpanbHOro nonomeHH~ B napTHH, He aHaMeHHT~ 

KaK TeopeTHK, oKaaanc~ cnaCHTeneM ~ena napTHH, HocHTeneM 

HCTHH~. fioqeMY OHH COaHaIDTC~? 100 

Why, he asks himsel f, did he not find the strength to dispute the 

charges made against Bukharin and the others? Did he believe, or was 

he just fooling himsel f? Alongside Krymov's doubts there is a 

grudging respect for Grekov. Krymov concedes that he was right: 

rpeKoB BhlcKaa~an TO, QTO no~cny~Ho qYBcTBoBanocb BO MHOrHX 

nID~~X, TO, qTO Haxo~~Cb no~ cny~oM, TpeBOmHnO, HHTepecoBano, 

HHor~a BneK~o KpMMoBa. 101 

However, Grekov is not content to confine himself to thoughtcrime. He 

voices his opinions, encouraging others to do the same. He exposes 

the lie, underlining the weakness and submissiveness of Krymov. It is 

this as much as anything else which invites his destruction. Grekov 

is the voice of conscience: 

Ho e~Ba 3TO no~cny~Hoe OhInO BbIcKaaaHo, KpbIMOB OIl(YTHn ano6y 

H BpalfUty, meJIaHHe corHYTb rpeKoBa. ECJIH 6 nOHa~o6HJIOCb,OH, 

He Kone6n~Cb, paCCTpen~n 6M rpeKoBa. 102 

Despi te his personal loathing of the soulless bureaucrats who have 

risen with Stalin, Krymov and they are united for various reasons in 

their oppostion to what Grekov represents. But Krymov's part in the 

conspiracy is worse, much worse even than in 1937. Five years later 

he cannot hide in the anonymous ranks of the Party faithful. As an 

individual he is wrong; and he knows it. In denouncing Grekov, Krymov 

condemns himself to the same fate that would have befallen Grekov, had 

he not been killed by the Germans. 

Krymov's subsequent arrest is inevitable and coheres with the many 

un d er cur r en t sin Za pr a vo e del 0 an d Z=h=i-=z~n=-' ---,i",-----=s,,-,u=d=-'-,b:...a= .. Arrest is in 
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part the logical fulfilment of his own stated intention that he would 

not hesitate to eliminate those, who obstructed the path of 

revolution. If, as he believes, the Party has the right to function 

as the 'Meq ~HKTaTyphl' 103, then he can have no recourse to any higher 

moral or secular authority, when he too is cut down. The knife 

simile, the motif of cutting, is also to be found in Krymov's reaction 

to Grekov. Impervious to Krymov's crude persuasion, the malign 

effects of Grekov are only to be eradicated by the 'xHpyprHqeCIOn~ 

HO~'. 104 It recalls Faktorovich in "Chetyre dnya" and thus the 

distortion of logic and morality bred by ideological fanaticism. Too 

late Krymov grasps that the sword of dictatorship is primarily 

intended for the ritual slaughter and purification of the Party's own 

ranks. Krymov cannot avoid or reject this corollary. To do so is to 

proclaim the sanctity of the individual: this he has always denied. 

Individual conscience, suppressed for so long in the service of the 

revolution, begins to assert itself during his incarceration. 

Personal responsibility in the murder of the state's enemies cannot be 

brushed aside. Why now, Krymov asks himsel f, does the word donos 

sound so loathsome? 105 Success in his work as a military commissar 

was due to the system of informers which he used in army uni ts. He 

has been directly responsible for the deaths of many soldiers. In 

prison their ghosts return to haunt him: 

KpacHoapMeeu MapKeBHq 3a~BH~: « Bce KOMMYHHCThl BOp~, npH~eT 

BpeMSl, MbI HX nO~HHMeM Ha llThII<H, H Hapo~ CTaHeT cB06o~HOf\: », 

-TpHDyHa~ npHcy~Hn MapKeBHqa K paccTpeny. Be~b OH, 

~OHOCqHK, ~onOmHn B nO~HTynpaB~eHHe ¢poHTa 0 rpeKoBe, 

He yrpoDH~a Dhl rpeKoBa HeMeUKa~ DOMOa, ero Dhl paccTpen~nH 

nepe~ cTpoeM KOMaH~HpoB. qTO qYBcTBoBanH, ~yManH 3TH nW~H, 

KOTOPhlX nOChlnanH B mTpa¢Hhle POThl, cy~HnH TpHOYHanH, 

~OnpamHBanH B OCODhlX oTAenax? 106 

Nevertheless, Krymov still maintains, outwardly at least, that his 

actions were justified. A fellow prisoner asks whether he ever 

encountered signs of dissatisfaction among the troops at the front. 

Krymov denies that he has, thereby hoping to avoid awkward questions 

as to how he dealt with such manifestations of discontent. Questions 

of this nature and the ensuing discussion would destroy the illusion 

that he was justified in his denunciations. Yet Krymov's denial does 
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not help him. Having perceived and apparently avoided one of the 

snares inherent in the question, he immediately blunders into another. 

If, as he asserts, there were no signs of political discontent at the 

front, how does he explain the epidemic of desertions in 19417 More 

importantly, why has he been arrested? Should Krymov admi t the 

possibility of error in his own case, he must also concede that 

thousands of others have been wrongly persecuted, and thus that the 

entire system is fatally and intrinsically flawed. 

Krymov's encounter with Grekov attracted considerable attention 

from Soviet critics and readers. Igor' Zolotusskiy, writing in 

Literaturnaya gazeta. goes so far as to say: 

.nOM « mecTb .1lPOOb O.llHH » - u,eHTp pOMaHa, u,eHTp He TOJIbl<O 

reorpa~Ht{eCI<H~, HO H CMhlCnOBO~, nOToMY t{TO 3.lleCb 

ocymeCTBJIeHa Met{Ta 0 CBOOO.llHOM caMoynpaBJIeHHH H CBOOO.lle 

OT.1leJIbHOrO qeJIOBel<a. 107 

Unlike Bocharov, Zolotusskiy adopts a more condemnatory stance towards 

Krymov's appearance in house 6/1. Bocharov tends to exonerate 

Krymov"s behaviour, and to a large extent passes over the wider and 

deeper implications of 611 for both Zhizn' i sud' ba and thus Soviet 

society. Zolotusskiy bluntly refers to Krymov as an 'H.lle~~ 

.lI0HocqHK'.108 

Particularly contentious is Bocharov's belief that Grossman and 

Krymov concur wi th one another on the aims of the war. Bearing in 

mind the radical di fferences between Krymov and Grekov - the latter 

exempli fying the very soul of the Stalingrad defence - such a view 

hardly merits serious consideration. We find a similar line of 

argument in the following: 

To, .1l0 qero « .llOapeBaeT » KphIMOB B TlOpeMeHo~ KaMepe, 

nO.1lcTynaJIO I< aBTopy B ero TPY.llHhlX pa3.llYMb~X Ha.ll 

CTaJIHHrpa.llCKO~ « HHTepnpeTau,He~ » peBOJIIOll,HOHHhlX 

H.lleaJIOB. 109 

It is difficult to comprehend what exactly is meant by 'the Stalingrad 

interpretation of revolut ionary ideals'. Bocharov would appear to 

imply that Grossman's interpretation of the Stalingrad battle - quite 

unique in the annals of Soviet war literature - is somehow consistent 

with the aims of the Revolution which Krymov seeks to reassert. This 

is not the case. For Grossman and Grekov it is indeed a Great 
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Fatherland War. Such a notion is unacceptable to Krymov. Certainly, 

he undergoes a process of maturation in prison. Its beginnings are 

evident in Za pravoe delo. But prior to his arrest he suppresses his 

doubts and as V. Kardin has observed, Krymov's impassioned speeches 

and reports are, apart from anything else, intended to, 'no~aBHTb 

co6cTBeHHhle Kone6aHH~'. 110 Slowly, painfully, Krymov begins to 

understand the real role of the commissar. His conscience is not 

fooled by his own evasive answers to fellow prisoners. On the other 

hand Grossman's 'difficult thoughts' arose from the understanding, 

which we find in Grekov, that the great sacrifice has stopped the 

invader, but strengthened the hand of tyranny at home. Had he not 

been arrested Krymov would have been a willing participant in the 

extirpation of the 'HeAo6p~, He cOBeTcKH~ 3eneH~ ~yx' 111, manifested 

by Grekov and his fellow travellers. 

VI 

Krymov's fall from grace stems partly from the new spirit among the 

Stalingrad defenders. As victory at Stalingrad became a realistic 

possibility a different set of political and ideological priorities 

emerged. First among these was the need to ensure that the Army's 

newly acquired confidence, coupled wi th their access to the means of 

physical violence, did not present a threat to the Party. The 

commissar required little military expertise for such a task. He was 

primarily a party bureaucrat, whose abilities to intrigue on the 

Party's behalf were much more highly regarded than familiarity with 

logistics and strategy. Wi th such terms of reference the commissar 

viewed all manifestations of independence and professional autonomy on 

the part of the military wi th deep suspicion. Krymov's background 

made him unacceptable to both soldiers and the Party. Wi th bitter 

memories of collectivisation and 1937, soldiers were not prepared to 

trust someone whom they saw as a threat to their post-war aspirations. 

For its part, the Party members, particularly those who made their 

careers in the 1930s, found Krymov' s zeal and loyal t y to Marx and 

Lenin threatening. Krymov typi fied for them the Old Guard many of 

whom they had denounced to get ahead. Moreover, Krymov lacked the 

Supreme pragmatism which characterised the new careerists. Quite 
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willing to eliminate enemies of the Revolution, he was unwilling to 

accommodate himsel f to those such as his superior, Tosheev, whom he 

percei ves as, j ClIyqaffiihIe .zVISI napTHH, He cBSl3aHHble c JIeHHHCI<O~ Tpa.llHUHe~ 

JIID.llH'.112 In this climate of ideological expediency there was no room 

for, 'a coelacanthine Party official' 113 such as Krymov. 

Numerous representatives of this new type of commissar can be found 

in Zhizn' i sud' ba. All Grossman's important soldiers are linked to 

commissars and each pairing illuminates some particular aspect of the 

soldier/commissar antithesis. Significant in this respect is the 

conflict between Major Ershov and Commissar Osipov, both of whom are 

in German captivity. 

Ershov is another fine example of Grossman's soldiers. Physically 

and mentally unbreakable, he attracts a large following among fellow 

prisoners in the camp. Ershov's reputation for toughness is well 

deserved. Manhandled by one of the German guards, Ershov strikes him 

across the face. Ershov's spontaneous refusal to submit to brutality 

has a salutary effect on the German, who, stunned by such resistance, 

does not kill him, but accords him a level of respect unknown in the 

camps. In other aspects Ershov's biography is depressingly familiar. 

Following the arrest and deportation of his father as a kulak, Ershov 

was not accepted into the military academy. Unperturbed, he visits 

his father in exile, as a result of which he is thrown out of the 

Army, only to be recalled at the outbreak of war. Grossman highlights 

Ershov's Russianness. 

evokes a bear, the 

Hi s frequent gest ure of scrat ching hi s chest 

archetypal symbol of national strength and 

fear 1 essness. Charisma and personal warmth are compared to the 

radiant heat of a Russian stove. Ershov symbolises the powerful 

elemental forces of the Russian countryside. His physical and moral 

strength inspire devotion. 

carry others along with them: 

Uncontrolled by bureaucracy these forces 

EpmoB nepe*HBaJI rOpbI<Oe H xoporuee qYBCTBO - 3~eCb, r.lle 

aHKeTHhIe OocToSiTenbcTBa naJIH, OH OKaaaJICSI CHJIO~, aa HHM runH. 

HH nepB~ OT.lleJI, HH ynpaBneHHe Ka.llpOB, HH aTTeCTaUHOHHhIe 

KOMHCCHH, HH 3BOHOI< Ha pa~I<OMaj HH MHeHHe 3aMa no 

nOJIHTHqeCKO~ qaCTH. 114 

Ershov rather than the Party is the, 'BhIpa3HTeJIb MhIcJIe~ H H.lleanOB 
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JlarepHOro oomecTEa'. 115 

Ershov's aims are quite distinct from those of the Party. He sees 

the struggle against the Germans as being one for internal freedo~ as 

much as one to liberate Russian occupied territory from an external 

enemy: 

... nooe~a Ha~ rHTnepoM, CTaHeT nooe~o~ H Ha~ TeMH narep~MH 

cMepTH, r~e norHonH ero MaTb, cecTp~, OTeu. 116 

Not surprisingly there are sufficient grounds in Ershov's background 

to make him the subj ect of considerable suspicion from the likes of 

Osipov. Suspicions are strengthened by Ershov's influence among the 

prisoners, and in particular by the plan which he has conceived to 

resist the Germans. Ershov seeks to establish a network of informers 

in the camp, graduall y amassing a large enough supply of arms to 

instigate an armed uprising throughout the camp system in Europe. His 

final aim, is, he tells Mostovskoy, the creation of a, 'e~HHa~, 

cBo6o~Ha~ EEpona'. 117 Thus, Ershov represents a twofold danger. Not 

only does he serve as a non-ideological focal point of resistance to 

German rule, but he pursues a vision of Europe which is diamet ricall y 

opposed to that of the Party and Stalin's post-war plans. 

Osipov's indifference to the abolition of the Comintern, a wartime 

gesture by Stalin to his Western allies, is in marked contrast to 

Krymov. For Krymov Internationalism was the bedrock on which 

Communism was founded. Osipov endorses the words of General Gudz' in 

conversation with Mostovskoy: 

BOT qepea Eame HHTepHaUHoHanbHoe BOCnHTaHHe ~pan HaqanC~, 

Ha~o ONnO B naTpHOTHqeCKOM ~yxe BocnHT~aTb Hapo~, B PYCCKOM 

~yxe. 118 

Superficially, one might think that this serves to dispel any 

hostili ty on the part of Osipov towards Ershov; on the contrary it 

intensifies it. Osipov is quite prepared to encourage Russian 

nationalism, but wi thin a framework laid down by the Party. There is 

no place for Ershov's dangerous spontaneity and infectious, non

political optimism. Unable to manipulate him, Osipoy arranges for 

Ershoy's transfer to Buchenwald and almost certain death in the gas 

chambers. Ideological considerations determine OsipoY's decision: 

Cpaay oOHapY*HnOCb paa~BoeHHe B pyKoBo~cTBe. K EpmoEy 

cymecTEoEana CTHxH~Ha~ T~ra co CTOPOHhl MHOrHX. 3TO KpymHnO 
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eMY ronoay. OH HH aa ~TO He nO~~HHHnc~ 6hl ueHTpy. YenoaeK 

OH He~cH~, ~ymo~ ... Y Hac nony~HnHcb ~Ba ueHTpa -

6ecnapTH~HWt H napTH~H~"119 

Unlike Krymov Osipov is not moved by the mili tary calami ties of 

1941: 

o EoeHHOM nopa~eHHH nepBhlx Mec~ueB BO~hl rOBopHn YMHO, HO B 

HeN HeT rop~, roaopHT c KaKo~-To 6eamanocTHocTbID 

maXMaTHCTa. 120 

Chess provides us wi th an apposite analogy. As in chess Osipov 

follows long-term objectives, while at the same time forming short

term alliances and compromises. In 1937 as the deputy of a military 

academy he denounced dozens of st udent s as enemies of the people. 

Whether Osipov did this for ideological or purely personal reasons is 

uncertain, but his attitude towards the professional military is one 

of resentment, and even contempt. Osipov has none of the doubts which 

begin to plague Krymov about means and ends. Whatever the 

di fferences which exist and separate Krymov from soldiers, one finds 

it difficult to believe that he would be capable of exploiting German 

death camps to kill Russian soldiers. He would, one feels, at least 

afford them the dubious distinction of being executed by the Soviet 

security organs. 

Osipov frequently relates comical anecdotes about various senior 

military figures, one of whom, Eremenko, plays a major role in the 

Victory at Stalingrad. With disturbing openness he admits to Ershov 

that Tukhachevskiy, Egorov and Blyukher were, ... 'BHHoBaThl TaK, KaK ~ 

~a Thl'. 121 Underlying this admission is a mixture of belief in Party 

infallibility, that the Party always recognises its enemies, and the 

cynical view that an enemy is anyone deemed by the Party to be one. 

For Ershov this has fatal consequences. The differences between Osipov 

and Ershov are thus more fundamental than ideology: they are moral and 

spiritual. His sensitive political antennae always ensure that Osipov 

behaves in accordance wi th the Part y' swishes. Ershov adheres to a 

simple, but absolute code: evil in all its manifestations is to be 

resisted. 

VII 

To this increasingly prominent category of commissar must be added 

Dementiy Tri fonovich Getmanov, one of the most masterfully drawn and 
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compelling portraits of a party official to be found anywhere in 

Soviet prose. A striking feature of Getmanov's life is the absence 

of any outstanding achievement. Unlike Krymov he has seen no active 

service in the Civil War. Tsarist persecution was never visited on 

him and he shows none of the erudition and intellectual capacity which 

we associate with Krymov and Mostovskoy. At party conferences he 

reads report s wri t t en by others. Assigned as the personal guard to a 

minor official, Getmanov comes to the at tent ion of the part y 

apparatus, 

district 

and in the aftermath of 1937 becomes the secretary of the 

party committee, 'xoaSlHHoM oOJIacTH'.122 It is a fitting 

title, since Getmanov enjoys the power to destroy the careers and even 
'\ 

the lives of hundreds of professionally qualified people. Academics, 

doctors, engineers and other specialists seek his patronage. 

Mediocri ty is the key to Getmanov's meteoric rise. Bereft of any 

remarkable personal or intellectual qualities, he succeeds in the 

Party because he commits himself so unhesitatingly and uncritically to 

its precepts; he embodies the '~yx napTHAHocTH'. 123 The reward is the 

Party's trust: 

noeepHe napTHH! reTMaHoB aHan BenHKoe aHa~eHHe 3THX cnOB. 

llapTHSI ~OBepSlJIa eMY! Becb ero mHaHeH~ Tpy~, r~e He 6hlnO 

HH BenHKHX KHHr', HH aHaMeHHTbIX OTKPbITH~, HH BblHrpaHHbIX 

cpameHHA, 6~ Tpy~OM orpoMH~ ynopH~ ueneycTpeMneHHb~, 

oc06~, Bcer~a HanpSlmeHH~ OeCCOHHhlM. rnaBHb~ H BhlCmH~ 

C~CJI 3Toro Tpy~a COCTOSlJI B TOM, ~TO BOaHHKaJI OH no 

Tpe60BaHHW napTHH H BO HMSI HHTepecoB napTHH. rJIaBHaSi H 

BhlcmaSi Harpa~a aa 3TOT Tpy~ COCTOSlJIa B O~HOM - B ~oBepHH 

napTHH. 124-

Trust reflect s the approval of Stalin, the highest embodiment of the 

party line, in whose name Getmanov acts. 

Poshlost' and Gogolien satire feat ure in Grossman's portrayal of 

Getmanov. The name Getmanov is an ironic reminder of its bearer's 

military ignorance. Its root suggests hetman, a Cossack military 

commander, a role for which Getmanov is singularly unsuited. Indeed 

Getmanov is not the only commissar whose name has satirical 

connotations: Neudobnov's name (his colleague at the front) suggest s 

neudobnyy. 'uncomfortable'~ 

osipat', to go hoarse; and 

or 'embarrassing': Osipov, the verb 

Pivovarov, pi vovar, brewer. Initially 
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perturbed by his appointment to the front, interpreting it as a loss 

of favour, Getmanov, convinces himself of its importance, 'B TaHKoBbffi 

Kopnyc nOIDJIlOT He Ka~Of'O'. 125 As Getmanov stands before a mirror, 

resplendent in a new uniform, pronouncing his rank with obvious 

relish, one is reminded of any number of Gogol's dead souls. 

Similarly, we note Getmanov's desk, described as being, 'npocTopHbffi 

KaK cTenb'. 126 Such hyperbole in similes of characterization is 

unusual in Grossman. Yet the image is effective. It conveys a 

bureaucrat's table free from the stationery accoutrements associated 

with bureaucracy. Getmanov's function is not to concern himself with 

the minutiae of administration. It consists of the execution of the 

Party's wishes. As spacious as the steppe, the table is a symbol of 

the immense power he wields, the extent of his influence. 

Humour is rare in Grossman, but there are instances of it 

occasionally. PerUSing Getmanov's photographic album, a guest finds a 

portrait of Stalin which has been defaced by Getmanov's son: Stalin 

appears with blue earrings and beard. Getmanov is reminded of an 

incident before the war in which a student fired at a portrai t of 

Stalin from an air rifle. Eventually the miscreant was arrested, 

denounced by a colleague who feared his own arrest for remaining 

silent. The reference is clear: the student was denounced as a 

precaution. Despite the fact that his own son is only five years old 

Getmanov is anxious lest the incident be used against him. He 

remembers the past and fears the future. The incident is illuminating 

as well as humorous. It is precisel y the kind of minor detail which 

Getmanov himself so ruthlessly exploits in his manipulation of others. 

Biographically Getmanov is associated with Khrushchev. We are 

given to believe that Khrushchev, then serving as a member of the 

military council at Stalingrad remembers Getmanov from their work in 

the Ukraine. That Khrushchev served in this capacity on the 

Stalingrad front is an historically established fact. 127 Whether 

Getmanov is modelled after a specific figure is not clear. Following 

the pattern of Grossman's other characters this is most likely. More 

than that it makes a telling swipe at Khrushchev himself. The 

suggestion from Grossman that Khrushchev would patronise Getmanov 

cannot have endeared him to a man to whom Grossman wrote an 

impassioned plea for the release of Zhizn' i sud' ba. Indeed, it is 
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not unthinkable that Getmanov was based on Khrushchev himsel f. Hi s 

connections with the Ukraine and his wartime appointment as commissar 

point in this direction. This would be an even stronger reason as to 

why Khrushchev remained resolutely deaf to Grossman's request. 

In conversation with his party cronies Getmanov reveals his 

attitude towards the military. Although he has yet to meet Novikov, 

the commander to whose headquarters he will be attached, Getmanov 

takes an instinctive dislike to him, irritated by his alleged 

professionalism. The initiative and vigour with which Novikov has 

pursued his concept of the tank battle - an allusion to Za pravoe 

delo - are inconceivable for someone like Getmanov, who always reacts 

to authority, but never initiates anything himself. Asked for his 

opinion of Novikov, Getmanov is dismissive: 

Da BOT TaKoA, B~BH*eHeu BoeHHoro BpeMeHH, ~o BoAHbI 

HH~eM oco6~ OH He OTnH~anc~. 128 

In the light of Getmanov's rapid career advancement, before and during 

the war, on the basis of non-achievement, his remarks abound in irony. 

However, his assertion is not entirely false. Novikov undoubt edl y 

owes his promotion to high command to the war, as he himself realises. 

Yet his progress is due to the changing methods of mechanised warfare. 

Novikov's success reflects innate ability, dedication and experience. 

Unlike Getmanov, he has not made his career through denunciation and 

unthinking obedience. Novikov reminds Getmanov of his mediocri ty, 

which further fuels his resentment towards the professional soldier. 

Similarly, among Getmanov's supporters there is indignation that 

General Neudobnov, an unimaginative and loyal party member, has been 

subordinated to Novikov as his chief of staff. Neudobnov' s 

suitability for command is based on his experience of state work, a 

euphemism for an active role in the Terror, alluded to in Za pravoe 

delo. Complete military ignorance is not seen as a serious stumbling 

block. Getmanov is more realistic about Neudobnov's job expectations, 

yet he is not unsympathetic. Aware of the limitations of the party 

cadres in military matters, he nevertheless believes that they should 

enjoy comparable status and authority. 

Ominously for Novikov the question of his relationship with Zhenya 

is raised, which in turn draws attention to Krymov. 

stage in the narrative things look black for Krymov. 
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made of the fact that he is considered a 'aarHolllHK' 129 and there is 

open discussion of his links with Rightists and Trotskiyists from very 

early on. The full significance of these revelations is not lost on 

Getmanov: 

A reTM8H08, caM nr06H8mH~ OmenOMHTb cooece~HHKa cMenocTb~, 

npocToTO~ H HCKpeHHocTb~, xopomo aHan 0 cOKp08eHHo~ rnYOHHe, 

MOnq88me~ no~ n08epxHocTb~ mH80rO, He nocpe~cT8eHHoro 

paaro8opa. 130 

For Novikov the consequences are potentially fatal. Should the need 

arise, such associations with Krymov, however tenuous and indirect, 

will form the basis of a denunciation. As one of Getmanov's 

colleagues menacingly puts it, 'a aaOhl8aTb HaM HHQerO He nono~eHo'. 131 

Listening to her husband's machinations, Getmanov's wife is baffled 

by the importance at tached to the marital prospects of Novikov and 

Zhenya. Notwithstanding their naivety, her comments are nevertheless 

pertinent, when one considers Russia's situation: 

CTpaHHo ~ame cnymaTb 8am paaro8op, H KaK Oy~TO BO~Hhl HeT, 

a TonbKO aaOOThl - Ha KOM 9TOT KOMKOP meHHTC~, H KTO Ob~mH~ 

MY~ y ero 6y~yme~ meHhl. Thl c KeM 3TO, nHMa, coopanc~ 

8oe8aTb?132 

The discussion amid the atmosphere of cosy domesticity is an essential 

preamble to future developments in the relationship between Getmanov 

and Novikov. It highlights the huge disparity between the grasping, 

philistine and ruthless apparatchik, who has sold his soul to the 

Party, and the war~ caring and comme il faut persona, which he adopts 

among Novikov's men. 

Novikov' s int eract ion with Getmanov and Neudobnov is one of the 

most important narrative lines in Zhizn' i sud'ba and thoroughly 

explores the conflict of interests between Party and Army. It begins 

during the training and preparation of Novikov's new command, at a 

stage when he is still ignorant of his mission at Stalingrad, 

extending through the counter-offensive in which Novikov's tank corps 

plays a decisi ve role. As in other areas of modern war Grossman's 

knowledge of the peculiarities of the tank soldier is impressively 

detailed. Intrinsically valuable, it attests the immense gulf in 

knowledge of military matters which divides Novikov and Getmanov. 

Ignorance on Getmanov's part is perhaps understandable. However, he 
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makes no attempt to eliminate the gaps in his knowledge, preferring 

instead to insinuate himself, as he privately admits, by striking the 

'npaBHnbHa~ nHHH~'. 133 

Differences in attitudes and priorities separating the two men come 

quickly to the fore. Getmanov's ebullience saps Novikov's c:~fidence. 

Proposing a toast to the men under his command, who have completed 

their training, Novikov belatedly includes one to Stalin, annoyed that 

Getmanov has noticed his clumsy haste. But Getmanov responds 

enthusiastically: 

qTO Ee, na~HO, 3a CTapHQKa, 3a oaTbKY Hamero. ~onn~H ~o 

Bon~cKoA BO~hl no~ ero BO~HTenbCTBOM. 134 

This is Getmanov at his most dangerousi it is an invitation for 

Novikov to castigate Stalin's incompetence in allowing the Germans to 

reach the Volga. Novikov does not take the bait, but he is baffled by 

Getmanov's words, uncertain as to how they should be interpreted: 

HOBHKOB nocMoTpen Ha KOMMccapa, HO qTO npOqTeWb Ha TonCTOM, 

cKynacToM, ynhl5aIDmeMc~ nH~e YMHoro copaKaneTHero qenOBeKa c 

npHmypeHHhlMH, BhlCOKHMH H He~OOphlMM rnaaaMM. 135 

Equally dangerous are Getmanov's efforts to elicit a compromising 

answer from Novikov concerning the purges in the Army. He recalls 

Neudobnov's and his own involvement, seeking quite deliberately to 

provoke Novikov: 

CnaBH~, xop0mHA qenOseK. oonbmesHK. CTanHHe~ HaCTO~mHA. 

Bonbmo~ onhlT PYKoso~~me~ paooThl. B~ep~a oonbma~. ~ ero 

nOMHID no TpH~~aTb ce~bMoMy ro~y. Ero Emos npHcnan 

npoH3secTH paCQHCTOqKY B soeHHOM oKpyre, a~, 3HaeTe, B Ty 

nopy, caM He ~cn~MH 3aBe~osan. Ho ym OH nopaooTan. He ~~~~, 

a Tonop, no cnHcKY B pacxo~ nycKan ... 136 

Perplexed by what he perceives to be a note of reproach for the 

excesses of 1937, Novikov acknowledges the loss: 

~a, CKaaan Me~neHHO H HeOXOTHO HOBHKOB, Koe-TO HanOMan B 

Ty nopy ~pOB. 137 

Recollections of his participation in the purges serve a less 

obvious function. They are designed to assert a psychological 

authority over Novikov. In essence they constitute a threat. Novikov 

may be the nominal head of the corps, but real power inheres in the 

office represented by Getmanov and Neudobnov. It is a reminder that 
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Novikov's career and life are in their hands. Grossman is without a 

doubt, 'MacTep nCHxonorH~eCKO~ ~eTanH'. 138 Getmanov continues the 

process of psychological intimidati'on throughout his relationship with 

Novikov. While in Kuibishev on military matters, Novikov takes the 

opportunity to visit Zhenya. Getmanov wastes no time in demonstrating 

his knowledge of this fact. Novikov is to feel that every aspect of 

his life is under scrutiny, 

ubiquitous and omniscient. 

and that the Party's representatives are 

Getmanov is a master of innuendo. He is 

rendered particularly dangerous by the fact that his threats are never 

more than implied. Gestures of friendship create confidence and 

trustj an atmosphere in which damaging or potentially useful 

information is more likely to be revealed. Every word and deed has to 

be carefully measured. One can only agree with Lipkin's observation 

that, 'HcKpeHHocTb feTMaHoBa BHymaeT cTpax'. 139 

Novikov's relationship wi th Zhenya proves the point. Getmanov 

informs Novikov that he has only recently learned from Neudobnov that 

Krymov's credentials nearly cost him his life in 1937. This is a lie. 

Getmanov knew of these details well before meeting Neudobnov, and he 

seeks more. Thus, he casually asks Novikov whether Krymov has ever 

spent any time in German captivity, convinced that Krymov has told his 

wife something incriminating about his breakout from encirclement. He 

is certainly no 'npocTo~ymH~ qenoBeK'140, as he tells Novikov. 

Clearly, he wishes to hide from Novikov the full extent of his 

knowledge about Krymov's past. His reasons soon become apparent. 

Novikov challenges the relevance of Krymov's past for his present 

task. Getmanov, in a masterful, and barely discernible move, implies 

that these are Neudobnov' s concerns, not his. Wi th st unning deceit, 

aimed at winning Novikov's confidence, he adds that Neudobnov: 

... 3HTY3HacT TpH~uaTb ce~bMoro ro~a, ero HaqeTHHK, 

c 3TH~ n03HUH~ He co6bemb'. 141 

Attempting to dissociate himself still further from Neudobnov, he 

speaks sympathetically of numerous disgraced soldiers who have been 

rehabilitated and are now serving in the Army. Even Krymov, he adds, 

is serving at Stalingrad among the troops, a fully accredited member 

of the Party. The reference to Krymov is shrewd. It plays upon 

Novikov's love of Zhenya, and thus his likely jealousy towards 

Krymov. I t produces the desired effect. Novikov bitterly attacks 
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what Getmanov has contrived to suggest are Neudobnov's opinions. 

However, in his anger, smouldering resentment and frustration, he 

reveals that Trotsky had been impressed by one of Krymov's articles. 

Had this information come to light in 1937, it would have sealed 

Krymov's fate there and then, as Zhenya told Novikov. Novikov's slip 

is the final nai 1 in Krymov' s cof fin. Nor does it help Novikov. It 

would not be too difficult to fabricate the existence of a Trotskyist 

cell in the heart of the Army. Delighted by his success, Getmanov 

masks his satisfaction by a display of affection. Unaware of what he 

has done, Novikov mistakes Getmanov's behaviour as a sign of respect. 

This scene illuminates the truly Machiavellian side to Getmanov's 

character. Well aware of Novikov's feelings for Zhenya, he offers 

Novikov an opportunity to rid himself of a rival. Incrimination of 

Krymov is not deliberate. Subconsciously, Novikov may well desire the 

removal of hi s ri val. One could imagine him challenging Krymov face 

to face. Yet he is incapable of writing a donos. 

Getmanov percei ves that Novikov knows something. 

Inst inct i vely, 

His devious and 

treacherous talent consists in creating the requisite conditions, in 

which, Novikov, provoked and artfully manipulated, will reveal his 

secret. Getmanov unerringly taps the jealousy which lurks in every 

man's heart. He acquires more than information. 

succumbed, Novikov loses his political innocence. 

Tempted, and having 

Being a competent 

professional soldier is not enough. Getmanov has morally compromised 

him as well, drawing him into a world of intrigue. 

For his part Neudobnov inspires a mixture of contempt and 

revulsion. Brutish and cunning, he embodies characteristics of the 

worst kind of party official. He and Getmanov are indeed united by a, 

'npOQHaSl OOIIUiOCTb'. 142 Throughout his career Neudobnov has occupied 

himsel f with the darker side of the Party. He has connections with 

the OGPU, and before the war, at a time when the overwhelming majority 

of Russians were frightened to associate wi th foreigners, Neudobnov 

travelled abroad. Like Getmanov he enj oys that priceless commodity: 

the Party's trust. Ruthlessly acquisitive, there is a hint from 

Grossman, that Neudobnov, in addition to the immense privileges 

conferred by nomenklatura status, has expropriated the possessions of 

purge victims. He is particularly proud of a shotgun he has acquired, 

and Novikov's comment that the Tsar probably owned one is a perceptive 
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insight into the new ruling elite. Power, and those who aspire to it, 

remain unchanged. Neudobnov's love of hunting, the pastime of the 

Tsarist autocracy, is also shared by General Gudz', one of the many 

incompetent officers with whom Ershov must cope in his proposed 

uprising. This minor parallel perhaps points to more fundamental 

ones: that both Novikov and Ershov face treachery and interference 

from military ignoramuses. 

Neudobnov's obsession with simplistic ideological formulae distorts 

his already woefully limited grasp of military matters. He sees 

'wreckers' and 'saboteurs' in every branch of Soviet society. He 

seems genuinely surprised that 'wreckers' 

diverse trades as those involoving 

should have penetrated such 

the production of medical 

instruments and boots for the Army, a bi ting piece of sarcasm which 

Grossman shares with the reader. In all sincerity he relates to 

Novikov the case of 'the wrecker architects', whose nefarious plans to 

design streets in Moscow sui table for enemy planes to land on were 

exposed. Amazed by Neudobnov's apparent sincerity, Novikov dismisses 

the whole idea as, 'BoeHHo 5earpaMoTHo'. 143 Notwithstanding his 

manifest ineligibility for military command Neudobnov regards his 

subordination to Novikov as merely an unwelcome necessity of wartime. 

With the war over this 'HeHopManbHoe nonomeHHe' 144 will be 

terminated. It is not so much the war which Neudobnov regards as an 

abnormal situation, but rather, one feels, the fact that he has to 

defer to Novikov. Moreover, he seems capable only of mouthing 

quotations from the works of Lenin and Stalin and is oblivious to the 

current military situation - so much so that even Getmanov has to 

remind him of the difference between slogans and reality. But 

Neudobnov remains unmoved: 

Ho Hey~06HoB noman nne~aMH, TO~HO HeMU~, CTO~BillHe Ha Bonre, 

HH~ero He aHaqHnH no cpaBHeHH~ c cnoBaM~ 0 TO~ qTO HH 

BepillKa cBoe~ aeMnH He OT~a~HM. 145 

Yet for all its apparent rigidity Neudobnov's and Getmanov's 

perception of ideology differs considerably from that of Krymov or 

Mostovskoy. Its one inviolable tenet is the will of the current 

leader. Everything else is discarded or enhanced according to that 

principle. To quote Neudobnov: 

Kor~a-To ~ aaKn~qanH c HeuuaMH EpecTcKH~ MHP, B 3TOM 6~ 
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OonbmeBH8~ a Tenepb TOBapH~ CTanHH npH8Ban YHH4TOmHTb Bcex 

HeMUeB-oKKynaHToB ~o nocne~Hero, ... B ~TOM OonbweBH3M ... 

B Hame Bpe~ oonbmeBHK npe~~e Bcero - pyccKH~ naTpHoT. 146 

In fact to talk of ideology with regard to Getmanov and Neudobnov is 

too flattering. Neither has any regard for intellectual activity, 

being content to serve as the conduits for the ideas of others. 

Russian patriotism, the latest manifestation of Bolshevism, 

encroaches upon Novikov's right to appoint his officers. He considers 

a Major Basangov, a Kalmyk, to be the ideal candidate for the post of 

chief of staff in his second brigade. Getmanov objects on grounds of 

nationality, despite the fact that the designated appointee is a 

capable officer. Qui te correctly, Novikov contends that in war the 

most important qualification is an officer's abilities. But Getmanov 

is adamant, untouched by the internationalism which enthused Krymov: 

HaUMeH ene B aaoyKe paaoHpaeTc~, a Mhl ero B HapKOMhl 

B~BHraeM. A Hamero MBaHa, nycTb OH ceMH n~~e~ BO 

noy, cpaay no manKe, yCTyna~ Aopory HaUMeHyl 

BenHK~ PyCCK~ Hapo~ B HaUMeHbmHHcTBo npeBpaTHnH. 

~ 3a Apymey Hapo~oB, HO He 3a TaKy~. XBaTHT!147 

Novikov capitulates, resent ing the interference and painfull y 

conscious of his own timidity. Operational efficiency is being 

impaired for spurious reasons. Having given in so easily, Novikov 

realises that he has indirectly contributed to this state of affairs. 

He protests to Neudobnov: 

Mo~ omHoKa, npHHec B mepTBy BOHHCKoe YMeHHe aHKeTHhlM AaHHhlM. 

Ha ¢poHTe B~paBH~ TaM no aHKeTHhlM ~aHHhlM He nOBoroemb. 148 

Increasingly, Novikov questions the necessity of the commissars, 

and his own response to them. He is struck by his own timidity. 

Di ffident and inart iculate in their presence, he confidently expects 

to overcome the Germans in battle. 

grotesque imbalance: 

There exists a fundamental and 

nID~H, He 3HaBmHe KanHopoB apTHnnepHH, He YMeBmHe rpaMoTHO 

Bcnyx np04ecTb 4ymo~ pyKO~ An~ HHX HanHcaHHYro pe4b, 

nyTaBmHeC~ B KapTe, rOBopHBmHe BMecTo « npoueHT », 

« np6ueHT », « BbUlaronu-m nonKoBoAeu », « EepnHH » , Bcer,na 

PYKoBOAHnH HM. OH HM AOKna,nhlBan. 149 

Their strength, as Novikov comprehends, lies in their ignorance. 

_1~"_ 
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Apparently resolute solutions derive from the near illiteracy of the 

commissars who propose them, and from their facile appreciat ion of 

complex questions. For all his expertise in military affairs Novikov 

is painfully wise to the fact that he does not exercise total control 

over his unit, and that he must still submit to an external authority 

represented by Getmanov and Neudobnov. Novikov's struggle with 

Getmanov and Neudobnov for moral and personal independence parallels 

the forthcoming bat tIe with the Germans. To master the Germans 

effectively he must first overcome the influence of Getmanov, and 

break free from his spell. Novikov welcomes the opportunity: 

BO~Ha nOKameT, KOMY POCCH~ o6~3aHa, - TaKHM, KaK OH, 

HnH TaKHM, KaK feTMaHoB. 150 

Roles are subtly reversed as they move closer towards the front. 

Getmanov discovers that certain officers are less susceptible to his 

brand of charm. This is especially the case with some of Novikov's 

brigade commanders. Lacking their combat experience, Getmanov feels a 

distinct sense of inferiority. On one occasion the mask of 

comradeship momentarily falls away, exposing thi s raw nerve. 

Resentful of Makarov's greater experience in battle and his aloofness, 

Getmanov angrily exclaims to Novikov: 

~ H3 Hero B~H6y ~Hnoco¢HID COpOK nepBoro ro~a! 151 

Getmanov exposes more than personal resentment. Fundamental to the 

biography of nearly all Grossman's soldiers is the bitter, but 

educative experience of 1941. That Getmanov or Neudobnov have not 

been through this hard school prevents them from fully understanding 

the mentality of the frontovik or front line soldier. Novikov, 

Grekov, Ershov, Darenskiy and Berezkin belong to a select group, 

membership of which, unlike Getmanov's nomenklatura status, is gained 

on the basis of moral and physical courage of the highest order. 

Getmanov both resents and fears its exclusivity. On a more mundane 

level Getmanov's hypocrisy comes to 1 ight, weakening his authori t y 

over Novikov. He sees no contradiction between his affair with a 

nurse and the fact that he has rebuked Belov, one of Novikov's 

officers, for adultery. Yet such hypocrisy is only to be expected. 

It is an integral part of Getmanov's personal life and party work. 

Indeed, he cannot function without it. 

Nei ther can the dangers of the front be ignored. For the first 
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time in the war Getmanov and Neudobnov experience the numbing effects 

of strafing. Getmanov follows Novikov's example and throws himself to 

the ground. Shaken, he has kept his nerve. Neudobnov has remained 

frozen to the spot. Getmanov makes light of it, suggesting that 

Neudobnov has displayed contempt for his Ii fe, but no one is fooled. 

Another episode is equally instructive for Neudobnov. Left alone at 

Novikov's headquarters, he begins to understand some of the problems 

f aced by front 1 ine commanders, whi ch he has hi thert 0 di smi ssed as 

being of little consequence. Compared with a possible German tank 

attack party bureaucracy seems profoundly impotent: 

BApyr npoTHBHHK noneaeT - seAb OT mTa6a AO ~poHTa meCTbAec~T 

KHnoMeTpoa. TYT He npHnyrHemb cH~THeM c Aon~ocTH, He 

06SHHHmb s cs~aax c aparaMH HapoAa. ilpYT TaHKH H npyT, qeM 

HX oCTaHOSHmb? .. MOmp rocYAapcTseHHoro rHesa, ... He CTOHna HH 

rpoma. 152 

No less worrying for Neudobnov than the threat of a surprise attack is 

the fact that he would have sole responsibility in Novikov's absence. 

Accustomed to taking decisions - or rather implementing those of his 

superiors - without the protective and supportive party hierarchy, 

Neudobnov finds such a prospect daunting. 

Exposure to danger has a marked effect on Neudobnov. Several 

officers, among them Novikov, are discussing the course of the war. 

They criticise senior commanders who waste human life, impervious to 

casualties so long as objectives are achieved. At this juncture, 

Neudobnov, who himself has been directly responsible for the deaths of 

many, interjects that lives should be saved. They are, he says,' Ham 

caMblfl AparoIleHHb~ KanHTan'. 153 Neudobnov fails to convince. The 

economic metaphor betrays his real attitude: soldiers are a commodity 

to be expended. To Novikov's earlier expression of sympathy for a 

batch of young recruits going up to the front, Neudobnov reacts with 

indifference, almost contempt, 'KaAphl, 6pocoshle, connHshle'.154 

Conversion to the belief that life should be saved reflects fear for 

hi s own skin. 

is blunt: 

Novikov detects this spurious volte-face. 

AomKHocTb. 155 

Angered, he 

Such a remark articulates the dilemma faced by all competent 
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officers. For that reason it does not concern Getmanov or Neudobnov. 

Novikov is well aware of the awesome responsibility imposed by his 

posi tion: the need to balance the l'oss of Ii fe wi th the at tainment of 

his military objectives. Furthermore, he is struck by the fact that 

the high command are always ready to exact fearful penalties for loss 

of equipment, but seem unconcerned by excessive expenditure of 11 fe, 

or to use the military euphemism, 'mHBa~ cHna'. 156 For Novikov, saving 

Ii fe is a paramount consideration; it embodies the profound and acute 

pathos of the commander, who, loving his men, must nevertheless send 

them into battle: 

Ta~Ha~ Ta~hlX BOAHN, ee TparHqeCK~ ~yx 6hlnH B npaBe O~Horo 

qenOBeKa rrocnaTb Ha CMepTb ~pyroro qenOBeKa. 157 

This principle decisively influences Novikov in the opening stages 

of the counter-offensive. Eager to send his tanks forward into the 

breach created by the artillery barrage, Novikov notices that several 

concentrations of enemy guns remain unscathed. Heavy and unnecessary 

casualties will result if he orders his tanks forward in accordance 

with the predetermined schedule. Novikov delays the advance, 

incurring the wrath of his superior officers, who for their part are 

apprehensive of Stalin's impatience. Similarly, Getmanov applies 

pressure to stick to the plan despite the likelihood of heavy losses: 

Heo6xo~HMOCTb ~epTBoBaTb nID~bMH pa~H ~ena Bcer~a Ka3anOCb 

eMY eCTecTBeHHo~f HeocrropHMo~ He TonbKO BO Bpe~ BO~Hhl. 158 

However, Novikov resists the pressure for a premature advance. When 

his tanks finally move forward they encounter minimal resistance, and 

a vital phase of the battle succeeds. Morally and professionally this 

is Novikov's triumph over the weeks of frustration and submission to 

Getmanov's insidious influence. To quote Grigoriy Svirskiy: 

BoceMb MHHyT cBoe~ mH3HH HOBHKOB Ben ce6~, KaK 

nO~CKa3hlBanH eMY ero onhlT H COBeCTb. 159 

Novikov's defiance is one of the moral beacons in Zhizn' 1 sud' ba. In 

delaying the advance he has sacri ficed the praise of his superiors, 

who, it is fair to say, would have capitulated without a second 

thought. All chances of promotion have gone and the risk of arrest 

and execution is very real. But Novikov has discharged a higher duty: 

ECTb npaBo 60nbmee, qeM npaBo rrOChlnaTb, He 3a~yMhlBa~Cbf 

CMepTb. npaBo 3a~yMaTbc~, nOChlna~ Ha CMepTb. HOBHKOB 

-1F1'1-
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HcnonHHn 3Ty oTBeTcTBeHHocTb. 160 

Getmanov's reaction to Novikov's delay of the advance follows the 

established pattern of hypocrisy noted earlier. Outwardly, he 

congratulates Novikov in an excessive and mawkish display of warmth, 

which even the ossified Neudobnov attempts to outdo. However, the 

real Getmanov, devious, suspicious and always careful to safeguard his 

own interests, is not idle. No sooner has he bestowed congratulations 

on Novikov than he is writing what he euphemistically calls a letter 

in which Novikov's responsibility for the delay is outlined. Later, 

as it becomes apparent that Novikov's decision was justified, he and 

Neudobnov seek to persuade Novikov to abandon caution, hoping to reap 

the glory in being the first Soviet unit to cross the border into the 

Ukraine. Notwithstanding its minor military value, Novikov, too, is 

intoxicated with thoughts of Victory. The three men share a common 

interest. Glory will be theirs, but failure will be exclusively 

Novikov's, as he knows: 

OHH pa~H 3Toro rOTOBhl DhlnH nO~H Ha nr060A PHCK, HO O~HHM 

nHmb He xOTenH pHCKoBaTb - npHH~Tb Ha ceD~ oTBeTcBeHHOCTb 

B cnyqae Hey~a~H. 161 

Yet the advance cannot continue. Exhausted, Novikov's men need to 

rest and a halt is called for recuperation. Greedy for glory and full 

of menace, Getmanov alternately cajoles and mocks Novikov, hoping to 

persuade him to resume the advance. In desperation, he threatens to 

report Novikov to the Front Military Command. Just as inauspicious 

for Novikov are Getmanov's denials that he effusively thanked and 

kissed Novikov for his courageous decision to hold back the advance. 

Similarly, in what appears to be an allusion to Zhenya, he accuses 

Novikov of being I no~ ~y}f{,llhIM BnH51HHeU' 162. Getmanov' s threats are 

real enough. Novikov's order is countermanded, and eventually he is 

removed from his post. Summoned to Moscow, he most likely perishes, 

the victim of Getmanov's donas. 

The conflict between Novikov and Getmanov has a defini te message 

for contemporary Soviet society. Initiative, responsibility and 

flexibility, all prominent themes of perestroyka, are seen to triumph 

over bl ind adherence to rules. Cynics might add that given Novikov' s 

likely fate, such qualities are a liability. The villain of the piece 

is Getmanov, who in the context of Gorbachev's Russia, is an obvious 
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target for reform. Thus it is probably no coincidence that this 

particular episode was singled out for publication in the mass 

circulation weekly Ogonyok just at a time when the bureaucracy was 

coming under increasing attack in the press for its inertia. Many 

Soviet critics have recognised the significance of Getmanov. 

words of V. Kardin: 

~aBHeHbKo yKopeHHnc~ B Hame~ mHaHH ~eMeHTH~ TpH¢oHOBHq 

feTMaHoB t He pacnoaHaHH~, Me~y npOqHM, nHTepaTYpo~, 

rOToBo~ HHO~ paa BH~eTb ero aa Toro « nOJIO>KHTeJIbHOrO 

In the 

repo~ », KOToporo ~eC~THJIeTH~MH H~eT Ta qaCTb Hame~ KpHTHKH, 

qTO, no~o6Ho Ka~poBHKaM, ueHHT B repoe aHKeTHYID HenOpOqHOCTb 

H YMeHHe npOH3HOCHTb CJlOBa, cooTBeTcTBYWmHe 3noxe. 163 

A. Bocharov, who has been markedly reticent about some of the 

uglier motives of the commissars generally, and Getmanov and Neudobnov 

most specifically, has made the following evaluation of the commissar 

theme in Grossman: 

... OH [rpoccMaHJ npHxo~HT K nOHHMaHHID Toro, HaCKonbKO 

pa3HWMH OKaaanHCb aaTeM Kp~OB H reTMaHoB, MOCTOBCKO~ H 

OCHnoB, ITHBoBapoB H ITp~XHH. KOMHccap~ ~JI~ fpoccMaHa -

no-npeEHeMy peBOJIWUHOHHa~ COBeCTb Hapo~a, nOToMy c HHM 

OOJlbme H cnpoc. 164 

The assertion that the commissars in Grossman represent a homogeneous 

body, motivated by similar concerns, and united by common aims, is 

decidedly hollow. It ignores the fundamental differences between them 

which we have noted. What exactly is meant by the term' revolutionary 

conscience' is uncertain. But if it means a set of principles derived 

from the aims of the revolution and interpreted by a select few, then 

clearly there exists an insurmountable difference of approach between, 

for example, Krymov and Getmanov. Krymov naively and too dogmatically 

adheres to the belief that the aims of the war and the revolution are 

in harmony. In fact Bocharov insists that in Za pravoe delo Krymov is 

too orthodox. 165 Notions of conscience, revolutionary or otherwise, 

are utterly alien to Getmanov, Osipov and Neudobnov. Nor does the 

revolution's heritage especially interest Getmanov. Marx, Engels and 

Lenin are names to be invoked on appropriate occasions. They inspire 

no passion or intellectual admiration. Getmanov's raison d' ~tre is 

the pursuit and exercise of power. Everything is sacrificed to that 
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end. 

Traditionally in Soviet war literature the soldier and commissar 

are portrayed as being bound together by mutual respect and 

professional competence. Of course given his superior grounding in 

ideology and the trust of the Party, it is a relationship in which the 

commissar is very much primus int er pares. In thi s chapt er it has 

been argued that in Narod bessmerten and Za pravoe delo Grossman 

indirectly challenges the assumptions underlying this relationship. 

Inconsistencies exist which cannot easily be explained away. In 

Zhizn' i sud'ba Grossman finally destroys the myth of commissar 

superiority, and thus the commissars' perceived right to lead 

professional soldiers. Whether among the beleagured subunits of 

Stalingrad, or in German captivity, or accompanying the Army on their 

counter-offensive, the commissars put their own interests above those 

of the Army and to a large extent above the interests of the broad 

mass of Soviet people whom the Army represents. The effects of 

appointing commissars have yet to be fully researched. But one 

conclusion seems unavoidable: final victory was delayed, and achieved 

at much greater cost in lives, than if commissars had not been 

appointed. 
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Concepts of War and Progress 

VI 

I 

War and progress are fundamentally and inextricably linked in the 

thought of Marxism-Leninism. Unless it serves the narrow and 

progressive interests of establishing the classless society war is 

reactionary and unjust. It is, 'based on private ownership and the 

division of society into classes'. 1 As human societies move closer to 

becoming a classless entity, one of the final goals of progress as 

envisaged by Soviet ideology, so they will become increasingly free 

from the, , aHTarOHHCTH'lHOCTb, npOTHBOpe'lHSI npelKHHx <PopMau,HA' . 2 

Liberated from the legacy of class hostility, and thus the scourge of 

war, mankind will stand on the threshold of a new era. Much of 

Grossman's writing challenges this understanding of progress and war, 

with profound implications for the vision of a Soviet Utopia. 

One of the most important texts for this theme, in many respects a 

seminal work, is "Esli verit' pifagoreytsam". Written before the 

German invasion, the play develops an idea which first appeared in 

embryonic form in Stepan Kol'chugin: namely that historical phenomena 

are repeated ad infini tum. One of Sergey's friends quotes from a 

speech made by Claudius to the Roman Senate: 

Bce, nO'lTeHHhle ceHaTop~, llTO Tenepb C'lHTaeTC~ OlleHb CTaphlM, 

6hlnO HOBO ... H TO, 'lTO Mhl cero~H~ nO~Kpenn~eM npHMepaMH,CaMO 

6y~eT B 'lHCne npHMepoB. 3 

The title and one of the play's main themes allude to an apocryphal 

remark made by the Greek teacher, Eudemius, which is quoted by 

Grossman from Theodor Gomperz, the well known classical scholar: 

If we are to believe the Pythagoreans, I shall once more 

gossip among you, with this little staff in my hand, and 

again as now ye will be sitting before me, and likewise will 

it be with all the rest .• 

This idea is not unique to the Pythagorean school of philosophy. It 

is to be found among the ideas of Anaximander, Heraclitus and 

Empidocles, and manifests itself in the modern era in Nietzsche's 

ideas of eternal recurrence. 
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The title of Grossman's play is provocative: who exactly are the 

Pythagoreans? Historically, the Pythagoreans were a school of Greek 

philosophy based on an apparently contradictory amalgam of mysticism 

and rationalism. Remote from the common people, they were an 

intellectual elite, delighting in the pursuit of knowledge. Their 

relevance for Soviet societ y is intriguing. Their esoteric body of 

knowledge, for which they were the sole interpreters and their elitism 

might well denote the ruling oligarchy of the Soviet state. However. 

the analogy is not entirely satisfactory when one considers the 

Pythagorean concept of time. 

Marxist-Leninist teleology is predicated on the belief that time is 

linear. Such an assumpt ion is indispensable for its Utopian ideology. 

Indeed, the same belief in the linear progression of time underpins 

much of the ethos of Western capitalism. Cyclical time is inimical to 

both ideologies. For cyclical time would mean that history was a 

series of 

millennia. 

ideologies 

events doomed to be 

Wars, povert y and 

claim to be able to 

repeated in an endless cycle of 

famine, afflictions which both 

surmount, would be ineradicable 

features of the human condition. Progress towards a unique and 

strife-free world would be a mirage. Furthermore, Pythagorean 

researches in the field of mathematics led to the startling discovery 

that the root of 2 was irrational. This challenged the notion of 

mathematical perfection, often cited to vindicate the claims of 

scientific communism. Indirectly, Grossman adopts a similar line to 

that taken by Zamyatin, who in We (My) cleverly exploited concepts of 

irrationality to cast doubt upon the advocates of rationalism. Much 

of what is associated with the Pythagoreans is obviously threatening 

for Soviet orthodoxy; and on one level that is their signi ficance. 

They question certain assumptions, above all the concept of inexorable 

progress irrespective of the human cost. They are heretics. 

Yet the indictment of heresy cannot be consistently applied. 

Having made the di scovery that the square root of 2 was irrat ional, 

the Pythagoreans suppressed their discovery. They found the 

implications too disconcerting. An even greater doctrinal crisis 

arose from one of the key Pythagorean concepts; that of the dualism of 

limit and unlimit. It proved impossible to apply the opposite of odd 

and even to geometry. The major stumbling block was the 
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reconciliation of unrelated pairs, a problem which was unconvincingly 

resolved by equating odd numbers with limit, and even with unlimit. 

Grossman was well aware of this' conundrum among the Pythagorean 

mathematicians. In Stepan Kol' chugin. whose final chapters are in 

many respects the most interesting, and which are contemporaneous with 

the writing of "Esli verit' pifagoreytsam", one can locate specific 

references to the question: 

B ~peBHocTH WKona nH¢arope~ueB, n03HaB OCHOBH~e OTHomeHH~ 

Me>K,lly LtH<ppaMH, 060>KeCTBHna qHCna: « .llSoHu.a }), « TpOHU.a », 

« tleTSepHua )}j 'leT cooTBeTcByeT HeOrpaHHqeHHoMY, HeqeT

OrpaHHtleHHoMY, n~oBb - oTKase, Hy BOT - MHCTHKa tlHCna! 

06a~HHe qHCen! 5 

Discrepancies between prediction and result in the Pythagorean 

doctrine of limit and unlimit find a cogent parallel in the disparity 

between Marxist-Leninist theory and practice. Moreover, since the 

discovery of flaws and inconsistencies originated from wi thin the 

school itself, Grossman's Pythagorean analogue implies not merely 

heresy - which while it has negative connotations from the standpoint 

of orthodoxy, at least suggests intellectual integrity - but hypocrisy 

and treacherous cynicism. The Party's right to power stems from the 

claim that it, and it alone, is the moral and intellectual heir to 

Lenin, that it believes in Lenin's teachings. In Stalin's Russia 

these considerations are of little consequence. Thus the arch

heretics, if one may apply such a term in this context, are not those 

who question <bad enough in itself) the validity of Marxism-Leninism, 

but those in authority, who, realising that it is bankrupt, 

nevertheless continue to implement it in a form sui table to thei r 

needs. 

One further aspect of the Pythagorean school would seem to have 

some relevance for Soviet Russia. After Pythagoras died, the school 

split into two sects. The Acousmatics, or Pythagorists, preserved the 

mystical side of his teaching, whereas the mathematicians concentrated 

on the scientific aspects. Of the two halves the mathematicians were 

bet ter grounded in the teachings of Pythagoras. The Acousmat ics had 

only studied a summary of the master's works. One is tempted to see 

the split among the Pythagoreans as an allusion to that which occurred 

in the Communist Party after Lenin's death. Trotskiy, the brilliant 
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theorist, and himself a mathematician, could easily assume the role of 

the Mathematicians' leader, while Stalin's more mediocre talents in 

this direction, combined with his pragmatism, invite comparison with 

what is represented by the Acousmatics. 

The main advocate of the cyclical view of time in "Esli veri t' 

pifagoreytsam" is the aging engineer Shatovskoy, who throughout the 

play repeats variations on the following, 'Bc~ ~aHb nO~qHHeHa 

BenHKoMY aaKoHY UHKnJ.i'{HOCTH' . 6 His age and experience are 

particularly relevant. Having lived through the First World War and 

the Revolution he has ample grounds for viewing the optimism of 

Varnavitskiy, his ideological counterpart, with scepticism. For his 

part Varnavitskiy rejects Shatovskoy's fatalism. 

that: 

He does not accept 

... n~~H OOpeqeH~ nOBTop~Tb cnaoocTH, HecoBepmeHcTBa 

yme~mHx nOKoneHH~, ... Hama CHna B ~BH*eHHH, Hama nooe~a B 

~BH~eHHH, nOKa ~ *HB~ MW H~eM Bnepe~. qenOBeqeCTBO 

no~~eT aa HaMH!7 

War in Europe vitiates this claim. At the time this was written, 

Russia was not yet at war, but German military successes in the 

Mediterranean, and the bombing campaign against British cities were 

closely followed in the Soviet Union. 

Shatovskoy regards the war between Britain and Germany as a rerun 

of World War One. This would appear to be a conventional stance. 

From the official Soviet standpoint the war between Germany and 

Britain was simply a war between two deadly capitalist rivals. 

Cyclical time adds a new dimension. I f the war is, as Shatovskoy 

claims, a repetition of World War One, then this must mean that at 

some stage Germany and Russia will come to blows. According to the 

pattern of World War One Russia would lose - with all the consequences 

that that would entail for Stalin's survival. Thus, the relationship 

between the two World Wars could be judged to conceal the hope that 

Stalin might fall in the event of a German invasion. At the very 

least there could seem to be here implied criticism of Soviet foreign 

policy in the form of the Molotov-Ribbentrop pact. This latter point 

finds some support in Shatovskoy's statement that, .. M CHOBa POCCH~ 

nepe~ BenHKo~ BO~HO~, .... 8 Grossman seems to have harboured no 

illusions as to Germany's real intentions. That the play was due to 
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be staged on the 23rd June 1941 is not wi thout some irony. The 

suggestion that Russia's peace is soon to end can also be found in 

"Several Sad Days" (IINeskol' ko pechal' nykh dney"j 1963), one of 

Grossman's pre-war rasskazy which will be examined in detail in the 

final chapter. As in "Esli verit' pifagoreytsam" the war between 

Britain and Germany is referred to in news bulletins. German military 

success casts a shadow over Russia's peace: 

H KaKa~ 6Y~HH~OCTb B 3THX coo6~eHH~x ... cnOBHO 3KOHOMHQeCKHA 

6~neTeHb - TOHHa~ cy~oB, 6pYTToperHcTpoBhle TOHHhl, a p~~OM 

no~aphl, BH~Hhle Qepe3 Ra-MaHw, B3phlBhl, KOTop~e cn~hl 3a CTO 

KHnoMeTpoB, rH6enb HaceneHH~.9 

The strains of the International which conclude the broadcast complete 

the illusion of normality. War, not peaceful coexistence, is the 

reality of Europe. 

The arguments between Shatovskoy and Varnavitskiy resemble a 

religious dispute. Here, the theme of belief, referred to in the 

title, assumes special importance. Shatovskoy does not dogmatically 

assert the conventions of the Pythagoreans. He views them wi th a 

healthy scepticism, while seeking evidence to support them. His 

approach is that of the scientist. Acceptance of the Pythagoreans is 

partially condi tioned by his loss of faith in success, which in the 

context of the play, is synonomous wi th progress:' 51 nOTep~n Bepy B 

ycnex'.10 

political 

Belief in progress is the cornerstone of Varnavi tskiy' s 

philosophy. His rebuttal of the Pythagoreans raises 

interesting questions: 'HO ~pyroA BenHKHA ~peBHHA yqHn, qTO mH3Hb H~eT 

Bnepe~ MoryqHM rIOT OK OM' .11 Why, for example, does Varnavitskiy not 

quote from the copious writings of Marx, Lenin, or even Stalin, in 

order to make his point? After all the idea of progress which he 

advocates is founded on the principles of dialectical materialism, 

allegedly the highest stage in man's political consciousness. If the 

idea of forward movement or progress was also expounded on in the 

ancient world, its modern adherent scan hardl y claim itt 0 be an 

original discovery of socialist thought. By referring to an ancient 

philosopher, Varn~vi tskiy inadvertently confirms t.he Pyt.hagorean 

aphorisffit the validi ty of which he seeks to deny. Ideas as well as 

physical phenomena repeat themselves. 

Varnavi tskiy refers to the law of forward movement as a, 'BenHKHA, 
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cypoabIff aSKOH' 12, adding that, . • HHKTo a MHpe He BepHT B Hero, 

KaK MbI'. 13 Fai th is the essence of the doctrine. Varnavi tskiy offers 

no verifiable evidence, no scientific proof, to support the existence 

of a law of forward movement; it cannot be deduced from experience. 

To quote J. B. Bury, a trenchant critic of these ideas: 

... ,the Progress of humanity belongs to the same order of 

ideas as Providence or personal immortality. It is true or 

it is false, and like them it cannot be proved either true 

~ or false. Belief in it is an act of faith. 1( 

Furthermore, progress depends on the assumption of continuously 

expanding scientific knOWledge, knowledge which has a practical 

application. This, too, is an act of faith. 

Varnavitskiy's arguments are highly subjective and betray all the 

signs of the religious fanatic. Having assumed the existence of a law 

of forward movement, he deifies it as 'great and stern'. Epithets 

such as this belong to a god. But for Varnavitskiy this is exactly 

what progress is. It is a new idolum saeculi. for which no sacrifice 

is too great. Those who do not believe are heretics or madmen: 

TonbKo oeayMU~ MoryT BOaOMHHTb, qTO MbI YCTaHeM, orn~HeMc~, 

cBepHe~ KaK aeTep Ha KpyrH caOH. Hama MY~pOCTb B 

~aH>KeHHH. 15 

'Wisdom in motion' reflects the strength and weakness of the current 

philosophy. 

opposition. 

The relentless forward movement brushes aside all 

No rational discussion of the issues is tolerated. All 

dissent is crushed . In the words of Mikhail Heller, the Plan, 

. 'became an ethical category, which explained and justified the 

behaviour of the builders of the new world'. 16 Yet the longer the 

process continues, the greater the number of victims. The not ion of 

progress, now married to that of palingenesis, becomes indispensable 

to stifle their cries, justifying still greater sacrifice. Hence the 

reason why Shatovskoy calls the flow of life 'mecToKH~' 17, not 

, BeJIHKJfi%' as does Varnavi tski y~ Varnavitskiy's obsession with 

movement and progress reflects the same passionate commitment which we 

find in Mostovskoy and Krymov. In the words of Igor Ded'kov, who has 

identified this vital flaw in the revolutionary mentality: 

OCTaHaaJIHBaTbC~ Henba~, Ha~o H~TH anepe~, OHH nhlJIa~ Bepo~ H 

3HTyaHaaMoM. npeKpacH~e aocTpaKUHH C>KHraIDT HX Moar. B 3TOM 
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~e30rn~AHoM ~BHmeHHH eCTb pOMaHTHKa, nOHaqa~y OHa KameTc~ 

peBo~ro~HoHHOH, HO OnOMHHBWHec~ BApyr BHA~T: pOMaHTHKa 

nOKopHoCTH, pOMaHTHKa Bep~ aaMemaHHa~ Ha CTpaxe H qYBCTBe 

caMocoxpaHeHH~. 18 

Similarly, in Vse techet Grossman leaves us in no doubt. 

revolutionary: '~enb - HHqTO, ABHmeHHe - Bce'. 19 
For the 

Death is the most potent challenge to Varnavitskiy's determined 

enthusiasm. Progress is an abstraction. It is by no means certain 
that it will attain its goals. Of death there can be no such doubts; 

it mocks the idea of progress. In the case of Monakhov, Leva's 
father, death is welcomed. He bemoans the introduction of new mining 

equipment, since this will lead to change in mining practice, and deny 

him the opportunity to die like his father. The struggle to build a 

better society has taken its toll. Youthful zeal has given way to 

tiredness, and clarity of vision has dimmed. His belief that, 

• I l<HaHb - 9TO He apH<IlMeTHl<a. Bcero He 06~~cHHmb'20, recognises the 

mystery of death, and is diametrically opposed to the confidence wi th 

which Varnavitskiy envisages the present and future. 

conclusion confirms the unassailability of death, 

The play's 

its paradox. 

Shatovskoy dies at the very moment when he achieves recognition of his 

work. 

Varnavitskiy's panegyric to progress is undermined on a more 

quotidian plane. He attempts to convince Leva, a young man, that 

there are more important things in life than the love of a woman. His 

arguments go unheeded. At the end of scene six we learn that Leva, 

rejected in love, has attempted to hang himself. Having survived this 

farce, Leva now works an eighteen hour day. He appears to be a 

staunch convert to Varnavitskiy's extreme brand of utilitarianism. 

Yet the apostasy looks fragile. The enthusiasm, taken to extremes, 

suggests a sarcastic comment on contemporary Soviet literature, 

exemplified in the departure of Zhenya, the former object of his 

affections, for her father's place of work. Leva observes: 

... Bce xopomo - Mo~o~omeH~ OTe~, MaTb, Bce ~BeTyT H 

paooTaroT, KaK B cOBpeMeHHoH nbece.21 

Soviet responses to "Esli verit' pifagoreytsam" were predictably 

hostile. 

Pravda. 

By far the harshest assessment came from Vladimir Ermilov in 

He scorned the idea that the Pythagoreans could be taken 
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seriously, arguing that Grossman: 

, ... 'KOKeTHHqaeT c rny60Ko qym~o~ cOBeTcKHM nID~~M 

~Hnoco<pHe~, c peaK~HOHHhlMH, ~aBHo 06BeTman~ H~e~MH. 22 

One of the main thrusts of Ermilov's invective consisted in the 

following: 

Bwxo~HT, qTO He 6onbmeBHcTcKa~ napTH~, c ee nepe~oBo~ 

HAeonorHe~, <pHnoco¢HeA AHaneKTHqeCKOro MaTepHanH3Ma, 

pyKoBO~HT cOBeTCKHM 06mecTBOM. 23 

Ermilov also criticised Grossman on account of the play's title, which 

he said was,' YKJIOHQHBO-npeTeHUHo3Hoe' . 24 Evasiveness and ambiguity 

offer significant advantages. But they can be readily exploited by 

the hostile critic, who is able to ignore, or turn any ambiguities 

against the author. This Ermilov does in his attack on Grossman's 

play. Despite Ermilov's manifest hostility - very much in keeping 

with the ideological rigidity of the Zhdanovshchina - he shows a clear 

grasp of the implications and questions raised in "Esli verit' 

pifagoreytsam". An unattributed article in Znamya supported Ermilov, 

but widened the scope of criticism to include the journal's editorial 

board: 

Pe~aK~~ « 3HaNeHH }) cOBepmHna cepbe3HeAmH~ npoMax, 

ony6nHKoBaB 3Ty nbecy, ~Bn~romyIDc~ KpynHe~me~ HAe~HoA H 

TBOpqeCKOA omHDKoA B. fpoccMaHa, xopomo pa60TaBmero BO 

Bpe~ BoA~, QTO no 3aKoHY KOHTpaCTa TonbKO nO~QepKHBaeT 

Bpe~HocTb H Manoxy~omecTBeHHocTb 3TO~ ero AOBoeHHo~ 

nbecbI.25 

Unfortunately for Grossman his ideas were linked with Oswald 

Spengler and Friedrich Nietzsche, . 'np~MbIe npeAmecTBeHHHKH 

<pamH3Ma' . 26 Grossman was certainly familiar wi th some of Nietzsche's 

ideas as can be seen from Za pravoe delo, but he was no follower. For 

the present discussion Spengler is the more important of the two and 

there appear to be several places in Grossman's art where a definite 

correlation with Spengler can be identified. 

Spengler's main work, The Decline of the West mer Untergang des 

Abendlandes; 1918) was first published in Russian translation in 1923 

21, and his central theme - decline - is implicit in the Pythagorean 

concept of circular time. Another important moti f in Spengler, which 

is germane to this pre-war play and Grossman's post-war work, is the 
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Schicksalsidee or concept of fate. Spengler submits the view that 

modern science with its relevance on intellectual systems and models 

is a mani fest at ion of, . 'unbeWtisten Hasses gegen die MMchte des 

Schicksales, des Unbegrei flichen' . 28 One of the main consequences of 

rationalist and scientific research, he argues, is the belief that 

mankind is moving towards 

subscribes to this belief. 

a definite goal; Varnavitskiy clearly 

Laws are essent ial. They provide a 

scientific basis for progress. But they are not the laws of physics 

or chemistry; they are the laws of causality (Kausalgesetze 29). In 

fact they are not laws at all. They describe rather than prescribe. 

Thus teleology is illusory. It is, . 'eine Karikatur der 

Schicksalsidee' . 30 Wi th some justification, Ermilov asks, why 

struggle for anything, if everything is beyond our control? 

Western criticism, while less vitriolic, generally has little good 

to say about Grossman's play. Shimon Markish's evaluation is the most 

severe: 

flo MoeMY y6e~eHHID, BO BceN Hacne~HH rpoccNaHa HeT HHqerO 

xy~e 9TO~ nbec~. Bc~ HaCKBoab OHa ¢anbmHBa, nOmHOnaTeTHQHa, 

nceB~0~HnOCO¢HqHa.31 

Markish ignores the element of Chekhovian farce and black humour. 

More importantly, in dismissing the philosophical aspects as false, he 

suggests that Grossman did not take the implications of the 

Pythagoreans seriously. It would, therefore, amount, as Markish 

maintains, to idle philosophising on Grossman's part. To suggest that 

Grossman literally endorsed the Pythagorean aphorism would be going 

too far. Conversely, to dismiss it out of hand, would be to disregard 

a large body of evidence, in the play and elsewhere, which indicates 

that cyclical processes are important for Grossman's interpretation of 

history, and especially war. Markish has also contended that Grossman 

was criticised, . 'coBceM He aa TO, aa qTO cTOHno H cne~oBano'.32 

Furthermore, Markish emphatically rejects any suggestion that Grossman 

was propounding an idealist philosophy hostile to Marxism

Leninism'.33 Continuing, he insists: 

The accusation was utterly groundless, as absurd as accusing 

him of dealing in narcotics. For an orthodox Marxist

Leninist, as Grossman then was, this made it all the more 

insulting. 34 
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Two point sneed to be st ressed. Soviet criticism, whatever it felt 

about characterisation and plot, correctly perceived that the real 

threat was ideological and philosophical. Grossman's play struck at 

the very premisses of Soviet progress, its inf lated opt imi sm and 

unreasonable dreams. To those who unhesitatingly believed in the 

, plani fication' 35 of time, 

in the face. Nor can 

it was, to paraphrase Mayakovskiy, a slap 

one accept Markish's sleight of hand, the 

suggestion that Grossman was in 1946 'an orthodox Marxist-Leninist'. 

Not only does this contradict Markish's own belief that the war marked 

the turning point in Grossman's relationship towards Soviet power, but 

it is also very much at odds with what we have seen in earlier 

chapters and especially in "Esli verit' pifagoreytsam". 

Remarkably, Gleb Struve seems to have overlooked the play's real 

signi fi cance: 

The play is not devoid of interest, but its "philosophy" is 

not easily detectable. Its moral seems to be that a good 

old Liberal of the Tsar's days who swears by Pythagoras is 

a more valuable individual than a bad Bolshevik who values 

his material well-being above everything else. 36 

Marginally more accurate is the view that the play was attacked, 

. 'for its exposure of certain aspects of Soviet life and mentality'. 37 

No attempt has been made to consider the relevance of the Pythagorean 

school, and thus why Soviet critics should react in the way in which 

they did. 

It should be noted that Efim Etkind, a scholar thoroughly familiar 

with Grossman's work, adopts a different approach to both Markish and 

Struve, and one, which in the opinion of this author, lies much closer 

to the real nature of "Esli verit' pifagoreytsam". '8 OCHOBe nbeCbI 

rpoccMaHa - Bonpoc, COMHeHHe, epecb'. 38 Grossman, he observes, had 

the temerity to point out to the Soviet people that: 

, ... eCTb ApyrHe ¢Hnoco¢HH Ha CBeTe, KpoMe MapKcH3Ma

ReHHHH3Ma! W 4TO Teop~ nporpecca He eAHHCTBeHHa~, B03MOmHa~ 

oCHoBa HCTopH4ecKoro pa3BHTH~!39 

The Pythagoreans are not the sole allusion to classical antiquity 

in the play. Two others can be found, and both are consistent with 

the subversive themes of the text. In scene VI, during one of his 

many exegeses on the theme of circular time, Shatovskoy passes the 
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following comment: 

HAYT rOA~, Bce MeH~eTc~ H HHqerO He MeH~eTc~. 

Bce TeQeT!40 

'Everything flows' which Shatovskoy uses to express the idea of 

continuity amid change is attributable to the pre-Socratic philosopher 

Heraclitus of Ephesus ('nav~a pEt or n&v~a X~PEt', 'all things are in 

fl ux' 41>. Both for the play and the later Vse techet its 

interpretation is significant. At first sight a paradox exists: how 

can history repeat itself, yet admit continual change or flux? The 

paradox is resolved by the temporal perspective from which we view 

change: 

Ho ecnH npocne~HTb aTO BenH~oe TeqeHHe, TO H OHO nOAqHHeHO 

KpyroBopoTy. ~epe3 T~C~qeneTH~ aeMn~ aaUBeTeT HnH c~y~ ee 

MOp03~, HHQTO He HaMeHHTc~, BeQH~ Kpyr c BeqHO~ Mepo~ 

nopoKa H Ao6po~eTenH, c BeqHO~ Mepo~ rop~ H cnea, 3TOT 

BeqH~ ~pyr 6y~eT cOBepmaTbc~.42 

Shatovskoy accepts the great advances in science or the major 

geological upheavals. But even if man can change the Earth it sel f, 

this is still too narrow a definition of progress. Progress has to be 

assessed in terms of man's emot ional, psychological or moral nat ure. 

Only if man advances here can we assert worthwhile progress. The 

continuing existence of war underlines the point. War is one of the 

abiding causes of grief and tears, the final eradication of which has 

persistently eluded mankind. For Heraclitus war served as a metaphor 

of the continual change, which all Utopias fear. 

The third allusion is to the Roman historian Cornelius Tacitus. In 

scene V of the play Leva reads to Shatovskoy from Tacitus's Annals. 

This is an apposite association, since the message of the Annals 

pertains directly to an older generation which experienced the 

revolution, and to one which now stands on the threshold of The Great 

Fatherland War. 

The dominant archet ype in Tacitus is the t yrantj and one of hi s 

central themes is tyranny. Both are most forcibly and eloquently 

expressed through the figure of Tiberius, who occupies the first hexad 

of the Annals. Tiberius's Rome is characterised by a loss of 

political and intellectual freedom. Originality and independence of 

thought, as in Stalin's Russia, are feared. The ubiquitous fear 
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exerted a disatrous effect on society. Mediocri ty and grovelling 

subservience are rewarded, ability persecuted. In addition, as Stalin 

was to do, Tiberius manipulated the laws relating to treason - the 

Maiestas Law - to dispose of his political enemies, real or imagined. 

This resul ted in a number of show trials. One of the most famous was 

that of Libo Drusus, who like Bukharin, Zinoviev and countless others 

in Stalin's dictatorship, was accused of attempting to overthrow the 

government. The truly striking parallel between these two sets of 

trials resides in the dates. Large numbers of trials took place in 

the thirties A. D., particularly 31-33 A. D., and in 37 A. D. One 

scholar of Tacitus could easily have been writing about the Stalinist 

terror, when he stated: 

The total effect is of many little known persons, not 

sharply defined, passing rapidly before us in the ranks of 

the condemned. 43 

A present-day Soviet critic has observed that:' HHqTO He cJ1yqaffilo B 

06~eMHo~ H TOqHO~ npoae rpoccMaHa'.44 The same could easily be said 

of "Esli verit' pifagoreytsam". 

So closely does Stalin's abuse of power correspond to that of 

Ti berius', so striking and consistent are the many parallels, that it 

is di fficul t to concede the likelihood of mere coincidence. For 

Grossman, writing in 1941, ancient Rome provided the sharpest and most 

complete reflected image of the tyranny of his own time. Although 

post-war research has tended to cast doubt on the portrayal of 

Tiberius given by Tacitus, 45 Grossman's allusion to Tacitus coheres 

with the manner in which Tacitus has been interpreted over the 

centuries, as a code indicating the presence of tyranny. D. R. Dudley 

has pointed out that Camille Desmoulins uses Tacitus to mirror the 

Terror of the Jacobins in his Le Vieux Cordelier. His comments relate 

to Tacitus in Grossman's play: 

The whole episode is thoroughly Tacitean, and a notable 

example of how Tacitus is seen to be especially relevant in 

dark and troubled times. 46 

In the words of Milton, Tacitus was 'the greatest possible enemy to 

tyrants' . 47 

Repetition of historical events, which strongly suggests the 

influence of the Pythagorean interpretation, can be found in a number 
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of Grossman's wartime sketches. In "Tsari tsyn-Stalingrad" Grossman 

draws a parallel between the critical situation which existed at 

Tsaritsyn during the Civil War and that facing the Russians in 1942. 

On the 23rd August 1918 Voroshilov launched the counter-attack which 

saved Tsaritsyn from the Whites and Interventionists. Exactly twenty

four years later, on 23rd August 1942, the Germans launched their 

offensive against Stalingrad: 

H cnoBHo He owno ~ByX ~ec~THneTH~ MHpHOrO Tpy~a Me~y 

BpeMeHaMH nepBo~ repMaHcKo~ oKKynaUHH YKpaHHhl, ~oHa H 

BTOphlM HawecTBHeM HeMUeB.48 

Nothing seems to have changed. Of course, as Grossman points out, the 

comparison is one of event not of scale and ferocity. Massed German 

air and tank at tacks render this a di fferent campaign from that 

experienced in 1918. 

Reporting the reoccupation of the Ukraine by the Red Army in the 

sketch "Ukraina", Grossman writes: 

MbI Bce nepe>KHBaeM y~HBHTenbHoe Om,ym.eHHe « BocKpeweHHe 

BpeMeHH» ... ~ H~eM Ha 3ana~ He TonbKo B npocTpaHcTBe, HO 

H B BpeMeHH.49 

Victory and defeat are inseparably linked. What Grossman calls the 

'Koneco BpeMeHH'50 has been snatched back from the Germans. Echoes of 

Stalingrad are apparent in "Thoughts on the Spring Offensive" <"Mysli 

o vesennem nastuplenii"; 1944). Advancing in the atrocious conditions 

of the rasputitsa, Chuykov's army, the victor of Stalingrad, clashes 

with the recently reformed German 6th Army: 

H cnyqaffi, a OhlTb MomeT cy~b6e OhlnO yro~Ho, qTOOhl c HOBO~ 6o~ 

apMHe~ cTonKHynacb cTanHHrpa~cKa~ apMH~ qy~KoBa. Tor~a, 

oceHb~ 1942 ro~a, Ha Bonre 6-~ apMH~ oemeHO HacTynana, 

TapaHHna Hamy cMepTHy~ 060pOHy. 3~ecb Ha ~Henpe, ponH 

nepeMeHHnHcb.51 

Struck no doubt by the strange set of circumstances, Grossman sounds a 

note of caution, or perhaps overlooks the dangers inhering in the 

parallel. If the Germans can be defeated when they appear invincible 

- as at Stalingrad - can a similar fate befall Chuykov's army in 19447 

"Es11 verit' p1fagoreytsam" was not published until after the war. 

This has an important bearing on our understanding of the final stages 

of Grossman's apostasy. In particular one needs to consider why 
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Grossman did not publish the play during the war. To answer this 

question, one has to examine the meaning of the war: what did the war 

mean? In the aftermath of Hitler's invasion, this may appear to be an 

insensitive and otiose question. Yet, it was precisely this question 

which helped to shape the post-war expectations of the Russian people. 

The ideals, which, 

men at St al ingrad, 

The belief that: 

according to Grossman, had sustained Rodimtsev's 

are those for which all Russian soldiers fought. 

... npaB~a H ~oopo nooe~a~, qTO ~eno CBOOO~Y, ~eno ~oopa H 

qenOBeqHOCTH Top~ecTByeT Ha~ CHnaMH MpaKa, paocTBa H 

qenOBeKoHeHaBHCTHHqeCTsa.52 

There is nothing peculiar to Marxist-Leninist thought here. These 

were the universal values of the anti-Hitler coalition. Literally 

applied in the Soviet context, they would preclude a return to any 

form of pre-war repression, and herald a more humane implementation of 

socialism in one country. 

Grossman viewed the war, inter alia. as an opportunity for Russia 

to expiate the grim memory and experience of the pre-war period. 

Lipkin records a conversation with Grossman on this theme: 

3Ta aoAHa, no ero MHeHHID, c~aeT aCID cTanHHcKYID rp~ab c 

n~a POCCHH. CB~Ta~ Kpoab 3TO~ BO~ OqHCTHna Hac OT KpOBH 

HeBHHHo pacKynaqeHHhlX, OT KpOBH 37 ro~a.53 

For the suffering the war brought, it also offered a sense of freedom 

and comradeship unknown before 1941. Yet the spirit of independence 

which it engendered was not tolerated after 1945. The gloom and 

despair of the thirties had only been temporarily superseded by the 

desperate struggle for nat ional survival. With the war won and the 

likelihood of fundamental reform increasingly unlikely, "Esli veri t' 

pifagoreytsam" become a post-war expression of the lost peace. The 

inclusion of an introductory paragraph for the 1946 publication 

clarifies Grossman's position: 

HhlHe, nocne BO~Hhl, ~ BHOBb nepeqen nbecy. KaK aByqaT 

npe~BoeHHble MbICnH B nocneBoeHHYID nopy? HCqeanH JIH HaBeqHO 

MhlCJIH H qyscTBa Toro, JIe~aBmero nepe~ BoAHOA BpeMeHH? CTOHT 

JIH BepHTb nH~arope~uaM? flerna JIH HenpOXOAHMa~ rpaHb Me~y 

TeN BpeMeHeN, KOTopoe nro~H Ha8~aroT npe~BOeHHbIM, H Te~ 

KOTopoe Ha8hlBaeTC~ nocneBOeHHbIM? ITopaSMYCJIHB, ~ cqeJI, qTO 
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BO MHe HeXBaTHT HepaaYMHoro OnTHMH8Ma, qT06~ HaSBaTb 3Ty 

nbecy uenHKoM H nonHocTbID yCTapeBwe~, H ~ pemHnc~ ee 

HaneqaTaTb. 5,(, 

One of the main events which illustrated the Pythagorean 

formulation in 1941 was the war between Britain and Germany. Such a 

consideration is, however, no longer valid in 1946. The play's 

renewed relevance is based on something else. This is most likely to 

be the harsh atmosphere of ideological conformity which suffocated 

Russia after the war. The renewed constraints represent an obvious 

parallel with the thirties, and add additional weight to the 

conclusions, which, it has been claimed, are implicit in Tacitus's 

Annals. Once again the motif of belief surfaces. During the war 

Stalin gave numerous indicat ions that aft er the war life would be 

better, .' that from the common enterprise of the war a new life 

would emerge for the Soviet people'.55 1946 marked the disavowal of 

this tacit promise. 1946 was, to use Etkind's expression, the year, 

of 'Hec6~mHxc~ bonbmHx O~~aHH~'.56 It marked the beginning of a new 

war: 

O~a BoAHa OKOHqHnaCb, HaqanaCb ~pyra~. OKOHqanaCb Hapo~Ha~ 

BO~Ha npoTHB ¢aWH3Mai HaqanaCb Bo~a CBoero ~oMopo~eHHoro 

¢amHaMa npoTHB Hapo~a.57 

II 

War and progress mutually interact with one another. War is not 

only a violent cause of change in the lives of nations, but is itself 

modified by the changes it causes. Material progress as it is 

understood in both Marxist and Capitalist societies relies on the 

advances and increasing sophistication of technology. Inevitably this 

increases and diversifies the capacity of the industrial nations to 

wage war. Slaughter, as well as goods and material prosperity, can be 

mass produced. Technology seemed to promise endless prosperity, the 

eradication of misery. Instead it became an instrument in the 

enslavement and murder of mi 11 ions. Eichmann's crematoria are its 

ghastliest monument and it is right that Grossman should devote so 

much of his magnum opus to seeking answers to the terrible questions 

which they raise. Yet the problem of man and technology, touched upon 
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in "Esli verit' pifagoreyts" did am, an exam ne in the specific context 

of the Holocaust in "Treblinskiy ad" and Zhizn' i sud'ba, surfaces in 

other works. 

In this respect one of the most important scenes in Narod 

bessmerten, and certainly the most vividly drawn, is to be found in 

chapter V, appropriately entitled, 'The Death of a Ci ty' (' CMepTb 

ropo~a' ). The events portrayed in this chapter are based on the 

German air raid on Gomel, as witnessed by Grossman during the retreat 

of 1941. Whi Ie the chapt er describes one incident in a huge campaign, 

it has a much wider relevance. 

Grossman views the raid from a number of di fferent perspect i ves. 

Dispassionate, he asks questions about those who ordered the raid: 

qepea CTO neT co cTpaxoM 5y~yT paarn~A~aTb HCTOPHKH 

cnoKo~Ho H MeTOAHqeCKH pacnHcaHH~e npHKaa~, H~ymHe H3 cTaSKH 

sepXOBHoro KOMaHAoBaHH~ repMaHcKo~ apMHH K KOMaHAHpaM 

aSHaUHoHHhlX 3cKaAp H OTp~AOB. KTO nHcan HX? 3BepH, 

cyMame~mHe, HnH ~enanocb 3TO He mHB~ cy~ecTBaMH, a 

pacnHc~anocb ~eneaH~ nanbuaMH apH¢MoMeTpos H 

HHTerpaTopoB? 58 

The juxtaposition of beasts, something primitive, with the inanimate 

imagery of integrators and iron fingers, states the crux of the 

problem, identified in "Esli verit' pifagoreytsam". Scientific and 

technological advances have outstripped man's moral development. 

Weapons of unprecedented power are guided by a brain, which, although 

capable of prodigious intellectual attainment, also accommodates 

destructive primeval passions. 

Such pOssibilities contrast sharply with the picture of the German 

airmen before the raid: 

neT~HKH meBanH mOKonaA, nOKypHBanH cHrapeT~, nHcanH AOMO~ 

mYTnHBhle KopoTKHe OTKP~KH, Bce 3TO OhlnH xone~e Manb~HKH, 

c MOAHO~ CTpHmKoA.59 

This could be any group of off-duty airmen, Allied or Axis. In the 

fate of Gomel we see the fate of London, Warsaw and Rotterdam, and for 

the Germans, the whirlwind which eventually flattened their own 

cities. Use of organised violence is not confined to the Germans; it 

is a human characteristic. Equally, smug assertions made in 

"Neskol'ko pechal'nykh dney" that the Soviet Union is above the 
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behaviour of the British and Germans (a reference to the period 1939-

1940) imply something else: 

Becb MHp BOIoeT, rpeMHT, a y Hac aaOHJI He¢TSlHo~ CPOHTaH, 

OTKonanH noaSOHOK ~HHoaaBpa, HaTonKHynacb Ha CTOSlHKY 

nepBo6~Horo qeJIOBeKa.60 

Stumbling across his ancestors during the course of industrialisation, 

man discovers not only the physical remnants of the past, he is also 

reminded of the primeval legacy to which he is still bound. 

Considerable effort is devoted to evoking the city's ancient 

history, the labours and achievements of its populace. One senses a 

longing for a bygone age. The city's traditions are impressive; a 

seat of learning for hundreds of years, a major commercial centre, and 

the home of many master craftsmen in wood and metal. Grossman's 

historical perspective records the city for posterity, he creates a 

portrait of a doomed city immediately before its destruction. 

Chemical flares illuminate the unsuspecting city. There is something 

repellent in this artificial illumination, suggested by the oxymoron, 

'MepTB~ CBeT cnoKo~Ho, no~pooHO H BHHMaTeJIbHO OCBeuan nnoma~H 

ropo~a'.61 Light, the traditional metaphor of life, good and peace, 

has been perverted. Podrobno and vnimatel' no are adverbs associated 

with efficiency, in this case with the systematic destruction of the 

city. 

The wanton destruction of this, 'KpacHB~, cTapHHH~ ropo~ Ha 

oepery peKH'62 highlights the helplessness of beauty and art, and the 

awesome power of modern arms. The continuity of centuries of 

painstaking endeavour is annihilated in a fraction of the time in 

which it was created. In the aftermath of the raid we are struck by a 

number of separate, but related details: a deranged woman with her 

dead child; the intrusive smell of perfume from a blazing cosmetics 

shoPi and the death throes of a wounded horse. It is this last image 

Which, above all others, commands our attention: 

PaHeHaSl nOilla~b nemana Ha yrny ynH~. fiorapeB yBH~en B ee 

CTeK nSlHeBillHX , HO Bce eme mHBillHX rnaaax oTpa~eHHe n~aBillero 

ropo~a. TeMH~, nnaqymH~, nonH~ MYKH apaqOK noma~H, cnOBHO 

KpHcTanbHoe *HBoe aepKano, Boopan B ceoSl nnaMSl ropSlmHx 

~OMOB, ~hlM, Kny6S1~HcSl B Boa~yxe, CBeTSlmHeCSl, pacKaneHHhle 

paaBanHHhl H 3TOT nec TOHKHX, BhlCOKHX ne4HhlX TPYO, KOTOp~ 
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poc, poc Ha MecTe Hc~eaaBllHx B nnaMeHH ~OMOB.63 

The horse's suffering is a powerful symbol of the indiscriminate 

violence of war, and the wast e it brings. Pain and grief are dumb; 

yet the silence is accusatory and damning. War is man's invention. 

Shocked by the violence of the attack, the normally eloquent and 

omniscient Bogarev is silent. His reaction is strangely at odds with 
what we have already seen of him: 

H BHeaanHO Sorapes nOAYMan, ~TO OH so6pan B ceo~ 

BCID HO~HyID rHoenb MHpHOrO cTapHHHoro ropo~a.64 

Like the horse, Bogarev 'imbibes' the destruction of the city. 

Objectivity is overwhelmed; man, horse and city become fused together. 

With some justification A. Derman has argued that Bogarev's response 

is that of Grossman himself: 

3Ta ~paaa, KaK Henba~ TO~Hee, npHMeHHMa H K TOMY, KTO ee 

HanHcan, HO B conee IDHPOKOM cMhlcne - B cMhlcne oTHolleH~ 

aBTopa K soAHe H BceMY TOMY, ~TO OHa c co6oA npHHecna.65 

Symbolically, Bogarev's silence affirms the shortcomings of ideology 

when confronted with human suffering. Ideology, too, is dumb. 

Elements of the schema adopted by Grossman in his description of 

Gomel's destruction can be seen in his depiction of the first major 

German air raid on Stalingrad. German preparations are contrasted 

with the daily routine of the civilian population, as yet ignorant of 

its fate. As in the bombing of Gomel human beings are not the sole 

victims in the ensuing conflagration. Nature herself is under attack. 

Birds, rats and dogs abandon the stricken ci ty. But doves - the 

symbolic significance is obvious - remain only to perish. Their death 

is one of the most memorable and effective images of the raid: 

Ho 6en~e H CHa~e rony6H, cHno~, eme 60nee Mory~eA, qeM 

HHCTHHKT caMoxpaHeHH~, npHKoBaHHhle K cBoeMY mHnbD,KpYmHnHCb 

Ha~ rop~mHMH ~OMaMH H, nO~XBa~eHHhle TOKOM pacKaneHHoro 

Boa~yxa, rHonH B AhlMy H nnaMeHH.66 

In another incident associated with the raid Bogarev comes across 

the body of an old man, a retired legal expert, killed in the raid: 

Boane Hero Ban~nHcb nopBaHHhle, aaophlaraHHhle KPOBbD KHHrH 

BhlnaBllHe Ha BhlHeceHHo~ HM na~KH. OH, SHAHMO, B MOMeHT 

paaphlBa ooM5~ npHno~H~nc~, Bhlrn~AhlBa~ Ha Herny6oKoA menH. 

« JIeTonHcH TaUHT », - npoqen Sorapes HaaBaHHe KHHrH, 
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ne~aBwe~ p~~OM C TenoM.67 

Blood-spattered and torn, the Annals of Tacitus amid the detritus of 

modern war, effecti vely corroborate the Pythagoreans' ideas on time. 

Nearly two millennia later bitter intestine strife, political terror 

and wars of aggrandisement still remain the dominant features of 

inter-statal affairs. As in Tacitus's day, legality counts for 

nothingi the dead lawyer confirms Cicero's much-quoted dictum that, 

I Inter armia silent legis'. Moreover, Tacitus's own views on war are 

relevant here since they directly challenge the Marxist-Leninist 

belief that • Wars are a historically transient phenomenon' . 68 

Struggle, which for Tacitus did not just mean wars, was a permanent 

characteristic of human societies. As one Taci tean scholar has put 

it: 

He [Tacitus] has learnt to see life as a continual struggle 

between the powerful, who seek to destroy virtue, and the 

forces of courage and hope which can be maimed, and in the 

individual, killed. If this struggle is continual it must 

in essentials be continually the same. 69 

An entry in Grossman's wartime notebooks for 1941 leaves us in no 

doubt that he, too, finds the same continuity in the Russo-German war. 

Describing the Russian collapse on the Bryanskiy front, Grossman 

evokes a striking and magnificent parallel with the Bible: 

Hcxo~! 6H6nH~! ... aTo He nOToK, He peKa, aTo Me~neHHoe 

~BH~eHHe TeKymero oKeaHa, WHpHHa 3Toro ~BH~eHH~ COTHH MeTpoB 

BnpaBo H BneBo ... BeqepoM Ha-aa MHoro~pycH~ CHHHX, qepH~ H 

cep~ Tyq nO~Bn~eTc~ conHue. RyqH ero WHPOKH, OrpOMHhl OHM 

npocTHpaIDTc~ OT He6a ~o aeMnH, KaK H8 K8pTHHax Hope, 

H306pa~aID~x rp03Hhle, 6H6ne~CKHe cueHhl npHXO~8 Ha aeMnID 

cypOBhlX He6ec~ CHn. B 3THX ~enT~ nyqax, ~B~eHHe

CTapueB, ~eHmHH c Mna~eHuaMH Ha PYK8X, OBeqbHX CT8~, BOHHOB 

- Ka~eTC~ HaCTonbKO BenHqeCTBeHHhlM H TparHqHhlM, qTO y MeH~, 

MHHYTaMH, coa~aeTC~ nonHa~ peanbHocTb H8wero nepeHoca BO 

BpeMeHa 6H6ne~cKHX KaTacTpo~. 70 

Metaphors of water and flowing suggest the Heracli tean apophthegm 

expressed by Shatovskoy. War appears not as some manifestation of 

class conflict. It is a periodic cataclysm of ineffable proportions, 

a divine judgement, before which man cannot but submit. 
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Questions of moral responsibility and the interrelationship of man 

and machine were profoundly and irrevocably altered in the aftermath 

of Nagasaki and Hiroshima. In the short and sombre, yet sadly 

neglected work, "Avel' - shestoe Avgusta", Grossman examines these 

questions against the background of the preparations to drop the first 

atomic bomb, referred to in the story's sub-title. The crew of the 

bomber receive special at tent ion from Grossman. Highl y trained and 

selected for their indi vidual skills and competence, all are 

professionals. Technically, they form a team. In the execution of 

their duties they function in unison, an extension, as it were, of the 

machine which they fly. 

Technology dominates their lives and training. Even death has been 

reduced to mechanical error: 

CMepTb neT~HKa ~n~ HHX 6~na HHaBe~eHa B npo~eccHoHanbHYID 

Bpe~HocTb ... CMepTb neT~HKa He 6~a POKOM, MHCTHqeCKHM y~apoM 

- oHa ~Bn~nacb cne~cTBHeM TeXHHqeCKHX H HaBHraUHoHH~ 

npHqHH ... 71 

Having reduced his own death to a 'professional misfortune', the 

airman insulates himself from the victims of his own bombs. Blek, the 

co-pilot, whom Grossman describes as the crew's philosopher, states 

the problem directly: 

3Haemb, TeXHHKa oCBo60~aeT Hac B 3TOM ~ene OT MopanbHo~ 

oTBeTcBeHHocTH. PaHbme Thl paa6HBan ronoBY Bpary H Te6~ 

o6~aBano ero MoarOM. 72 

Sophistication in the means of killing has increased the distance, 

literally and morally, between the victim and his executioner. 

Furthermore, the greater the level of sophistication, the more people 

who are involved. Hitherto, responsibility could be attributed to one 

individual. With so many involved, responsibility is less easily 

apportioned, as Blek realises: 

KOMY HeCTH oTBeTcseHHocTb? TOT, KTO BH~HT Bpara, -

Ha5nID~aTenb, OH He cTpen~eT, a TOT, KTO cTpen~eT, - orHesHK, 

TOT He SH~HT, y Hero TonbKO ~aHHhle - UH~Phl, aa qTO me eMY 

OTSeqaTb? HeT, OTBeqaIDT He Te, KTO cTpen~eT. 73 

Oil, the plane's signaller, applies mathematics to the moral 

question. He suggest s a graph; on one axis the range from the target 

is plotted, on the other the responsibility. Thus, as the curve tends 
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to zero moral responsibility becomes, . 't5ecKoHe~Ho Malloi%, 

npaKTHqeCKH e~ MOmHO npeHet5pe~b. 06hlqHa~ Be~ npH pac~eTax'. 74 Dil's 

fallacy is to equate morali ty wi th mathematics. That which may be 

'practically ignored', or is a 'usual thing' in calculations, cannot 

be - but often is - applied to the suffering inflicted by man on his 

fellow man. Dil's solution is seductive. The graph analogy implies 

that the greater the distance from the actual killing, the less 

onerous the question of personal invol vement. Reductio ad absurdum. 

one can only conclude that bombing from high altitude deserves less 

censure. 

It is tempting, as Grossman has hinted at in the way he portrays 

the technical and professional competence of the crew, to see the crew 

themselves as an embodiment of the machine, as something inert. In 

fact there is some basis for this. Barnes, the pilot, who is 

considered to be one of the finest pilots in the Airforce, is 

described by Grossman as being deprived of 'HepBHocTH H 3MOUHI'%'. 75 

Similarly, the flight procedures seem to offer no room for human 

discretion: decisions and actions are determined solely by 

calculations and instrument panels. Yet the relationship between man 

and his creation is not as one-sided as it would seem: 

Be~b caMOlleT, KOTophlJ':i ynpaBlI~lI nocTynKaNH lIID~el'%, cTpacTHo 

BhlnOll~BmHX e~o BOllID, MepTBhlJ':i caMOlleT, MeTallll, CTeKlIO, 

nlIaCTMaCCa, B03HHK H lIeTell BO TbMe no BOlle ~elIoBeKa, 

nocllYWHhlJ':i, nOKopH~ O~HOI'% lIHmb 3TOl'% *HBO~ BOlle. 76 

Volition undermines the fallacy that man is manipulated by the 

machine. Whi Ie it is the case that certain technical procedures must 

be observed in order to fly the plane, it cannot fly without man. The 

aircraft is a product 

destructive potential 

of man's mind, 

reflects the 

an extension of himsel f. Its 

violent tendencies of man. 

Morally, the 'dead' aircraft is neutral. The use to which it is put 

depends entirely on the 'living volition' of man. On a deeper level 

we may see the crew's submission to the technical procedures of the 

flight and bombing as man's submission to himself, to the rituals of 

twentieth-century violence, which instead of the club make use of the 

four-engined bomber. 

Among the crew, Joseph Connor, the bomb aimer, is the odd man out. 

Age separates him; he is a mere twenty-two years. He possesses, too, 
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a refreshing naivety which is in marked contrast to the worldliness 

and cynicism of the other crew members. But Joseph's innocence cannot 

remain inviolate, given his occupation. Responsible for dropping the 

bomb, Joseph possesses a terrifying power. For a brief moment he 

becomes the embodiment of the atomic age:' HHKTo - HHKTO He cTo~n B 

3TOT MHr p~)lOM c 3THM ManbqHKoM'. 77 Yet the power and thus total 

responsibility are illusory: 'nopBanHcb nH HHTH, npoT~HyThle qepea OKeaH 

.110 3THX nanbueB? 78 The threads to which Grossman refers link the 

crew with authority, those who ordered the raid. Grossman's question 

reminds us that Joseph is a link - albei t a thinking one - in the 

chain of humanity. 

Joseph's hand, the one which the night before had written to his 

mother, and now becomes instrumental in the extirpation of tens of 

thousands, fascinates the passenger who accompanies the crew on their 

mission. Ostensibly there as an official observer and to collect 

scientific data, the passenger stands in contrast to the professional 

calm and indifference of the crew. However, he is a witness of 

another kind, the silent, impotent voice of suffering humanity. 

Releasing the bomb, Joseph notices the passenger praying. Detached 

from the crew, he understands the enormity'of what is happening, and 

the implications for mankind. Progress, civilisation and scientific 

endeavour lose their meaning; they perish alongside the sublimated 

bodies of the civilian population. Being itself loses all form, 

, Heeo, aeMJl~, BO)la BHOBb BepHYJlHCb B xaoc ... '. 79 In creat ing the 

bomb, man has rejected God's world and wilfully embraced the void of 

unbeing. Grossman's vision is eschatological: 

TaK H He nOOe)laB aJla, OTUOM H ChlHOM KOToporo OH ~BJl~eTC~, 

qenOBeK aaKphln KHHry BhlTH~ ... 80 

Man has conquered the elements, but not himself. The annihilation 

of Hiroshima is the murder of his fellow man - in a metaphorical 

sense, his brother, as suggested by the allusion to the story of Cain 

and Abel in· Genesis. Cain is cast out, but redemption is still 

possible. One doubts whether the same possibility exists for man in 

the twentieth century; the void is all that he can reasonably expect. 

Furthermore, if man is both the father and son of evil - the cause and 

the vict im - then he, and not God must take responsi bili t Y for its 

consequences. For Joseph this is manifestly the case. Guilt 
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overwhelms him, as is suggested perhaps by his frequent hand washing. 

The other members of the crew seem unable to confront the 

consequences. Barnes reminds Joseph that they are fighting a war 'co 

3BepeM, c ¢amH8MoM'.81 Yet the beast is human and thus found in the 

hearts of all men. Dil is indifferent to the fate of the Japanese 

civilians who have perished, and in answer to Joseph's incessant 

questions and growing anger replies! 'Aeenb, Aeenb, r~e TBO~ 5paT KaHH? 

82. Dil misquotes God's question to Cain, casting Abel in the role of 

murderer. Inadvertently, he supports Joseph's riposte: 

KaHH o6~~~ napeHe~, HeMHOrHM xyme ABen~, H ropo~ 5~ nonOH 

nw~eA Bpo~e Hac. Pa8HHua B TOM, qTO ~ eCTb, a OHH 

6~H.63 

Here too Dil finds the answer to the riddle, posed by the passenger's 

prayers: he was praying for mankind. Hence Grossman answers Cain' 6 

original question, refuting Blek's belief that they carry no burden of 

guilt. Man is responsible for his fellowj he is his brother's keeper. 

It is the agonising and belated acceptance of this which leads Joseph 

to attempt suicide. 

Uni versal signi ficance is further suggested by the vict ims. Why, 

they ask, must they pay for Pearl Harbour and Auschwitz? Reference to 

Pearl Harbour and Auschwitz underlines the wartime unity of West and 

East. Hiroshima was not solely an American action; it was also an 

Allied one. Thus when Grossman writes that politicians, philosophers 

and publicists did not consider the slaughter of the civilian 

population or the plight of the survivors at Hiroshima - those who 

were not responsible for Pearl Harbour or Auschwitz - to be a topical 

theme, he indicts Soviet indifference as much as Western. No 

indignant protest was raised by the Soviet Union in 1945. Japan 

suffered alone. Bocharov's comments on this aspect of the text tend 

to distort Grossman's meaning. He wri tes that it is 'bourgeois' 84-

politicians, philosophers and publicists alone who are indi fferent to 

the fate of the innocent. Bocharov's insertion of 'bourgeois' changes 

Grossman's intended meaning, imputing an anti-Western bias which 

cannot be found in the original text. Precisely because he wishes to 

widen his criticism, Grossman eschews such a Soviet cliche. Even more 

disconcerting, therefore, is the juxtaposition and insidious 

comparison of the American crew wi th the Nazis in the death camps. 
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Hiroshima and Nagasaki were not part of a systematic policy of 

genocide. The destruction of the two cities was seen <rightly or 

wrongly) as an ineluctable military measure to bring about Japan's 

surrender. Both the Holocaust and the bomb are the grim fruits of 

man's technical ingenuity, but a huge gulf separates the thinking 

behind the inception of these two cataclysms. 

The Biblical allusions and framework in which Grossman sets the 

story widen its scope still further. "Avel' shestoe avgusta" is not, 

as Bocharov has suggested,85 an exclusively anti-American work. 

Certainly, Grossman is concerned about the awesome power at the 

disposal of the Americans, but his critique of the American crew can 

be applied equally to any state possessing nuclear weapons. Such 

weapons cannot be used to defend or advance the cause of either 

Capitalism or Marxism-Leninism. Grossman's conclusions pertain to 

both systems: 

Bce nOqYBcTBoBanH: cpe~cTBa yHHqTO~eHH~ nO~H~nHCb Ha TaKYID 

B~COTy, qTO He TaKo~ y* ~aHTacTH~ecKo~ CTana Ka3aTbc~ 

nepcneKTHBa yHHqTo*eH~ ~enOBeqeCTBa pa~H npoUBeTaHH~ H 

BenH~H~ rocy~apcTB, CqaCTb~ Hapo~oB H MHpa Me~y HHMH.86 

It is perhaps worth noting that 1953, the year in which Grossman 

wrote this work, also saw a major expansion in the Soviet atomic 

research programme. 87 At that time the Soviet Union had already 

exploded its first atomic bombi the arms race was well under way. 

"Avel' shestoe Avgusta" reflects the folly of both super powers, who 

seemed to have learned little from the joint venture of destroying 

Hitler. 

III 

Science occupies a fundamental position in relation to war and 

progress. It provides the knowledge and essential impetus without 

which the exponent i al growth in the dest ruct i ve power of modern war 

would be impossible and the enticing promises of Utopia unsustainable. 

Grossman's interest is determined by his professional training and the 

deep concern for the uses to which the discoveries of scienti fic 

research are put by governments. Not surprisingly therefore the 

SCientist is a key figure in Grossman's art, from his early rasskazy 
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and povesti to Zhizn' i sud' ba and the rasskazy of the sixties. In 

addition the scientist's changing perception of himself from compliant 

servant of the state to harsh crftic, and eventual heretic, is very 

much consonant with Grossman's own personal experience. 

Much of Grossman's early prose is infused with a boundless optimism 

in the ability of science to transform man's life for the better. In 

the introduction to "GlUck auf! ", his most avowedly conformist work, 

,- ~,,, Grossman explains the significance of the title. It is the standard 

greeting among <the miners of the Ruhr basin, expressing hope for a 

safe journey to the surface at the end of a shift. In the context of 

the Donbass such a greeting becomes a metaphor for the aims of 

industrialisation: 

CqaCTnHBo nO~~Tbc~! Ho nO~H~TbC~ He TonbKo H8 maxT~. 

CqaCTnHBo nO~~Tbc~ Ha qepH~ He~p caMo~ ~ny60Ko~ maXT~ 

aeMnH - waXT~ KanHTanHaMa. rrO~H~TbC~ Ha BepWHHhl 

MaTepHanbHo~ KynbTyp~. rrO~H~TbC~ K oDna~eHHID BCeMH 

ueHHOCT~MH HayKH H HCKycCTBa. H ~anbwe. illarHYTb Ha ~pyrHe, 

e~e Donee npeKpacHwe BepwHHw, 0 KOTOPhlX He cMen Me4TaTb HH 

O~HH ¢eHTaaep H DeaYMeu.88 

The motif of rising, of triumph over difficulties, is central to 

the plot. Specialists who have worked for the English owners before 

the Revolution declare mechanisation of the mine to be unfeasible. 

However, the party activists represented by the indefatigable Lunin 

are determined to press ahead despite the apparently insuperable 

technical problems. This, they do, having enlisted the aid of Reyt, 

an engineer. Rescued from his aimless existence by Lunin's challenge, 

Reyt has no doubts as to what is at stake, ... 'Po~aeTc~ H08a~ 3noxa 

4enOBe4eCTBa' . 89 Reyt' s sudden conversion lacks verisimil it ude, but 

the belief that the new world was within the grasp of mankind was an 

accurate enough reflection of the spirit of the times. 

Underlying the ethos of scientific endeavour is the assumption that 

the scientist serves the interests of mankind. In "GlUck auf!" thi s 

service to man is identified with the communist state, a state which 

has set itself the goal of freeing man from fruitless labour and 

enriching his life. In Stepan Kol' chugin. the optimism is muted and 

the role of the scientist is not exclusively defined in accordance 

with the interests of the state or its ideology. 
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For Grossman the scientist's raison d'~tre is the pursuit of truth. 

Love of truth, 'I<OTOpa5l, npeI<paCHee acero' 90, leads Sergey Kravchenko 

to embark upon a scientific career. Certain key aspects of Grossman's 

biography are to be found in Sergey's. Like Grossman, Sergey enters 

the Faculty of Physics and Mathematics and shares his creator's 

youthful dreams of making a major breakthrough in the realm of 

experimental physics, to release the energy of the atom. 

autobiographical fragment "Fosfor" Grossman looks back 

ambition: 

In the 

to this 

~Home~ 51 pemHn ocsocoAHTb BHyTpHaTONHy~ 3Hepr~, a eme 

paHbme, ManbqHmKO~, MHe XOTenOCb C03AaTb s peTopTe ~BO~ 

CenOK. He cOhlnocb.91 

Sergey sees the secret of liberating the energy of the atom as his 

gift to mankind. That this discovery should embody such potentially 

catastrophic consequences for mankind, where so much altruism was 

intended, was undoubtedly a bitter pill; even more so when so much of 

the initial research on which its outcome depended was due to 

Einstein, a man and scientist whom Grossman greatly admired. 

Obliquely, Grossman alludes to this disappointment in "Avel' shestoe 

Avgusta". After the raid we learn that one of Joseph's boyhood 

ambitions had been to split the atom. 

For all the excitement engendered by the discoveries of Mendeleev 

modern science depicts a world in which man has increasingly less 

relevance: 

... MHp orpoMeH, SenHI<, qTO HCTOPH5I pOAa qenoseqeCI<oro -

I<paTK~ MHr Me~y AByM51 neA5IH~ sanaMH, qTO I<OCMOC 

CeCI<OHeqeH s npocTpaHcTse H ao speMeHH, qTO Bce OOpeqeHO 

rH5enH, qTO MeqTa, MhlCnH, qyacTBa, paAocTH H ropecTH nroAe~ 

nycThl H ceCCMhlCneHHhl a xaoce caeTOBhlX aeI<OB, B oeCKOHeqHOCTH 

speMeHH.92 

Sergey finds little comfort in these discoveries. Like Levin in Anna 

Karenina with whom Grossman compares him, he experiences acute 

anguish. Science seems unable to answer fundamental questions. 

Reason, the essential tool of all scientific investigation, can 

provide no sol ut ion to death. Sergey suppresses his doubts with the 

soothing thought that, . 'cMepTH HeT, paayM - BeqeH'. 93 Yet he 

fools himsel f, as his argument wi th Bakhmut skiy, an ardent Bol shevik, 
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shows. He concedes that it will be possible to eradicate starvation, 

poverty and disease, but this will not satisfy man: 

npHapaKH Hec~acTH~, e~e 60nee rpoaH~, ~eM Te, KOTop~e B~ 

n060ponH, BCTaHYT nepe~ ~enoBe~ecTBoM. CMepTb! Bo Bce~ 

cBoe~ oCTpoTe, He aaMacKHpoBaHHble MaTepHanbHbIMH HeC~aCTSlMH, 

B~BHHyTCSl npoKnSlT~e, Beq~e ~noco~cKHe Bonpoc~. OHH 

CTaHYT peanbHo~ 60Pb60~ aa xne6! BCTaHeT cTpamHoe 

npoTHBope~He Me~y paaYMoM, BcenpOHHKa~mH~ BcenOaHa~mHM, H 

EanKo~ BpeMeHHo~ 060no~Ko~, Hecy~e~ ero!94 

Echoes of Dostoevsky are immediately detectable. Nevertheless Sergey 

makes a valid point. Sceptical about everything else, scientists 

often lose sight of, or fail to consider, the wider and deeper issues 

raised by scientific activity. Bakhmutskiy has no answers to the 

'accursed eternal philosophical questions'. Sergey implies clear 

limits as to what science can achieve: it tells us how, not why. Even 

more remarkable is the fact that sentiments so manifestly hostile to 

the aims of Soviet science, and expressed with such convincing 

eloquence, should be so explicit in a work of literature published 

before 1941. 

Great emphasis is placed on scientific knowledge in the 

intellectual development of Stepan Kol'chugin. Lacking the privileged 

background of Sergey, he relies on the help of Aleksey Davydovich. 

Impressed by Stepan's thirst for knowledge, Davydovich, a chemical 

analyst - an allusion to Grossman's past - offers to teach him the 

natural sciences. For the present discussion it is Davydovich's own 

views which are important. 

conformity and hostility 

Marxism-Leninism. 

They comprise a contradictory amalgam of 

to some of the underlying principles of 

Davydovich is a militant rationalist and rejects all forms of 

dualism. His faith in science embodies the optimism of the nineteenth 

century: 'TonbKo HaYKa H TeXHHI<a cnoc06HbI ~BHraTb nporpecc' . 95 

Devotion to science and progress is, however, tempered by scathing 

criticism of political economy and philosophy, which he declares to be 

'nycTaSl CXOJIaCTHKa' I and ... ' SI~OBHTble MHpa>KH, 60neaHb ~enOBe~eCKoro 

yMa ... '.96 His contempt for philosophy and political economy - the 

essential plinths of Soviet ideology - stems from the conviction that 

science must follow paths and ends dictated by itself and not by 
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ideology. Science should remain unfettered by extraneous 

considerations. Wi th severely utili tarian aims in mind Oavydovich's 

employer forbids him to pursue research. As an engineer he is a mere 

functionary, whereas the chemist is a pioneer at the forefront of 

human knowledge. Forced to work as engineer, Oavydovich does not 

realise his full potential, his skills are debased:' KypHua He nTHua, 

XHMHK - He HH~eHep'. 97 

As is the case wi th so many of Grossman's heroes, Oavydovich's 

inner world is to be found in his notebooks. They contain the core of 

his belief regarding science and man's role in the scientific process. 

Man may penetrate into the bowels of the earth for precious stones and 

minerals, but according to Davydovich the three most precious stones 

are not to be found beneath the earth's crust. In the pursuit of 

ostentation man misses the jewels residing in man himself:' BenH~He 

YMa, ~o6poTa cep~ua, CHna Bep~'.98 One detects a certain disdain on 

Davydovich's part for the mining activities of man, activities 

consistent with the progress which he purports to uphold: 

nID~H POIDT rny60KHe Kono~u~, 6yp~T neCqaHHK, BaphlB8IDT 

MarMaTHqeCKHe nopo~~ AHHaMHTOM H H3 KaMeHonOMeH H maXT 

H3BneKaIDT ~paroueHH~e KaMHH. Ho eCTb ~paroueHHocTH 

npeKpacHe~ 6pHnnHaHTOB B KopoHax Bcex HMnepaTOpoB aeMnH. 99 

Davydovich illustrates his triad by reference to famous historical 

figures. He recalls the death of Archimedes, who concerned only to 

protect his researches, makes no attempt to save his life, and dies at 

the hands of Roman soldiers, a martyr to truth. Similarly, the 

heretic Jan Hus refuses to renounce his faith and is burned at the 

stake. Finally, Galileo, 

astronomical discoveries 

insists that they are true. 

who having renounced the importance of his 

before the Holy Inquisition, nevertheless 

Intended, no doubt, to highlight the repression and obscurantism of 

Tsarist society, which were real enough, the overall effect is 

different, and is perhaps indicative of Grossman's aim. Reference to 

such paradigms of dignity, courage and intellectual vigour widens the 

historical parameters. Judged from this standpoint, Oavydovich' s 

lyrical account becomes an attack on all abuses of power, be they 

ochlocrat ic, theocrat ic or aut ocrat ic. The time span invites such a 

conclusion too. Had Grossman wished his story to refer solely to 
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Tsarist society, the period in which Stepan Kol' chugin is set, he 

could easily have found historical characters f th rom e revolutionary 

underground. But Grossman's examples span the period from classical 

antiquity through the Middle Ages to the dawn of the European 

Enlightenment. In other words, the conflict between those who seek 

truth and those who would suppress it, is a fundamental and perennial 

characteristic of man's existence. It will not cease to exist when 

the polarity of Marxism and Capitalism ceases to exist. Davydovich's 

notebooks contain the early stages of many ideas which receive a 

fuller expression in Zhizn' i sud' ba. Goodness of heart may be seen 

as the seed of Ikonnikov-Morzh's testament. Like Jan Hus, Morzh 

refuses to compromise his beliefs and pays with his life. In 

addition, the brutality of Imperial Rome and the fear of the truth 

shown by the Holy Inquisition are inseparable from the odious 

tyrannies portrayed in Zhizn' i sud'ba. 

Unwittingly and inevitably the exploratory proclivities of the 

research scient ist and innovat i ve thinker bring them into conflict 

with the rigid structures of ideological and religious orthodoxy. 

Indeed Grossman seems drawn to those figures who provoke the greatest 

wrath. His writing abounds in the names of those who have asserted 

interpretations of reali ty, differing from those of their 

contemporaries, who have rigorously challenged accepted canons in many 

disciplines: Luther, Avakkum, Archimedes, Hus, Galileo, Bruno, Newton 

and Einstein, are names which recur throughout Grossman's work. For 

Grossman, heresy is a criterion of intellectual excellence and in 

certain circumstances one of moral superiority. 

Signi ficant for this theme are the physicists Dmi try Petrovich 

Chepyzhin and Viktor Shtrum whose dialogue in Za pravoe delo 

frequently extends and diversifies well beyond the range of what was 

acceptable for Soviet scientists. Grossman portrays Chepyzhin as 

being quite distinct from his fellow Soviet scientists. Personal 

di fferences are stressed as much as professional ones. Despite his 

age Chepyzhin undertakes lengthy trips on foot in remote regions of 

the Soviet Far Eastj he keeps a diary dedicated to lyrical digressions 

and recollections of nature. Equally at home in the practical world, 

he has bui 1 t himsel f a log cabin. Chepyzhin I s scient if ic pursuits 

reflect the same individual versatility, the harmonious blend of 
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theory and pract ice and the same intense curiosi ty about the world. 

He is one of the leaders of Soviet physics and a scientist of world 

renown. An acknowledged expert on the structure of matter, his 

cosmogonical theories have provoked intense debate among both Western 

and Soviet theoreticians. 

Chepyzhin is a powerful formative influence on Shtrum. Initiated 

on the basis of common intellectual interests, their relationship 

develops into one of firm friendship. Not only is Chepyzhin an 

outstanding thinker, he is also an inspiring teacher, who is guided by 

Mendeleev's maxim: 'noces Hayq~ B30~~eT ~n~ maTBhl Hapo~Ho~'. 100 

Chepyzhin's individual brilliance and the leading role ascribed to him 

by Grossman incurred the displeasure of Soviet critics. In the 

revised edition of Za pravoe delo Chepyzhin's stature is reduced, 

while Shtrum adopts a more critical stance towards his former teacher. 

However, it was Chepyzhin's scienti fic speculation, the fruit of his 

overlapping interests in philosophy and physiCS, which formed the 

focal point for much of the antipathy in the period 1952-53. 

Human progress in all its complexity fascinates Chepyzhin, and he 

seeks to understand what has taken place in Germany. Hi tIer, he 

argues, has gi ven free rein to the darker impulses of the human 

psyche; freedom, reason and good have been forced underground. 

Chepyzhin develops this idea through the analogy with a town. Those 

who make the most signi ficant contribution to the weI fare of the 

inhabitants, those who enhance the quality of life, are active in 

daytime. Others, of whose presence little is known, are active at 

nightj they fear the light. It is the latter category who are 

prominent in Hitler's Germany. According to Chepyzhin, Hitler's 

success cannot be seen entirely in the context of economic and social 

factors. Chepyzhin reduces his analogy to the individual in whom both 

negative and positive potential coexist: 

B qenOBeKe HaMemaHO BC~KO~ BC~qHH~ MHoroe B HeM no~ cny~oN, 

cKp~oe, Ta~Hoe, HeBepHoe, qaCTO qenOBeK, ~BYmH~ B 

HopManbHhlX oomecTBeHHhlX ycnoB~x, caN He 8HaeT H nO~BanoB 

cBoero ~yxa. 101 

In time of crisis these sub-conscious drives assert themselves more 

strongly, breaking through the veneer of civilised society. As 

Chepyzhin succinct 1 y expresses it:' Myl<a I<HH8Y nomna, a M}'cop nO~H~nc~ 
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Hapymy'.102 In fact this idea was first e v d i hpresse n one of 
Grossman's wartime works, "Staryy uchitel' ". Well before the Germans 

occupy his village, the old teacher, Rosenthal, realises that the 

traitors among them have emerged: 'Ma nO~BanOB H ~pOB BhlneanH 

H3MeHHHKH, cna6~e ~yxOM'. 103 That Grossman escaped censure during the 

war for such ideas only to be attacked afterwards tells us much about 

the changing sensitivities of officialdom. 

In Za pravoe delo motifs of surface/consciousness and 

underground/subconsciousness seem only to refer to the German 

experience. But the almost identical use of both motifs with regard 

to Soviet citizens in "Staryy uchitel'" suggests a wider relevance for 

Chepyzhin's observations. Talking of Hitler's Germany, he has the 

Soviet Union in mind too, or indeed any society in crisis. In both 

contexts Chepyzhin employs similar phraseology, since in both, evil 

arises under similar conditions: 

MeH~eTC~ He cOOTHomeHHe, a nonomeHHe 4acTe~ B MopanbHo~, 

~y}{OSHO~ cTpyKType 4enOBeKa. 104 

Such a conclusion holds out little hope that man will eradicate his 

evil. But neither will good perish. Suppressed and reviled, it 

survives even the darkest moments of history. For Chepyzhin the laws 

of thermodynamics, which assert the indestructibility and immutability 

of energy, are a ready metaphor for the endurance of good: 

3HeprH~ Be4Ha, 4TO 6~ HH ~enanH ~n~ ee yHH4To~eHH~. .. H BOT 

TaKOBa ~e ~y}{OSHa~ 3HeprH~ Hapo~a. H oHa nepexo~HT B 

cKp~oe COcTo~HHe, OHa pacceHsaeTc~, HO yHH4TO~Tb ee 

Henba~. Ha cKp~oro COCTO~HH~ OHa BHOBb H BHOBb c06HpaeTc~ 

B MaCCHSHoe crycTKH, HanY4aWmHe CBeT H Tenno, oc~cnHBaeT 

QenOSe4eCKYW ~aHb. 105 

The implications of Chepyzhin's metaphor are obvious to Shtrum, who 

asks: 

... 6ea Tb~ HeMhlCnHMO omymeHHe cseTa? Be4HocTb ~06pa 

~cnHMa nHmb S Be4HOCTH ana?106 

Chepyzhin's 

acquiescence 

speculations on 

drew heavy fire. 

good and evil, 

Notwithstanding 

and Shtrum's 

the vilification 

inspired by the Doctors' Plot, Grossman's novel would still, one 

suspects, have aroused the ire of the Party. Grossman, despite making 

some concessions to Stalin, in the form of wholesale reproduction of 
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large parts of Stalin's wartime speeches, was not only repeating, but 

developing ideas first expressed in "Es11 verit' p1fagoreytsam". This 

did not escape the attention of the critics who took Grossman to task. 

Bubennov stated that Chepyzhin and Shtrum adhered to the discredited 

theories of the Pythagoreans: 

H,llet\:HbIe nopoKH pOMaHa « 3a npasoe .IleJIO }) He HOSbI, - 3TO 
peUH,llHSbI cTapbIX OWHOOK nHcaTen~. CY.Il~ no BceMY, 

B. rpOCCMaHY He y,llaJIOCb eme SbIpsaTbc~ H3 nJIeHa nOp01{HbIX 

« TeopHt\: ». 107 

Incompatible with the economic aims of the Soviet Union, Grossman's 

ideas disregarded the wisdom of Stalin: 

B TO spe~t KOr,lla KOMMyHHCTHqeCKa~ napTH~, TosapHm CTaJIHH 

npH3bIBaeT K HayqeHHID oo~eKTHBHbIx 3KOHOMH1{eCKHX 3aKOHOS 

pa3sHTH~ oo~ecTsa, B. rpOccMaH YCTaMH CBOHX repoes 

nponOSe,llyeT sHeHCTOpH1{eCKHe, peaKUHoHHbIe, H,lleaJIHCTH1{eCKHe 

B3rJISl,llbI. 108 

Molodoy kommunist endorsed much of Bubennov's remarks, adding: 

llHCaTeJIb .lla>le He ,lleJIaeT nOnblTOK paaOOna1{aTb Spe.llHble 

¢HJIOCO~CKHe 6pe.llHH CSOHX cTpaHcTsyID~X no CTpaHHuaN KHHrH 

rope - « ~HJIOCO¢OS ». 109 Chepyzhin and Sht rum were, it 

concluded, 

Y'IeHblX' . 110 

. 'BbIMbICeJI aSTopa, KJIeSeTa Ha nepe.IlosbIX coseTCKHX 

Detailed criticisms appeared in Kommunist. Having duly reproached 

Grossman for the affinities with IIEsli verit' pifagoreytsamll
, and his 

failure to draw the appropriate concl usions from earlier cri tical 

assessments, A. Lektorskiy goes on to condemn Chepyzhin's philosophy: 

~oNopomeHHaSl ¢HJIoco$H~ B. rpoccMaHa Hero rJIaSHOrO repoSl 

qenbI*HHa COCTOHT Ha 06pbIBKOS H.lleanHCTH1{eCKO~ ¢HJIOCO$HH 

3HepreTH3Ma, « nO.llC03HaTenbHoro » ¢pe~.llH3Ma, MHCTH1{eCKO

AyanHCTH1{eCKO~ ~Hnoco¢HH H3se4Hofi OOPbObI ,llByX HeH3MeHHbIX H 

Be4HbIX HaqaJI B MHpe: Aoopa H aJIa, cseTa H TbMbI. 111 

In the later version of Za pravoe dele Shtrum vigorously reasserts 

the orthodox position. Shtrum's counter-arguments seek to reaffirm 

the primacy of material factors in human history, and especially to 

rebut any notion of soul or spirit in such a process. Coherent in its 

perception of the consequences, Shtrum's volte-face is artistically 

unconvincing. Chepyzhin's ideas, he argues, negate the concept of 
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progress (' Jl.BH>I<eHHe Bnepe.n'). 112 Applied to the Soviet system, they 

predict stagnation (8acToJ.'\), and reject the possibility that man in 

general can rise to great heights.' Of course, in the Gorbachev era 

zasto~ has become a euphemism for the fail ure of the Brezhnev years. 

Grossman clearly foresaw the consequences inhering in too narrow a 

defini tion of progress. Here are sentiments which are in striking 

contrast to those expressed with such hope in "GlUck auf!" 

Oespi te Shtrum's obj ections the full thrust of Chepyzhin's 

arguments are not obli terated. The attacks on Grossman and the 

subsequent modification of Za pravoe delo have brought about a result 

not intended <not by the censors). Subversive ideas, hitherto 

camouflaged and implied, now stand exposed. No deciphering on the 

part of the reader is required, since greater lucidity has been 

unwittingly ensured by the pressure on the author. To a certain 

extent Grossman has managed to turn the tables on the censors. 

Grossman's 'spiritual energy' was not only ridiculed for its 

association wi th Freud and the human subconsciousness. Lektorski y 

imputed a Biblical meaning: 

3Ta Tat%HcTBeHHa~ « CKpblTaSl }) 9HeprHSl, oCBo60>KJl.eHHaSl OT 

CBoero MaTepHanbHoro HOCHTenSl, BHTaeT HaJl. MaTepHe~, KaK 

« ,l{yx 5o)((J.ffi HOCHJICSl Ha,l{ BO,l{O~ ». 113 

Biblical associations are not as far-fetched as they might seem. In 

Chepyzhin's cosmogony the boundaries between energy, as it is 

understood in purely physical terms, on the one hand, and 

spirituality, good and evil on the other are blurred. Eventually they 

disappear, and one is left with something that transcends the laws of 

matter, yet at the same time is very much part of them. The corollary 

of this, Lektorskiy concludes, is: 

... H8BeQHaSl npoTHBOnOJIOmHOCTb Jl.yxa H Macc~ - MaTepHH, 

OT,l{eJIbHh~ HCKJIroQHTeJIbH~ JIHQHOCTe~ H Macc~ 

nOCpeJl.CTBeHHocTeJ.'\. HHaQe rOBopSl, nepe,l{ HaMH cTapa~, JIHillb 

HeMHOrO nO,l{HOBneHHasr H 3aByaJIHpOBaHHa~ HJl.eaJIHCTHQeCKaSl 

TeopHSl « repoeB H TOJIn~ ». 11' 

Lektorskiy's remarks are not entirely wi thout substance. Grossman 

attaches Ii ttle importance to class factors, as is apparent from 

Chepyzhin' s biography. Indi vidual i t y, intellect ual independence, and 

a deeply personal relationship with the world of nature all militate 
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against the contention that it is the 'coBoKyrrHocTb oo~ecTBeHH~x 

oTHomeHHt\' 115 which is responsible for man's inner world. An article 

in Zvezda continued the attack on what was considered to be Grossman's 

espousal of elitism: 

rrpHHHmeHHe Hapo~a ~o Tonrr~ - eCTb B~ameHHe He~oBepH~ K 

Hapo~y, K ero CHnaM, KHHUHaTHse H YMY, qTO ~Bn~eTC~ 

cepbe3He~mHM He~OCTaTKOM HOBoro pOMaHa B. fpoccMaHa. 116 

Exactly why Grossman's use of tolpa should be perjorative, and the 

Marxist term masses should not, is not clear. Nor, given Grossman's 

Stalingrad sketches, quite apart from the many vivid portraits of 

soldiers and civilians in Za pravoe delo, can one take seriously the 

accusation that Grossman had no faith in the people. In fact, it is 

clear that Chepyzhin closely identi fies the ethos of his scienti fic 

research with the people, something which Soviet cri tics have 

disregarded. Interestingly enough, when Chepyzhin and Shtrum 

discussed the causes of Fascism, the socialist tradition of Germany is 

acknowl edged: 

MHnnHoHhl rrporpeccHBHhlx, ryMaH~ n~~e~, BOCrrHTaHHhlX Ha H~e~x 

MapKca, 3HrenbCa, Eeoen~, P03hl R~KceM5ypr, RHoKHexTa, 

TenbMaHa ... 117 

In the book version references to Marx et al have been erased and 

socialist is dropped in connection with the workers' movement in 

Germany. Both the extreme left and right staked a claim to socialism 

and this deletion reflects Soviet discomfort over this apparent 

common ground. The larger deletion makes sense in the context of 

Chepyzhin's thesis and the opposition to it. Notwithstanding the 

supposedly enlightening influences of Marxist ideas, Hitler was still 

able to gain poli tical ascendancy. Concepts of hope and freedom 

inherent in words such as 'progressive' and 'humane' were simpl y 

brushed aside. Partly, this explains Lektorskiy's conclusion: 

Be~b ecnH BepHTb paccy~eHH~M ~errhlmHHa - B. fpoccMaHa, TO 

q,aWH3M, rHTnepH3M - 3TO nopo~eHHe HeMUeB « Booom.e >I HnH, 

KaK B~amaeTc~ aBTop rrpe3pHTenbHO « )l{H3HeHHO~ KBamHH », a 

He rropo~eHHe HeMeUKHX HMnepHanHcToB, oaHKHpOB H nOMe~KOBf 

He HX KpOBaBa~ TeppOpHCTHqeCKa~ ~HKTaTypa Ha~ HeMeUKHM 

Hapo~oM. 118 

Predicated on the basis of class, Lektorskiy's objections clearly 
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anticipated the stance to be adopted by Malinovskiy and Epishev when 

the campaigm against the Remarquist writers was at its height. 

Controversy surrounding Chepyzhin did not confine itself to his 

non-class interpretation of history. His views on the evolution of 

human knowledge were equally unorthodox. According to Chepyzhin there 

are three phases in the development of human societies and their 

acquisi tion of knowledge. The first is the intermolecular period. 

Here we find the 'nepBo6~~ Mna~eHeu' 119, who is only able to affect 

the form and location of objects in his environment. To the second 

era belongs man's discovery of chemistry, the discovery of fire and 

the ability to work metal. Ultimately this leads to the industrial 

revolution. The final era, and the one, according to Chepyzhin, on 

whose threshold mankind now stands, is the nuclear age. At its most 

fundamental level human civilisation may be expressed in terms of 

atomic physics. In the words of Chepyzhin: 

Bc~ HCTOp~ KynbTyphl MomeT 6hlTb CBe~eHa K ~BHmeHHID 

qenOBe~ecKo~ ~cnH OT BHemHero Konbua 3neKTpoHoB K ~~py. 120 

Historical inevitability is difficult to find. The path from 

primeval man to the discoveries of Rutherford and Planck does not 

conform to the putative laws of dialectical materialism. It is due to 

man's intensely inquisi t i ve mind and the workings of chance. As in 

"Esli verit' pifagoreytsam", doubt is thus cast upon the claims of 

Marxist-Leninist teleology. However, the theory of tsichlichnost' has 

been modified. Progress is haphazard and erratic; prediction is 

impossible. The goal of mankind - if it exists - cannot be deduced, 

since history is fraught with uncertainties. 

Chepyzhin's temporal perspective is important too. He cogitates 

upon the nature of human progress in terms of a million years. Based 

on such a scale his arguments are more convincing than the narrow 

parameters in which Marxist philosophy envisages change. Indeed, 

judged from a such a perspect i ve Marxi st phi losophy appears almost 

irrelevant, merely an important stage in the evolution of man' 6 

political consciousness, but one which will be superseded. 

Chepyzhin' s account of 

likelihood of stagnation: 

historical change does not invoke the 

Soviet Marxism i tsel f does. By arrogating 

to itself the right to be the sole repository of truth, discovered or 

undiscovered, and enforcing this right where necessary by the threat 
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or use of violence, Soviet Marxism impedes intellectual development. 

Hence Chepyzhin stresses the mutual aims of scientific research and 

those of the war: 

B rpo8Hy~, cTpawHy~ nopy OTeqeCTBa BO Bce~ rnyoHHe BH~HWb, 

KaKHe MoryqHe, KpoBH~et ~ymeB~e CB~8H oObe~H~~ HayKy c 

mH8Hb~ Hapo~a ... fiyTb HayKH K ~~py aTOMa, nyTb K BHewHeMY 

sneKTpoHHOMY KonbUY - 3TO nHWb BhlpameHHe Tex BeqHhlX H 

rnaBHhlX cB~8e~t oea KOTOPhlX He MomeT cy~ecTBoBaTb HCTHHHa~ 

HaYKa. H ~ Bep~, qTO Hama paooTa cnHBaeTc~ c BoeHHo~ 

OOPbOO~. 121 

Far from being esoteric self-indulgence, as Soviet critics have 

suggested, Chepyzhin's research, and the intellectual freedom to 

pursue it, are inextricably bound up with the freedom for which the 

Soviet people are waging war. Science must be unfettered by ideology 

if it is to serve the higher interests of mankind. 

Very little concerning the campaign against Grossman seems to have 

been published in the West at the time. However, in one article 

published in the emigre journal Grani, N. Anatoleva did attempt to 

examine the significance of what was taking place and provides some 

valuable insights into the thinking behind the vilification. She 

suggests that the three phases of human history were developed by the 

seventeenth-century philosopher Giovani Vico 122, and that their 

origins may be traced back to the Heraclitean theory of evolution. 

Thus, Chepyzhin's ideas have a respectable pedigree and merit serious 

attention. They belong to a much older and wider tradition than 

Marxism-Leninism. Such theories, she argues, terri fy Soviet 

ideologists, and would account for the hostility directed at Grossman. 

Criticism of the philosophy of energetics may be seen as an oblique 

attack on related ideas prevalent among Western scientists. 

Experiments carried out by Meier, Joule, Koldit and Ostwald demand an 

explanation for the Marxist-Leninist claim that matter is self

propelled. According to Anatoleva this accounts for Chepyzhin's 

interest in energetics: 

... OH K8K ~HaHK H~eT OObgCHeHH~ ~Hnoco~cKHX nocTynaToB, a He 

y~oBneTBop~eTc~ BO BceM MapKcHcTCKO~ ~orMo~ 0 caMo~BHmy~e~c~ 

M8TepHH. 123 

Interest in this field was not peculiar to Chepyzhin. There was 
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widespread interest among Soviet scientists. Concerned about this 

state of affairs, the Party published an article in the journal 

Bolshevik in which it sought to rebut the arguments. 124 The attacks 

on Grossman served a dual function. They were a warning to wri ters at 

large not to indulge in dangerous speculat ion. In this respect, as 

Anatoleva quite rightly asserts, Grossman was by far the worst 

offender: 

Ho B HaHOOJIhmett « epecH » oOBHHSleTcSl BacHnHtt fpoccMaH. 

OH nocSlrHYJI Ha « CBSlToe CBSlTbD{ }) KOMMYHHcTHqeCKO~ napTHH -

Ha ee ~HJIOCO~HID, npeTeH~yID~yID Ha POJIh HenorpemHMoA, 

HenpenO*Hott, BepxoBHo~ MY~pOCTH. 125 

Such attacks also permi tted the party theorists to discredi t ideas 

which had become unacceptably popular. The dangers posed by these 

ideas may be deduced from Krymov's comments on Chepyzhin which were 

part of the book version. Krymov concedes Chepyzhin's outstanding 

abilities as a scientist. but considers his intellectual 

peregrinations inadmissible: 

... HO TaM, r~e OH OTXO~HT OT CBOHX paooT no ¢HaHKe H 

n~aeTcSl ~HJIOCO~CTBoBaTh, OH, cnyqaeTCSl, npOTHBOpeqHT 

caMoMY ceoe KaK ~HaHKy, He paaOHpaeTcSl B MapKcHcTCKO~ 

~HaneKTHKe. 126 

Shtrum still expresses faith in Chepyzhin, pointing out to Krymov that 

perhaps it is knowledge itself rather than the theory of knowledge 

which is more important. Unconvincingly, Krymov is allowed the final 

word on this score, in essence repeating the comments of Lektorskiy. 

Vague and unsatisfactory, the answer fails to address Shtrum's point. 

Chepyzhin's views are threatening precisely because they are not 

confined to the realms of physics. Moreover, as a scientist 

researching the mysteries of the sub-atomic world, Chepyzhin is 

clearly more competent to pass judgement on the implications of his 

discoveries than Krymov. if for no other reason than that he 

understands them, whereas Krymov does not. Chepyzhin understands that 

knowledge cannot be compartment alised. It is this awareness which 

leads him beyond his own discipline in search of a broader, unified 

view of the universe. Of course Marxism-Leninism claims to do exactly 

this, and in accordance with the strictest scientific rigour. But the 

open hostility which its adherents manifest towards Chepyzhin's ideas 
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suggests that scientists, while indispensable for realising the plans 

of Soviet power, represent the most serious challenge to the 

intellectual hegemony of Marxism-Leninism. The tribulations of Andrey 

Sakharov, Yuriy Orlov, Zhores Medvedev and Leonid Plyushch, to name a 

few from a long and honourable list, bear witness to the friction 

between scientist and state in the Soviet Union. 

Science and ideology are at loggerheads in Zhizn' i sud'ba. At the 

heart of the conflict lie the discoveries and theories of Albert 

Einstein. Grossman's admiration of Einstein is shared by Shtrum. To 

the annoyance of his superiors, the administrators of his institute, 

Shtrum links the tenacity and courage of the Stalingradtsy with 

qualities in Newton and Einstein, the two great founders of modern 

science: 

MHe Ka*eTC~, qTO ynopcTBo Hame B CTanHHrpa~e - 3TO ynopcTBo 

HbMToHa, ynopcTBo 3~HmTe~Ha, qTO nooeAa Ha Bonre 8HaMeHyeT 

Top*ecTBo HAe~ 3~HmTe~Ha. 127 

Likewise, Shtrum constructs an analogy between physics, the main 

thrust of science in the twentieth century, and Stalingrad, which in 

1942 had become, . 'HanpaBneHHeM rJIaBHOrO YAapa ~n51 Bcex ¢POHTOB 

MHpOBO~ BOthihI'. 128 Shtrum's analogy in Zhizn' i sud' ba has much in 

common wi th Chepyzhin' s view, expressed in the journal version of Za 

pravoe delo, that strong spiritual ties uni te science and the people 

in the midst of war. Here, Grossman's language is significant. It is 

surely no coincidence that the sentiments linking the aspirations of a 

physicist craving the freedom to research, and those of a people 

desperate to rid themselves of Nazi and Soviet tyranny allude to the 

title of Grossman's most powerful St alingrad sketch, "Napravlenie 

glavnogo udara". One may conclude perhaps that Grossman repudiates 

the critical stance adopted by Shtrum in the revised text of Za pravoe 

delo towards Chepyzhin's ideas. 129 

Party hostility towards Einstein is prompted by xenophobia and 

above all by the implications of Relativity Theory. Einstein 

destroyed the concept of absolute space and time. 

comforting certainties disintegrated: 

After Einstein 

MHp CTan HeeBKJIH~OBhIM, ero reOMeTpHqeCKa~ npHpo~a 

¢OpMHpOBanacb MaCCaMH H HX CKOpOCT~MH. 130 

Notwithstanding the anti-Semitic overtones the dangers posed by 
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Einstein's theories were clear to certain members of the Soviet 

establishment. Heavily influenced by Einstein, Shtrum's researches 

attract the displeasure of the scientific section of the Party's 

Central Committee, because, . 'OHH npoTHBope~aT MaTepHanHCTHqeCKHM 

npe~cTaBneHH~M 0 npHpo~e Be~ecTBa' . 131 Shishakov, a party 

functionary, demands that Shtrum publicly renounce his support for 

Relativity Theory. Cast in the role of a modern Galileo, Shtrum 

rejects the right of ideologists to make definitive judgements on the 

nature of physical. reality, and thus he also rejects Lenin's well 

known praktitsizm or practicalness: 

.. ,' norHKa MaTeMaTHqeCKHX B~O~OB cHnbHe~, qeM 

norHKa 3Hrenbca H ReHHHa. 132 

Under intense pressure to declare his 'Talmudic abstractions'invalid, 

Shtrum, unlike Galileo, stands firm. Eventually the Party becomes 

aware of the practical applications, particularly in the field of 

atomic weapons, and the campaign against Shtrum ceases. That the 

inconsistencies between Leninist theory and the consequences of 

Einsteinian mechanics could be so easily discarded amply corroborates 

the cynical attitude of the Party towards its own ideology. 

Confronted with unacceptable discoveries as argued in the 

Pythagorean analogy - the Party suppresses themj yet where practical 

benefi ts may acrue from a new idea, inconvenient ideology can be set 

aside. As Hannah Arendt has suggested: 

It is this freedom from the content of their own ideology 

which characterises the highest rank of the totalitarian 

hierarchy. 133 

IV 

Precise scientific laws governing the progress of human societies 

have yet to be found; nothing in Grossman's writing suggests that they 

will be. In Grossman war, like progress, defies accurate prescription 

and prediction and Grossman's study consistently challenges orthodox 

Soviet assumptions on the nature of war. Much of this theme in 

Grossman may be seen as a dialogue with Tolstoy. In this final 

section, therefore, an attempt will be made to compare and contrast 

the two authors' approaches to war. 

Notwithstanding the massive technological advances which have been 
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made in the prosecution of war since 1812, the questions examined by 

Tolstoy have lost none of their relevance, and may still be 

legitimately investigated in the context of 1941-45. What is war? 

How valid is the concept of the just war? Can, or should, war be 

defined through international treaty? Is war governed by laws? What 

can Grossman add to the debate concerning the great man theory, a 

debate, initiated by TOlstoy in Voyna i mir, and pursued with 

relentless vigour? It is at this level, at what one might term the 

deep structure of war, that a comparative analYSis of Tolstoy and 

Grossman is most rewarding. 

A successor to Tolstoy in the field of war literature has been 

actively sought by certain Soviet critics since the end of the war. 

Twenty years on in 1965 I. Kuz'michev bemoaned the absence of the 

definitive chronicle of the nation's agony: 

MhI Bce elIl,e He HMeeM cBoe~ « BotbibI H MHpa », TO~ rllaBHo~ 

1<HHrH, KOTopaSi paCCKa8aJIa Obi HaM « BCJO npaB.ZlY » 0 BO~He. 134 

Yet not all agreed. In a sharply worded reply in Znamya A. Bocharov 

descri bed Kuz' michev' s art icle, . '1<a1< ne\{aJIbHblft aHaxpoHH8M, 1<a1< 

peUH.ZlHB npopaOOTOqHO~ 1<pHTHKH'. 135 Specifically attacking the notion 

of the 'main book', he added: 

Te8Hc 0 « rJIaBHO~ I<HHrH » He HMeeT, 1< oHe I'.{HO , HH\{erO oom.ero c 

peaJIbHhIM pa8BHTHeM JIHTepaTyp~ KOTopaSi cYlIl,eCTByeT He .ZlJISI 

O.ZlHOpa30Boro BhISIBJIeHHSI « CYlllHOCTH », a .ZlJISI nOJIHOrO, 

npaB.ZlHBOrO H OeC1<OHeQHO MHorOOOpa8Horo oToopa~eHHSI 

.Zle~cTBHTeJIbHOcTH. 136 

Bocharov' s sensi t i vi t Y is unusual. With the passage of time the 

demand among Soviet writers and cri tics for the 'main book' has not 

diminished. In 1985 many writers still expressed the hope of seeing 

the new Voyna i mir. 137 Grigory Baklanov, whose contribution to 

Soviet war literature is considerable, unreservedly affirms the 

significance of Tolstoy for Soviet writers: 

Bce caMoe 3Hal'.{HTeJIbHOe, \{TO C03.ZlaHO B cOBeTcKo~ JIHTepaType 

o BO~He rpa~.ZlaHCKO~t nepBo~ MHpOBO~, OTe\{eCTBeHHo~ - Bce 

3TO onHpanocb Ha TOJICTOBC1<YJO Tpa.ZlHUHJO. 138 

Baklanov would seem to suggest that Tolstoy's signi ficance is more 

than an influential tradition. His writing and it is worth 

emphaSiSing that Baklanov does not confine himself to Voyna i mir -
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creates a set of criteria, according to which all Soviet writers with 

pretensions to having made a serious contribution to Soviet war 

literature, should be judged. 

Elements of the Tolstoyan tradition are immediately obvious in 

Grossman's prose and in his experience. In both Za pravoe delo and 

Zhizn' i sud' ba he offers us a broad panorama of a nation at war. A 

powerful, seemingly unstoppable enemy comes to grief. Russian 

nationalism was as decisive in Hitler's demise as it was in the 

frustration of Napoleon's dreams. Grossman, although nominally a non

combatant, actively sought out, and shared the dangers and privations 

of those about whom he wrote. Knowledge of war at the t sharp end' is 

an essential feature of Grossman's realism. The initial reception 

given to Za pravoe dele implied a comparison with Voyna i mir. Two 

reviews 139 of the novel, one in Molodoy kommunist, the other in 

Ogonyok. referred to it as an epic. 

comprehensive depiction of the war 

Both reviewers praised Grossman's 

and the, . 'CHna oonbworo 

peanHcTH~ecKoro HCKyccTsa' . 140 

Details of still more encouraging assessments are provided by N. 

Anatoleva: 

H8secTH~ KpHTHK H. TonqeHosa He TonbKo cpaBHHBana pOMaH c 

« BoAHoA H MHpOM ., ToncToro, HO H oTKpoBeHHo CKa3ana,~TO ee 

nOTp~cnH MHOrHe cTpaHHUhl H 3nH30~hl pOMaHa. r. 6poBMaH np~Mo 

cKa8an, ~TO « rpoccMaH MO>KeT O~HO~ CTpO~KOfi ~aTb oonblIIe, qeM 

HeKoTophle opaTb~-nHcaTenH Ha MHOrHX cTpaHHUaX». JI. 

CYOOUKHi% cnpaBe~nHBo HaSBan pOMaH « naHapaMofi Hallie~ BOi%Hhl ». 

A. AB~eeHKo nowen eme ~anbme - OH He TonbKo oueHHn 

npoH8Be~eHHe rpocCMaHa, HO, cpaBHHBa~ ero C pOMaHoM K. 

CHMoHosa « TosapHllUi no 0PY>lGiIO», CKa8an, 4TO CHMOHOBY 

« HeBhlrO~HO, ~TO B ~ 10 >KypHana ne~aTaIOTC~ 3TH ~Ba 

pOMaHa». 141 

Comparisons with Tolstoy - a positive assessment of Grossman's work -

were soon overshadowed. Bubennov attacked those in the Union of 

Wri ters who regarded Za pravoe delo as the, 'COBeTCKa~ « BofiHa H MHp 

», or an, '« 3HUHKnOfle~HSI cOBeTcKo~ >lGi8HH »'.142 

On the question of a successor to Voyna i mir. Konstantin Simonov 

is unequivocal: the demands to create the new Voyna i mir are, he 

asserts, impossible to implement because, ' ... KHHrH, no~ooHhle « BO~He 
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1-1 MHPY H, .llBa>K.ZtLI He C03.llaIOTcSl'. 14-3 Simonov was well acquainted with 

attacks on Grossman in 1952-53, and clearly does not endorse the 

claims made on behalf of Za pravoe delo. as recorded by Anatoleva. 

Whether Simonov read Zhizn' i sud' ba is not known. In any case, in 

1969, at a time when the existence of Zhizn' i sud'ba was not 

acknowledged, Simonov would not have been able to compare the two 

authors. Personal rivalries and ideological considerations to one 

side, Simonov's remarks deserve attention. 

Naturally, the exact conditions which pertained to 1812, and in 

particular to the genesis of Voyna i mir itself, cannot be duplicated, 

but similarities - podobnyy is also Simonov's word - as opposed to 

exact congruencies, surely can be. Support for this view is adduced 

by Simonov himself. During the Russo-German war, . 'poMaH « Bm1Ha 

1-1 MHp » npo>f<HJI B HameM C03HaHHH KaK ChI BTOPYIO >KH3Hb' . 144 That VOYDa i 

mir should strike such a deep chord in the Russian psyche is not 

surprising. In the winter of 1941 with Guderian's armoured columns at 

the gates of Moscow, Voyna i mir seemed profoundly relevant, as 

Simonov confirms: 

qTeHHe « BoAHhl H MHpa » B TOT nepHO.ll Hamei% >f<H3HH CTaJIO 

HaBCer.lla 3anOMHHBmHMC~ nOTpSlceHHeM, He TOJIbKO 3CTeT1-I4eCKH~ 

HO H HpaBCTBeHHhlM. 145 

Given this sense of catastrophe which exists in both periods, it 

appears that conditions are inherently conducive to the creation of 

the 'new Voyna i mir'. 

Later critics, most notably Bocharov, have also made the comparison 

wi th Tolstoy. The origins of Bocharov's volte-face need not concern 

us here, but the basis for the comparison is certainly relevant. 

Apart from the pivotal role played by families in both works, the 

Rostovs in Tolstoy, the Shaposhnikovs in Grossman, Bocharov recognises 

the importance of philosophical and authorial digressions for 

Grossman: 'eCJIH ChI He OhlnO 3THX paccY~.lleHH~, He OhlJIO H onHcaHHA '.146 

Of course many aspects of the Tolstoyan tradition can be found in 

the work of other Soviet wri ters. Sholokhov, Okudzhava, Bak1anov, 

Nekrasov, Bykov - to name but a few - are as much the heirs and 

exponents of the Tolstoyan legacy as Grossman. Of these Sholokhov 

would seem to enjoy the strongest claim. Yet the philosophical 

speculation, the restless spirit of enquiry, which inform Voyna i mir, 
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are absent. To quote Ermolaev: 

Unlike Tolstoy, Sholokhov does not search for the laws of 

history, or explore in depth the question of individual 

freedom and historical necessity, or probe into the meaning 

of human existence in a religious context. 147 

Bykov and Baklanov, and to a lesser extent, Okudzhava and Nekrasov, 

analyse in great depth the extreme psychological states which occur in 

war. Based on the 'localised principle'<' nOKanbHhrl% npHHUHn' 148), the 

works of Bykov and Baklanov do not lend themselves to the wider 

historical perspective. Similarly, the approach of Nekrasov and 

Okudzhava generally militates against a philosophical understanding of 

war. Only in Grossman do we find a writer who embraces the thematic 

heterogeneity of okopnaya pravda with Tolstoy's unremitting quest for 

meaning in the historical process. As Lipkin puts it: 

rpoccMaH paaBepHyn naHopaMY O~HO~ Ha BenH4a~mHx DHTB, H 

paaBepHyn ee He TonbKo cBepxy, KaK D~ c BepToneTa, Ko~~a 

Harn~~Hhl Bce ~pOHT~t apMHH, Kopnyca, ~HBHaHH. OH yBH~en 

OHTSY H cHHay, ~naaaMH con~aTa B oKone. ~o Hero TonbKo 

ToncTo~ TaKHM ~BO~H~ apeHHeM yBH~en BO~HY. 149 

One facet of the critical response to the publication of Zhizn' i 

sud' ba in the Soviet Union strongly suggests that the wai t for the 

'main book' is now over. A large number of critics have explicitly 

compared Grossman's achievement to that of Tolstoy's in Voyna i mir. 

In the first of a series of articles in Oktyabr', Bocharov argues that 

Grossman's two novels are the closest to, . 'TO~ pycCKO~ 3nH4ecKo~ 

Tpa~HUHH, KOTopa~ ObIJIa YTBep>K.QeHa 11. ToncTblM B « Bo~e H MHp ». 150 

Others, while recognising the parallels, sound a note of caution, even 

scept icism. L. Anninskiy in Druzhba narodov has drawn attention to 

what he believes are important differences: 

rOSOp~T: MHoro ToncToBcKoro. Ho cxo*eCTb fpoccMaHa C 

ToncTb~ cnHWKOM BH~Ha, 4TOOhl D~b TaKo~ npocTo~, KaK 

Knro4eBo~ ToncToBcKH~ xo~: B TO Bpe~, Kor~a - y 

rpoccMaHa OTcYTcByeT. ToncTo~ cnneTaeT H CB~ahlBaeT, a 

rpoccMaH cT~yeT H CTanKHBaeT. 151 

V. Kulish and V. Oskotskiy, an historian and literary critic 

respectively ( a combination of disciplines which reflects Grossman's 

historiographical as well as his literary importance) provide what is 
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to date the longest and most detailed analYSis of Zhizn' i sud' ba 

published in the Soviet Union. They dismiss the prize-winning novels 

of the seventies, such as Stadnyuk's Voyna and Chakovskiy' s Blockade 

(Blokadaj 1968-75), unhesi tat ingl y ascri bing Tolstoyan grandeur and 

profundity to Zhizni i sud'ba. But they qualify their observations: 

COOTHOCHTb - He aHaqHT oTo~~ecTBn~Tb HnH ypaBHHBaTb, 

npOBo~HTb np~~e, 6yKBanbH~e aHanorHH, BhlHcKHBa~ cpe~H 

repoeB BacHnH~ rpoccMaHa AH~pe~ BonKoHcKoro, ITbepa 

Beayxosa. 152 

This is a prudent comment, and while a study of the parallelism in 

characterization between Zhizni i sud'ba and Voyna i mir is not 

excluded, caution needs to be exercised. 

Tolstoy was of immense importance for Grossman. In his wartime 

notebooks, Grossman recalls his visit to Yasnaya polyana after the 

Germans had been ejected. Earlier visits in peace time had left him 

unmoved, but now in the midst of war, Tolstoy acqUires a deeper. more 

emotional appeal, as he did for many other people: 

H SOT ce~qac ~ nOqYBcTBoBan COBceM nO-HHoMY. qTO 9TO He 

Myae~, a *HBO~ ~OM, qTO rope, Bbmra, pacnaxHyBma~ Bce ~BepH 

B POCCHH, B~oH~ID~a~ nID~e~ Ha o6*HT~ ~OMOB Ha qepH~e 

oceHHHe ~oporH, cy~b6a He ~a~~~a~ HH MHPHO~ ropo~cKO~ 

KBapTHpN( ... l, qTO cy~b6a 3Ta He nOMHHOBana H ~OM ToncToro. 

( ... 13To rope, BNpBaBllieec~ B ~OM. c~enaHO ero Cy~M, mHBb~. 

CTpa*Ay~M cpe~H MMnnHoHoB T8KHX me cy~x, mHB~ cTpa~y~x 

~OMOB. 153 

Tolstoy's significance for Grossman does not recede after the war and 

in Zhizn' i sud' ba Tolstoy is never far away. Grossman's purpose is 

not difficult to discern. References to the Sevastopol'skie rasskazy. 

Voyna i mir, Kazaki and Khadzhi murat are one way of acknowledging not 

only the force of the Tolstoyan tradi tion. to which Grossman belongs, 

but also his personal and artistic debt to the great master. 

Unlike Tolstoy who ridicules the notion of the' TeopeTHKH BO~HN' 15.4-

or that of the 'yqeHhle BoeHHhle' 153, Grossman attaches some importance 

to such ideas, both in earlier works and in Zhizni i sud' ba, though 

with some important modifications in the later work. In earlier works 

the techniques of tactical analysiS are identified with those used by 

the scientist. The military planner attempts to synthesize a plethora 
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of data, often seemingl y unrelated. In Narod bessmerten Mertsalov 

reflects upon this process as he considers the enemy's intentions: 

OH yBH~en, KaK OT~enbHhle tno~aeMhle, HaKna~hlBa~Cb O~HO Ha 

~pyroe, nHmb cy~ecTBoBanH MeXaHHqeCKH ... 

.. . Moar ero Boccoa~an B ~HHaMHqeCKO~ npoeKUHH Bce 

MHOrOqHCneHHhle COCTaBn~~~e 3Toro cnOmHoro DO~. 156 

Mertsalov' s mental efforts are those of the research scientist, who 

seeks a coherent and unified solution: 

TaK yqeH~ MaTeMaTHK HnH ¢~aHK B nepBo~ CTa~HH Hccne~OBaHH~ 

DhlBaeT no~aBneH CnOmHOCTbID H npOTHBOpeqHBO~ T~meCTb~ 

3neMeHTOB, KOTop~e oTKphlBaeT OH BO BHemHe-npocToM ~ OD~HOM 

~BneHHH. yqe~ c BenHKHM Hanp~meHHeM coe~HH~eT, n~aeTC~ 

npoBecTH BO BaaHMocB~3b 3TH paCChma~mHeC~, npOTHBOpeqamHe 

~pyr ~pyry cnaraeMhle ... 3TOT npouecc Ha3hlBaeTc~ TBOpqeCTBoM. 

H HeqTO no~oDHoe nepemHBan MepuanOB, pema~ cnOmHy~,B03HHKmy~ 

nepe~ HHM 3a~aqy. 157 

Creation (tvorchestvo) is a recurring theme in Grossman's wartime 

writing. Military planning is akin to the work of the artist as well 

as the scientist. 

analysis: 

Intuition and inspiration supplement rational 

aHaHH~ H YMHoro on~a c B~OXHOBneHHeM, cnyqaeM H qeM-TO 

COBceM HppaUHOHanbHhlM ... ~pymaT, ~pymaT, a HHor~a H Bpa~y~. 

3TO KaK MYahlKanbHa~ HMI1pOBHua3H~, KOTopa~ HeMbICnHMa Dea 

reHHanbHo~ TeXHHKH. 158 

With regard to successful military planning, rational analysis and 

inspiration are inseparable. In the ocherk "The Creation of Victory" 

(IITvorchestvo pobedy"j 1944) Grossman reconsiders the whole question 

in the light of impending victory. An important ingredient of Soviet 

military success was the better Soviet commander's renunciation of the 

'KaHoHH3HpoBaHHe npHeMoB ycnexoB'.159 There is an unmistakable 

element of paradox: 

KpaTqa~mHM paccTo~HHeM ~o rpBHHIl. « eBpone~cKo~ KpenocTH » 

oKaaanacb He Ta reOMeTpHqeCKa~ np~Ma~ nHHH~, KOTOpy~ BH~enH 

HB KapTe HeMUhl, a cOBceM HHa~, BenHKonenHa~ H cnomHa~ 

KpHBa~, pom~eHHa~ aHanHTHqeCKO~ reoMeTpHe~ BO~hl ... 160 

Soviet military thought, or at least some of its more adventurous 
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practi t ioners, 

Better still, 

has imbibed the lessons of its German adversary. 

it has transcended its mentor and taken the theory and 

practice to a new pitch of excellence. Soviet achievement in military 

science is analogous to the revolutionary concepts of Lobachevskiy and 

Poincar~ in geometry. Euclidean assumptions that the shortest 

distance between two pOints is a straight line are rejected in favour 

of the ' magni ficent and complex curve' <Zamyat in immediat el y comes to 

mind 161). Soviet success defies conventional analysis. Consider too 

the formula the curve born of the analytical geometry of war'. 

Birth suggests the pain and difficulty of creation through experience, 

whereas the analyt ical process highlights the di fficul ties posed by 

multifarious data. Creation and analysis embody an holistic approach 

which has triumphed over the reductionism of the Germans. 

Grossman's use of tvorchestvo to embrace the activity of scientist 

and artist is remarkably similar to that of Spengler. In his 

discussion of mathematics Spengler argues that the word schtlpferisch -

the exact German translation of tvorcheskiy - pertains to mathematical 

enquiry. Newton, GauS and Riemen were, according to Spengler, 

'kUnstlerische Naturen'. 162 Furthermore, Grossman's use of analytical 

geometry as a metaphor of the new fluidity in Soviet military thought 

coheres with Spengler's view concerning its impact on human 

thought: 'Die analytisch gewordene Geometrie ltlste aIle konkrete Formen 

auf'.163 Whether this amounts to a direct borrowing from Spengler on 

Grossman's part cannot be stated with absolute certainty. Grossman 

was no stranger to advanced mathematics. Yet what is striking is not 

that both authors should use identical terms, but rather the context 

in which they are used. 

mot i f. 

The same is true of Grossman's tvorchestvo 

Several publications of "Tvorchestvo pobedy" exist in various 

collections of Grossman's povesti and rasskazy. An important deletion 

can be found in those versions published after 1956. In the wartime 

version and that published immediately after the war in The War Years 

<Gody voynYi 1946) Grossman concludes his analysis of Soviet victory 

with the following paragraph: 

3TO TBOpqeCTBO, Hmymee BhlCillHX, Bonee cOBepMeHHhlx ¢CPM, 

HHKorAa He YAoBneTBop~meec~ cerOAH~mHHM, n~nHBo H OCTpO 

CMoTp~mee B BYAy~ee, TBOpqeCTBO, BAoXHoBneHHoe cTanHHCKo~ 
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cTpaTerHe~ H o6~e~HHeHHoe cTanHHcKo~ Bone~, - H eCTb aanor 

no6e~hI! 164 

In subsequent versions of "Tvorchest vo pobedy" brought out by the 

military publishing house Voenizdat 165 references to Stalin as the 

architect of victory have been erased. The removal of Stalin's name 

from this particular ocherk. and in the given context, is significant. 

It was almost certainly due to the military's attempt, inspired partly 

no doubt by Khrushchev's denunciation of Stalin in 1956, to restore 

the prestige and professional autonomy of the Army. -

In the euphoria of approaching victory Grossman's panegyric to 

Stalin's mili tary genius is not quite as unusual as it seems. The 

whole tone of Grossman's later wartime reportage is characterised by 

hope and reconciliation. Faith in Stalin's promises for a better 

Russia after the war had not yet been shattered and goodwill towards 

Stalin was widespread. Praise of Stalin would have been consistent 

with the general spirit of optimism. As far as this author is aware, 

it is the only example of such praise anywhere in Grossman's oeuvre. 

Yet this praise of officially recognised Soviet strategy and of 

Stalin in particular merits closer attention. It implies some 

cri ticism. 'Canonisation of the methods of success', of which the 

Germans stand accused, was unquestionably a feature of Soviet military 

thought as well, and one which had far more in common with Euclidean 

rigidity or Phuel's dogma in Voyna i mir than with the innovative and 

pioneering ethos of Lobashevskiy and Poincare. Only when enterprising 

individuals were able to divest themselves of its negative and 

stifling authority were they able to compete with the German generals 

as equals in the realms of tactics and at the strategic-operat ional 

level. Stalin's contribution to strategy was formalised in the so

called 'permanently operating factors:' the strength of the rearj 

number of arms and divisions; their quality and quantitYi and 

organisational support. 166 Absent from this list is the factor of 

surprise. In the aftermath of the German invasion this had been 

downgraded; 167 for obvious reasons. To concede the importance of 

surprise as a major factor in war - universally accepted then and now 

- would have been an admission of negligence. 

Grossman's wartime sketches attest the importance of surprise in 

military operations. In the battle for the Kursk salient it was 
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E~e O~HO~ HCKnIDQHTenbHo sa*Ho~ ocooeHHocTbID HIDnbCKHX 50es 

1943 ~OAa ~sn~eTC~ OTcYTcBHe 3neMeHTa BHeaanHOCTH. B 3TOM 

HhlHeWHee HacTynneHHe HeMUes ~HaMeTpanbHo npoTHBonono~eHo 

HacTynneHHro, HaQaToMY 22 HIDH~ 1941 ~OAa. 168 

Similarly in "Bobruyskiy kotel" we find the following: 

Ycnex HeMeUKoro HacTynneHH~ B HIDHe 1941 ~OAa 5~ s 

aHaQHTenbHO~ CTeneHH onpe~eneH seponoMHo~, 5aHAHTcKO~ 

SHeaanHOCTbID. 169 

Grossman's use of verolomnyy. a key term in Stalin's belated address 

of 3rd July 1941, exposes the 'verolomnoe voennoe napadenie' as a 

crude euphemism for a surprise attack. Thus Grossman's praise of 

Stalin's military genius must be seen as superficial and confined to 

the atmosphere prevailing when the Soviet Union was on the threshold 

of victory. Arguably praise may be seen as a sarcastic comment, 

suggesting that the Soviet Union defeated the Germans in spite of, and 

not thanks to, Stalinist strategy. 

Strategy and the question of military genius are two interrelated 

themes in Grossman's analysis of the Stalingrad battle in Zhizn' i 

sud'ba. Here the parallels with Voyna i mir are compelling. Central 

to this discourse are Tolstoy's assault on the 'great man theory' and 

the concomitant search for coherence in the mechanism of war. Tolstoy 

adduces four main arguments against the great man of history, the 

ethos of which is personified by the military commander Napoleon. 

These arguments are well known and may be summarised as follows. 

Firstly, it is impossible for anyone individual, however gifted, to 

enjoy total control over historical events. Secondly, if the lower 

and intermediate levels of command fail to execute specific aspects of 

the military operation, genius counts for nothing. Thirdly, the 

military commander is never solely responsible for the initiation of 

an event or battle. To see him as being so is, Tolstoy assures us, a 

solecism, albeit an understandable one, since our conceptual apparatus 

finds it di fficul t to accommodate a5comoTHaSl HenpepbIBHocTb 

~BHmeHH~'. 170 It therefore selects an arbitrary starting point from 

which to consider a gi ven event. Finally, Tolstoy warns us to be 

beware of the fallacy, post hoc, ergo propter hoc: conquerors may 

always be present in war, but it does not mean that they are the cause 
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of wars, or that they express the alleged laws of history. 

Tolstoy expounds his thesis with a mixture of artistic flair, 

intellectual ruthlessness, and a zeal which at times borders on mania. 

During a Russian council of war eight different solutions are 
advocated to defeat Napoleon. Some of those present are ill-equipped 

to pass judgements; they are opport unist s, who adhere to one of the 

various factions according to its current popularity or social 

standing. Far more important are the opinions of General Pfuel (1779-

1866) t a Prussian staff officer, whose theories . Tolstoy considers at 

some length. Pfuel bases his tactical and strategic plans on the 

assumption that military strategy is a precise science which derives 

its validity from 'HeH3MeHHhle aaKoHhl'.171 New developments in 

military thinking are not incorporated, and wars which do not conform 

to theory cannot be regarded as real wars. Theory is paramount, an 

end in itself - and this view carries with it disastrous consequences. 

Pfuel blames the defeats at Jena and Auerstadt on those who failed to 

heed the precepts of theory. At no stage does he call his theories 

tnt 0 quest ion. Present at the discussion of future plans, Prince 

Andrey appreciates the flaws inherent in an all-embracing theory: 

KaKa~ ~e Morna 5~b TeopH~ H HaYKa B ~ene, KOToporo ycnoBH~ 

H 05cTo~TenbcTBa HeHaBeCTH~ H He MoryT 5~b onpe~eneH~ B 

KOTOPOM cHna ~e~TeneA BoA~ eme MeHee Mo~eT 5~b 

onpe~eneHa? 172 

No less flawed is the figure of the omniscient military commander. 

One example will illustrate the point. During the preliminary stages 

of the Battle of Schongraben, the low ground where the battle takes 

place is enveloped in dense mist. Napoleon and his senior commanders 

are above the ~st on a hilltop in bright sunlight. Unable to see the 

battle, Napoleon cannot know how it is progressing. 

make informed decisions, again for the same reason. 

Nei ther can he 

By the time the 

mist clears the bat t Ie is well under way. Thus Napoleon effectively 

enters the fray at a stage when events have taken a course not 

determined by him. Tolstoy's clock analogy underlines Napoleon's 

superficial knowledge of the battle. The movements which take place 

on the face of a clock are due to the thousands of unseen operations 

of the clock's mechanism. So it is with a battle. Apparent 

simplicity misleads. We see the totality of complexities, the course 
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of the battle - the hands moving on the face of the clock - but the 

underlying ones, the reasons for this interaction, remain beyond our 

grasp. The pOint is reinforced before the Battle of Borodino. 

Napoleon, in conversat ion wi th a senior commander, maint ains that the 

human body is like a watch: the body's inner workings are obscure. 

When Napoleon consults his watch, we are given a subtle reminder of 

his ignorance at a moment when he appears to be fully in control. 173 

Claims advanced on behalf of Soviet military genius are closely 

examined by Grossman. Grossman argues that the plan of encirclement 

used at Stalingrad was not an original construct: it was the 

application of a principle, al bei t in a more refined form, first 

applied by the 'nepBoD~H~, BonocaT~ ~enoBeK'. 174 He goes further: 

HCTOp~ DHTB nOKaa~aeT, ~TO nonKoBo~Uhl He BHOC~T HOBhlX 

npHHUHnOB B onepaUHH no npop~y 060pOH~, npecneAoBaHHID, B 

oKpy~eHH~, B~aThlBaHH~, - OHH npHMeH~IDT H HcnonbaYIDT 

npHHUHnhl, HaBeCTH~e e~e nIDA~M HeaHAepTanbcKo~ 3p~, HaBeCT~e 

MemAY npo~HM, H BonK aM, oKpy~a~~M cTaAo, H cTaAY, 

06opo~ID~eMYc~ OT BonKOB. 175 

The factory provides a good analogy. The director is responsible for 

the timely delivery of raw materials and the efficient functioning of 

the factory. But, Grossman warns, it would be quite wrong to 

interpret the smooth operation of the factory as an indication that 

the techniques of Roentgen's metallic analysis were discovered by the 

director. As in the field of military strategy we must be aware of 

the reification fallacy. 

Grossman acknowledges the logistical and executive roles of Stalin 

and the High Command, their talent to spot where these principles may 

be most suitably employed, but argues that the criterion for genius is 

originality. Size and complexity of military operations fool us. 

Daunted by their scale we use the word genius to represent a 

convenient, but fallacious shorthand for our inability or failure to 

realise the basic principles on which military operations are planned. 

As Isaiah Berlin puts it, words such as, , cause', 'accident', 

'genius' explain nothing: they are merely thin disguises for 

ignorance' .176 For Grossman genius is something quite specific: 

OnpeAeneHHe reHHanbHOCTH MOmHO OTHeCTH nHWb K nID~HM, KOTop~e 

BBO~HT B mH3Hb HOB~e HAeH, Te, KTO OTHOC~TC~ K HAPY, a He K 
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OOOnOqKe, KOCH, a He K BHTKaM BOKpyr OCH. HHqerO oo~ero c 

TaKoro pOAa 60meCTBeHHhlMH Ae~CTBH~MH He HMeIDT CTpaTerHqeCKHe 

H TaKTHqeCKHe paapaooTKH 'co BpeMeH AneKcaHApa 

MaKeAoHcKoro. 177 

Grossman bluntly repudiates the view of official historians that 

the contribution of the Soviet High Command was 

, ... 'BenHqa~HM BKnaAOM B BoeHHYID HaYKY, ee AanbHe~HM 

TBOpqeCKHM paaBHTHeM'. 178 

Encirclement appears still less original when one considers the 

earlier outstanding achievements of the German Army. In brilliant 

operations of encirclement, hundreds of thousands of Russian soldiers 

were capt ured. German military science, not Soviet, could therefore 

lay claim to be the originator of these concepts. Naturally, 

Grossman's views repudiate any claim to genius that the Germans might 

make. 

Tolstoy and Grossman diverge on the effectiveness of encirclement. 

Tolstoy's belief that the total encirclement of an army is impossible 

is, Grossman maintains, no longer the case: 

BO~Ha 1941-1945 rOAOB AOKaaana, qTO apMHID MO~O OKPYmHTb, 

npHKoBaTb K aeMne, ooxBaTHTb meneaH~ oopyqe~ OKpymeHHe BO 

Bpe~ BO~H~ 1941-1945 rOAOB CTano 6eamanocTHo~ 

Ae~cTBHTenbHocTH MHOrHX COBeTCKHX H repMaHcKHx apMH~. 179 

The mobility of modern war has made total encirclement possible, and 

in addition introduces a new dimension of fear, unknown in Tolstoy's 

day. Sudden and massive encirclement removes the encircled army's 

freedom of movement, paralysing initiative and inducing despair. 

Surrender or death by attrition are the only options. 

Tolstoy dismisses the great man's role in history; Grossman is less 

categorical. To a certain extent this follows from his definition of 

genius. If the geniUS is one who relates to the axis of human 

progress, (and by relates one means has either the knowledge to effect 

change himself, or lays the foundations for others) then change can be 

implemented by man. He is not necessarily as powerless to influence 

his destiny as Tolstoy suggests. Nor, as Grossman suggests, does he 

have to be a genius: Novikov's decisive intervention at Stalingrad is 

a case in point. Hi storicall y, the veracity of this incident is 

uncertain. But as a counter to Tolstoy it is effective. Certain well 
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placed individuals wi th the right amount of nous, intelligence and 

experience do seem to be able to grasp the nettle. 

Tolstoy's philippic against the great man concentrates on the 
figure of the soldier-statesman. This is perhaps ineVitable, if one 

accepts, as Tolstoy appears to, the view stated in Voyna i mir, which, 

according to Tolstoy, is generally held by historians: 

... BHelliH~~ ~e~TenbHOCTb rocYPAapcTB H Hapo~oB, B HX 

CTonKHOBeHH~X Me~y co6o~, BhlpamaeTc~ BO~HaMH. 180 

Acceptance of Tolstoy's arguments against the great man in the sphere 

of military strategy and statecraft does not exclude the possibility 

of great men or women in other areas of human endeavour. Science, 

from which Tolstoy draws heavily for many of his similes, metaphors 

and analogies, stands out. 

important: the differential 

the inverse square law; 

Newton's discoveries are particularly 

of history, a borrowing from calculus; 

and the many allusions to Newtonian 

mechanics. 161 Applied to the scientist, Grossman's criterion of 

genius finds a cogent manifestation and alternative to Tolstoy's 

despised great man embodied in the soldier-statesman. In Grossman's 

view, Galileo, Newton and Einstein undoubtedly qualify as great men of 

history. Their discoveries have had a far reaching influence on man 

and his perceptions of the universe. Grossman places them in the 

highest category of a tripartite division of intellectual endeavour: 

HCTHHHO BenHKHe HayqHhle OTKpbITH~ ~ena~ qenOBeKa 60nee 

MYAPWM, qeM npHpoAa. npHpo~a nOSHaeT ce6~ B 3THX OTKP~H~X, 

qepea 3TH OTKp~H~. K TaKHM qenOBeqeCKHM nO~BHraM OTHOCHTC~ 

TO, qTO COBepmHnH ranHne~, Hb~OH, 3~HlliTe~ B nOSHaHHH 

npHpoAhl npocTpaHCTsa, BpeMeHH, MaTepHH H CHnhl. B 3THX 

OTKPhlTH~X qenOSeK c03Aan 50nblliYro rny5HHy H 60nbmyw BhlCOTY, 

qeM Te, qTO eCTeCTseHHO cymecTBosanH. 182 

To an intermediate category belong those who adapt the principles 

observed in nat ure to man's speci fic and pract ical needs, such as 

flight and the power of the wind. Finally, we find those who apply 

the inventions of the second group to existing areas of human 

activity. Military science belongs to this division. Grossman's 

comments further debunk the myth of military genius: 

H HMeHHO cro~a OTHOCHTC~ ~e~TenbHOCTb qenOBeKa s o5nacTH 

BoeHHoro HCKYCCTBa, rAe HOShle TeXHHqeCKHe ycnoBH~ 
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BaaHMo~e~cTByIDT co CTaphlMH npHHUHnaMH. Heneno oTpHuaTb 

aHa~eHHe An~ Aena BO~Hhl ~e~TenbHocTH reHepana, pyKoBo~~mero 

cpa*eHHeM. OAHaKo HeBepHo 06b~Bn~Tb reHepana reHHeM. B 

oTHomeHHH reHepana 3TO HO TonbKo rnyno, HO H Bpe~HO, 

onaCHO. 183 

Continuity and a genuine spirit of cooperation are the hallmarks of 

the scientific tradition. The oustanding achievements of Newton and 

Einstein certainly reflect their personal brilliance, but they are 

unthinkable without the more modest contributions of those who have 

preceded them. 184 Scientific endeavour accommodates the full spectrum 

of ability. Because of this Grossman's schema is more appealing; it 

lacks the obsessiveness which characterises Tolstoy's approach to 

Napoleon. 

Grossman's belief in the importance of irrational factors in war, 

and Tolstoy's conviction that war is something 'npoTHBHoe 

~enoBe~ecKoMY paayMY' 185 have serious implications for the concept of 

the just war. For Tolstoy the consequences are implicit in the 

annihilation of the great man theory. If Napoleon is governed by 

historical events, and is merely a link in a causal chain, and cannot 

exercise his will to any great extent, then the possibility of a war 

waged for specific objectives becomes less likely. Underlying the 

prosecution of the just war is the assumption of moral justification. 

Yet as the course of a war ramifies such considerations become 

increasingl y irrelevant or pervert ed, as both Tol st oy and Grossman 

seem to suggest. War assumes a will of its own. Descri bing Borodino, 

Tolstoy wri tes that: I Bce ~enanOCb caMo CODO~'. 186 Grossman depicts 

Hitler's fears concerning the war with Russia. The initiative has 

been lost: 

OH [rHTnepJ Ha~an T~rOTHTbC~ BO~HO~, CTan 50~TbC~ ee, a OHa 

Bce paapacTanacb H paapacTanacb, 9Ta aa~eHHa~ HM Aec~Tb 

Mec~ueB Haaa~ BO~Ha c PoccHe~, OH y*e He D~n BnaCTeH Ha~ 

He~,ee Henba~ DYnO nOTymHTb, OHa mHpan8Cb, K8K cTenHo~ 

no*ap, ee paaMax, ee ~pOCTb, ee cHna, ee npO~On*HTenbHOcTb 

pocnH H pocnH, H eMY Hy*HO DYnO BO ~TO 5~ TO HH cTano 

aaKoH~HTb ee, HO OKaaanocb, ~TO ycnemHo Ha~aTb BO~Y ner~e, 

~eM ycnemHo aaKOH~HTb ee. 187 

A number of key arguments on this theme arise in the heated 
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exchange between Pierre Bezukhov and Prince Andrey on the eve of 

Borodino. Prince Andrey cannot accept Pierre's analogy of war wi th 

chess. Chess lacks the dangers and privations. In war decisions ( if 

one concedes that they are possible) are fraught with awesome 

consequences simply not present in chess and other simulacra. But 

Prince Andrey's most telling criticisms deal with the hideous 

posturing which surrounds war, and the very dubious casi belli for 

which wars are waged: 

HaM TOJIKYIOT 0 npaBax BO~HbI, 0 PhIUapcTBe, 0 napnaMeHTapcTBe, 

.a~HTb Hec~aCTHhlX H TaK ~anee. Bce Ba~op. 188 

The rights of war legitimise unprecedented crimes. Regulating war, it 

could be argued, actively furthers the likelihood of war. Dispensing 

with rules, Pierre maintains, is one way of reducing war. Confronted 

with a war to extinction, trivial casi belli would be given short 

schrift: 

BO~Ha He JIWOeaHOcTb, a caNoe ra~Koe ~eno B ~8HH, Ha~o 

nOHHMaTb 9TO H He HrpaTb B BO~y. HaAo npHHHMaTb cTporo H 

cepbe3Ho 9Ty CTpamHyro HeOOXO~HMOCTb. 189 

This is a remarkable volte-face on Pierre's part. His early 

admiration of the Napoleonic legend has proven misguided and the quest 

for personal glory seems futile. Here we encounter one of the great 

paradoxes of war. Prince Andrey's new understanding, as expressed 

before Borodino, is only conceivable in the light of personal 

experience. No amount of scholarly research could have given him such 

convict ions. Successive generations cannot be convinced of the folly 

of war. Only personal involvement permits them to reach this 

conclusionj and not all would. For all his supreme skill as an 

artist, for all his appalling realism in the portrayal of slaughter, 

TOlstoy was unable to prevent Russia willingly embracing World War 

One, no more than Remarque, Barbusse and Owen could prevent Western 

Europe from hurtling towards the abyss of World War Two. 

The just war, as envisaged by Prince Andrey, would become total war 

were it taken to its logical conclusion. Theory generates insoluble 

moral dilemmas. Could a war, in which all rules, however imperfect 

and flawed, were disregarded, be just? Would not the relentless 

carnage render the 

Theoretically, Prince 

epithet 

Andrey may 
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practice he resiles. A sharp distinction needs to be drawn between 

Prince Andrey's perception of total war and the reality of those total 

wars which have taken place in the t'wentieth century. Prince Andrey's 

vision of total war is a theoretical model, and would, ex hypothesi. 

only arise in a just cause, the formulation of which is in itself a 

daunting task. In the twentieth century, technology has made total 

war a destructive actuality: it shows scant regard for established 

moral and legal conventions. 

The concept of the just war (spravedlivaya voyna) occupies an 

important place in the thought of Marxism-Leninism. War itself is 

seen as a socio-economic phenomenon behaving in accordance with 

specific laws. 190 Grossman repudiates this view and hence the 

Marxist-Leninist vision of the just war. 

In Stepan Kol'chugin the outbreak of World War One provokes intense 

and wide-ranging social and political discussion. As in the other 

belligerent nations, the declaration of war is accompanied by an 

upsurge of patriotic fervour. Bakhmutskiy, one of the leading 

exponents of Bolshevik theory in Stepan Kol' chugin, asserts that the 

European Social Democrat parties have failed the test, and have sunk 

into a '6onoTo mOSHHH8Ma'. 191 Bakhmutskiy's stance towards World War 

One coheres with the Marxist-Leninist analysis that it was an 

imperialist war. Continuing in this vein, he offers an interpretation 

of the conflict, making certain predictions: 

pa60qee nBHmeHHe B~~eT H8 Hcn~aHH~ CHnbH~ H no6enoHocHb~, 

8BepHHoMY mOSHHHaMY He no6opoTb BenHqa~me~ HneH Hamero 

apeMeHH - pa6oQero HHTepHa~HoHanHaMa. HHTepHa~HoHanH8M 

~onmeH CTaTb H cTaHeT pemarome~ cHno~ B MHpe. 192 

Events proved him wrong and Grossman seems to set out qUite 

deliberately to remind the reader of the frustrated hopes of 

International Socialism. 

Bakhmutskiy is isolated in his optimism. Rabinovich, a provincial 

intellectual, is an eloquent critic of Bakhmutskiy, and in particular 

of the implied assumption that the eradication of capitalism will lead 

to the eradication of war: 

H Ka~a~ TaKa~ BO~Ha 6y~eT, KOHeQHO, HaahlBaeTC~ nocnenHe~, 

HHaqe HX HHKTO He aaXOqeT secTH ... A qepea KaKoe-To TaM 

KOnHqeCTSO neT CbM samero chlHa 6YAeT TaK ~e BeCTH nocneAH~~ 
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BO~Hy, a nOT OM BHyK - Bce TaK, ~O KOHUS BeKOB. 193 

More importantly, Rabinovich provides a far more convincing reason as 

to why wars will continue, rather than be eradicated: 

Hy~o nOH~Tb: Bce, po~eHHoe cHno~, paHo HJIH n03~HO ~on*HO 

norH6HYTb OT CHJI~ ~e. 194 

Levashevskiy sees war as a regenerative force: 

Ha Bo~e JIro~H HMe~ B03MOmHOCTb npo~BHTb MY~ecTBO, Bonro 

6naropo~cTB. BO~Ha B~BHraeT CHJIbHe~mHx H cnoco6He~mHx ... 

He 6y~b BO~~, MHp yMep 6~ B Mapa3Me. 195 

Echoes of Treitschke and Nietzsche are not difficult to detect here. 

Yet Levashevskiy's views define the fate of a large number of soldiers 

in Grossman's prose. 

Despite such diversity of opinion and the impartiality with which 

views hostile to Soviet orthodoxy are presented, 

reacted favourably to the war theme in Stepan 

following is of special interest: 

Soviet critics have 

Kol'chugin. The 

B H306pa~eHHH HMnepHanHcTH~ecKo~ SO~Hbl OH [rpoccMaH] 

HCCJIe~yeT ee MexaHH3M, ee 3KOHOMHKY, ee « 3aKOHbI I). B. 

rpoccMaH ~aeT BbIpa3HTenbHbIe H ~eTKHe KOHTypbI 3Toro «JIHlla)) 

BO~. 196 

However, close textual scrutiny offers little support for this latter 

view. Grossman eschews epithets such as 'expressive' or 'distinct' j 

and for good reason: 

C 3JIbIM H HenOKOpHhlM nYKaBcTBoM sO~Ha He ~aeT pa3ra~aTb ce6~. 

He nO~Tb ~06pocOBeCTHbIM cxonaCTaM ee 3aKOHOB. 197 

The human face as a metaphor of war is redolent of Tolstoy's clock or 

body analogy. The physiognomy may possess well defined external 

features, and may offer some clues as to its function. But the deeper 

impulses, the workings of the mind, like those of war, remain hidden. 

War's inner dynamic is protean; war is a phenomenon whose laws, if 

there are any, are I KosapHbIt%' . 198 The superficial interpretation of 

the face metaphor belongs to Lavrova, not to Grossman. 

Indeed, Grossman is sceptical towards those who advocate the 

reduction of war to a set of laws: 

3aKoH~ BO~HbI - He npocTbIe 3aKoHbI, H He T8K y~ nerKo 

nOH~Tb HX. no~sny~, HH B O~HO~ o6nacTH nW~H He ~ena~ 

cTonbKo npe~cKa3aHH~, cTonbKo caMoYBepeHHbIX o606~eHH~, KaK B 
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BoeHHot'f. 199 

From an orthodox standpoint 

The emphasis attached to the 

difficulty in analysing its 

Grossman's approach is problematic. 

elusiveness of war, to the extreme 

subtle matrices, implies an over-

simpli fied interpretat ion on the part of Marxist thinkers. In fact 

the very concept of laws seems suspect, since it prescribes, 

simplifies and sets limits. Within a precise and narrow range of 

conditions physical events may be described by laws. Fallacies 

multiply when the concept of laws as envisaged by the scientist is 

applied to war or history. One cannot speak of laws, but rather ' a 

multiplicity of causes'. 200 Likelihood rather than certainty is all 

that can be claimed. 

Certain observations, particularly those referring to the 

significance of chaos in war, were deleted from the post-war editions 

of Stepan Kol' chugin. Bocharov suggests that the removal of these 

observations may be understood in the light of Grossman's experience 

of war. It demonstrated to Grossman the, ... 'HenpaBoMepHocTb TaKoro 

HalKHMa Ha « xaoc ».201 Atavistic and primeval considerations in 

Grossman's portrayal of war - whether from the perspective of the 

trenches or from senior command level - do not corroborate Bocharov's 

contention. Nor does Bocharov take cognizance of the importance of 

Grossman's scientific training for his study of war. It is from 

Relativity Theory, Avagadro's gas laws, Brownian motion, 

indeterminacy and Quantum Theory that Grossman takes some of his most 

strikingly effective images of war. 202 Moreover, the study of chaos 

is fundamental to modern science's understanding of the universe. 

Hence, for Grossman to exploit its discoveries in this way, is to 

recognise the importance of chaos, uncertainty and spontaneity in war. 

Scientists perceive the workings of chaos most clearly in the 

aleatoric world of the sub-atomic particle, and the many close

quarter battle scenes in Zhizn' i sud'ba may be seen as an analogue of 

this infinitely small and complex world. Close quarter battle does 

not unfold in a logical, linear sequence, but by a series of sudden, 

disconnected leaps. Soldiers collide in a manner comparable to the 

intermolecular collisions found in Brownian motion. Chaos reigns 

supreme. 

hitherto 

The soldiers' perspective becomes distorted. 

regarded as an abstract entity, now seems 
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terri fying: 

B 3TOT ~CH~ ~n~ Tex, KTO nepe*HBaeT ero, NHr ooeBoro 

nepenoMa, Ta~HcTBeHH~ H Heoo~~cHeHH~ ~n~ Tex, KTO H8BHe 

nMTaeTC~ npe~yra~aTb H nOH~Tb ero npoHcxO~HT ~ymeBHoe 

H8MeHeHHe B BocnpH~THH: nHxoe, YMHoe « MbI», oopalllaeTc~ B 

pool<oe, xpynl<oe « ~ », a Hey~aqJIHBbIt% npoTHBHHK, KOTophB':% 

BocnpHHHMaJIC~ Kal< e~HHHqH~ npe~MeT OXOT~, npeBpalllaeTc~ B 

ymacHoe H rpo3Hoe, CJIHTHOe « OHH », 203 

The orderly, apparently coherent world of the collective, which 

suggests the reassuring stabili ty of Newtonian mechanics, dissolves 

into the lawlessness of random slaughter. Time itself becomes 

irrelevant and it is here that the distorting effects found in 

Relativity Theory are recognisable: 

Bonee CJIOmeH npouecc ~e~pMaUHH omy~eHH~ ~JIHTeJIbHOCTH H 

I<paTKOCTH BpeMeHH, nepemHBae~ qeJIOBeKOM B oo~. 3~ecb ~eJIO 

nepBHq~e omymeHH~. 

CnJI~mHBa~TC~ ... 204 

Our sense of order is further challenged by the provocative and 

enigmatic view that, . 'pyl<onamH~ OO~ npoHcxo~HT BHe BpeMeHH'205j 

an idea which can be found in Narod bessmerten.206 But perhaps the 

most paradoxical of all is the level of intuitive, inspirational 

understanding of the battle's outcome, acquired by the participants. 

For Krymov consciousness is heightened beyond the normalj clarity of 

vision is absolute: 

B xaoce, B KOTOPOM CMemaJIHCb cnen~~~ CBeT H CJIen~~a~ TbMa, 

I<pHKH, rpoxoT pa3p~oB, cl<opOneqaTb aBTOMaTOB, B xaoce, 

pa8o~paBmeM B KJI~qb~ omymeHHe BpeMeHH, c nopaaHTenbHo~ 

~CHOCTb~ KphlMOB nOH~JI: HeMUhl C~Thl, HeMU~ nOOHThl. OH nOH~JI 

3TO TaK me, KaK H Te nHcapH H CB~8Hhle, qTO cTpen~nH p~~OM c 

HHM, - BHyTpeHHHM qYBCTBOM.207 

Bocharov's unease at the presence of chaos in Grossman is not too 

difficult to understand. Chaos, randomness and instinct are inimical 

to the sense of Qr-dar-, control ond pt-ognosticotion, which according to 

Marxism-Leninism form the basis of scientific communism. 

It may well be possi bl e to define the just 

insuperable obstacle consists in the various 
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determine such a war, since they are contingent on what we perceive 

war to be; and our perception of war varies considerably. Hence the 

Marxist would give precedence to' economic or class factors; the 

student of Freud might prefer man's fascination with ritualised 

violence; the anthropologist would point to the significance of 

ethnological or atavistic factors. All are valid approaches, but they 

describe a partial truth, not a whole one. 

Grossman's vision of the just war invokes a titanic struggle 

bet ween good and evil. Largely bereft of political considerations -

and therefore suspect in the eyes of Soviet cri tics - this basic 

premise endows Grossman's prose wi th a power rarely found in other 

writers of the same period. Grossman goes beyond hate. In the 

Stalingrad sketches the struggle is interpreted in supra-ideological 

terms: 

3~ecb co~eTanOCb orpoMHoe CTHXHHHoe CTonKHoseHHe ~ByX 

rocy~apCTBt ~Byx 60pIDmHXC~ Ha ~3Hb H cMepTb MHPOB ... 208 

In "Good is Stronger than Evil" ("Dobro sil'nee zla" ; 1944) Grossman's 

vision is apocalyptic: 

... Bce rOBopHT 0 TOM, ~TO ~o6po n06emAaeT ano, qTO CBeT 

CHnbHee TbMhl, ~TO B npaBoM ~ene qenOSeK nonHpaeT aBep~. 209 

Stalin's post-war crackdown gave the lie to this hope. In 1953 

Grossman's speci fic vision of the just war was denounced. Bubennov 

charged Grossman with having failed to interpret the Stalingrad battle 

from a Marxist standpoint.210 

very little in the Stalingrad 

interpretation. 

Yet the facts of history reveal that 

battle favours a formal Marxist 

Numerous factors contrive to make it a uniquely Russian not Soviet 

victory. It was not merely a battle between two armies. Large 

numbers of Russian civilians were present throughout the struggle, 

many of whom played a vi tal role in the city's defence. Nor should 

one forget the mystical and emotional reverance, felt by Russians 

towards the Volga;. what Grossman calls the, 'peKa PYCCKOH cB06o~hl'. 211 

Inextricably bound up with the ethos of Mother Russia, the Volga also 

marked the beginning of the Central Asian steppe. Further retreat was 

impossible; a stand had to be made. At Stalingrad the fate of Russia 

hung in the balance. From the beginning of the battle until victory 

in February 1943, Stalingrad became the focal point of the nat ional 
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struggle in a way in which earlier and subsequent battles, often on a 

much greater scale, never did. Sub-units like Grekov's house 6/1 are 

the heart of the city's defence. Alongside others they create 

a' HepymHMOe, KpenKoe uelloe'. 212 Given the symbolic implications in 

the destruction of house 6/1 for Russia's post-war freedom, there is 

surely a grim and portentous irony in Grossman's description of the 

war, written a month before the German surrender at Stalingrad as 

'~eCTOKa~ H cnpaBe~llHBa~'.213 Freedom perished with Von Paulus's 6th 

Army. 

In hindsight, as Grossman realised, Stalingrad was more than a 

military turning point: 

CTallH~pa~cKoe Top*ecTBo onepe~Hllo HCXO~ BO~H~ HO MOllqallHB~ 

cnop Me~y n05e~HBmHM Hapo~oM H n05e~HBmHM rocy~apcTBoM 

npo~oll*allc~. OT 9TO~0 cnopa aaBHcella cy~b5a qellOSeKa, ero 

cB060~a.214 

Victory had far-reaching repercussions for the physical, intellectual 

and moral freedom of post-war Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union. 

Proliferation of Soviet tyranny would seem to confute the claims made 

for the just war. True, victory saved St al in. RepreSSion in many of 

its ugliest forms continued unabated. But Stalingrad was the 

beginning of the end of Hitler's dreams in Eastern Europe. Final 

liberation of Auschwi tz, albeit too late to save millions, was now no 

longer a question of blind hope and wild optimism, but one of time and 

certainty. Those who fought for freedom at Stalingrad only to lose it 

after the war, nevertheless ensured that it survi ved for others: they 

kept the idea alive. This for Grossman is the enduring triumph of 

Stalingrad, the final vindication of the just cause. 

Cohesion, an unbending commitment to endure, whatever the cost, and 

a deep love of one's comrades are the hallmarks of Grossman's just 

war. Spontaneous and democratic, it owes nothing to the doctrinal 

inflexibili ty and amorality of Soviet ideology. It is a shame that 

such magnificent qualities have been so repeatedly misappropriated and 

debased by hack writers on the war theme. Such sacri fice from a 

people is only possible at a moment of impending catastrophe. We may 

argue that Grossman's view is that a just war can only be a defensive 

war. The parallel with Tolstoy is convincing; resistance to the 

French was most determined when the need was most acute. 
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No other Soviet writer can match the extent to which Grossman 

penetrates the depths and exposes the paradoxes of war. Grossman, 

while paying tribute to Tolstoy, is nevertheless no slavish imitator, 

no plagiarist of the epic Tolstoyan tradition. but an independent, 

incisive and eclectic mind of formidable proportions. Here is one 

reason among many. why the association with Tolstoy will persist 

throughout any study of Grossman generally. and of Zhizn' i sud' ba 

specifically. Another reason, and the most important, resides in the 

central theme of;. this chapter. In his portrayal of war in the 

twentieth century, with its indissoluble links to totalitarianism and 

its brutal annihilation of the myth of humane and rational progress, 

Grossman has few equals. 
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Inside the Totalitarian State 

VII 

I 

Totalitarianism, whether embodied in Hitler's Germany or Stalin's 

Russia, dominates the intellectual and artistic conception behind 

Zhizn' i sud' ba and Vse techet. Arguably, therefore, the origins, 

growth and consequences of totalitarianism, constitute the major theme 

in Grossman's art. 

Totalitarianism, the most destructive political phenomenon of the 

twent ieth cent ury, has been the subj ect of int ense scrut iny since 

1945. Numerous scholars have studied it and sought to define its 

structures, methods and aims. 1 A thorough examinat ion of these 

definitions lies beyond the scope of this work, but the following 

sample provides a suitable model for comparison with Grossman. 

As early as 1945 Alexandre Koyre described the totalitarian 

movement as, 'secret societies established in broad daylight'.2 

Equally succinct, Carl Friedrich has defined totalitarianism as 'the 

institutionalisation of revolutionary zeal',3 A more formal and 

comprehensive definition, and one which embraces the now generally 

accepted features of totalitarian societies has been advanced by K. 

Zbigniew: 

Totalitarianism is a system in which technologically 

advanced instruments of political power are wielded without 

restraint by centralized leadership of an elite movement for 

the purpose of effecting a total social revolution, 

including the conditioning of man, on the basis of certain 

arbitrary ideological assumptions proclaimed by the 

leadership in an atmosphere of coerced unanimity of the 

entire population. 4 

Elements of all three definitions are to be found in Grossman. Yet 

there is much more, and the present-day student of totalitarianism 

will find Grossman a valuable, and in many respects, an original 

SOurce, 

Important as Zhizn' i 

understanding of this theme, 

sud'ba and Vse techet are for our 

they are not the sole texts in which 
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Grossman places totalitarian systems under the microscope. Among 

Grossman's war prose Za pravoe delo and "Treblinskiy ad lf stand out. 

Furthermore, a careful st udy of Crossman's pre-war wri t i ng reveal s 

that he was far from indifferent, as some have suggested 5, to the 

changes which tore the fabric of Soviet society apart in the thirties. 

Collectivisation, industrialisation and 1937, to which Grossman 

repeatedly returns in Za pravoe delo. Zhizn' i sud'ba, Vse techet and 

"Dobro vam!", are examined directly and directly in a number of 

scrupulously detailed and tightly knit rasskazy~ 

Germane to this theme are "A Little Life" <"Malen' kaya zhizn' "i 

1967">, "Young and Oldfl <"Molodaya i staraya"; 1964), "The Elk" 

(If Los' "; 

1963), 

zhizni "; 

1963) and "Several Sad Days" 

Completed or begun between 

(fl Neskol 'ko pechal' nykh dney" i 

1935 and 1940, (flMalen' kaya 

1936, "Molodaya i staraya"i 1938-40, "Los' "i 1938-40, 

"Neskol'ko pechal'nykh dney"j 1940-63» all these rasskazy have been 

subjected to varying degrees of delay in publication. For some, the 

delay was not far short of that inflicted on Zhizn' i sud' ba. The 

extended writing of "Neskol'ko pechal'nykh dney" is significant. 

Written over 23 years from 1940 until 1963, it demonstrates through 

its themes and protracted chronology a continuity in Grossman's work, 

which many claim does not exist. None of the obligatory optimism of 

socialist realism can be found in these early works. Arrests, 

denunciations, death and social dislocation feature prominently and 

this is the most likely reason why they were refused publication 

before the war, or more likely why Grossman never attempted to publish 

them.6 Indeed, given the atmosphere of Soviet society at the time any 

attempt to publish would have been grossly imprudent, even suicidal. 

It is pertinent therefore to ask for whom Grossman wrote these 

stories. Posterity is a plausible explanation. Written in an 

atmosphere of corrosi ve fear and suspicion, these stories are one 

man's record - and in Stalin's Russia a highly incriminating one - of 

life in the totalitarian state. 

One social consequence of Stalin's policies was a huge increase in 

the number of orphans, the besprizorniki, (the word may be also used 

to refer to those who lost their parents in the Civil War) whose 

parents had either perished in collectivisation or were murdered in 

the purges. Rejected by close relatives from a fear of incrimination, 
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many of them lived out their lives in the austere world of the detskiy 

dom. Orphanhood is the theme of "Malen' kaya zhizn'''. For the 

duration of the May Day holiday Lev Sergeevich Orlov and his wife 

provide a little girl with a brief respite from the rigours of state 

institutions. The festival spirit contrasts sharply with Orlov's 

pensive and withdrawn personality. Holidays are a poignant reminder 

for those without families that something is missing in their lives. 

Orlov has his young guest in mind and the many like her when he says: 

SI· YCTpoeH TaKHM oopaaoM, qTO MHe ~aHO BH.lleTb TparHqeCKOe, 

cKp~oe no~ poaoB~ neneCTKaMH. ~ BO BceM OpnoB BH.llen 

TparHQeCKoe. 7 

We may see this as a gentle hint from Grossman as to how we should 

read his stories. Silence, the implied question, and the half-truth 

all need to be considered. 

The hidden element in the girl's biography concerns the origins and 

fate of her parents: 

OTKy~a OHa - c YKpaHHhl, c CeBepHoro KaBKaaa, c BonrH? KTO 

OTeu ee? Mo*eT O~b, OH norHO Ha cnaBHO~ paooTe B aa50e, B 

.llhlMY Ha KonocHHKoBO~ nno~a~Ke HnH OH YToHyn, cnnaBn~~ nec? 

KTO OH? Cnecapb? rpyaqHK? Man~p? RaBOqHHK? qTO-To 

BenHqeCTBeHHoe H TporaTenbHoe OhlnO B 3TO~ cnoKo~Ho cn~~eA 

.lleBOqKe.8 

Two clues point to the origins of the girl's parents and thus their 

likely fate. The girl is a native German speaker; her surmane 

Mayorova suggests German parentage too. 

Caucasus and especially the Volga all 

ethnic Germans. 9 Collectivisation was 

Moreover the Ukraine, the 

possessed large numbers of 

the worst time for ethnic 

Germans. The maj ori t y belonged to the more conspicuousl y successful 

peasantry and were thus singled out for particularly ruthless 

treatment, which, with with Hitler's rise to power, acquired a 

perverse legitimacy. It seems reasonable to conclude that the girl is 

the orphaned child of German parents, who were most likely murdered 

during collectivisation. Orlov's concern for the girl's past, the 

hospitality shown by him and his wife, provide some modicum of human 

warmth in her otherwise bleak life. The first tentative steps have 

been taken towards a fuller relationship. Such hope is entirely 

absent from "Los''', a deeply pessimistic story of loneliness and 
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death. 

It has been suggested that the source of this despair was an event 

in Grossman's lifej in this case the seizure by the KGB of the 

manuscripts of Zhizn' i sud' ba. Were it not for the fact that "Los'" 

was written between 1938-40, this would be a cogent explanation. 10 

Alternative explanations for the work's pervasive gloom need to be 

considered. One of the central characters in "Los'" is a retired 

engineer, Dmitriy Petrovich, who is dying of an incurable illness. 

Everything that he has done, or indeed has ever wanted to do, now 

seems meaningless before the prospect of death. Even his professional 

achievements fail to offer solace, since they have been rendered 

obsolescent. On more than one occasion we are reminded of Shatovskoy, 

in "Esli verit' pifagoreytsam". Abandoned by his former colleagues, 

he is now totally dependent on the love and ministrations of his wife 

Aleksandrovna Andreevna. 

Not surprisingly, when "Los'" was first published in 1963, such an 

unequivocally depressing portrayal of death drew censure upon its 

author, who by this time was himself terminally ill: 

Eecnpe~enbHoe O~HHOqeCTBO qenOBeKa B MHpe, nOTep~HHocTb ero, 

pa3~e~HHeHHocTb ero co BCeMH H c MHpOM - BOT 0 qeM nOBe~an 

HaM aBTop, Ho CTOHT nH B Hame Bpe~, Bpe~ 6oPb6a aa Bce 

nyqmee B qenOBeKe, nOABo~HTb qHTaTen~ K TaKHM yHhlnhlM 

BblBo~aM?11 

At a time when tenacious optimism was the order of the day there was 

still no place in Soviet literature for the Heiddeggerian caveat that 

death and not the construction of socialism, was the ultimate 

criterion against which the human condition was to be measured. 

Yet the polemical force of death as a theme does not proceed from 

Grossman's empathy wi th the dying Dmi triy Petrovich, but from the 

social and political context in which the theme is presented. In this 

respect the sudden disappearance of Aleksandrovna Andreevna deserves 

close scrutiny. Contrary to established custom, Dmi try Petrovich's 

wife does not return from work one Saturday evening. His immediate 

reaction to her unusual absence is significant: 'Ee HeT, OHa yMepna!. 12 

His reaction is identical to that of Orlov in "Malen' kaya zhizn' ", 

who, returning from work, and unable to find his wife, suspects the 

Worst. Despi te the reference to a road traffic accident as the 
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potential cause of Aleksandrovna Andreevna's death and the misleading 

interpretation from Bocharov that, . 'yHCe CJly~aJlHCb ODMOPOI<H Ha 

paooTe'13, a more ominous explanation seems likely. Why one wonders 

does Dmitriy Petrovich immediately conclude, and with such utter 

conviction that his wi fe is dead? Her sudden arrest is a plausible 

answer to this question. 

There is a large body of circumstantial evidence which strongly 

supports this thesis. We are told for example that· Aleksandrovna 

Andreevna works in the archive section of the Central Library and that 

she has a special interest in the anti-Tsarist groups, Narodnaya volya 

and Chernyy ~eredel. Both facts are relevant. As an archivist she 

has access to the past, something of vital importance in the 

totalitarian st ate, since the past is manipulated to justify the 

present, to predict the future. She is well positioned to spot and 

question such historical gerrymandering. One such case is identified. 

A steamer formerly called the Sofya Perovskaya. has been renamed the 

Valeriya Barsova after a singer. Aleksandrovna Andreevna regards this 

as a slight, banal and unjustified to the exulted revolutionary 

tradi t ion repesented by Perovskaya and her comrades. Renaming is 

common practice. Historical figures, disgraced or embarrassing to the 

Party, are frequently erased from the public consciousness in such a 

manner, in a crude attempt to reshape the past. 

Nor are her research interests entirely innocuous. As is well 

known, both these groups argued for a Russia based on the peasant 

commune, mir or obshchina. They were fundamentally hostile to the 

Western model of indust rial isat ion. Against the background of the 

Stalinist terror, any interest, however remote or academic (or 

precisely because it was), which might be construed as sympathy for 

the peasantry, and thus as opposition to collectivisation, would be 

inherently dangerous. Moreover, these groups, with their tradition of 

political assassination, offered the disaffected a tantalizing 

solution to the oppression visited on the people by the Bolshevik 

autocrat Stalin. To quote Isaac Deutscher: 

The text books surrounded these martyrs and heroes with a 

romantic halo; and 60 the sacred shadows of the past seemed 

now to press bomb and revolver into the hands of some 

impatient anti-Stalinist Komsomoltsy.14 
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Aleksandrovna Andreevna comes from a fami ly wi th a considerable 

revolutionary pedigree. No exact details are given. However, given 

the fact that Stalin regarded them as a potential focal point for 

opposition, any substantial links with members of the Old Guard would 

provide an additional motive for arrest. 

Further danger is indicated at Aleksandrovna Andreevna's place of 

work too. One of the junior members of the library has severely 

criticised ( raskritikovala 15) her at· a meeting, alleging that 

Aleksandrovna Andreevna has overloaded her with work connected with 

the 1870s and 1880s. Aleksandrovna Andreevna makes light of it, but 

one suspects that matters are worse than she is prepared to admit to 

her husband. At best it is a veiled warning to discontinue her 

researches, at worst a sign of impending arrest. In fact, the 

increasing sense of social isolation felt by Omitriy Petrovich is, as 

his wife observes, not solely due to the 'MHHTenbHOcTb 6onbHoro 

qenoBeKa'.16 It typifies the insidious process - well documented in 

Grossman's post-war works - whereby those whose political credentials 

are perceived to be dubious become outcasts. Their social isolation 

is the prelude to arrest. Seen from this standpoint, Omitriy 

Petrovich's illness becomes an accurate metaphor of Soviet society in 

the thirt ies. I t is a society that is compliant and uncertain, 

undermined by fear and mut ual suspicion, a sick societ y. We may push 

the metaphor further. Illness would seem to carry connotations of 

ideological impuri t Yi whereas health indicat es conformity. Complet e 

cure or death are the only possibilities for the ideologically 'sick'. 

There can be no half measures. Authorial asides leave us in little 

doubt that this is the case: I Paa qeJIOBel< He MO>KeT BbI3.ll0pOBeTb, eM)' 

HylKHo YMepeTb'. 17 

those who are not 

Oi fferences bet ween those haunt ed by arrest, and 

under suspicion, reflect the gul f dividing the 

terminally ill from the healthy: 

HHTepeCbI 6e3Ha.lle>KHOro 60JIbHOrO He MOrJIH cOBnacTb c 

HHTepeCaMH 3.ll0POBbIX. 18 

Dmitriy Petrovich himself suspects that his wife's family 

background and interests are a major factor in her disappearance. He 

ponders her fascination for the narodniki: 

illypHHO npel<JIOHeHHe nepe.ll HapO~OBOJIbuaMH ... Kal<a~ CHJIa BJIeKJIa 

ee I< 3THM ~HomaM H .lleBymKaM, K HX KOpOTI<O~ .llopore, 
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KOHqaBWeAc~ nnaxo~ ... 19 

The incomplete line, . 'Shura' s admiration of the narodovol tsy' , 

suggest s a break in his thoughts, caused by a sudden insight. It is 

revealing. Although the question is gramatically distinct from the 

inchoate line which ends with narodovoltsy ... , the juxtaposition of 

the two is not fortuitous. By means of it Grossman leads us to the 

belief that Dmitriy Petrovich's wife will end her days on the 

executioner's block too. 

Lipkin's memoir gives grounds for believing that "Los'" reflects an 

incident from Grossman's own life. In 1937 his second wife, Olga 

Mikhailovna, was arrested.20 According to Lipkin her arrest was due 

to the fact that her first husband, Boris Andreevich Guber, had been a 

member of the writers' group Pereval. Grossman attempted to help his 

wife. He wrote to Yezhov, arguing that since his wife was no longer 

married to Guber, there was no longer any justification for her 

arrest. Such an act, maintains Lipkin, was what made Grossman 

Grossman. One cannot but agree with Lipkin's comment on this episode: 

... B 1937 ro~y TonbKO OqeHb xpa6ph~ qenOBeK OCMenHnc~ 6hl 

HanHcaTb TaKoe nHCbMO rnaBHoMY nanaqy rocy~apcTBa.21 

Ershov's visit to his father in Siberia and Zhenya's return to Krymov 

in captivity are of the same order in their moving depiction of family 

loyalty. Grossman appears to have woven still further details of his 

personal circumstances into the fabric of "Los'lf. For example, 

Dmitriy Petrovich's wife has the same patronymic - Andreevna - as the 

arrested Guber. In addition, Grossman began writing "Los'" in 1938. 

This was at a time when Olga Mikhailovna had already spent a year in 

prison. The absence of his second wi fe was deeply felt by Grossman. 

As he told Lipkin: 

Thl He npe~cTaBn~eWb ce6e, KaKoBa mH3Hb MYmqHHa, y KOToporo 

Ha pYKax ManeHbKHe ~eTH, a meHa apecToBaHa. 22 

It is this acute sense of loneliness and personal loss which Grossman 

manages to capture superbly, both in artistic and human terms in 

"Los'''. 

Such details clarify the significance of the title. Alone in his 

apartment, or more tellingly 'incarcerated' (zaklyuchennyy 23), 

Dmi tri ty Petrovich recalls the circumstances in which he killed the 

elk, whose head hangs on the wall as a trophy. Initially he is 
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perplexed by the elk's refusal to flee. On approaching the body he 

notices a crippled calf at her feet. Dying and now without the 

protective warmth of his wife, Dmitriy Petrovich identifies himself 

with the calf. He experiences its agony of abandonment, the crushing 

isolation. He feels, 

nOKaneqeHH~ TeneHoK'.24 

. 'KaK Tor~amHH~ npHpeaaH~ B oceHHee yTpO 

The death of the elk is consistent with the 

interpretation that Aleksandrovna Andreevna has been arrested, and 

that her death is imminent, or indeed an accomplished fact. Her 

absence serves as a catalysti it accelerates the onset of Dmitri y 

Petrovich's death. Here, too, a comment is made on the interminable 

arrests. The sole victim is not just the arrestee, but the relatives 

whose lives are blighted. Shunned and isolated, they must endure 

official silence and the very real possibility that a similar fate 

awai ts them. 

The parallel with the elk and calf may be taken further. Grossman 

underlines the cal f' s gratitude towards its mother. She did not take 

flight, ... 'oHa ero He 6pocHna' .25 On one level it acknowledges the 

doe elk's loyalty to its young. Yet it informs us of Aleksandrovna 

Andreevna's loyalty to her husband: she has not abandoned him, she has 

fallen victim to human predators. Thus the remark made by her 

colleagues at work - they call her a 'HacTo~~a~ MYqeHHua'26 - was an 

augury. Like the elk she is a martyr; the motifs of revolutionary 

martyrdom, her interests, and personal martyrdom, loyalty to her 

husband, are firmly linked. The conclusion revises the tradi tional 

roles and qualities attributed to the animal kingdom and man. Man 

kills for pleasure; his lust for blood is not confined to animals. 

The silent eyes in the mounted head are eloquent. Like the wounded 

horse in Narod bessmerten they condemn, but they also forgive. Noble. 

humane, compassionate and courageous, the elk deserves all the 

epithets normally reserved for man. 

Sal tovskaya, one of the few Soviet cri tics to have paid serious 

attention to "Los' ", has expressed dissatisfaction wi th the 

conclusion: 

MomeT 6hlTb, TaKHM ~HHanoM paccKaaa aBTop XOTen CKaaaTb, qTO 

B nocne~HHe MrHOBeHH~ HCTHHa oaapHna-TaKH ero repo~ H OH 

nOCTHr BenHqHe H Bceo6~eMn~~yID KpacoTy mHaHH, nOH~n H 

npHH~n H cKop6b nOCHXH, H qHCTOTY, H caMooTsepmeHHocTb 
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nO~BHra Hapo~oBonbueB? Ho ~ame ecnH 9TO H TaK, TO BhlpameHo 

cTonb POCKO, TYMaHHo H HeYBepeHHo, qTO 6ne~H~ 9TOT 06necK 

He MomeT 03apHTb, B KOTOPYID norpymaeT Hac paccKaa.21 

No mention is made of Aleksandrovna Andreevna, a key omission, since 

she epitomises the sel f-sacri fice of both elk and the narodovol tsy. 

The relevance of the latter for the story is lost without reference to 

her. Nor do Grossman's aims seem to be fully appreciated. For a 

terminally ill man to lose his wife, when he is totally dependent on 

her, is a crippling psychologically blow. To demand optimism of a man 

in such circumstances is unrealistic. Similarly, Aleksandrovna's 

interests in the past, their significance for the present and her 

husband's own thoughts on these matters, all of which contribute to 

the interpretat ion of the ending, are not discussed. Sal tovskaya 

regards Dmitriy Petrovich's death as gratuitously pessimistic! 

An~ Hac cOBepmeHHo HenpHeMneM paccna6n~IDmH~, yHHmaID~~ 

qenOBeKa neCCHMH3M, pa3~eAHH~~~ ero c 't.IenoBeKoM.28 

Such pessimism was at odds wi th the mawkish ballads required of the 

loyal Soviet writer: 

B mH3HH Bcer~a XBaTano H MpaKa H rp~3H, H 3a~a't.la HCKyccTBa, 

KOHe't.lHO ~e, He B TOM, qT06hl ~HKcHpoBaTb HX, a B TO~ qTo6~ 

B~eCTH npHrOBOp Ha~ HHMH c TO't.lKH 3peHH~ B~cme~ 

qenOBe't.lHocTH.29 

This is cl iche, the offended irri tat ion of the Soviet drone-critic. 

Written in 1963, these remarks carried no personal danger for 

Grossman. Had they been made in an earlier period, things might well 

have been di fferent. What, one wonders, would the critical/state 

response to "Los'" have been, say in 1946 or 1952-53, when the 

advocates of socialist realism still enjoyed enormous power? 

The pessimism in "Los'" does not stem from some perverse or 

superfluous idiosyncrasy on Grossman's part. Rather it is a precise 

symptom of the loneliness - 'the essence of totalitarian government'30 

- induced by the breakdown of individual loyalty and trust. Explicit 

study of the state's war against its people comes in later works. 

That Grossman observes and records at a time when many looked the 

other way most certainly served to further the aims of 'higher 

humani t y' . Neither can the conclusion of "Los'" be undermined, as 

Saltovskaya at tempts to do, by comparison with Tolstoy's Smert' Ivana 
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I1' icha. In fact the comparison threatens to rebound. Firstly, it 

disregards the obvious, and crucial, point, that "Los'" is set at the 

end of the thirties. Secondly, that Ivan Il'ich perceives the true 

meaning. of existence, despite the banality and wretched mediocrity of 

his private life, redeems him. It underwrites man's spiritual 

autonomy, not his total dependence on the material world. No 

metaphysical revelation awaits Dmitriy Petrovich, only an end to 

agonising,. enervating speculation and physical helplessness. 

The machinery of denunciation and arrest are far more explicit in 

"Molodaya i staraya". Grossman's starting point is the Russian 

countryside and the career of Stepanida Egorovna Goryacheva, a 

collective farm worker, the lens through which we view their 

int eract ion. Educated and trained during the early phase of 

collectivisation, Goryacheva is well placed to prosper from the 

impending wave of mass arrests. In 1937 the director of her sovkhoz 

is arrested. Semidelenko, the replacement, terri fied of his own 

possible arrest, denounces much that takes place in the enterprise as 

'wrecking' <vreditel'stvo>. The outcome is predictable: 

3a KopoTKoe Bpe~ B COBxoae apecToBanH ~BeHa~uaTb ~enOBeK no 

ero aa~BneHH~M. Ha co5paHH~x CeMH~eneHKo Ha3hlBan 

apecToBaH~ ~HBepCaHTaMH H no~~raTen~MH.31 

Effective management, let alone satisfactory levels of production, are 

patently impossible in such an atmosphere of mutual suspicion and 

fear. Semidelenko denounces others largely from an instinct of sel f

preservation. Those whom he has attacked are almost certainly 

innocent victims of a rapacious Leviathan. 

One such worker is Nevraev. Semidelenko contends that Nevraev's 

assiduity and loyalty are a carefully constructed sham designed to 

fool his comrades. Indeed, Semidelenko argues that Nevraev has been 

working for a foreign power. The power in question is not named, but 

in the imaginary world of Soviet jurisprudence, such detail is not 

necessary. Evoking elusi ve and malevolent forces, the word 'foreign' 

overcame rational argument. The victim was irrevocably damned. That 

the hapless Nevraev recently ordered photographic equipment from 

Moscow only serves to add weight to Semidelenko's accusations. 

Goryacheva alone defends him. This incurs the displeasure of 

Semidelenko, who accuses her of collusion wi th Nevraev, and even of 
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being his mistress. Such claims have no sUbstance. But they 
illustrate the numbing effect of denunciations. Not only does it 

intimidate the accused into petrified silence - Nevraev says nothing 

in his defence but in most cases it effectively silences any 

support, for fear of attracting the unwelcome attentions of the 

securi t y organs. However, Nevraev's silence permi ts another 

interpretation, which can be inferred from his name. The root denotes 

the verb vrat', to lie. Literally, therefore, Nevraev's name means 

'not lie'. This is not meant to imply a paradigm of faultless 

honesty, but that in a society where so much that is said is 

distorted, the nearest one gets to truth is silence. The spoken or 

written word, if not an actual lie, offers the potential for one. 

Truth, as Goryacheva realises, is an obvious casualty: 

Kaaanocb, Bce TaK aanYTanocb, ~TO y~ HHKor~a He ~o5beTc~ 

npaB~bI. 32 

Semidelenko's orgy of denunciation does not save him. He is 

arrested. Miraculously, the authorities to whom Semidelenko denounces 

Goryacheva, do not act. She survives, and remarkably she is promoted 

to the post of director. A system of rough justice seems to operate. 

The integrity of a loyal worker is rewarded. However, if we accept 

this interpretation, we are forced to accept also the unlikely 

possibility that Nevraev and thousands like him were suddenly found 

innocent. Goryacheva's promotion is unexpected and not entirely 

welcome, since it could easily prove to be a poisoned chalicei as in 

the case of Semidelenko and his predecessor. Thrust into a position 

of authority, a more vulnerable cog in the mechanism of denunciation 

and arrest, Semidelenko is forced to accuse others in order to 

survive. This does not free him from responsibility for his actions. 

But it demonstrates the awesome pressure which the state could bring 

to bear. 

muster it. 

Tremendous resolve was needed to resist and not all could 

The relationship between Gagareva, another official, and Goryacheva 

affords further opport uni ties for Grossman to explore the di visi ve 

effects of mass arrests. Gagareva does not belong to the Party, 

although later in the work we learn that she served as a party 

activist. It seems likely that she has been expelled for some reason. 

Thus, in Soviet terms, Goryacheva enjoys a definite superiority. Both 
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women are travelling in the same railway carriage en route to a health 

resort. Goryacheva's newly acquired status is quietly and subtly 

underlined in the discussion as to which one of them will occupy the 

upper sleeping berth: 

- ~ ym Haaepx, nocKonbKY ~ Mono~a~, -

CKaaana rOp~qeBa. 

- ~a TyT He Tpy~Ho, c neceHKO~ - ecnH 

:xoTHTe, H ~ Mory Haaepx,- nporoaopHna rarapeBa.33 

In effect Goryacheva enjoys her new status". because she is young. 

Gagareva's reply recognises this, adding that it is not difficult to 

get to the top, if someone gives you a helping hand - a ladder - to 

get there. That they live on different floors in the resort 

reinforces the disparity in social status. 

Subsequent conversations between the two women are not as innocent 

as they appear. Replying to Goryacheva's remarks on the increasing 

number of health resorts, Gagareva observes:' ~a, orpoMHa aaOOTa 0 

a,AOpOBbe rpa)l{,llaH Hame~ pO~HHbI'. 34 In view of the mass arrests, 

deportations and executions such a remark is bitterly ironic. Even 

more so when we learn of Gagareva's secret, which tends to give the 

lie to the enthusiasm of her comments on the new Soviet society. 

Gagareva's difficulties concern her daughter and son-in-law, both of 

whom were arrested in 1937. Hoping no doubt to mitigate the impact, 

Gagareva informs her superiors of this fact. Her self- incrimination 

and the additional piece of evidence that she unwittingly places in 

the hands of the security organs is an insidious manifestation of the 

same endemic fear of arrest, which motivates Semidelenko. In her 

let ter Gagareva wri tes that she considers it her duty to report the 

arrest of her daughter and son-in-law. This marks a dramatic reversal 

in the relations of individuals towards one another. Loyalty to the 

state overrides loyalty to friends and relatives, hitherto sacrosanct. 

It seems highly unlikely that her superiors do not already know of her 

daughter and son-in-law. But Gagareva's declaration is nevertheless 

welcome to those in authority. It represents a further stage in the 

erosion of individuality and the recognition that the state is the 

final arbiter in everything. From here it is plausibly a short step 

towards a signed confession or anonymous donos. Indeed, given 

Gagareva's readiness to incriminate herself and her family, one 
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wonders how she would behave in a posi t ion of authority. Would she 

have the moral strength of character to resist denouncing others? 

Semidelenko's behaviour reproduces itself in Gagareva's immediate 

superior, Kozhuro. If anything, it is worse. Described as the, 

.'ca~ OCTOpO~ H 6o~anHB~ Ha Bcex HaqanbHHKOB ynpaBneH~'35, 

Kozhuro does not hesi tate to sack any of his workers - a policy 

fraught with dire consequences - in order to appease his superiors: 

O~HaEA~ OH YBonHn Mono~y~ ~eHmHHy, ~eHy KanbKyn~pTopa, 

TonbKO aa TO, 'ITO cecTpa KanbKyn~pTOpa51d1la aaMYlKeN aa 

npo¢eCCOpOM, HCKn~'t{eHHhlM Ha napTHH aa cB~ab c BparaMH 

Hapo~a. 3TO B~cHHnocb Tor~a, Kor~a npo¢eccopa BDccTaHDBHnH 

B napTHH, a Komypo Bce e~e Kone5aTbc~, npHH~Tb nH o5paTHD Ha 

pa50TY lKeHY KanbKyn~pTopa. 36 

Ost orozhnyy and boyaz 1 i vyy are fit t ing epi t het s. Yet they are not 

peculiar to Kozhuro. They are a precise description of the mental 

state of society at large. Kozhuro's zeal is not appreciated by the 

MDSCOW Party Committee. Superficially, this would seem to. free the 

Party from any culpability in the arrests and dismissals. Such 

disapproval implies an independent course of action, inconsonant with 

the 'careful and fearful' Kozhuro. He merely follows the line laid 

down by the Party. Denunciations and arrests were expected; they 

demonstrated vigilance on the part of an official. Grossman 

highlights the perennial nightmare confronting people at all levels of 

the totalitarian state and their constant need to read and interpret 

the changing wishes emanat ing from above. Some wishes were 

unambiguously statedj others, to retain a semblance of legality, less 

so.. Certain signs that the Party has called a temporary halt to the 

mass arrests are evident; the professor has been accepted back into 

the Part y' s fold, and towards the end we learn that the mat ter of 

Gagareva's daughter and son-in-law is being reconsidered. The more 

perceptive would interpret this as a sign to relax their 'vigilance', 

in the case of Kozhuro to bring a halt to the incessant dismissals and 

denunciations. Incapable of reading the signs, or perhaps too fearful 

to. take the initiative to stop the cycle, Kozhuro provides the MOSCDW 

Party with a useful scapegoat, an expedient explanation to account for 

the arrests as being due to the excesses of individuals. 

The young and old antithesis of the title refers to two of the 
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work's major themesj the rapid and wholesale replacement of the older 

party cadre by the younger, as well as, in a very real sense, the 

demise of old rural Russia Rus' in the frenzied drive to 

industrialise Russia wi thin a decade. Both changes have affected 

Goryacheva. The transition in her life from rural obscurity to 

prominence in one of the administrative sections of the Narkomat has 

been spectacular. Undreamt-of privileges attend such status. The 

former owner of her dacha was arrested in 1937. Planted (a grim pun 

in Russian given that posazhenyy also means imprisoned) before the 

Revolution, and nurtured by successive generations, the flower bed is 

a poignant reminder of expropriation and lost causes. 

Party cars, the ubiquitous chauffeur-driven Zis and M-Is, are one 

of the surest signs of acceptance into the new eli teo Symbolic of 

power and prestige, they are a conspicuous metaphor of the bewildering 

and intoxicating tempo of social mobility and change: 

MamHHhl mnH co CKOPOCTbID He MeHbme ceMH~eC~TH KHnoMeTpoB, -

e~Ba rnaa ycnesan aaMeTHTb Ha cepoM, TycKno onecTeBmeM mocce 

qepHyID TOqKY, KaK oHa Ha4HHana CTpeMHTenbHO pacTH, 4epea 

HecKonbKo ceKyH~ MHMO CTenaHH~hl EroposHhl MenbKanH nID~cKHe 

nHua, cBepKano cTeKno, H BCTpeqHa~ MamHHa BMHr HC4eana, 

TOqHO H He 6~o ee, TOqHO nOqy~Hnacb eA *eHCKa~ ronOBa B 

mHpoKoA mn~nel BOpOX nOneBYX useTOB, BoeHHa~ ¢ypamKa H TaK 

~e nerKO, CTpeMHTenbHO BoaHHKanH H BMHr racnH nepe~ ee 

rnaaaMH ~epeB~HHhle ~OMHKH C ManeHbKaMH OKHaMH ... 37 

Inherent in the repeated pattern of 'stremitel'no rasti and vmig 

gasti/ischeznut', the sudden appearance and disappearance of cars, 

people and objects, suggest the essential instability of Soviet 

SOCiety. Individual careers are made and broken with little or no 

regard for abilities or suitability. Fleeting visions of military 

head-dress and wooden houses are not decorat i ve synecdoche. They 

identify the Army and peasantry, both of which were broken and 

reconstituted with ruthless speed. Goryacheva's observations are 

relative. From the perspective of those whom she observes she appears 

as equally fragile and transient, as equally vulnerable to the forces 

which either hurtle individuals and classes to prominence one moment, 

or annihilate them the next. Nothing may be taken for granted. 

Change has been thrust upon Goryacheva, not actively sought after. 
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She has submitted to the' onyx ,nBH)I{eHHSI'. 38 Yet she is not entirely 

neutral; she is wary of the relentless, headlong speed. Sympathetic 

recollections of her rural past hide some regret at having submitted 

to the dramatic changes in her life. Memories of the forced 

collectivisation are especially painful for Goryacheva's mother, 

Mar'ya Ivanovna. Her husband and older daughter die in the widespread 

famine. The mother herself only survives because she is accepted into 

the sovkhoz where Goryacheva works. From this we cannot infer 

approval of the collective farm. Starvation not ideology was the 

decisi ve fact or. Central government has created famine in order to 

break the peasantry, and in the delirium of Mar' ya Ivanovna's dying 

daughter, we are given a glance at its brutal implementation: 'MaMeHbKa 

orOHb KpyroM, MaMeHbKa, xne5 ropHT, MaMeHbKa!'39 

Collectivisation surfaces in Gagareva's conversations with the 

sanatorium's doctor, Kotova. She recalls a particularly troublesome 

patient with heart trouble admitted in 1931. The patient, the former 

head of the local land administration during the period of all-out 

collectivisation, was known to Gagareva. His death was the subject of 

much discussion among the party activists. No precise cause is given, 

but plausibility is not offended if one maintains that the horrors 

were simply too much to bear. Nagging questions accompany the memory 

of his death: they should be unequivocally clear, superfluous in 

Was collectivisation justified? Was the intent. But they are not. 

cost of the new world with its sanatoria too high? 

people benefit? 

Did the right 

Further doubts obtain in Gagareva's appreciation of Kotova's 

garden: 

KOTosa mHna O,nHHOKO, H farapesa HpaBHnacb ee 5eneHbKaSl, 

l{HCTaSl KOMHaTa, ManeHbKH~ « oT,nenbHbd% » ca,nHK nepe,n OKHaMH. 

3TOT ca,nHK e~ Ka3ancSl npHSlTHe~ 50raToro H 50nbworo napKa. 40 

In the context of collectivisation one may see Kotova's 'separate' 

garden - the emphasis is Grossman's - as a symbol of the farm of the 

individual peasant engulfed by the gargantuan and impersonal 

collective, represented here by the huge park. 

Bocharov has put forward the view that Grossman did not oppose 

11 1 it 11 t hurried and violent co ectivisation per set on y s a -ou, 

implementation. 41 We do not have to consider Vse techet to encounter 
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evidence to the contrary. Grossman's opposition is declared in 

"Molodaya i staraya". In order to meet Stalin's industrial targets 

collectivisation had to be all out and hurried, and since it was a war 

against a class enemy, violence was inevitable and acceptable. 

Deliberate burning- of grain was one measure employed. Furthermore the 

destruction of· grain recorded by Grossman flatly contradicts claims 

made by Stalin, and endorsed by his biographer Deutscher, that such 

things would be impossible in the Soviet Union. 42 

Inferences as to - Goryacheva' s attitudes to the· changes in the 

countryside pertinent to the old/young theme may be drawn from some 

fine lyrical passages. Goryacheva is drawn towards the sea: 

E~ ocofieHHO HpaSHnaCb 3TH o6e~eHHhle qaChl Ha oepery, Kor~a 

nn~* nyc Ten H EonHhl nocTeHeHHo 3aXBaThlBanH H YHocHnH 

BHHorpa~HyID Ko*YPY, oKypKH, orphl3KH rpym H ~6noK. rOp~qeBa 

nOMorana Bo~e OqH~aTb nn~*, H, Kor~a MYcop 6hlSan secb y6paH 

H nHmb BonHa nocTYKHBana ranbKo~ ~a mypmana s necHe, oHa 

ne*ana Ha EHBOTe, no~nepeB cKynhl na~o~MH, H ynopHo, TOqHO 

o*H~a~ qerO-TO, rn~~ena Ha cBepKaID~yro BO~y, Ha nycThlH~ 

KaMeHHcT~ 6eper. E~ XOTenocb, qTo6~ no~onbme 6eper 

oCTaBanc~ nycT~HhlM, H OHa oropqanaCb, cn~a cBepxy KonOKon 

nocne MepTBoro qaca H ronoca KynanbmHKoB.43 

Elusively Chekhovian, the mood is contrastive. Nature's relaxed 

timelessness is far removed from the feverish activity of man. 

Postepenno is a key word. Stremi tel' no, the adverbial quali fier ~ 

excellence for the forced pace of man-made change, would be an ugly 

intrusion. The natural world is portrayed not as something to be 

conquered as in industrialisation, but as something with which man 

must live in harmony. Cooperat ion and balance are desirable. 

Goryacheva 'helps' the water to clean the beach of debris. She 

delights in her affinity with the pebbles, sand and sea. 

Imperceptibly, tentatively, Grossman uncovers the relationship between 

the indi vidual and the deeper rhythms of the universe, those which 

until recently have determined the flow and direction of life in 

Russia, above all in the countryside. Not for the first time is a 

sense of loss, regret for the passing of a richly varied life, 

intimated. Appropriately, Goryacheva's reverie is interrupted by the 

striking clock, stern prefect of t he new age, and the new arri vals, 
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the group. 

Goryacheva has much in common with the new class of administrator. 

Yet she does not totally identify with them. Solitude beckons 

powerf ull y: 

... OCTaBWHCb O~Ha Ha nn~~e OHa Hcn~~ana oone~eHHe. OHa 

cnymana WyM BO~hl, BCnOMHHna, KaK ~eBqOHKO~ oerana KynaTbc~ 

H, Ha~eBa~ nyahlpeM COPOqKY, nepennhlBana Boane MenbHHUhl peKy. 

ilOTOM oHa rn~~ena Ha Mope H Kynanacb MHO~eCTBo paa ... 44 

Collectivisation was not confined to agriculture. Collectively held 

principles, the ethos of the group or collective dominated and shaped 

social behaviour. Peer group pressure, relentlessly applied, became 

an effective method to exact conformity. Power brought prestige and 

privilege but stole freedom. Swimming expresses a desire to be free 

from the collective. It strives for the articulation of spontaneity 

and individuality which have been overwhelmed in the monotonous social 

swamp. 

Grossman's portrayal of Goryacheva is sympathetic. Nothing in her 

biography suggests that she has advanced her career through mendacity 

and denunciation. Her defence of Nevraev is exemplary. Despite the 

drastic changes in her personal circumstances Goryacheva still retains 

many of the moral and ethical values of her peasant origins - old 

Russia. That world is fast disappearing, as the young are forced to 

become old. 

Altogether less attractive are the party functionaries - young and 

old - in "Neskol' ko pecha I 'nykh dney". Unscrupulous, mi strust ful of 

one another, and predatory, they are solely dedicated to the pursuit 

and consolidation of power and privilege. We detect a marked shift in 

Grossman's attitude. GrigoriyPavlovich Lobyshev and his wife, Mar'ya 

Andreevna, epitomise the new class. His wife attaches great 

importance to education. She very much belongs to the burgeoning 

urban intelligentsia, the technocrats of the new order: 

OHa nepeBo~Hna, qHTana Ha Kypcax no nOBhlllieHH~ KBanH¢HKaUHH 

yqHTene~, KOHcynbTHposana B DHOHnHOTeqHoM HHcTHTYTe,roToBHna 

KaH~H~aTcKyID ~HccepTaUHID. 45 

Ambition provides the momentum for such unremitting labour. Education 

increases the prospects for promotion and thus entrance into the 

higher echelons of the Party. Ambition hardens her, and status 
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dictates her social behaviour. She refuses to accompany her brother 

to the theatre. Embarrassed by his clothes, she fears that she and he 

will be taken for provincials. Similarly, in the presence of those 

occupying senior positions, she seizes the opportunity to impress: 

E~ HpaBHnacb nOKaaaTb ceo~ aa~ThlM qenOBeKoM , H oHa c 

y~oBonbcTBHeM npoHaHocHna: « KaKHe TaM TeaTphl » HnH « qTO 

Bhl, r~e y>l< MHe qHTaTb ,nn~ cBoero y,noBonbcTBH~ ».4.6 

A walk in the vicinity of the Kremlin is revealing with regard to 

her ambi t ions: 

Mapb~ AH~peeBHa Bhlmna H3 ~oNY H nomna qepea MOCT. AC¢anbT, 

rpaHHT HaOepemHo~, oonbmoe Heoo Ha,n KpeMneM - Bce OhlnO 

cephlM Ii CypOBhlM. Mapb~ AH~peeBHa nomna no HaOepemHo~ B,nonb 

KpeMneBCKO~ CTeHhl. 3Bea.nhl HaA KpeMneBcKo~ oamHe~ CBeTHnaCb 

Ha TeMHOM Heoe, cnOBHO Y>l<e HacTynHnH cYMepKH. CKB03b 3yO~ 

CTeHhl ohlna BHAHa Ha CKnOHe KpeMneBCKOro xonMa Bce e~e 

3eneHa~ TpaBa, yxo.nHn B TeMHOe Heoo Kynon ~BaHa BenHKoro.47 

The Kremlin is to Mar'ya Andreevna what the sea is to Goryacheva. She 

is drawn to it like a moth to light. The Kremlin - what it represents 

- moulds her ambi t ions, gives substance to her life. The refrain of 

Kremlin/kremlevskiy is a vi tal addi t i ve. Mar' ya Andreevna is 

hypnotised by Stalin, who, though never mentioned, is present in the 

'grey and stern sky' and the asphalt and granite. 48 Images of cruelty 

and inflexibility, these are the qualities which those who aspire to 

the top of the party ladder most need. It is this harshness which 

Mar' ya Andreevna's mother finds so uninvi ting in her own daughter, 

rebuking her for being, ... 'TaK cTpora K ApyrHM' .49 

Grigoriy Pavlovich's standing in the Party rests largely on his 

achievements in the Civil War. Harsh experiences, as much as age, 

separate him from the new generation of party activist. Some appear 

resentful of his past, accusing him of elitism. Matilda, a family 

friend, is blunt: 

Ha.nMeHHoCTb K HOBOMY nOKoneHHID cnOBHO Bhlme Bamero nOKoneHH~ 

HH~ero B MHpe HeT H He 5hlno.50 

Rivalries between old and new members of the Party are intense. 

Grigoriy Pavlovich particularly resents a work colleague, Chepetnikov, 

whom he has openly criticised at a meeting. With persuasively 

contrived sincerity Chepetnikov acknowledges Lobyshev's 'comradely 
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criticism' . But Lobyshev is not fooled, sensing in Chepetnikov a 

dangerous opponent who avoids open confrontation and prefers to secure 

his ends by intrigue. 

Dislike of Chepetnikov is exacerbated by the fact that he has not 

served in the Ci viI War. His explanation is transparent:' ~ nocTynHn 

B 26 ro~y Ha aaso~, a ~o SToro s ~epesHe mHn'.51 Lack of service in 

the Civil War has proved no obstacle to Chepetnikov's career. Within 

five years of joining the Party in 1934, he enjoys- status commensurate 

with Lobyshev, a party member since 1920. SuccessforChepetnikov is 

due to his ruthless exploitation of the donas. To quote Lobyshev:' 11 

Bee ~OHOC~ nameT, qyTb qTO - ~OHOC, qyTb qTO - spar Hapo~a' .52 

Lobyshev has every reason to feel concerned about Chepetnikov's 

activities. Numerous undercurrents in the text, seemingly unrelated, 

point to his demise, almost certainly as a result of Chepetnikov's 

machinations. Lobyshev's patronage would seem to have misfired. With 

undisguised relish Chepetnikov informs him that, . 'Tsoero 

Caaenbeaa CH~nH c nOCTa c nepe~aqe~ ~ena B npoKypaTypy'.53 

Difficulties at work are further indicated by a long phone call, which 

as Matilda correctly surmises, is fraught with 'Henp~THocTH'. 54 

Ominously, Chepetnikov is aware of the call and quick to let Lobyshev 

know that he understands its signi ficance. These 'nO~aeMHhle 

Tom~KH' 55, as Lobyshev calls them, begin to affect his social Ii fe, 

and this is a danger signal. 

Mar' ya Andreevna phones Mat ilda at home onl y to be told that she 

has not returned from work. Nor can Mokhov, her fiance, be contacted. 

Mar'ya Andreevna learns that Matilda and he have just married and are 

not at home. They may well be still at work, yet Mar' ya Andreevna 

senses a lie. Are Matilda and Mokhov responsible for the lie? If 

not, where are they, and who speaks for them? 

innuendo is masterful. 

Grossman's use of 

Intuitively, Mar' ya Andreevna suspects that something is wrong. 

Anxious questions fail to elicit direct answers from her husband. But 

his response, a thinly veiled plea for loyalty - a major shift from 

"Los'" - is nevertheless reveal ing: 

- TIoHHMaeWb, MamyK, SOT qy~ecHoe cODhlTHe -

Thl BOT co MHot\:. 

- Bce, Bce o6o~~eTc~, xopomH~ MO~ - CKaaana OHa. 
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Bce o6ot%.neTC5t. 

OH He noexan BeqepOM B HapKoMaT, pemHn oCTaTbC5t .nOMa. 

HHKor.na He Ka8anacb TaK npH5tTH8 ManeHbKa~ cTonoBa~, cBeT 

H8-no.n menToro a6amypa, ¢ap¢opoBhle naCTYWKH H CKaqym»e 

KOHapMe~llbl.56 

Lobyshev is doomed. Chepetnikov's donosy and intrigues would seem to 

have done their damage. Sensing this, Mokhov and Matilda avoid 

Lobyshev and his wi fe (or have themselves already been arrested). 

Sensitive to the nuances and signsf Lobyshev knows that arrest stares 

him in the face. This may be his last evening with his wife. Even 

the porcelain cavalrymen are not out of place. They are a reminder of 

the Civil Warf that his past counts for nothing. There are no wasted 

words or superfluous detail in "Neskol'ko pechal'nykh dney", or indeed 

in "Los'" and "Molodaya i staraya". One agrees with Bocharov: it is a 

story, ... 'r.ne cpa6aTblBaeT Kam.na5t ,lleTanb'. 57 

Two further details point towards Lobyshev's fall. Chapter one 

ends with a couplet from Pushkin's "Elegiya", quoted by Mar'ya 

Andreevna: 

CynHT MHe Tpy.n H rope 

rp5t.ny~ero BonHyeMoe Mope ... 58 

Superficially, this might be taken to be a reaction to the news of her 

brother's death. But Pushkin's lines pertain to the living, not the 

dead. However, her brother's death is significant, particularly the 

telegram which she receives and initially misinterprets, believing her 

husband to be dead. As she tells Lobyshev in the final scene: 

3HaeWb, Be,llb ~ B MrHOBeHbe nepe~n8 TBOro cMepTb, 3HaeWb, 

Kor.na npHHecnH TenerpaMMY 51 npoqna cnOBO « CKOHqanC~ » -

ymac, TaKO~ ymac, H B.npyr 51 YBH,llena, qTO H8 KaaaHH.59 

One feels that Mar'ya's relief and optimism are illusory, and that in 

the allusion to Pushkin resides the most likely resolution of 

Lobyshev's departmental difficulties. Given this interpretation there 

is an unwitting irony in Bocharov's view that Lobyshev, as a former 

commissar, is the embodiment, . 'Tex HpaBcTBeHHbIX Haqan, KOTopble 

npHHecna H YTBep.nHna B mH8HH SenHKa5t peBonroUH5t' .60 Lobyshev' s 

imminent arrest indicates just how far Soviet society has moved away 

from its revolutionary past. 

Any sympathy one might have towards Lobyshev and his wi fe is 
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tempered by what we see of their past behaviour towards Mar'ya 

Andreevna's family in Kazan. Separation is more than geographical. 

It underscores the moral and material di fferences di viding families 

and society at large. Both brothers have been severely persecuted. 

Viktor and his wife were arrested and almost certainly executed. 

Accused of having links with enemies of the people, the other, 

Nikolay, asks Lobyshev to write to the party organisation on his 

behalf. Lobyshev evades the request, seeing in it a dangerous 

compromise on behal fof a relative, whom he· has already described as, 

. ' 3TaI<HI't 5ecnapTldtHhIA HHlKeHep'. 61 Nikolay survives the 

accusation. But Lobyshev's image as a member of the Old Guard, the 

loyal comrade in adversity, is severely tarnished. He is not quite 

the '.Zlo5pID% ManID%' 62 that Bocharov would have us believe. So 

powerful is the taint of guilt by association, so strong is the 

excoriation at breaking the taboo that both he and his wife silently 

condemn Nikolay for looking after Levushka, Viktor's son. If the 

state is able to undermine so totally the tradi tional stronghold of 

the family, what hope remains for friendship? Indeed, is friendship 

possible? Hence the unavailability of Matilda and Mokhov may be 

regarded as a 'normal' display of loyalty as determined by, and 

constantly redefined by, the state. 

II 

Tyrants are an essential, but by no means sole condition of the 

totali tarian state. Their shadow is ubiquitous, the hallmarks of 

their tenure well known: ideology is pervasi vej it justifies the 

leader's actionsj it confirms his propheciesj social and economic 

structures are rigid; rule by terror replaces rule by lawi personal 

Ii fe is undermined and fragmented. Hunted down, but not eliminated, 

freedom endures, the tyrant's nightmare. 

Broadly speaking, Grossman's portrayal of the tyrant figure falls 

into three phases. It will be argued - it has already been suggested 

- that in this first phase Grossman exploits Tsarist autocracy, inter 

alilL to give an oblique view of Stalin. Eventually he turns to 

Hitler. The second phase explicitly compares Hitler and Stalin. Here 

we encounter a profound analysis of the intellectual and moral 

consequences of totalitarianism. This is primarily developed in 
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Zhizn' i sud' ba. Finally, in Vse techet Grossman goes beyond Stalin 

and Hitler to Lenin. He considers the historical and philosophical 

precedents for Lenin, in effect seeking an answer to the origins of 

Soviet totalitarianism itself. 

Part IV of Stepan Kol'chugin is particulary germane to the theme of 

tyranny. Exiled for his part in revolutionary activities Stepan meets 

experienced party activists, among them Kagaydakovskiy. He assumes 

the role of Stepan's. political mentor, warning him _of the dangers of 

moral compromise. Scorn is reserved for the policy, attractive to 

many revolutionaries, that the aim justifies the means: 

,llnSi pesonlO~HH <PoPMYJIa « ueJlb OnpaS.llblBaeT Cpe.llCTBa » onaCHe~ 

Bcex KOHBO~H~ H *aH.llapMOB, BMeCTe B3S1ThlX.63 

Nechaev's Catechism is an obvious target here. But in Soviet Russia 

there are others, Very few formulae could provide such a succinct 

summary of Stalin's political philosophy. Kagaydakovskiy's remarks 

may be interpreted as veiled cri ticism of Stalin's implementation of 

agricul tural and industrial policies, both of which were savage and 

bloody demonstrations of 'the aim justifies the means' . 

Stepan possesses a strong sense of individual honour and 

responsibility, which brings him into conflict with some of the older 

prisoners. His sentence reduced to exile, he refuses to work, since 

according to the terms of his exile, he is not required to, despite 

intimidation from the prison warder, Cheremushkin. Tugarov, a fellow 

prisoner, and senior member of the Party, attacks Stepan's assertion 

of individual right s, which he says is merely, . ' JIHt.{Hoe 

y~OBJIeTBOpeHHe - 9CopoB~Ha' .64 Conflict among prisoners is to become 

a major theme in Grossman's later works. Invoking the authority of 

the Party, Tugarov forbids Stepan to pursue the matter further. 

Sarcastic remarks on the nature of 'democratic centralism' leave us in 

doubt as to what is meant or expected by that term. Its contemporary 

significance hardly needs stressing. Originating with Lenin, it 

became under Stalin a crude euphemism for the total and uncompromising 

obedience of the party member, for submission to the centre, to 

Stalin. 

The figure of Cheremushkin is suggestive. Physically unimpressive, 

he epitomises the insensitive cruelty and bestiality, which so often 

accompany the exercise of total authority: 
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OH o5na~an ca~ CTpaWHhlM BH~OM ~ecToKocTH - cnoKo~Ho~, 

nOrHqHO~, CBo~cTBeHHo~ caMoYBepeHHNM n~~~M, He BCTpeqa~~M 

ce5e npoTHBo~e~cTBH~. Bc~ Hecno~a~ ¢Hnoco~H~ ero CHCTeMhl 

yKna~blBanaCb B O~HO cnOBO - « nop~~o'teK ».65 

Yet there is a paradox. Love of order, petty rules and regulations 

are combined with a complete disregard for legal procedures: 

qepeMYWKHH Ohln cHno~, H Bce pemeHH~ ry6epHcKo~ cy~eoHo~ 

nanaThl ~caMoro npaBHTenbBy~~ero ceHaTa, HH'tero CTOHnH no 

., cpaBHeHHlO c Mory'tHM ~yXOM npoHaBona H 6eaoTBeTcBeHHocTH. 

3TO own Be'tH~ aaKOH ... 66 

Cheremushkin's power and influence are grotesquely inflated. In the 

context of Stepan Kol'chugin they are incommensurate with his 

position. In Stalin's Russia such powers appear far less anomalous. 

They are the essence of the curse, 'the eternal law' of tyranny, which 

continues to blight Russia. With his wanton illegality and 

brutishness Cheremushkin and his fief are a recognisable microcosm of 

Stalin's empire. 

Not all scholars accept this interpretation. While recognising 

that in these scenes, . 'certain parallels might be drawn between 

Tsarism and Stalinism'67, Taylor goes on to argue that: 

... to charge Grossman with 'parallelism' in Stepan 

Kol'chugin would be to base the accusation on purely 

circumstantial evidence. 68 

To this he adds: 

Although this final part of the novel was published as late 

as 1940 ... neither the text itself nor any biographical data 

allows us to conclude that Grossman is using the 'Aesopian' 

technique. 69 

To begin, one might consider why it is that one can draw certain 

parallels between Tsarism and Stalinism. Is this double entendre on 

Grossman's part due to poor compilation of material, or does it indeed 

suggest that these parallels are meant to be inferred by the reader? 

Nor can the parallel between Tsarism and Stalinism be confined to 

Stepan's exile phase. (Witness Aleksey Davydovich's approach to 

SCience, implici t in his diaries). Furthermore, Sergey Kravchenko, 

Mark Rabinovich and General Levashevskiy all mount coherent and robust 

attacks on various aspects of Bolshevik theory and practice. We will 
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encounter still more. At this juncture we might further consider 

Bakhmutskiy, whom Taylor has described as,. . 'the honn~te homme of 

the work, the ideal revolutionary'. 70 Yet it must be said that as an 

expositor of Bolshevik ideas and policy he never seems to convince his 

interlocutors. The arguments of his opponents, especially Rabinovich, 

carry greater convict ion, suggest ing that they are much closer to 

those held by Grossman. 

One scene is·, .. particularly revealing. Volovik, a technical 

specialist, ·launches into a hyperbolic discourse in praise of the 

machine: 

... HeT ~pyro~ KpacoT~ KpoMe KpacoThl MamH~, H HeT ~pyroro 

p~ara, KpoMe ApxHMe~oBa, a ~ Ohl nHcaTen~M, qeM cycOnHTb H 

MycOnHTb n~oBb ~a paaHhle MyKH, aa~aBan Ohl nHcaTb COqHHeH~ 

o ~yme MapTeHa, 0 KpacoTe npoKaTHoro CTaHa ~BeCTH 

ceMHa~uaTb, 0 ~OOpOM xapaKTepe Kaynepa TpeTbe~ ~OMHhl - BOT B 

TaKoM po~e. 71 

Bakhmutskiy is bluntly dismissive. As he puts it, this is 

parochialism of the worst sort, a manifestation of, 

.'HecoBepmeHcTBo MHpOBOaapeHH~ yaKoro cneUHanHcTa'. 72 Volovik's love 

of the machine is only marginally more intense than the fervour 

expressed in some of the product ion novels of the thirt ies. 

Industrialisation was considered to be an indispensable landmark on 

the road to Utopia. It was a panacea. Similarly, Volovik's advice to 

writers echoes Stalin's much quoted assertion that 'writers were 

engineers of the soul'. Bakhmutskiy's hostility is thus unusual. He 

attacks ideas which by the thirties had become sanctified in Soviet 

pOlicy. The effect is heightened still further by the fact that the 

attacker is a symbol of orthodoxy, one of Grossman's, . 'very 

positive Bolshevik heroes', to quote Taylor. 73 There is more than a 

hint of self-irony here too. By 1940 Grossman's attitude to 

technological progress was far more restrained. 

It is not surprising that some have cast doubt on Grossman's 

BOlshevik heroes in Stepan Kol'chugin. As one astute reader asks: 

IToqeMY oonbmeBHKH TaK cTpaHHo Bhlrn~~~T, TaK cTpaHHo ceo~ 

Be~yT? Oopaahl HX ~aneKH OT KaHOHHqeCKHX. 74 

Inconsistencies have also been identified by Lipkin, who believes that 

Bakhmutskiy is 'Henpo~yMaHHhIii'. 75 He points out too that in the 
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second part of the novel which Grossman had planned to write, some 

form of disaster would have to befall Bakhmutski y, . 'ecnH aBTop 

fiy.aeT npaB)lHB'. 76 That the second part was not written is, Lipkin 

suggests, 'He cny~a~Ho'. 77 It has much to do with the war. From a 

position of scepticism towards the Revolution's honn~tes hommes 

Grossman moved to one of outright condemnation. 

Taylor's st udy makes no ment ion of works discussed in the first 

part of this·. chapter: "Malen' kaya zhizni", . "Molodaya i staraya", 

"Lo's'" and "Neskol' ko pechal' nykh dney". This is an extraordinary 

lacuna, given his study specifically sets out to examine Grossman's 

pre-war writing. When we examine these shorter works alongside Stepan 

Kol'chugin. not to mention the allusions to classical antiquity in 

"Esli verit' pifagoreytsam", the case for the Tsarism/Stalinism 

parallel, or indeed parallels with non-Russian tyrants, is far from 

circumstantial. If there is a flaw in the Tsarism/Stalinism parallel 

it resides in the assumption that Tsarist autocracy equalled Stalin's 

dictatorship. The bloodiest Tsars were no match for Stalin.78 On the 

question of biographical data there is much which undoubtedly did 

influence Grossman's pre-war writing and attitude to Stalin. 

Relations and friends were arrested in the thirties, and the censored 

version of "Dobro vam!", referred to by Taylor in his study, is an 

important source of information. Taylor was probably not cognizant of 

the arrest of Olga Mikhailovna - a vital biographical detail - since 

as far as this author is aware it first came to the attention of 

Western scholars in Lipkin's memoir. 

Classical and medieval tyrants, together wi th Tsarist autocrats. 

are convenient analogues for the portrayal of Stalinism. In the rise 

and consolidation of Nazi totalitarianism Grossman not only found a 

state whose structures and methods reflected those of Stalin's Russia, 

but one, the analysis of which was entirely compatible with being a 

loyal servant of the regime. Parallels are apparent in several key 

chapters of Za pravoe delo. At tending a scient i fic meet ing. Sht rum 

listens to a fellow academic's account of life in Czechoslovakia and 

Austria, among Hitler's first victims. His visit takes place shortly 

before the German invasion of the Soviet Union: 

RW)lH 50~TC~ cBoe~ co5cTBeHHo~ TeHH. TOBapHme~ no pa50Te, 

npo¢eccepa 50~TCSi cTY)leHTOB, MbICnH, .llymeBHaSi lKH8Hb, ceMeJ:%Hhle 
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H ~pymecKHe ya~ - Bce no~ KOHTponeM ¢aWH3Ma ... 

CnoBa « cBo6o~a » « cOBecTb » « cocTpa~aHHe » 

npeCJle~ylOTcsL 79 

Reactions to the report vary. Shtrum suggests publication of his 

impressions as soon as possible. An anonymous speaker admonishes him: 

Bce 3TO He HOBO, TaKHe BOCnOMHHaHH~ BP~~ nH ce~qac cne~yeT 

neqaTaTb, B HaWHX HHTepecax yKpenn~Tb nOJlHTHKY MHpa, He 

pacmaT~aTb ee.80 

Objections- to publication are based on the current status of Soviet

German relations, which shortly before 15th June 1941, the date of the 

report, were tense. But another point is made. The bold dismissal of 

the recollections as nothing new is tacit acknowledgement of the fact 

that the Soviet Union had concluded an agreement with a state in which 

concepts of freedom, conscience and compassion are actively 

persecuted. What now is the worth of Soviet claims to be the champion 

of the oppressed? Once again the potential of the ugly and cynical 

Ribbentrop-Molotov Pact manifests itself. True, the pact says much 

about politics in general. It also says much about the nat ure of the 

states involved. Only in the totalitarian state do we find leaders 

who are capable of such flagrant and ruthless pragmatism, and for whom 

such a breathtaking vol te-face as the Non-Aggression Pact is 

permissible. The pact amounted to more than just the temporarily 

expedient abandonment of old hostilities. It ordained the union of 

the two states in a web of terror, repression and evils, which 

paradoxically became even more pronounced, after 1941. Exactly when 

Grossman began to regard Hitler as Stalin's soulmate is difficult to 

determine. But it is hardly an exaggeration to maintain that the Non

Aggression Pact marked a cruci~l watershed in his attitude. 

The observations Grossman makes on the effect s of Nazi 

Gleichschaltung refer equally to Soviet society. The breakdown of 

trust in the work place, the intrusion of the state into the inner 

sanctum of family and friendship and the assault upon freedom speak 

for themselves. With regard to Soviet society they are all too 

familiar to the writer of "Molodaya i staraya" and "Neskol' ko 

pechal'nykh dney". Edith Frankel has no doubts as to Grossman's aim: 

His concentration [ ............. ] on the intelligentsia 

and their difficult fate was at least as applicable to the 
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Soviet as to the German situation. This is a striking 

example of the not infrequent practice of political 

criticism by analogy in which the dissenting writer attacks 

a feature of his own contemporary society through reference 

to Tsarist times or to foreign or hostile countries. 

As she suggests such a device poses a problem: 

Of course the official critics could not directly expose 

this type of invidious comparison, for to do so would be to 

admit that they themselves had recognised the~ forbidden -

parallel. 81 

Further examples are similarly telling, in some respects more so. 

Luntz, the friend of a German officer Lt Peter Bach, contests the 

message of a placard at his place of work: 

« Du bist nichts, dein Volk ist alles ». notleMj' 51 - HHtlTO? 

PaaBe ~ - 9TO He HapoA? A T~? Hame Bpe~ nnDHT oo~e 

¢opNYn~, HX Ka~~a~c~ rnyooKOMhlCneHHOcTb rHnHoTH3HpyeT.82 

Hypnotic slogans and the erosion of individual identity were common to 

both systems. Both points surface in an argument between Zhenya 

Shaposhnikov and her sister Mar' ya. Mar' ya, a factory worker, is 

angered by Zhenya's aloofness, her heightened awareness of self, which 

she perceives to be rejection of the group: 

A rnaBHoe, T~ OpraHHtleCKH He MomeWb nOHSlTb, tlTO paooTa B 

OrpOMHOM KonneKTHBe - HCTO~HHK nocToSlHHO~ MopanbHo~ 

aapSlAKH.83 

As an artist, a solitary worker, Zhenya is indi fferent to the claims 

of the collective. She resents her sister's liberal use of cliche and 

jargon, her devotion to banali ty and stereotypes. In the defence of 

her vocation there is a thinly veiled jibe at official Soviet art and 

its aesthetic criteria:'Bce n~AH y TeoSi KaK Ha nnaKaTe, a MHe BOT He 

XOtleTCSl pHcOBaTb nnaKaT~' .84 

Not ent i reI y free from error Grossman's port rai t of Hit 1 er is 

generally consistent with the known historical facts. For a Soviet 

writer I without the access to archi val materi al which is taken for 

granted in the West this is a remarkable achievement; even more so 

When one considers the hysteria which surrounds Hi tIer in the Soviet 

Union. Lipkin has unhesi tat ingly descri bed Grossman's descript ion as 

'reHHanbHoe'.85 Grossman explores the historical background to 
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Hitler, as well as the wider question of kinship with Stalin. To 

understand Hitler, Grossman insists, we must take cognizance of his 

various failures. Frustrated in his personal relationships, rejected 

in the artistic world, Hitler turned his 'Hey.zxatlJIHBOCTb'86 against 

others. Inferiority and the sense of failure never abandoned Hitler. 

At the peak of his power it can still be detected, embodied in his 

dogmatism, which is, . 'nHmb ¢opMa B~ameHH~ ero sHyTpeHHe~ 

HeysepeHHocTH' . 87 

Loathing of all egalitarian systems and freedom also has its roots 

in personal shortcomings and helps to explain Hitler's fascination 

with Nietzsche. Together with the national humiliation experienced 

after 1919 they formed a fateful conjunction: 

OH 06paTHJIC~ K HHumeBcKo~ H.zxee 0 cBepx~enoBeKe H cBepxpace s 

nopy, Kor.zxa Hey.zxa"lJIHBa~ repMaHH~ CTaJIa pacTHTb H~e~ 

pa360~H"leA cBepXnpH6hlJIH. 3TH H.zxeH me.zxmero cBoe~ 

MHKpo.zxoporoA rHTJIepa nOHa.zx06HJIHCb nOTepnHBmeA BoeHHoe 

nopameHHe repM8HHH. Tenepb MOmHO nOH~Tb c 60JIbmO~ 

O"leBH.zxHocTb~, tlTO CBepX"lenOBeK nopo~eH OTtla~HHeM cna6~x, a 

He TopmecTBoM cHnbH~.88 

Discrepancies between the idealised physical perfection of Nietzsche's 

blonde beast and Hitler's own unprepossessing appearance are striking. 

Hitler bears little resemblance to the standards of racial purity 

which he insists are the hallmarks of the Aryans. In fact there is 

an overwhelming sense of sinister imperfection in Hitler's appearance 

and personal habits, in his 'KpHBa~ "leJIOBeKono.zxo6H~' .89 We are in the 

presence of a mutation, something which is irremediably flawed. 

Recognisably human all too human there is a repellent, yet 

faSCinating bestiality in Hitler's morally and intellectually 

crippled humanity. 

This distortion is the very essence of the Nazi state, of its 

retrogressive momentum and Hitler's aims. These are stated with 

terrifying simplicity by Himmler, one of Hitler's lieutenants: 

3TO BOCCTaHHe npoTHB ThlC~"leJIeTHe~ ~eJIOBetleCKO~ HCTOPHH, 3TO 

Bhl30B rYMaHHCTH"leCKoMY npe.zxpaccy.zxKy tlenOSetleCTBa ... "leM 

BHemHe 6ecnoMomHe~ H cna6eA mepTBhl, TeM T~meneA H onacHe~ 

6opb6a. TOJIbKO OH, rHMMJIep, e.zxHHcTeBeHHhlrt H3 Bcex .zxpy3e~ 

¢~pepa 3HaeT MOrnp no.zxroToBneHHo~ aKUHH, KOTopa~ Ha ~3hlKe 
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paccnaonSIIOlI(eI" 0 npe~paccy~Ka Thlc~~eneTHrt HaahIBaeTC51 

OpI"aHH30BaHHblM MaCCOBhIM yDH~cTBoM. 90 

Grossman's perception of Hitler suggests a far more complex figure 

than the international gangster portrayed in so much of Soviet 

literature and historiography. Plunder is important, but the driving 

force is a perverse irrationality, a moral and intellectual rebellion. 

Grossman succeeds in capturing the demonic in Hitler. Wi th his 

unshakable belief in the power of will (volya), his messianic fervour, 

the posture of the man of destiny, Hitler recalls any number of 

Dostoevsky's possessed and driven characters. 

Of equal import for Soviet ideology are Grossman's remarks on the 

extent to which Hitler may be regarded as a, . 'HcTHHHa~ 

HCTopH~ecKaSl nH~HocTb'. 91 Superficially, Grossman's definition would 

appear to exclude only Hitler: 

MepoA BenH~HSl HCTopH~ecKo~ nHqHOCTH SlBn~eTCSl ee cnocooHoCTb 

nOHSlTb, npeyI"a~aTb H B~aaHTb e~e CKPhlTy~, eme He SlCHy~ 

I"naBHy~ nHHH~ pa3BHTHSl ~enoBe~eCKOI"O o6~eCTBat nHHH~, 

onpe~enSl~1I(y~ Ha MHOI"He nOKoneHHSl ~BH~eHHe oDmecTBa.92 

Yet it embraces Stalin and even Lenin. Hitler and Lenin were able to 

identify and exploit certain moods and situations in their rise to 

power. But their abili ty to predict was circumscri bed. Grossman's 

definition is in fact severely restrictive. There seems no place for 

any political figure. We have returned to the great man theory and 

the ideas advanced in the previous chapter. 

As Grossman widens his argument against Hitler, so, imperceptibly, 

are the nat ional and pol i tical boundaries breached. Tyranny is no 

longer a quest ion of what occurred in Germany bet ween 1933 and 1945, 

it is a universal concern, the defining experience of the twentieth 

century. For example, Nazi and Soviet tyranny are inseparably linked 

in the following: 

repOSlMH HCTOPHH, HCTHHHhlMH HCTOpHqeCKHMH nH~HOCT~MH,BO~~SlMH 

~enOBeqeCTBa eCTb H 5y~yT nHllb Te, KTO ocymecTBn~eT cBoDo~y, 

B cBooo~e BH~HT cHny ~enOBeKa, Hapo~a H I"ocy~apcTBa, DopeTc~ 

aa CO~HanbHoe, pacoBoe H Tpy~oBoe paBeHcTBo Bcex n~~e~, 

Hapo~oB H nneMeH MHpa.93 

That this, in addition, should provide the epigraph for the Soviet 

book publication of Zhizni i sud' be is not fortuitous. It belatedly 
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recognises that the parallel ethos of the two dictatorships was firmly 

established in Za pravoe delo. 94 that it was part of its conceptioni 

and that Grossman had laid the foundations for the subsequent 

evolution of the theme in Zhizn' i sud'ba. 

Differences beteen chapter 30, part II in the two versions of Za 

pravoedelo help to clarify Grossman's real intentions. The journal 

chapter is a minor personal episode, now chapter 33 in the book, 

whereas. the. replacement chapt er 30 is devoted in its ent iret y to 

Hitler. Whether this is a new chapter in the sense that it was 

written after 1952 is di fficul t to ascertain. We know that before Za 

pravoe delo was published in Novyy mir Grossman made certain changes 

at the behest of Tvardovski y, who raised three main objections: the 

depiction of the war was too gloomy, however truei there was too 

li t tIe on Stalinj and the Jewish theme, embodied in Shtrum was too 

prominent. 95 

inclusion of 

The dearth of references to Stalin was remedied by the 

Stalin's wartime speeches, most of which were 

subsequently deleted for the book. 

This cycle of deletion and supplement relates directly to chapter 

30. Was the chapter part of the original manuscript, deleted for the 

journal, only to be reinserted in the book after Stalin's death? Or 

was it written after 1953? Unfortunately, Lipkin provides no clues. 

What can be said is that the analysis of Hitler in chapter 30 of the 

book coheres with chapters 25-27 in the journal in which life in the 

Third Reich is examined. This does not suggest, therefore, that the 

Hitler chapter signifies a conceptual change from that expressed in 

the journal. One might go further. When comparing the journal with 

the book, the Hitler chapter strikes one as being organic to the 

journal versi on. It is noticeable by its absence. Stalin'S absence 

from the original manuscripts is only apparent - he is there, but 

embodied in the image of Hitler. 

Utterly convincing, comprehensive and fundamental, the relationship 

between Hitler's Germany and Stalin's Russia constitutes the central 

plank in Grossman's heretical, damning, and for some, unforgivable, 

indictment of twentieth century totalitarianism in Zhizn' i sud' ba. 

The symmetry is pervasive. We observe the unfolded intricacies of the 

relationship. Yet the ideas, characters and themes tend towards a 

greater whole, a more pressing question, man's crisis of evil in the 
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modern wor 1 d. 

Concentration camps are the waste disposal unit of totalitarian 

systems, part of the totalitarian state's I KaHa1IHaau.H5I' 96, to use 

Solzhenitsyn's term. They are ideology's final solution to the 

problem of opposition. Yet the monstrous simplicity of their 

inception and implementation raises undreamt-of paradoxes, which both 

shock and perplex. Confronted with imminent execution, thousands of 

people behaved __ in an orderly fashion, while others bore docile witness 

to their ext irpat ion. We take the brutality of the concentration camp 

for granted, but what of man's submissiveness 97, which seems to 

collude in his own destruction? For Grossman this is one of the 

central questions of our time: 

Kaaanocb, QTO ~1I5I ynpaBlIeHH5I rpoMa~o~ pecnpeccHpoBaHHhlX 

HymHhl OrpOMHhle, To~e nOqTH MHlInHOHhle apMHH Ha~cMoTpH~OB, 

Ha~3HpaTene~. Ho 3TO OhllIO He TaK. He~e1I5IMH BHyTpH 6apaKOB 

He n05lBHIIHCb II~~H B ¢opMe CC! CaMH aaKn~qeHHhle npHH5IIIH Ha 

ceo51 nOIIHue~cKy~ oxpaHy B narepHhlX ropo~ax.98 

An immediate answer suggests itself. Violence is an integral feature 

of totalitarian systems; to use Grossman's word 'cBepxHacHIIHe'.99 It 

numbs the capacity for independent thought; it becomes an ethical 

category, . 'npe~MeT MHCTHQeCI<Oro, penHrH03Horo npeI<IIOHeHH5I, 

BocTopra' . 100 But Grossman goes further. We need to understand the 

roots of this intellectual and moral paralysis, if we are even to 

begin to understand certain deeply disturbing questions. Why, for 

example, did well-educated Jews believed that the murder of other Jews 

was essential for the happiness of mankind? Why did Soviet communists 

submit to the Party's eschatology? Why did executioner and victim 

become one? 

The fate of Abarchuk, Tol ya Shaposhnikov' s fat her, is inst ruct i ve. 

Physical servitude is an embarrassment, while intellect ual servi tude 

is a sanctuary. Despite arrest and imprisonment Abarchuk cannot 

divorce himself from the party which he has served, and which has now 

cast him aside. To a large extent Abarchuk's mental survival depends 

on this self-deception. Imprisoned by the Party, yet remaining true 

to its ideals, he sees himself as a martyr, whose suffering will be 

assuaged by canonisation. With saintly devotion Abarchuk renounces 

all ideological imperfections. He abandons his wi fe and son because 
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of their social origins. Doubters and sceptics are despised. 

However, Abarchuk's convictions, his renunciation of friends and 

others, as Grossman maintains, are a form of self-indulgence: 

Cna~Ko OhlTb HenoKOneOHMh~. COBepma~ cy~, OH yTBep~an CBOro 

BHyTpeHHroro cHny, CBO~ H~ean, CBOro QHCTOTY. 101 

Abarchuk's self-renunciation, his slavish adherence to the Party, and 

perhaps above all, his slave-like imitation of Stalin, fatally 

undermine his _personal ident it Y and autonomy. As Grossman . put s 

it: 'Tep~51 npaBo cy~HTb, OH Tep~n ceo~'. 102 The degree to which 

totali tarian systems can, through terror and propaganda, absorb the 

individual's identity is one of its more sinister potentialities. It 

highlights one of their distinguishing characteristics: 'the 

selflessness of its adherents'. 103 

Fear of other prisoners is only marginally less than his fear of 

the Party's power. Abarchuk witnesses the murder of a fellow prisoner 

and, like the majori ty, who feign sleep, he ignores the victim's 

screams. Inaction and silence are, as Abarchuk confesses to himself, 

symptoms of 'no~nocTb H OBeQb51 nOKopHoCTb'. 104 Both are inseparable 

from the terror-induced silence which accompanied the murder of the 

Jews and Russian peasants. It also identifies another feature common 

to both prison systems. Like the Nazis, who exploited the Kapos, 

turning them against their fellow prisoners, the Soviet prison 

administration recognised the value of controlled animosity among 

prisoners and the domination of one group by another. 

All the main threads in Abarchuk's biography, established in Za 

pravoe delo, are developed in Zhizn' i sud' ba. 

attitude to his character undergoes a change. 

sympathy towards Abarchuk in Za pravoe delo. 

However, Grossman's 

He shows far less 

In the later work 

Grossman's tone is less harsh, is free from sarcasm, and more 

compassionate. This change is evident in details already given. 

Abarchuk's idee fixe. the social origins of students, justifies 

Grossman's remark in Za pravoe delo that Abarchuk is the 

'<paKyJIbTeTCKH~ Po6cnbep'. 105 As a member of the faculty committee 

dealing with admissions, he wields considerable power. Large numbers 

of students are expelled because they fail to meet the rigorous class 

criteria. In Zhizn' i sud' ba Abarchuk is far less intimidating. 

Bereft of power, fearful and vulnerable, he desperately clings to his 
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political credo amid the scepticism and mockery of other prisoners. 

Previously, Abarchuk did not hesi tate to expose undesirable class 

elements. In the camps he is far more circumspect, silent and 
frightened 

underst ands 

MontlHT'.106 

of the professional criminals. A fellow prisoner 
this, taunting him with his silence: 'Ham Poocnbep 

In Za pravoe delo Abarchuk's obsession with class origins is 

exposed as a form of perverse hypocrisy. 

childhood are revealing: 

Comments on his own 

Da 0 qeN paccKas~aTb, xopomo B ~eTcTBe MoeN o~o Mano, mHn 

, ,,', B ycnoBHSlX ooeCneqeHHblX, ~oBonbHo TaKH oyp>KyasHhIX. 107 

The streak of fanaticism identified in Faktorovich is manifest. 

Imperatives of class cause him to abandon his wife and son: 

OH c BOCXO~SI~ KnaCCOM, OH pas~aBHT B ceoe Bce nH~Hoe H 

3rOHCTHtlHOe, OHa me, OH yoe~HncSl B 3TOM, Bce~ nCHxHKo~ H 

H~eonorHe~ CBSlsaHa c KnaCCOM, yxo~SlmHM C HCTOpHtleCKOA 

cueHbI. 108 

Believing his background to be a blot on an otherwise impeccable set 

of credentials, Abarchuk seeks to neutralise its influence by 

relent less zeal. But this is to no avail. Of bourgeois origins, he 

is a class enemy, and thus, in the twisted logic of the Party 

'objectively guilty'. Like Robespierre, Abarchuk falls victim to the 

very policies he endorses and pursues. 

Only after his arrest does Abarchuk understand that ideology offers 

no substitiute for familial relationships. Trapped by the persona of 

the hardened and still dedicated communist, he yearns for news of his 

son TOlya. In his dreams it is vital that Tolya retain the name 

Abarchuk. Above all he craves his son's forgiveness, as witnessed 1n 

an imaginary, yet extraordinarily vivid meeting between father and 

son: 

TonSl oOHHMeT ero, OH nOnOmHT ronoey ChlHY Ha rpy~b H 

aannaqeT, oea CTbIAa, ropbKo, ropbKo. H OHH TaK ~onro oy~eT 

CTOSlTb, Cb~ BbIWe ero Ha ronoBY. 109 

Though it is a meeting which will never take place in this life -

Tolya dies in hospital its message is potentially optimistic. 

Abarchuk seeks repentance in the image of his abandoned son, not in 

the icons of the Party. In this sense his desire for repentance forms 
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an essential part of the quest for his own identity and self, hitherto 

suppressed in willed bondage to the state. 

However, political dreams are tenacious. Abarchuk stubbornly 

refuses to acknowledge the failure of the revolution. One of his 

former comrades, Magar, who has not long to live, identifies the 

fundamental flaw of the revolution: 

~ He nOHHManH CBOOO~hl, Mhl paa~aBHnH ee. H MapKc He oueHHn 

i;)"~.: ee. ORa oCHoBa, CMblClI, oaSHC no~ OaSHcoM. Ses CBOOO.llbi HeT 

nponeTapCKo~ peBonIDUHH.110 

Abarchuk's response to Magar's heresy is a raised clenched fist, a 

gesture which symbolically affirms the violent suppression of freedom 

instigated by the revolution. 

On the other side of the front, in German capti vi ty, Mostovskoy's 

espousal of the revolution and its legacy are subjected to a far more 

searching and relentless examination than that experienced by 

Abarchuk. Chernetsov, an emigre Russian, mounts a stern challenge to 

Mostovskoy's view of Soviet society. Collectivisation and the terror 

were not temporary excesses on the road to socialism. In his view 

they are the essence of Stalin's system. Stalin is the Lenin of his 

time, and acquired from Lenin the belief in the efficacy of terror: 

3HaeTe, qTO SHaqHlIH .lln~ POCCHH CBOOO.llHble B~OPbl B 

yqpe~HTenbHOe coopaHHe? B cTpaHe TblC~qelIeTHero paocTBe! 3a 

TblC~qy neT POCCH~ obilia CBooo~Ha HeMHOrHM oonbme nonrO.lla. 

Bam ReHHH He HaCne.llOBan, a sarYOHn pyCCKy~ CBOOO.llY. 111 

Try as he may, 

diatri be: 

Mostovskoy cannot entirely ignore Chernetsov's 

KlIeBeTa 4epHeuoBa obilia ymacHa TeM, qTO nHTanoCb He O.llHO~ 

nHIDb nO*b~. ~eCToKoCTH, cnocoocTsyID~e COBeTCKOMY 

cTpoHTenbCTSY, oT.llenbHble npoMaIDKH 4epHeuoB BOSBO.llHn B 

reHepanbHYID saKoHoMepHocTb. 112 

Mostovskoy underlines his own amazing powers of self-deception. 

Chernetsov's 'slander' - by definition false - is not terrible because 

it presents a distorted picture, but precisely because it is free from 

mendacity. This is why it causes Mostovskoy so much anguish. It is 

this ability to rationalise, to explain away blatant contradictions, 

to concoct beguiling euphemisms such as 'isolated errors', which 

renders intellectuals such as Mostovskoy so vulnerable to Stalin's 
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methods. As Chernetsov observes, they are no match for Stalin, who is 

unconcerned by the niceties of justification: 

OH sam KaMeHmHK, a Bhl ~HcTonn~H! CTanHH-To 3HaeT: *ene3H~ 

Teppop, narep~, cpe~HeBeKos~e npouecchl Be~bM - BOT Ha ~eM 

CTOHT COUHanHSM B O~HO~ oT~enbHo Ba~To~ cTpaHe.113 

Chernetsov's arguments are telling. But they are only a prelude to a 

far more sophisticated onslaught from an unexpected quarter. 

In a scene uf high philosophical and artistic drama, and one of the 

most important in Zhizn' i sud' bat SS ObersturmbahnfUhrer Liss lays 

bare the deep affinities binding Hitler's Germany and Stalin's Russia. 

The setting for the scene strikes us as profoundly apposite. It is 

night, in a concentration camp in the heart of German-occupied Europe. 

Two ideologues contest each other's vision of the world. Ideas are 

pushed to extremes. Temptation and even sanity are at stake. It is a 

scene especially familiar to those conversant with Russian literature. 

Biblical in concept, it is nevertheless very much of this world. We 

recall Goethe's Faust, Dostoevskiy's Grand Inquisitor, or the 

Koestlerian nightmare Darkness at Noon. 

Liss does not conform to Mostovskoy's naively simple concept of an 

enemy. There is nothing repellent in his physical appearance. The 

effect on Mostovskoy is disconcerting: 

B nHue RHcca He 6hlno HHqerO oTTanKHBa~mero, H nOToMY 

oco6eHHo CTpamHO nOKasanocb MHxaHny CH~OPOBHqy cMoTpeTb Ha 

Hero. 114-

The overall effect is an expression of 'Tpy~OBO~ aCKeTHqHOCTH' 115, a 

quality which Mostovskoy has come to associate with Bolshevik 

intellectuals. It seems strikingl y incompat ible with an SS 

executioner. A more subtle relationship is posited. Since Liss 

speaks Russian, one can argue that literally and metaphorically they 

speak a common language. He is a nat i ve of Riga, a town whose recent 

fate has been influenced by the cooperation of the two dictators, the 

radical aspects of which Liss seeks to explicate. Liss admits to 

being a theorist in the party, one who is interested in questions of 

philosophy and history. With growing revulsion Mostovskoy recognises 

their shared interests. From the reader'S point of view, his reaction 

is informative: 
MOCTOBCKO~ cne~Hn aa nHUOM RHcca, H eMY nO~yManocb, qTO 3TO 
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One~Hoe, B~coKonoooe nHUo Ha~o HapHcoBaTb B caNON HH3Y 

aHTpOnOnO~HqeCKO~ TaonHUhl, a 9Bon~UH~ no~~eT OT He~o 88epx Ii 

npH~eT K aapocmeMY HeaH~epTanbcKoMY qenoBeKy.116 

Such visceral hatred is at odds with the internationalist who laments 

the abolition of the Comintern. It imitates the insidious propaganda 

used to perpetuate the myth of the Untermenach. It is the language of 

Nazi racial theory. Inadvertently, Mostovskoy affirms that which he 

seeks to deny. No more damning use of language could have been 

','contrived by Lisa himself. With unerring percipience Liss articulates 

Mostovskoy's hatred, and here is implicit acknowledgement of their 

common ground: 

Kor~a Mhl CNOTPHM 8 nHUo ~pyr ~pyra, ~ CMOTPHM He TonbKo Ha 

HeHaBHCTHoe nHUO, Mhl CMOTPHM 8 aepKano. B 9TOM TpareAH~ 

9noXH. PaaBe B~ He yaHaeTe ce5~, CBO~ Bonro B Hac?117 

According to Liss the Nazi and Soviet states are a, 

e.llHHoi% CYDUiOCTH napT~Horo rocy~apcTBa' .118 

I <PopMa 

The material 

differences between their respective political systems are of little 

conseq uenc e. They are superficial and do not detract from the 

fundamental congruencies, which Liss relentlessly enumerates: the 

massive police apparatus; the ruthless elimination of all internal, 

and where possible, external enemiesj an all-embracing and omniscient 

ideology; and the veneration of an allegedly infallible leader, all of 

which are held together by the lie that both states exist for the 

benefit of their people, rather than to give expression to the wishes 

of the FUhrer Hitler or the vozhd' Stalin. 

But the heart of the relationship lies in the preparedness of both 

states to learn from one another. The techniques of repression are 

constantly being refined and mutually absorbed. From this will emerge 

a super state, a ghastly totalitarian Behemoth, the ultimate I MOAenb 

.llecnoTHH' 119, to quote Roskina. This is the prize which Hitler and 

Stalin both pursue. Hence the justification of Liss's paradox: 

u.. Ho Hama nODeAa - 9TO ,.~ - 8amH cMepTenbH~e BparH,~a,~a. 

Bama noDe~a. IToHHMaeTe? A ecnH nooeAHTe B~, TO 

Mhl H norHDHeM H Dy~eM ~Tb 8 8ameA nooe~e. 3TO KaK 

napa~oKC: npoHrpas 80~HY ~ BhlHrpaeM SOi%HY, ~ 

0YAeM pa3BHsaTbc~ B ~pyroA ¢QpMe, HO B 

TOM ~e cymecTse. 120 
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Speci fic incident scat alogue the spiral of tot al i t arian collusion. 

Stalin's destruction of the peasantry, what ReiSner has suitably 

called 'Die EndlBsung der Kulakenfrage' 121, is admired for its scale 

and ruthlessness. It paves the way for the Holocaust. Dictatorship 
of the working class is synonomous with the dictatorship of the master 

race.122 Similarly, Hitler's 'Night of the Long Knives', the clinical 

removal of RCShm and others in 1934, demonstrated the advantages of 

prophylactic terror. Nor are the economic practices of the two states 

essentially different. Capitalists in Germany, or workers in the 

Soviet Union, function according to state eXigencies. Any suggestion 
of independence is a chimera. In their respective camps we find the 
same sort of prisoner: 

KTO B HamHX na~epHx, ecnH HeT BO~H~, ecnH HeT B HHX 

BoeHHonneHH@X? B HamHX na~epHx, ecnH HeT BO~Hhl CH~~T BparH 

napTHH, Bpa~H Hapo~a. 3HaKOMhle BaM n~~H. OHH CH~~T H B 

HaIDHX na~epHx. 123 

Liss's observation is equally valid in wartime. Mostovskoy, Krymov 

and Abarchuk are clones of one another. In war or peace (peace is 

war(?) - the logic is Orwellian) the removal of enemies never ceases. 

He asserts that German anti-Semitism is not at odds with the Soviet 

state: 

Cero~~ Bac nyraeT Hama HeHaBHCTb K Hy~e~cTBy. HomeT 5~b 

aaBTpa Bhl B03bMeTe ceoe Ham on~. 124 

The post-war eructation of Soviet ant i-Semi tism confirms the 

conviction that the legacy of the vanquished will live on in the 

victor. 

Li ss goes st ill deeper. The basis of both states is the single 

leader and party. He attributes this discovery to Lenin, in effect 

recognising him as the founder of totalitarianism: 

OH C03~an napTHro HOBoro THna. OH nepB~ nOH~n, 4TO TonbKO 

napTHH H BO~b BhlpamaroT HMnynbc HaUHH, H nOKOH~Hn 

yqpe~HTenbHOe C05paHHe. Ho MaKcBenn B ¢H3HKe, paapyma~ 

MexaHHKY HbroToHa, ~yMan, 4TO yTBep~~aeT ee, TaK neHHH, 

C03~aBa~ BenHKH~ HaUHOHanH3M ABa~uaToro BeKa, C4HTan ce6~ 

C03AaTeneM MHTepHaUHoHanH3Ma. 125 

In Liss's view history has played a monstrous joke on Lenin. 

scient i fie analogue is telling. Shtrum takes it further: 
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KaK qenOSeqeH ~es~THa~uaT~ seK, BeK HaHBHo~ ¢H8HKH, no 

cpaBHeHHID c ~Ba~uaToM BeKoN - ~Ba~uaT~ BeK YOHn ero MaTb. 

ECTb ymacHoe CXO~CTBO B npHHUHnaX ¢amH3Ma c npHHUHnaMH 

cOBpeMeHHo~ ¢H3HKH. 126 

Modern physics is concerned with macro-phenomena. It seeks an all

embracing, uni fying theory of the uni verse. Totalitarian ideologies 

were quick to plunder its prestige and lexicon, in an attempt to gain 

some scientific justification, and provide a beguiling template for 

social engineering: 

~amH3M npHmen K H~ee yHHqTO~e~ uen~ cnoeB HaceneHH~, 

HaUHOHanb~ H pacoBhlx oOhe~HHeHH~ Ha OCHOBe Toro, qTO 

Bepo~THoCTb cKp~oro H ~BHoro npoTHBoAe~cTBH~ B 3THX cno~x 

H npocno~Kax BNme, qeM B ApyrHx rpynnax HnH cno~x, NexaHHKa 

Bepo~THocTe~ H qenOBeqeCKHX cOBoKynHocTe~. 127 

Both Liss and Shtrum redefine the notion of Fascism. What is 

generally accepted to be a uniquely German phenomenon is insufficient. 

Fascism embraces the Soviet Union too. Given that one is an 55 

officer, the other a Russian Jew, this is a startling conjunction, one 

of the work's most insistent and terrible ironies. It highlights the 

strength of Mostovskoy's ideological straitjacket. 

Ini tially, Mostovskoy is baffled by his nightmare summons. 

Expecting at the very least some physical torture, he is ill-prepared 

for Liss's calmness, his pensiveness, the sense of familiarity, and 

what appears to be a genuine quest for answers. That Liss should seek 

answers in him is disconcerting for Mostovskoy. It underscores their 

common interests and the powerful attraction of their '~Ba nonIDCa'. 128 

This is no interrogation: it is a meeting of minds. Mostovskoy 

contrives to put on a bold front. Outwardly he shows contempt for 

Liss's comparisons, challenging Liss to have him shot. However, his 

quter calm is strikingly at odds with his inner turmoil. Execution is 

preferable not only because Liss threatens to undermine his faith, to 

force him by the power of argument to recognise his thesis, but 

because it is consistent with his expectations of an enemy. Execution 

holds out the promise of canonisation. Confession is eternal 

damnation. One is tempted to speculate as to how this scene might 

have developed had the roles been reversed, had Liss been a prisoner 

in the Lubyanka. One wonders whether Grossman has missed an 
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opport uni t y. 

Notwithstanding his belief that he has the measure of Liss, 

Mostovskoy cannot divest himself of doubt. Liss exacerbates these 

doubts. Mostovskoy compares his dilemma to a Tsarist police officer, 

who having read Das Kapi tal. reI uctantly concedes that Marx might be 

right. What does he do? He must abandon his post, that his life is 

wasted, or he must continue, suppressing his doubts. Mostovskoy 

~r:;;.i: continues. He retains the revolution's articles of faith. But we are 

unconvinced.' That :doubts should have arisen at all attests the 

strength· of the heretical message. Temporarily suppressed, it works 

in the subconscious, corrosive and subversive. Still greater problems 

surge up. To hate Liss is to identi fy himsel f with Chernetsov and 

even the holy fool Ikonnikov-Morzh, both of whom are implacable 

enemies of the Nazis. Yet Chernetsov and Ikonnikov-Morzh firmly 

equate Nazi and Soviet tyranny. This poses an acute dilemma for 

Mostovskoy. In accepting them as allies against Liss he legitimises 

their hostility to both systems, and himself becomes part of it. 

Since they draw no distinction between the two systems, an attack on 

one is logically an attack on the other. The force of the syllogism 

cannot be refuted. Its conclusion is merciless. Mostovskoy must 

condemn his life's work: 

Ho HeT, HeT, eme 6onbwe! He OCy~HTb, a Bce~ CHno~ ~ymH, 

Bce~ peBon~uHoHHO~ cTpacTb~ cBoe~ HeHaBH~eTb 

narep~, ny6~HKY, KpoBaBoro E~oBa, ~ro~YI 6epH~! 

Ho Mano - CTanHHa, ero ~HKTaTypy! ... HO HeT, HeT 

60nbwe! Ha~o OCy~HTb ReHHHa! Kpa~ nponacTH!129 

Tottering on the brink of disaster, Mostovskoy wi thdraws, dismissing 

his dread as an hallucination. But his thoughts find a cold and 

remorseless reflection in Liss, his 'xHpyprHQeCKOe 3epKano'. 130 

Nothing is hidden from Liss the surgeon: 

Ha Hac cero~H~ CMOTP~T c y~acoM, a Ha Bac c nK6oBb~ H 

Ha~e~~o~? IToBepbTe, KTO CMOTPHT Ha Hac c y~acoM, H Ha sac 

CMOTPHT c y~acoM. 131 

Not surprisingly the issues raised in the confrontation between 

Liss and Mostovskoy have attracted considerable attention from Soviet 

critics. Many are at ill at ease wi th Grossman's uncompromising model 

of Nazi-Soviet comity. Bocharov's articles reveal the extent of the 
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BnpO'leM, speMeHaMH s « >KH3HH H cY.llbOe }) SCe-TaI<H 

He.llOCTaTOtlHO paarpaHH4HsalOTcSl cTanHHCI<H~ « OTne'laTOI< » H 

rnYOHHHaSl CYTb cOUHanHCTH4eCI<OrO CTpOSl. ASTOP, SH.llHMO, 

ysneI<CSl SHemHe 3aMaH'IHSO~ napannenbID: I<aI< XapaI<Tep fHTnepa 

« rnyooI<o H nonHo ShIpa3Hn XapaI<Tep cpamHCTCI<OrO rOCY.llapCTSa )1 

TaI< XapaI<Tep CTanHHa ShIpa3Hn tlepThl COSeTCI<OrO 

rocY.llapCTsa. 132 

This is· a somewhat myopic assessment. The basis for Grossman's 

parallels is ignored, as is his redefinition of Fascism. Furthermore, 

if Stalin was merely<!) a hideous aberration of socialist legality, 

why, one wonders, have the Soviet people had to wait so long for the 

full extent of his crimes to be officially acknowledged? 

Part of the answer lies in Zhizn' i sud'ba. The Soviet Union was 

one of the victors of 1945, and as Stalin realised, at the moment of 

his triumph, . I nOOe.llHTene~ He CY.llSlT'. 133 Hitler's nemesis was 

Stalin's salvation. The process of VergangenheitsbewMltigung, which 

has been a feature of post-war Germany, has until the succession of 

Gorbachev only received scant and sporadic support in the Soviet 

Union. When Grossman submitted Zhizn' i sud' ba for publication in 

1960, a large number of Soviet politicians, who had made their careers 

under Stalin's patronage were still in office. To have permitted 

publication of Grossman's novel would have been to turn the spotlight 

on themselves. That the Soviet reading public has had to wait more 

than a quarter of a century for Zhizn' i sud' ba, underlines just how 

powerful and enduring their influence has been. Unimaginative and 

sprawl ing bureaucracy was a radical feat ure of Stal in's Russia. It 

was an essential factor in the control of empire and subjects. Zhizn' 

i sud'ba abounds in examples of its pernicious and dehumanising 

influence. Its lasting achievements are fear of the state 

Grossman's gosstrakh is a bi ting parody of Soviet officialese - and 

homo lakeus, the new subservient man. Even when Stalin died the 

system functioned as before. It is this entrenched bureaucracy which 

has brought the Soviet Union to its present ideological and economic 

crisis and made the campaign of perestroyka such an urgent necessity. 

Were the Stalinist legacy a mere stamp, as Bocharov has suggested, the 

campaign of perestroyka would be otiose. 
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Bocharov's frequent use of the 'the cult of personality', the 

euphemism for Stalin (by no means confined to Bocharov), is singularly 

inconsonant wi th the avowed aims of glasnost'. That the 'cuI t of 

personality' continues to be used is telling. It reflects the deep

seated mixture of awe, and even fear, still commanded by Stalin's 

memory. A concession to Partyspeak, to the, . 'YCJIOSHOCTSIM 

napTHAHo-3B<l>eMHCTH'IeCKO~ pe'lH' 134, it is too out of place with the 

ethos of Zhizn'· - isud' ba, almost an affront to its author.' To quote 

Efim Etkind: 

«KyJIbbT JIH'iHOCTH » - 3TO CMSlr'laJOlItee,OeaOOH.llHo-ycnoKOHTeJIbHOe 

HaHMeHosaHHe HeO~aJIO~ s MHposoA KpoBaso~ THpaHHH 

ooe3YMesmero OT KaaHeA CaMO.llepmua. rpOccMaH HHKOr.lla He 

n03BOJISleT ceoe TaKoro CTHJIHCTH'IeCKOrO JIYKaBcTBa: ero CJIOSO -

npSlMoe, TO'lHOe, yoHAcTBeHHo npaB.llHBoe. 135 

Lacking as they do any specific and detailed textual references, 

Bocharov's objections to Grossman's wide-ranging parallelism, 

dismissed as 'onpOMeT'IHB~e COJIHmeHHSI'136, are hardly convincing. The 

'cult of personality' is one of various epithets and euphemisms, whose 

insinuation masks Grossman's real message. Their effect is far from 

benign. To accept the partnership in totalitarianism of Hitler and 

Stalin is, Bocharov avers, to conclude that: 

... JIHWb oeCKOHe'lHOe Hapo.llHoe caMooTsepmeHHe S oOPboe 3a 

npasoe peSOJIJOUHoHHoe .lleJIO, 3a P0.llHHY, aa YHH'ITomeHHe ¢amH3Ma 

n03S0JIHJIO B~rpaTb so~y. 137 

It would be foolish and arbitrary to disregard the contribution of the 

Soviet High Command to the defeat of Hitler. But the brunt of the 

struggle was borne by the people. The theme of the people's war 

reverberates throughout Grossman's prose. Grossman's war is a just 

£?eople's war, not a just revel ut ionary cause. Qui te the reverse, 

Grossman's soldiers are sustained by a vision of post-war Russia 

without the kolkhoz, t error and Kol yma. In this context, 

revolyutsionnyy is Bocharov's word, not Grossman's. For in the 

lexicon of Zhizn' i sud' ba 'revolyutsionnyy' and £?ravyy are mutually 

exclusive. 

Attempts to persuade the Soviet reader that Grossman never lost his 

confidence in Soviet power are even more ill-considered: 

MOmMO JIH OTHSlTb Y XY.llOmMHKa npaso Ha pa3.llYMbSl H COMHeHHSI, 
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MO>KHO JIH « 3aKpblTb TeMY », COCJIaBIllHCb Ha TO, liTO Bce 

Heo6xo~HMhle ¢QpMynHpoBKH y~e BhlCKaaaHhl B napT~Ho~ neqaTH? 

nYCTb ero MhlCJIH nO~liac cnopHhl, Heo~~aHhl, HO 3TO on~Tb-TaKH 

OT pa3~y~ Ha~ nyT~MH, a He OT COMHeHH~ B caMHX H~eanax. 138 

Textual lacunae in the Soviet jour'nal and book vereione of Zhizn' i 

sud'ba indicate that the guardians of Soviet literature have not fully 

conceded the writer the right to entertain doubts or pursue 

speculations in areas which some diehards still consider sensitive. 

Irreconcilable disagreements between author and state are glossed over 

by reference to the Party's formulations. To suggest that the Party's 

formulations are a repository of answers to the questions raised by 

Zhizni i sud' ba is a perverse misrepresentation of the novel's aim. 

Zhizni i sud' ba and its author are in open revolt against the Party. 

Fellow travellers they were most certainly not. 

Equally tendentious is Kulish's interpretation: 

Ho Henb3~ npH3HaTb npaBHnbHhlM, qTO 3TH C06~H~, 

B03rnaBJI~eMhIe CTanHHbIM, « ~BHJIHCb JIOrHqeCKHM peaynbTaToM 

OKT~6pCKO~ peBonIOUHH ». 11 HH~ycTpHanH3aUH~ H 

KOJIneKTHBH3aUH~ - ~e~CTBHTenbHo nOrHqeCKOe cne~CTBHe 

pa3BHTH~ peBOJIroUHH, HO MeTO~hl H, eCTecTBeHHo, nocne~CTBH~ 

HX, a TeM DOJIee MaCCOBhle penpeccHH, a~MHHCTpaTHBHo-

KOMaH~Hoe ynpaBJIeHHe - 3TO y*e peaynbTaT He 

peBOJIIOUHH, He COUHanH3Ma, a ~e¢opMaUHH, ¢aKTHqeCKH 

npepBaBme~ npouecc pa3BHTH~ peBonIOUHoHHoro caMocoaHaH~ 

Tpy.zt~IUHXCSl. 139 

Does this mean that Stalinism was an irrational manifestation? If so, 

what credence may be attached to the other claims of scientific 

communism? Moreover, such an explanation studiously ignores the 

central question: whence came this deformation? Ipso facto a 

deformation is a manifestation of the potential, which inheres in a 

given system. (Latent heat seems particularly suitable as an analogy. ) 

Why Stalinism, as opposed to some other system, came to predominate is 

another question, and one which is more fully addressed in Vse techet. 

Mostovskoy's temptation has prompted several responses. Bocharov' s 

has been the most orthodox, by which one means that he has sought to 

play down Mostovskoy's refusal to be drawn into discussion wi th Liss. 

Mostovskoy's fears and anxieties are ignored. In the light of this 
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one simply cannot accept the assessment that, he, Mostovskoy, 

. 'nona.llaeT Ha l<pat\ nponacTH OT\{aSlHHSI H BHOBb o6peTaeT sepy'. 140 No 

evidence can be found to corroborate the thesis that Mostovskoy has 

met and overcome the challenge embodied by Liss. Indeed, Mostovskoy 

fails to deliver a firm rebuttal to Liss, which, as Bocharov 

acknowledges, is demanded by the canons of Soviet literature. 

Bocharov's reasoning is dubious: 

H a,lleCb aBTop nonoraeTCSI Ha Hamea.npaeoe BoclipHSITlie. no 

npHe~H~ l<aHOHaM Hamet\ nHTepaTYp~ MOCTOeCl<ot\ .non*eH 6~ 6H 

HenpeMeHHO .naeaTb paaeepHyTbIt% H 06CToSiTenbHhIi% oTnop 

anoKoaHeH~ cym.neHHSlM qepHeuoea H RHcca no BceM nYHl<TaM, HO 

MOCTOeCl<oA CeOHMH pennHKaMH npe,llocTeperaeT Hac Ii 

O.llHOBpeMeHHo aacTaenSieT aa.nYMaTbcSI. A B CocToSiTenbHo~ 

pa60Te ~cnH - aanor npO\{HO~ y6e*.lleHHocTH. 141 

To a certain extent Grossman does rely on our 'sensible perception' 

or 'good sense'. But it leads in a di fferent direct ion from that 

intended by Bocharov. 

so is to invite the 

Mostovskoy dare not take up the cudgels. To do 

wholesale subversion of his Weltanschauung, 

already perilously close. Interjection is no substitute for sustained 

argument. Therefore, Mostovskoy retreats behind a fragile defence of 

silence, attempting to repel Liss by repeated exhortations to 

himself: 'MOn\{aTb, rnaeHoe MOn\{aTb, He eCTynaTb B paaroBop, He 

8~a*aTb'. 142 This is a far cry from the self-confident, imperiously 

didactic, political philosopher portrayed in Za pravoe delo. whom in 

Zhizn' i sud'ba Liss mockingly refers to as 'teacher'. Mostovskoy is 

incapable of independent action outside the parameters determined by 

the Party. He supinely condones Ershov's murder, seeing it as his 

duty as a '\{neH napTHH' to do so. 143 He fails to contest the 

dissolution of the Comintern, and when confronted with the nightmarish 

possibility that the whole Soviet enterprise is bankrupt, cowers 

before the '.llHHaMHT ceo6o.llbI'. 144 

Zolotusskiy: 

One cannot but agree wi th Igor' 

3TO~ caMo~ CBo60.llH H 60HTCSl 60nbllie Bcero MOCTOBCKO~. OHa 

.llnSi Hero cTpamHe~ ~aHH, cTpamHeA cMepTH, cMepTb nO.ll\{HHeHHSI 

H.l(ee, KOTOpy~ OH nO\{HTaeT Bhlllie 60~ecTBa, BbEe .lla~e ceoero 

cy~ecTBoBaHHSI. 145 

Crit ics have tended to accept Li ss at face val ue. But in fact he 
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is not qui t e what he seems. He appears to be a trusted and devout 

member of the Nazi Party, one who accepts Hitler's teachings wi thout 

question. Yet this assessment is hardly adequate. Liss's position as 

a theorist in the Party, his interests in history and philosophy, his 

intention to embark on a study with the intriguing title, The Ideology 

of the Enemy and his Leaders, all strongly suggest that his 

intellectual proclivities have taken him from the realms of party 

orthodoxy into heresy. The parallels he draws between Stalinist 

Russia and Nazi Germany would be as unacceptable to the faithful of 

the Nazi Party, as they would to -any ardent Bolshevik. Liss stands 

outside and beyond both ideologies. Yet he is indissolubly linked to 

the two. He is the spectre of nihilism, the beckoning spirit of the 

void, to which both systems ineluctably lead. As befits members of a 

diabolic priesthood, Liss and Mostovskoy see no contradiction between 

the construction of Utopia and the annihilation of millions of human 

11 ves. They admirably t ypi fy that cast of mind, which, . . .' thought 

in continents and fel t in centuries'. 146 We need look no further than 

Suslov's remarks concerning the publication of Zhizn' i sud'ba to find 

a striking illustration of this mentality. 

The crushing imbalance of power which exists between individual and 

state is the very essence of totalitarian systems. There is nothing 

mysterious in this situation. Indi viduali t y, conscience and freedom 

are obstacles on the path towards total control and manipulation. The 

unequal struggle which the individual must wage for his personal 

integrity and survival assumes many forms in Zhizn' i sud' ba. The 

vicissitUdes of Shtrum and his scientific colleagues are especially 

revealing. Grossman undertakes serious examination of the state and 

its policies by introducing the reader to the closed, conspiratorial 

world of intimate friends and colleagues. Such scenes are very much 

redolent of the traditions of the nineteenth-century kruzhok, although 

in Stalin's Russia the existence of such circles is far more 

hazardous. Mad' yarov bitterly resents the attempts of the state to 

regulate reality, and he bemoans the lack of unbiased information, 

available to the Soviet public, and the state's assumption of 

intellectual infallibility: 

Bhl BXO~HTe B KHH~~ Mara3HH H nOKynaeTe KHHry, OCTaBa~Cb 

COBeTCKHM ~enOBeKOM, qHTaeTe aMepHKaHcKHx, aHrnH~cKHx, 
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¢paHUY3CKHX ¢HnOCO¢OS, HCTOPHKOB, 3KOHOMHKOS, nOnHTHQeCKHX 

o5eapeBaTene~. Bhl caMH paaOHpaeTeCb, S QeM OHH He npaB~iB~ 

caMH - 5ea H~HH ryn~eTe no yn~aM. 147 

However, not all appreciate Mad' yarov' s iconoclasm. Sokolov feels 

obliged to rehearse the official line. One detects a wilful blindness 

in his arguments: bourgeois democracy is an illusion; and the debacles 

of the Soviet-Finnish war and the humiliating retreat to the Volga in 

no way reflect shortcomings on the part of the Soviet· Army. 

all, Sokolov sings the praises of the Soviet state's structure: 

Above 

.... Ham ueHTpanHaM - 3TO cOUHanbH~ ~SHraTenb rHraHTCKO~ 

3HepreTHqeCKO~ MOmH, cnocOOH~ COSepmHTb qy~eca. H OH y~e 

COBepmHn HX. H OH HX coaepmHT B oy~ymeM. 148 

But, as Mad' yarov points out, these projects are instigated by the 

state for the state. They merely underline the huge boundary between 

state and individual: 

Ha O~HOM non~ce - nOTpeoHocTb rocy~apcTaa, Ha ~pyroM -

nOTpeoHocTb qenOseKa. Hx HHKor~a He npHMHpHmb. 1'9 

This conversation marks a turning point in Shtrum's attitude 

towards the Soviet state. Increasingly, he resents the dispari ties 

between arti ficial and extant reality, and the morbid and relentless 

deification of Stalin. Matters come to a head as a result of Shtrum's 

scient i fic researches. Called upon to renounce his researches at a 

public meeting, Shtrum refuses. Condemnation is universal. Fellow 

scientists follow the line laid down for them by the Party, meekly 

endorSing the rejection of their colleagues. Towards the vast 

majority of his colleagues Shtrum feels no anger, and in this there is 

perhaps an implicit recognition of the helplessness of the individual. 

But for Sokolov there is real anger: 

Kaaanocb, Bce ~eCTOKoe, HecrrpaBe~nHBoef qTO COBepmHnO 5hlno 

npoTHB lliTpYMa, HCXO~Hno OT COKonoBa. KaK ileTp RaBpeHTbeSHq 

Mor aanpeTHTb Mapbe HBaHoBHe o~aTb y lliTpyMOS! KaKa~ 

TPYCOCTb, CKonbKO B 3TOM meCTOKOCTH, no~nOCTH, HH30cTH!150 

Shtrum's domestic 11 fe rapidly deteriorates. Hints are dropped 

that Shtrum's flat is too big. Access to shops catering for the 

state's elite is limited. Difficulties with passport renewal are 

inevitable because of the need for a reference from the place of work. 

CrUShed by loneliness and haunted by the prospect of penury, Shtrum 
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longs for arrest as a release from th I e re entless psychological 

pressure. Yet even such release from the terror is dependent on the 

state. Gradually, Shtrum comes to realise that in the end the 

individual is denied any freedom of action: 

Kaaanocb, ~TO rocy~apcTBo B CBoeM rHeBe cnoc06HO OTH~Tb y 

Hero He TonbKo cB060~y, nOKo~, HO H y~ TanaHT, Bepy B ce6~, 

npeBpaTHTb ero B TycKnoro, Tynoro, yH~oro 06~aTen~. 151 

Bereft oflany:;freedom of action and fearing the night, the partner of 

arrest, Shtrum. 'feels like a I ~HKapb I<aMeHHoro BeI<a'. 152 Stalin's 

personal intervention, deus ex machina, terminates the campaign 

against him. Convinced that Shtrum's work is of value, Stalin 

phones hi~ assuring him of support. 153 No other act of Stalin could 

be better calculated to foster the myth of the benevolent leader. Yet 

no other act demonstrates the power vested in the totalitarian leader 

and his very words: 

O~HO ero cnOBO Morno YHHqTOmHTb ThlC~~H, ~eC~TI<H T~C~q n~~e~. 

Mapman, HapKoM, ~neH UeHTpanbHoro KOMHTeTa napTHH, ceKpeTapb 

06KOMa - n~~H, KOTophle Bqepa I<OMaH~OBanH ap~MH, ~poHTaMH, 

BnaCTOBanH Ha~ Kpa~MH, pecny6nHKaMH, orpoMH~ 3aBO~aMH, 

cero~~ no O~HOMY rHeBHoMY cnoBY CTanHHa MornH 06paTHTbc~ B 

H~TO, B narepHym nhlnb, noaBaHHBa~ KOTenOqKaMH, OmH~aTb 

6anaH~hl y narepHo~ KYXHH. 154 

The new upward turn in Shtrum's domestic and professional life is 

dramatic, grotesquely so. There is an undigni fied scramble to bury 

enmities on the part of former opponents. Converts to his researches 

multiply. Two details, hardly noticed, tell of his return to favour: 

the discreet, unsolicited return of the party car and the highly 

prized ration cards. 

belief: 

Li fting the anathema confirms a colleague's 

... ecnH Bama H~e~ COBna~aeT C HHTepecoM rocy~apcTBa, neTeTb 

BaM Ha I<oBpe-caMoneTe!155 

Other effects of this volte-face are more insidious. F~ted by a 

system, which he has previously despi sed, Shtrum undergoes a subt Ie 

change. Mad'yarov's sulphurous criticism, once valued by Shtrum, now 

seems irrelevant, and Mad'yarov's fate is of little interest. 

Conversely, those who were among Shtrum's most implacable opponents, 

Korchenko and Shishakov, and acknowledged by Shtrum as such, appear in 
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a different light. Shtrum begins to regard these changes in his own 

outlook as legi timate, and that which occurred before as the 

exception. However, the changes are two sides of the same coin. 

Shtrum's sense of triumph over his enemies, and his sense of freedom 

are illusory. He has been saved not because he has convinced the 

state of his moral rectitude, but because the state, alarmed by 

Western advances in atomic research, cannot do without him. The 

reversal in Sh-trum's attitudes is not confined to him. Shtrum recalls 

.,' i ,Sagryanov, an old friend of Krymov. Arrested in 1937 and released two 

years later, Bagryanov makes an impassioned plea on behal f of freedom 

after. his release, declaring his solidarity with the camp inmates. 

But his espousal of liberalism does not last. Rehabilitated to his 

former rank and status, or perhaps seduced, Bagryanov finds no 

difficulty in accommodating a 'Hegelian stance' to what has happened. 

Thus he concludes that, . ' Bce ,netkTBHTeJIbHOe paaYMHo' 156, 

obviating the need to explain his personal fate. 

Shtrum's agonies are not over. In response to accusations in the 

Western press that thousands of scientists and writers have been 

persecuted, a letter is to be drafted protesting the slander. As a 

leading Soviet intellectual Shtrum's signature is required. Mindful 

of his earlier trials, and undermined by the sickening familiarity of 

Korchenko and Shishakov, he capitulates. Any suggestions that Shtrum 

had earlier won a moral victory are brutally shattered. In accepting 

rehabilitation <could he refuse?), Shtrum fatally weakened his moral 

autonomy. Shtrum's capitulation is based on Grossman's own bitter 

experience. Under pressure he put his signature to a letter demanding 

retribution for those Jewish doctors involved in the state-fabricated 

Doctors' Plot. Thereafter Grossman was haunted by deep remorse. 157 

Nevertheless, strangely enriched, even hardened by his humiliation, 

Shtrum, like his creator, comes to terms with his guilt. Hitherto 

blurred, the lines of conflict between state and individual, between 

slavery and freedom, are now starkly drawn, and the nature of the 

challenge stands precisely defined: 

Kam.n~ ~eHb, Ka*.lt~ qac, H3 ro,na B ro~, HymHO BeCTH 60Pb6y 

3a CBoe npaBo 6hlTb qenOBeKOM, 6hlTb ~o6phlM H qHCThlM. ~ B 

3TO~ 6oPb6e He ,nonmHo 6hlTb HH rop,nocTH HH T~eCJIaBH~, O,nHO 

JIHllib CMHpeHHe. A ecnH B cTpawHoe Bpe~ npH,neT 5eaB~o,nH~ 
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qac, qenOBeK He ~on~eH 50~TbC~ cMepTH, He ~onmeH 50~TbC~, 

ecnH XOqeT oCTaTbc~ qenOBeKOM. 158 

Shtrum's moving and defiant realisation is the common thread 

linking many of Grossman's finest portraits. Whether on the 

battlefield, or in the gruelling struggle against bureaucracy, or 

ultimately in the last seconds of life in the gas chamber, Grossman's 

heroes and heroines inspire us with their dignity, humility and 

courage;- . Notwithstanding the state's appalling capacity for violence, 

'and- its mindless vindictiveness, we are left with ~the· conviction that 

the human aspirat ion towards freedom can _ never be completel y 

eradicated, that despite the threat of death - indeed because he 

chooses to embrace it - man remains man. 

Resistance to the state and defiance unto death are strikingly 

illustrated in the testament and behaviour of Ikonnikov-Morzh. 

Morzh's testament, a discordant voice in the moral wasteland of the 

twentieth century, attacks the very heart of totalitarian ideOlogies. 

It articulates Grossman's deepest held beliefs. Without a doubt it is 

the philosophical core of the novel, the triumphal assertion of 

heresy. Central to Morzh's thesis is the question of good. He 

insists that so much of the evil which has afflicted man originates 

from the various perceptions of good: 

BHaaHTH~cKoe HKOHOOOPCTBO, nhlTHKH HHKBHaHUHH, oOPboa c 

epec~MH BO ~paHUHH, B ~TanHH, ~naH~pHH, repMaHHH, Dopboa 

npoTecTaHcTBa H KaTOnHqeCTBa, KOBapcTBa MOHameCKHX op~eHoB, 

50Pb5a HHKoHa H ABBaKYMa, MHOrOBeKoBo~ rHeT, ~aBHBmH~ Ha 

HayKy H CBOOO~y, xpHcTHaHcKHe HCTpe5HTenH ~a~eCKoro 

HaceneHH~ TacMaHHH, ano~eHt B~raBmHe HerpHT~HcKHe ~epeBHH 

B A~pHKe. Bce 3TO CTOHno oonbmero KOnHqeCTBa cTpa~aH~, qeM 

ano~e~HH~ paaoo~HHKoB H ano~eeBt TBopHBmHx ano pa~H 

ana ... 159 

Abstract concepts of good are fundamentally inimical to the human 

condi tion, since they are based on a limitless faith in the power of 

reason and technological advance. In the twentieth century the 

implementation of such concepts has led directly to mass murder in the 

RUSSian countryside and to the crematoria of Eichmann's death camps. 

Extreme scepticism should always be 

judgements of political philosophers 
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Inevitably they proceed from the inherently flawed premise that good 

is a definable category, contingent on logic:' lla>Ke npOnOBe,llb rt:cyca 

J1HWHna ee CKTlbI'. 160 Moreover it is too narrowly defined, as Morzh 

warns: 

... ,llOOpO ceKT~ Knacca, HaUHH, rocY,llapcTBa CTpeMHTC~ npH,llaTb 

ce6e nO>KHYro BCeOOmHOCTb, qTOObI onpaS,llaTb CBOro 60PbOy co sceM 

TeM, qTO ~sn~eTc~ ,lln~ Hero anOM. 161 

Toe good, more precisely, the goodness of which Morzh writes, 

cannot be so redu.ced. It is incorporeal,irrational and ineffable, 

yet it lies at the very heart of man's being. 

NKVD can totally vanquish it: 
Neither the SS nor the 

B 6eCC~J1HH oeccMbIcneHHoA ,llOOPOTbI TaAMa ee 6eccMepTH~. OHa 

HenOOe,llHMa. ~eM rnyneA, qeM oeCCMbICneHHeA, qeM oecnoMo~e~ 

oHa, TeN orpoMHeA OHa. 3no oeccHnbHo nepe,ll HeA! ITpopOKH, 

BepoyqHTenH, pe~pMaToPbI, nH,llep~, BO>K,llH OeCCHJ1bHO nepe,ll He~. 

OHa - CJ1ena~ H HeMa~ J1~OBb - CMbIcn qenOBeKa. 162 

Examples of Morzh's, . ' >KHTeAcKa~, qeJ10BeqeCKa~ ,llOOpOTa' 163 are 

ubi qui tous. In keeping with his beliefs, they are often to be found 

where evil and human wretchedness are at their worst: Darenskiy's 

intervention on behalf of German prisoners being subjected to a savage 

beating; the gi ft 

Stalingrad from a 

of bread to a German officer in the rubble of 

Russian woman, herself perilously close to 

starvation; and Sofya Levinton's protective, maternal warmth extended 

to her surrogate son, David in their last moments in the gas chamber. 

All these incidents bear witness to the capacity of goodness to 

transcend national and ideological boundaries. Moreover, they 

themselves are witnessed, both by man, and even by God. 

Grossman's wartime experiences and hi s revul sion against violence 

16( suggest the most convincing explanation for the inclusion of 

Morzh's testament in the novel. Certainly Markish has no doubts, 

seeing "Staryy uchi tel'" as the seminal work. 165 Yet, in our view it 

is in Stepan Kol'chugin that we really find the origins of the views 

that Morzh espouses. In the first chapter of Zhizn' i sud' ba Morzh 

makes his hostility to Bolshevik methods known to Mostovskoy: 'Be,llb ,lln~ 

Bac ~eJ1b OnpaB,ll~aeT Cpe,llCTSa, a cpe,llCTBa BamH 6eamanocTHbI'. 166 This 

endorses the warning gi ven to Stepan by Kagaydakovskiy. We have 

already discussed the implications of Aleksey Davydovich's dobrota 
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serdtsa. Other characters are equally sceptical about the claims made 

by ideology. Lobavanov, one of Bakhmutskiy's many opponents, sees 

dangers in a Bolshevik triumph: 

BM cerO~H~ - nHmb HeCKonbKO ~oKTpHHepoB - HO 3aBTpa MomeTe 

CTaTb rnamaTa~MH MHnnHOHOB. 167 

Danger resides in doctrine. Narrowly interpreted, yet applied with 

great ruthlessness across all existing socio-economic spectra, it 

possesses . great potential for evil. What Russia needs, argues 

Lobavanov, is not domination by the few, but 

•.. ~nHTenbHa~ mKona ~eMoKpaTHH, napnaMeHTcKHx cBo50~, 

BocnHTaHH~ coaHaHH~, ~onrHe B~aBnHBaHH~ paoa, KaK rOBopHn 

qexoB. 168 

Like Morzh, Lobavanov stresses the, . 'ueHHocTb nHqHOCTH'. 169 In 

1940 this was a lament rather for past and future rather than a 

realistic caveat that would be heeded. 

In Za pravoe delo Chepyzhin sounds a note of caution with regard to 

the creation of elites: 

... caMH BO~H ~mHcTcKoro ano~e~cTBa H HaCHnH~ Bcer~a 

y6e~aroT Hapo~~, qTO OHH Oy~TO OM no6opHHKH oomecTBeHHoro 

~o6pa H cnpaBe~nHBocTH. rnaBHhle npecTynneHH~ CBOH OHH 

TBOp~T BTa~He, Ha onhlTe aHa~, qTO ana po~aeT He TonbKo 

ano, qTO OHO MomeT He TonbKO no~aBHTb ~o6po, HO H Bhl3BaTb 

ero. 170 

This is a draft of Morzh's testament. It does not reqUire too great a 

leap of imagination to see this as a summary of both Hitler's and 

Stalin's methods. Chepyzhin's use of dobro differs from that in 

Zhizn' i sud' ba. Here it pertains to both state and indi vidual. 

Thereafter the two are sharply divided. Dobro is the good of the 

state, good with a capital letter. Dobrota is the victim of the 

state's organised violence. 

In the transition from Za pravoe dele to Zhizn' i sud'ba we note an 

important change in Morzh's name. In the earlier work it is Dmitriy 

Ivannikov-Morzh. It is he who passes on the final letter of Shtrum's 

mother, the contents of which are only revealed in Zhizn' i sud' ba. 

The Change in name from Ivannikov to Ikonnikov may be understood 

within the context of his death. He refuses to work on the 

construction of a gas chamber. For this he is executed. He chooses 
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death rather than moral compromise. Compared with the abysmal conduct 

of many of his fellow prisoners, he is a symbol of a moral absolute, a 

Christ figure, whose image - as his name suggests - is to be taken as 

an example. 

With some justification it has been suggested that many of 

Grossman's heroes are 'Ha nopore MOnHTBhI'. 171 In the case of Morzh 

this is certaily true. His text is a prayer. However, the prayer is 

.totallyf' unorthodox, any suggestion of divine inspiration is 

vulnerable. In an;: early chapter Morzh renounces his faith in God, 

having witnessed the mass execution of twenty thousand Jews. Dobrota 

is recognition of man's spiritual being without crossing the threshold 

to belief. Theologians would undoubtedly disagree. Morzh's testament 

is not only rejection of the world's inhuman isms; it is a symptom of 

Grossman's own crisis. Apostasy and heresy may mean that an 

individual's political, ideological and religious loyalties have been 

radically reshaped. However, past beliefs and structures die hard. 

Intellectual and psychological needs are not totally changed. 

Grossman is a unifier, one of those who seek a comprehensive 

explanation of man's condition in the universe, and ultimately, of the 

universe itself. With his scientific background Grossman doubtless 

found the all-embracing epistemology of Marxism-Leninism enticing. 

True to the spirit of scientific enquiry, Grossman had to reconsider 

its essential premisses when it is was shown to be a busted flush. 

The testament of Ikonnikov-Morzh is the lyrical exposition of 

Grossman's own apostasy. We find the same vi tal concern for man as in 

Marx and Lenin, but with the key difference that man is not an 

abstract entity. Man is recognised as living flesh with all the 

contradict ions and weakness which stem from that. Apoli tical, bl ind 

and dumb, dobrota ennobles man because it takes cognizance of his 

weakness, of the intrinsic richness of human character and societies. 

Ample room exists for the indefinable and unknowable. 

diversity is welcomed, not feared: 

Life' 6 

Bce ~Boe - HenoBTopHMO, HeMhICnHMO To~eCTBO AByX nroAe~, 

AByX KOCTOB llHnOBHHKa ... XHaHb rnoXHeT TaM, rAe HaCHnHe 

CTpeMHTC~ cTepeTb ee cBoeoopaaHe H ocooeHHocTH. 172 

Grossman's reluctance to use the word God reflects an inner 

struggle which he was never fully able to resolve. A scientific mind, 
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despite the patent and murderous failures of secular ideologies, could 

not totally accept the philosophical and intellectual implications 

inherent in the word God. To quote a source used by Lipkin: 

fpoccMaH nHcaTenb H y~eH~ no HaType. ECTb BenHKKA, 

nOTp~caID~ MHr B ~yXOBHo~ mHaHH qenOBeKa HaYKH: BocTopr 

nepe~ rpaH~HOaHhlM BHyTpeHHHM MHpOM MaTepHH H o~HoBpeMeHHo 

nepe~ aara~O~HhlM COOTBeTCTBHeM Me~y AYXOM qenOSeqeCKHM H 

Ta~HcTBeHHo~ peanbHocTbID BceneHHo~. 173 

Th1::s. is indee.ct ,the. threshold of prayer. Granted this explanation, we 

are better ,able to understand the nature of Grossman's predicament. 

The upheavals of the thirties destroyed any faith in Marx or Lenin. 

The Holocaust demonstrated the illusion of divine beneficence, the 

collapse of theodicy. Ikonnikov-Morzh's testament constitutes a 

solution to the failure of Marxism-Leninism and of God. 

Yet here is an argument fraught with inconsistencies. Throughout 

Grossman's prose one notices the idea of fate or destiny. Sud'ba is 

by far the most important term he uses in this connection, but in 

earlier works near synonyms such as: udel, sluchay. dolya. uchast', 

and rok. are often found. That sud'ba should become the favoured word 

is not fortuitous. Etymologically sud' ba implies judgement. and the 

connotations of the Day of Judgement - strashnyy sud in Russian -

accord very closely with the style and spirit of Morzh' s testament. 

In its preface they are explicit: 

npHXOAHT nopa cTpamHoro cy~a, 0 ~o6pe H ane aaAy~aIDTc~ He 

TonbKo~Hnoco¢~ H nponoseAHHKH, H Bce nID~H, rpaMoTH~e H 

6earpaMoTH~e. 174 

In this respect the English translation of sud'ba falls short. 

Connotations of judgement would be immediately apparent to the Russian 

reader, but they are lost in English translation. Greek or 

Scandinavian mythology comes to mind, providing us with a context in 

which the indi vidual is powerless. This view has found some support 

among German critics, who have suggested that fate for Grossman was, 

.'das Hereinbrechen einer unheilvollen, vernichtenden Macht, die 

sich in seiner Epoche im totalitaren staat manifestierte'. 175 This is 

partly true. Equally misleading is the German translation of fate, 

Schicksal. 176 It, too, fails to convey the notion of judgement, which 

is so overwhelming in the Russian. English and German translations of 
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the term strongly imply that the individual has little room to 
manoeuvre. Yet in Zhizn' i sud'ba individuals do have choices, often 
terrible, but choices nevertheless. Authori tarian leaders and the 

zero option of freedom move towards one another asymptotically. 

Enslavement is never total. Judgement is only meaningful if man 

exercises his volition. The very title of the novel tends to support 

this argument: life and fate/judgement are inseparable. Strikingly 

- i prescient 'and· confirmatory here is the assertion in "Esli verit' 

pifagoreytsam" ,:that: 'H >KH3Hb, H cy..zxboa IIIO..zxCI<ast'. 177 Thus in the many 

sub-plots of Zhizn'. i sud'ba individuals are called upon to make moral 

as well as ethical jUdgements. Novikov,Ikonnikov-Morzh, Ershov, 

Levinton, Shtrum are obvious examples. Others such as Krymov, 

Abarchuk and Mostovskoy are judged according to their own political 

fai ths. 

At this level these two strands of the judgement theme are 

conceptually sound. Others are less so. In view of Morzh's rejection 

of God it is pertinent to enquire whether the concept of justice 

implicit in sud' ba is theistic or secular in origin. What form of 

judgement can it be that leads to the Holocaust? To accept judgement 

here is to move perilously close to its vindication as retribution for 

deicide. Grossman seeks to resol ve this dilemma by arguing that man 

himself created the conditions enabling the crematoria. 

out in "Treblinskiy ad": 

As he points 

TOT HIIH HHoA THn rocy..zxapcTBa He cBalIHBaeTc~ Ha IIIOAeA c Heoa, 

MaTepHanb~e H H..zxe~H~e OTHomeHH~ Hapo..zxoB po~a~ 

rocy..zxapcTBeHHb~ cTpoA. 178 

Here too there are problems. In accepting this apparently classic 

Marxist position, that milieu, rather than the individual is 

responSible, can one legitimately impute responsibility to anyone 

individual or group? Is justice meaningful without free will? 

Grossman seems to have ignored this possibility. He argues that 

responsibility and the question of punishment are self-evident. Legal 

pedantry is superfluous: 

... B onpe..zxelIeHHH Henocpe..zxcTBeHHhlX Y4acTHHKoB ¢amHcTcKHX 

yOH~CTB H npecTynneHH~ cy..zx oo~e..zxHHeHHhlX HaUH~ oooA..zxeTc~ oe3 

~HnOCO~CI<HX cnopoB Ha TeMY 0 cBoDo..zxe BOlle. 179 

Similarly, concepts of fate pervade Grossman's evaluation of the 
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victory at Stalingrad. 180 If the victory was predetermined, what room 

is there for human agency? From examination of the Stalingrad 

sketches, Za pravoe delo and Zhizn' i sud' ba we know the answer. 

Judgement implies that the Holocaust can be understood within theodicy 

and thus accepted as a terri ble but somehow comprehensi ble event. 

This is inconsistent with the belief on the other hand that man is the 

architect of his own destiny. This antithesis accentuates two further 

. 'problems. <. The rational mind demands an answer to such evil. Is the 

search futile? -Finally it leaves us .in no doubt as to the sterility 

of Marxist.-Leninist ideology to confront the question of good and evil 

in the widest and deepest sense, since it denies their essential 

duality. Here begins, but by no means ends, man's crisis of evil in 

the twentieth century. 

Other critics have found no serious shortcomings in Morzh's 

testament. Its power derives not from its intellectual strength, but 

from the bitter, personal tragedy which informs it. To quote G. 

Pomerants: 

3anHcKH HKoHHHKoaa Henb3~ KPHTHKosaTb KaK cHcTeMY, r~e eCTb 

HeTOQHOCTH HnH omHDKH. 3TO KpHK cep~ua ... H KpHK semero 

cep~ua. 181 

Whether we accept the testament as the '¢Hnoco¢H~ rpoccMaHa'182 or as 

his 'ethische Lebensbilanz' 183 it is not a model for government. In 

fact it views all forms of government with profound suspicion. All to 

varying degrees, rely on coercion. Underlying Morzh's testament is a 

quietist, anarchic assertion of human digni ty. However, the case for 

suggesting a Christian influence here remains strong. Morzh values 

highly the truth expressed in the sixth-century by Christian 

moralists:' OCy~H rpex H npocTH rpemHHKa' . 184 

Closely associated with this philosophy are the personal fate of Lt 

Peter Bach and his eventual rejection of National Socialism. Seduced 

by Hitler's demagogy, Bach believes in the dream of conquest, the 

right of the strong to subjugate the weak. In a wider context, he 

symbolises the corruption of German cultural values, and the eagerness 

with which German intellectuals fatally compromised themselves. It is 

surely no coincidence that he bears the name Bach, one of Germany's 

great composers, a name associated with Germany's artistic 

achievement s, not its barbari sm. The reference to Beethoven in the 
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stalingrad sketches makes a similar point. Likewise the choice of 
first name is signi ficant. It suggests the corruption of Christian 

morality, an assault upon its foundations, above all in the abnegation 

of absolute values and the descent into moral relativis~ 

Signs of Bach's conversion to Hi tlerism are evident in Za pravoe 

delo. Initially, he is sceptical of the Nazis, but in the early days 

of the Stalingrad battle, with a German victory almost certain, his 

perception of Hitler changes: 

·Ho . BOT SI ~omell .llo BOlIrloi! B 3ToMMapme~ OOlIbme lIorHJ<H, \leM B 

"!.J.' ~i~:~~Y';;'l!l~*; <"~~"';:; J<HHrax. qelIoBeJ<, J<OTOp~ npOBen repMaHHIO \lepea pyccJ<He nonSl 

. ,. ,-,. H JleCB, J<OTopbJt% nepemarHYlI \lepe3 Byr,· BepeaHHY, .fiHenp 

H BOH - Tenepb-To SI aHalO, J<TO OH. BOT 3TO 51 nOHSllI ... To, \ITO 

.llpeMalIO B TYMaHHhIX cTpaHH~ax: « flo TY CTOPOHY .llo6pa H 31Ia », 

B « 3aI<aTe EapOnhI», B ~HxTe, - Bce 3TO CerO.llHSI MapmHpyeT Ha 

3eMHhIX nOlISlX ... 185 

Metaphorically, the rivers are moral thresholds and with every 

subsequent violation bestial amorality becomes more deeply entrenched. 

Constant victory dazzles Bach. 

Hitler's philosophy. 

For him it confers legi t imacy on 

The possibilities envisaged by Nietzsche seem to be within 

reach: 'Ho 3.lleCb Ha BOllre HH~TO He J<aaalIocb He.lloaBolIeHHhIM'. 186 Bach's 

diaries are even more explicit on this theme: 

KaTeropHH .lloopa H ana cnocooHhI B3aHMHO npeBpa~aTbcSl, OHH 

¢oPMhI O.llHO~ CYmHOCTH ... CerO.llHSlmHee npecTynneHHe - ~yH.llaMeHT 

3aaTpamHe~ .llOOp0.lleTenH. 187 

The 'forms of a single essence' is the precise term used by Liss to 

characterise the affinity of Germany and the Soviet Union. Similarly, 

the belief that good can be constructed on the basis of evil is the 

very ethos against which Morzh rebels. Defeat breaks the hypnot ic 

spell cast by Hitler. Bach's subsequent conversion and reevaluation 

of his part in Germany's crimes has a profoundly spiritual and moral 

dimension. Fellow officers seem less concerned. Lenard expresses 

regret that they have missed an opportunity. His allusion to Spengler 

speaks for itself: 'BoT OH, 3aJ<aT, racHeT, YXO.llHT Me\lTa'. 188 

Central to Bach's moral regeneration is his relationship with Zina, 

a Russian girl, who befriends him while he is wounded. It is her love 

which redeems him: 
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OH nom06HlI ee. CTeHbI, B03.1lBHrHYTble rocy.ltapCTBaMH, paC08aS'l 

S'lPOCTb, orHeBo~ Ball T~~eno~ apTHnnepHH HHQerO He 3HaQaT, 

6eCCHnbHbl nepe .1l CHlIO~ lIID6sH ... M OH 6narO.ltapeH cY.ltb6e, 

KOTopa~ HaxaHYHe rH6enH .ltana eMY aTO nOHHMaHHe. 189 

Bach's salvation through love, and his return to humanity follow the 

path trodden by Raskolnikov. Like Dostoevskiy's hero he is subverted 

by visions of the superman, by the belief that nothing is forbidden. 

He is a manplaying'_ with a terrible idea. _ Zina, like Sonya, is the 

;:T"'~)~'l~-spiritt·of forgiveness and compassion. _ Unable to' accompany Bach into 

captivity, she will, through her love, provide him -wLth spiritual 

succour during the privations ahead. 

III 

Vse techet falls into two distinct, yet inseparable parts. The 

first part is a narrative which concerns itself with the cost of the 

Stalin years. The second part is an extraordinarily concentrated 

exposition of Russia's milliennial history. It is here that Grossman 

seeks an answer to Russia's perennial tragedy. Central to the 

narrative is the fate of Ivan Grigorievich, who after nearly thirty 

years in various camps, returns to the Moscow of his student days. 

Occurring in the mid fifties, his return is richly and diversely 

symbolic: it is a confrontat ion of past and present; it examines the 

relationship between betrayed and betrayer, sinner and sinj and at its 

deepest level it evolves into a mystical revelation of man's goodness 

and his desire for freedom. Resurrected from the house of the dead, 

and now once again among his vilifiers and betrayers, Ivan by his very 

presence embodies judgement and, for some, redemption. 

Past and present are brought together in a series of meet ings. 

Nikolay Andreevich, Ivan's cousin, is anxious at the news of Ivan's 

release and impending arrival. He is concerned that it will 

jeopardise his chances of election to the Academy of Sciences. The 

real cause lies deeper. Ivan's release signifies a change in official 

pOlicy. The past is attempting to catch up with the present. Despite 

his modest professional success Nikolay is resentful of others' 

achievements. Nor can he tolerate respect being accorded to those 

from dubious social backgrounds. The tensions at the time of the 
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Doctors' Plot are not all to his disadvantage. Betraying the 

sceptical, questioning ethos of the sCientist, Nikolay accepts the 

alleged treachery and perfidy of Jewish scientists and doctors. 

Wilful deception originates from a fear of considering other 

possibi 1 it i es: 

EcnH OHH He aHHoaaT~, a npHSHanH ce6~ aHHOBaThlMH, Ha~o 

npe~nonaraTb ~pyroe npecTynneHHe, eme 60nee ymacHoe, 4eM TO, 

. ('HI-~,a l<OTOPOM HX ooaHHSlnH, - npecTynneHHe npoTHS HHX. 190 

'-' : ,-Recognition of this imposes an obligation to' act'.· . '[ 

Stalin' sdeath, the shock of which is compared to the news of the 

German invasion, and the revelations that the Doctors' Plot was a 

fabrication, initiates the collapse of Nikolay's protective edifice, 

his sanctuary from the true nature of Soviet reality. From under the 

rubble he sees a very different picture of his life: 

~a, ~a, B npel<nOHeHHH, B aenHl<OM nocnymaHHH npomna ero 

EHSHb, a cTpaxe nepe~ ronO~OM, nhlTl<o~, cH6HpCKO~ 

KaTopro~. 191 

Comforting silence is shattered. Nikolay curses the state for its 

admissions: 'RY4me 6~ MOnqano! OHO He HMeno npaaa npHsHaTbc~'. 192 

Ivan's difficulties and subsequent incarceration owed nothing to 

the notorious 'fi fth point', the fi fth paragraph on official forms 

relating to nationality. Though real enough, Grossman shrewdly avoids 

the nationality question with regard to Ivan: 'Hey~a4Ha~, rOPbKa~ 

cy~b6a HaaHa saaHcena OT HaaHa'. 193 The central underlying theme is 

freedom. Unwilling to be manipulated, Ivan openly attacks the 

encroaching dictatorship while at univerSity. Expelled, he is exiled 

for three years, eventually rearrested and forced to serve a longer 

term. 

The divide between Ivan and Nikolay is insuperable. Communication 

for both men is an ordeal. Unintentional, Nikolay's brash 

insensi ti vi t y reflects the absence of a common language. In the 

presence of Nikolay, Ivan cannot talk about his experiences or lost 

comrades. Of course Nikolay is an outsider, but the true reasons for 

this are not immediately apparent: 

... H ~ame caMoe HemHOe, caMoe THxoe H ~o6poe cnOBO 0 HHX 

6~o 6~, KaK npHKocHoBeHHe mepmaBo~, Tyno~ pyKH K 

06HaEHameMYc~, pacTepsaHHoMY cep~ua. Henb3~ 5~o l<aCaTbC~ 
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HX. 19( 

Nikolay's tears of welcome and protestations of mutual suffering are 

the twin product of years of self-duplicity and guilt. There is 

something quite unreal, almost grotesque, in his mental turmoil, as he 

mentally strives to convince Ivan and himself that life outside the 

camps was every bit as bad: 

« BaH~, BaHeqKH, AHKO, cTpaHHo, HO ~ aasHAYID Te6e, aaBHAY~ 

TOMY, 'ITO S cTpaUlHoM narepe Tbl He .llOJIH<eH 6blJl IlO.llIlHcbIBaTb 

IlO.llJI~ nHceM, He rOJIocosan aa cMepTHyID KaaHb HeSHHHbIM, He 

sCTynaJI c nO.llnbIMH peqaMH n ••. 195 

The perverse fallacy needs no rebuttal. Ivan's taciturnity and his 

resistance to the material blandishments provided by Nikolay and his 

wife are perceived as criticism. Nikolay no longer feels able to 

confess his past to Ivan, 

HeAo6p~, BpaH<.lle6H~·. 196 

whose presence now seems, . ' qYH<ot%, 

Ivan, Nikolay feels, has come to judge and 

then to 'erase' his life. Yet Nikolay judges himself. His discomfort 

at Ivan's silence is the assertion of conscience, the moral reckoning, 

which he attempts to mollify by talk. Nikolay's long monologue 

concerning events and personalities unknown to Ivan is an indirect 

path to recognition of his own complicity. 

Thus Nikolay seeks to legitimise the campaign against the 

, cosmopoli tans' . It did not mark a new purge, similar to that in 

thirties, euphemistically expressed as a 'IlPOUecc aaMeHbl'197, but 

rather represents the triumph of Russian nationalism in science. 

According to Nikolay, scientific achievements provide the basis for 

political hegemony: 

... H 9TO~ cysepeHHocTH .llonmHa COOTBeTCTBOBaTb cYBepeHHocTb 

nOllHTHqeCKa~ - pyccKoe BOUlllO B 06naCTb cO.llepH<aHH~, B 6aaHc, 

B ~YH.llaMeHT ... 198 

This is the language of personal and state justification of the worst 

possi ble kind. Those individual s who were 'cast out' - Grossman uses 

the verb vyshi bat' - failed to see that this was the 'aaKoHoMepHocTb 

HCTOPHH' . 199 Likewise, Nikolay is contemptuous of those scientists 

who saw the campaign as an expression of state-sponsored Judeophobia, 

rather than the foundation of a national science. Nikolay's 

prevarication, his use of cliches and most certainly his endorsement 

of Lysenko, the great shaman of Soviet science, who with his bogus 
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teachings severely impeded the progress of Soviet science, all damn 

him. Infinitely wise and cast in the role of confessant, Ivan listens 

to Nikolay in eloquent silence: 

Ha Hero cMoTpenH BHHMaTenbHhle rnaaa HsaHa rpHropbeSH4a, H 

B ~yme HHKona~ AHApeeSH4a mesenbHynacb TpeBora, TaKa~, KaKa~ 

6hlBana B AeTCTse, KorAa 4YBcTByemb Ha ce6e rpycTHwfi Barn~A 

MaTepHHcKHX rnaa H He~CHO omy~aemb, 4TO He TaK H8AO, He 

no-xopomeMY rosopHWb.200 

InVitaliy Pinegin, now a successful scientist, Ivan confronts his 

denouncer. Satisfied that Ivan does not know of his treachery, he is 

conscious of an inexplicable sense of gratitude. However, nothing 

remains hidden from Ivan. The 'sad curiosity' with which he regards 

Pinegin and his offer of financial help shows that he has cast a 

glance into the shallows of Pinegin's soul and seen his secret. 

Pinegin suddenly understands this. Though fleeting, the moment of 

reckoning is unendurable: 

... H ITHHerHHY Ha ceKYHAY, TonbKO Ha OAHY ceKyHAY, Aa~e He H8 

~Be, nOKaaanoCb: H opAeHa, H Aa4y, H BnacTb, H cHny, H 

KpacaBHuy-~eHYI H YAa4HhlX c~OBe~, HSY4aIDmHX ~APO aToMa, -

Bce, Bce MOmHO OTAaTb, nHmb 6hl He ~yBcTBoBaTb Ha ce6e 3Toro 

Barn~Aa.201 

The effects of this reckoning are impermanent. Exposure is 

Pinegin's biggest nightmare and Grossman compares Ivan's silent 

condemnation with being caught stealing in the presence of a social 

inferior. Furthermore, despite Pinegin's admission that his Ii fe 

is'cnnomHa~ nOAnocTb'202 and ought to have been lived differently, the 

customs and privileges of his milieu emphatically manifest themselves. 

The Change in mood is dramatic. In his favourite restaurant Pinegin 

is flattered and courted by the staff, who see in his clothes, self

assurance and deput y' s badge, all the signs of authority and stat us. 

Pinegin is conscious of a feeling of power, of being close to the 

centre of decision-making: 

OH men Me~~y CTOnHKaMH c ¢na~aMH MHOrHX Aep~as MHpa, H 

Ka3anOCb, ~TO 3TO nHHKophl H Kpe~cephl, a OH ¢narMaH-aAMHpan, 

npHHHMaID~ napaA. 203 

The scene is almost Gogolian. Yet any humour is overshadowed by 

Pinegin's treachery. Access to the world of power and material well-
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being serves two functions for Pinegin. Not only are they felt to be 

intrinsically desirable, but they provide a soothing justification for 

the past. The rituals of social hierarchy, flattery in the select 

restaurant, and Pinegin's perception of himself as a wielder of power 

are all part of the '~YBCTBO a~MHpanbCTBa'204, which help him to live 

and to overcome Ivan's ghost. Amid this comfort and material security 

the doubts which afflict Pinegin's sense of righteousness are laid to 

rest. 

Confession and repentance beckon both Nikolay and Pinegin, but both 

lack the moral autonomy to follow. In justifying the past and 

present, they justify themselves. Unlike Nikolay and Pinegin, Anna 

Sergeevna, the woman with whom Ivan lives and shares a painfully brief 

relationship, has no fear when confronted with his past experience and 

moral stat ure. In fact it is the need to confess which attracts her 

to Ivan. He is her lover, and a living symbol of Russia's lost 

generationsj he is also her confessant, and as such is identified with 

Christ: 

A ~ CMOTPID Ha Te6~, Thl He cep~Hcbf KaK Ha XpHcTa. Bce 

xo~eTC~ nepe~ T06o~. KaK nepe~ boroM, Ka~Tbc~.205 

Anna Sergeevna's confession details her involvement in the 

destruction of the kulaks and the establishment of the cDllective 

farms. It is a case study in totalitarian methodology. Violence in 

print precedes the physical violence. The kulaks are variously 

portrayed as bloodsuckers, vicious and corrupt exploiters and enemies 

of the people. Sceptical as she is, Anna Sergeevna finds it 

impossible to resist the incessant barrage of hate, the savage 

imprecations hurled at the peasantry: 

Ha MeH~ Tome cTanH 3TH cnoBa ~e~cTBoBaTb ~eBqOHKa cOBceM, 

a TyT H Ha co6paHHH, H cneUHanbH~ HHcTpyKTa~, H no pa~Ho 

nepe~affiT, H B KHHO nOKSahlBSffiT, H nHcaTenH nHmyT, H caM 

CTanHH, Bce B O~Hy TOqKY: KynsKH - napaaHT~, xne6 mryT, 

~eTe~ y6HBSffiT H np~Mo 06~~BHnH nO~HHMaTb ~pOCTb Macc npoTHB 

HHX, yHHqTO~STb HX Bcex KSK Knscc, npoKn~T~ ... H ~ CTsna 

OKon~OBhlBaTbC~, H Bce KameTC~: BC~ 6e~s OT KynsK08, H ecnH 

yHHqTO~Tb HX cpaay ~n~ KpecTb~HcT8S c~aCTnHBoe Bpe~ 

HacTynHT.206 

The concerted attacks mounted sgsinst the kulaks bear witness to 
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the awesome power to shape opinion enjoyed by the totalitarian state's 

media. In a society striving for universal literacy the potential was 

still greater. Commenting on this point in Vse techet. Mikhail Heller 

has observed: 

Vasily Grossman hit on the precise word to describe the 

state of a Soviet person subjected to intensive ideological 

processing: bewitched.207 

The deluge of propaganda is not only necessary to create an atmosphere 

of universal hostility towards the given enemy, it also vindicates the 

prophetic powers of the leader, who has earlier hinted at his 

intention to deal with the peasants. Thus, when the time comes to 

even the score wi th the class enemies, 

retrospective alibi'. 208 

. 'prophecy becomes a 

Mass starvation is Anna Sergeevna's most harrowing recollection of 

Stalin's war against the peasantry. Deprived of his equipment, with 

all his supplies of grain and seed seized by the party activists, the 

peasant simply starved to death. In this parlous state he is no 

longer an exploitable commodity and thus ceases to be of any interest 

to the Party. The state's attitude is brutally expedient: 

Paa c ~enOBeKa ~epmaBa Ba~Tb HH~ero He MomeT,- OH cTaH08HTc~ 

oecnoneaH~. 3aqeM ero YQHTb ~a neQHTb?209 

Worst hit are the children, whose wasted bodies and pitiful cries 

torment their parents even more than their own hunger does. Such is 

the power of propaganda and Stalin's persona that Anna Sergeevna 

agonises over the question of his involvement and responsibility: 

HeymenH CTanHH xyme Hpo~a o~. HeymenH, ~yMa~, xneo aa 

aepHo OTH~n, a nOTOM YOHn n~~e~ ronO~OM. HeT, He MOEeT 

TaKoro OhlTb. A nOTOM ~yMaro: o~o, o~no! H TyT Ee - HeT, 

He Morno Toro ohlTb.210 

Equally indicted are the venal press and, in part icular, Maxim 

Gorky. In the midst of such slaughter his articles on children's 

education are obscenely irrelevant, even more so when he remained 

silent as to the fate of Russian village life. One wonders, to what 

degree, if at all, Grossman indicts his own silence here. Like his 

literary sponsor, he appears to have ignored the question, at least in 

public. However, the publication of "Malen'kaya zhizn'" and "Molodaya 

i staraya" in the sixties show that in fact he did broach the subject. 
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Moreover, criticism of Gorky, the first head of the Union of Wri ters, 

is addressed to Soviet wri ters as a whole. Through their mendacious 

articles and books they helped to conceal the scale of the murder from 

the outside world. They willingly and elaborately fostered the 

'heroic lie'. 211 Vse techet tells the sordid and ugly truth of how 

millions disappeared. 

be forgot ten: 

As Anna Sergeevna realises, the dead must not 

. A r~e ~e9Ta *H3Hb, r~e cTpamHa~ MYKa? Hey~enH HH~ero He 

oCTanoCb?' Hey){(eJIH HHKTO He OTBeTHT 3a Bce 3TO? BOT TaK H 

3aoy~eTc~ oe3 cnoB?212 

Grossman's commitment to tell the truth about the fate of the 

peasantry in Vse techet is as strong as his commitment to reveal the 

full extent of the Holocaust in "Treblinskiy ad" and Zhizni i sud' ba. 

Underlying Grossman's documentation of psychological coercion and 

treachery in "Molodaya i staraya", "Los''', and "Neskol' ko pechal' nykh 

dney" are deeper questions of individual motivation and state 

culpability. Who are the denouncers? Why do they do it? Finally, 

what is the relationship between the state and the donoschik? 

Certain aspects of these questions have been answered in the earlier 

works. However, it is a theme of such vi tal importance for post

Stalinist Russia that Grossman felt compelled to pursue it much 

further. We find a remarkable absence of any malice in Grossman. In 

judging the denouncers we are constantly reminded to consider how we 

would have behaved had we been on the other side of the interrogator's 

desk. 

Grossman identifies four types of donoschiki. The first Judas 

<Grossman's term) was himsel f arrested and spent time in the camps. 

On his return he is ostracised by the majority because it is believed 

that he cooperated with the security organs. Yet Grossman puts 

forward the view that some form of cooperation was inevitable. 

Nothing in this person's life has prepared him for the ordeal of 

arrest, interrogation and incarceration: 

A Ha qeJIOBeKa KpenKo HamaJIH. Ha Hero He TOJIbKO KpH~aJIH, 

H OHJIH, H cnaTb He ~aBaJIH, H nHTb He ~aBaJIH, a KOPMHJIH 

ceJIe~O~KO~ H cTpamaJIH cMepTHo~ Ka3HbID.213 

Grossman's second example is the sekretnyy sotrudnik or seksot, 

works as an informer for the security organs. Exploiting 
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~riendships and int imacy with others, he uses the knowledge as the 

lasis for denunciations. Fearful of his bourgeois origins, he 

ienounces others to demonstrate loyalty to the new regime. 

The third type is pecul iar to the Soviet system. Of worker or 

:>easant origins, he seems to have the perfect credentials to advance 

1imself. His flaw is envy. He is jealous of the Party's founding 

fathers, their achievements and prestige. The Terror offered an 

:>pportuntty to eliminate this disparity: 

"R 1937 ro~y lIeJIOBeI< 3TOT cneTY, cMaxy HamrcanoonbUle 

.IlByXC.OT .IlOHOCOB. MHoroo5paaeH ero I<pOBaBbGt cnHcoK.214-

ro this type belongs Chepetnikov. Among the occupations of his many 

dctims we find commissars of the Civil War period and non-party 

:mgineers, who are redolent of Lobyshev and Nikolay respectively in 

'Neskol'ko pechal'nykh dney". This third type appears to be least 

ieserving of sympathy. But even here Grossman advocates caution 

:>efore we pass judgement: 

Ho HeT, HeT, He Cne.llyeT cnemHTb, Ha.110 paao5paTbc~, nO~yMaTb 

npe~e lIeM npOHaHocHTb rrpHroBop, ~50 He Be.llan OH, liTO 

TBopHn.215 

rhe final caveat, an allusion to St Luke's gospel (23:34), is 

:onsistent with Ikonnikov-Morzh's testament. To understand the sinner 

ole must understand the nature of the sin. 

The Party deli berately encouraged the Chepetnikovs. It tempted 

;hem with undreamt-of status, power and wealth. The Party exploit-ed 

;he latent resentment between young and old, securing loyalty to 

italin based on pri vilege. But wi th the promise of power came the 

;hreat of destruction: 

napTH~ KpHlIana Ha Hero, Tonana Ha Hero CTanHHCI<HMH canoraMH: 

« ECJJH ThI npo~BHmb HepemHTeJJbHOCTb, TO nOCTaBHmb ce5~ B O.llHH 

P~.Il C BhIpO.llI<8MH H ~ COTPY Te5~ B nopomol<! nOMHH Cyl<HH ChIH, 

B I<OTOpO~ ThI pO.llHnC~, a ~ Be.llY Te6~ I< cseTy: 

BeJJHK~ CTaJIHH, OTeu TBO~, npHI<8a~aIDT Te5e: 

'ATy HX'! ». 216 

~rossman' s allusion to Luke's gospel di ffers in the quotation of the 

i N T t t ses znat ' whereas 'erb 't 0 know'. The Russ an ewes aman u __ I 

rrossman uses the verb vedat', a verb with connotations of leading and 

nOwing. The two are closely related in the traditions of the 
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Orthodox Church: one is led to knowledge. Haranguing his subjects, 

Stalin, the former seminarist, usurps this dual relationship. As the 

nation's elder he demands obedienc'e, claiming to be the sole guide to 

light. Thus the templates of religion lend themselves particularly 

well to the Soviet variety of totalitarianism, a relationship which 

Grossman explores in later chapters. 

Fanatical greed predominates in the fourth type of Judas. 

Impervious· to human companionship, this type sees the Terror as an 

.opport unity to. acq.uire material goods and advantage~" ·This obsession, 

suggests, Grossman, . reflects the failure of. the·state to guarantee a 

reasonable standard of living. Overcrowded apartments, insanitary 

exteriors and poor food - the lot of the Soviet majority - have 

brutalised him. Hence Grossman asks: 'He OT aBepHHo~ nH ~3HH 03Bepen 

oH?217 But not all succumbed to such pressures. 

It is the Party as much as the donoschiki and seksoty who are on 

trial in Grossman's courtroom scenario. Personal gui 1 t presupposes 

some freedom of action. The accused argue that this was illusory. 

The state had already determined those to be destroyed. Their 

denunciations were '~n~ BHeWHero OOpaMneHH~1 .218 Even in cases where 

the informers did not fulfil this dubious function and apparently 

nominated their victims, the state's guiding hand was ubiquitous: 

nOHOCQHKH H CeKcoT~: 

3T8 Hama cBooo~a B~opa Kamy~a~c~. RID~H YHHQTOmanHcb MeTO~OM 

CTaTHCTHQeCKH~ K HCTpeoneHHID rOTOBHnHCb nHWb nID~H, 

npHHa~nemamMe K onpe~eneHHNM COUHanbHhlM H H~e~hlM cnO~M. ~ 

3HanH 3TH napaMeTp~, Be~b 6~ HX Tome 3HanH. ~ HHKor~a He 

cTYQanH He nID~e~, npHHa~nem8mHX K 3~OpOBOMY cnoID, He 

no~nemaBmeMY YHHqTomeHHID.219 

The simplicity of this answer is too beguiling. If membership of 

class determines guilt, and the state determines the nature of class, 

why are the donoschiki and seksoty necessary? The extent to which 

individuals denounced others, even when the victims were already 

doomed, was a manifestation of faith in the Party, in Stalin. 

Complicity in Stalin's crimes bound people more effectively than did 

rank and privilege. 

Outright 

impossi ble. 

condemnation or absolution of the individual are 

The relationship between the individual and the 
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totalitarian state was one in which the, ... 'mHBOTHa~, pacTHTenbHa~, 

MHHepanbHa~, <t>HaHKO-XHMHqeCKa~ CTopoHa qenosel<a' 220 could only grow 

and proliferate. Qualities which enoble man's existence were 

mercilessly crushed. But this, argues the defending judge, is what 

makes the phenomenon of the stukach so terrible: 

OHH n~~T HaYKY, senHKYID pyccl<yro nHTepaTYPY, npel<pacHyro 

Mya~y, CMeno H YMHO HeI<OTOp~e Ha HHX Cy~~T 0 caMhlX CnOmHhlX 

~SJJeHHSlX cospeMeHHo~ cl>Hnocoq,HH, HCKyccTBa; .. 221 

state structures cannot be entirely blamed for individual at av.i sm: 

CTYl<aqH npOpOCJJH Ha qenOseKa. ~apKHA nap roccTpaxa nponapHn 

nlOCKot% PO.ll, H .llpeMaSmHe aepHhDlD<H saoyxnH, O>KHnH. 

focY.llapCTBO - aeMn~. EcnH s aeMJIe He aaTaHnHCb aepHa, He 

s~acTeT Ha SeMJIH HH nmeHHU~, HH OYPb~H. qenoBeK oo~aaH 

nHQHO ceDe aa Mpasb qenoseqecKyro.222 

Expiation of guilt is only possible through acknowledgement of 

individual responsibility in the monstrous web of lies. To hold the 

state solely responsible offers an attractive solution to personal 

guilt. However, it leaves a nagging and disconcerting question in its 

wake. If the stukachi were mere cogs in the machinery of repression, 

if the very notion of guilt has no meaning, why, asks Grossman, does 

the obscenity of human conduct (qenOBeqeCI<Oe HenoTpeocTBo 223) arouse 

such pain and shame? 

Had Vse techet been published in the sixties, the camp theme alone 

would have been sufficient to have made it one of the most sensational 

and divisive works of the period. Never incarcerated, Grossman 

undoubtedly acquired much of the detail of the camps from ex

prisoners, many of whom were released for service at the front. These 

details provide merely the framework of the work. The substance of it 

is pure Grossman, and represents a triumph of his sensitive 

imagination and his unerring powers of empathy. 

The psychology of survival is one of the most fascinating and 

instructive features of the camp theme in Vse techet. Huge numbers of 

prisoners st ubbornl y cl ing to the notion that their arrest is a 

mistake. They nurt ure a blind faith in authority, convinced that in 

the Soviet Union, . 'ap~ He camaroT'. 224 So strong is the belief in 

Party infallibility among certain prisoners that their arrest is 

considered to be a justified act. One prisoner, a former member of 
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the Comintern, has no doubts: 

OH Bce *e npHHa~ne*HT K ~noro, Bpa~e6HoMY napTHH, cno~, 

nopom~a~meMy ~BypymHHKoB, TPOUKHCTOB, onnopTYHHcTOB 

Ha npaKTHKe, ~THHKOBt H ManoBepoB.225 

Similar sentiments are voiced by a former party activist: 

nec py6~T,menKH neT~T, a napT~a~ npaB~a OCTaeTC~ npaB~o~. 

OHa 8hlWe Moe~ 6e~w. 226 

Of the many people whom Ivan meets in the camps only an exceedingly 

of' small number have act i vel y struggled against ;,\, Soviet power. Barya 

Romashkin is the sole active enemy whom~"Ivan meets. Indication of 

just, how widely the concept of objective guilt has been applied can be 

seen from the fact that during his interrogation large numbers of 

high-ranking officers and officials came to see him. Such fascination 

for a lone offender would tend to suggest the rarity of real 

opposition. This is partly due to the appeal of the Revolution and its 

goals. Those arrested are faced with an unwelcome dilemma: ei ther 

they recognise their 'errors', and remain intellectually, if not 

physically within the PartYi or they renounce the Party, and become in 

effect Ishmaels. Individuals, imprisoned on some spurious accusation 

or on the denunciation of an informer, were quick to see an error in 

their own case, but were harshly dismissive of the tribulations of 

others. 

A prisoner's ethical, spiri tual and philosophical frame of mind 

tended to reside in the particular era of his arrest. Change and the 

outside world seemed no longer to exist. Grossman contrasts this 

consistency of attitude to the all too compliant behaviour of those 

outside the camps. He suggests that this frame of mind is due to a 

form of amnesia. Yet how vast is the difference? For those behind 

the wire memories are their sole inviolate possession. Survi val in 

the camps owes as much to belief in something as it does to the 

physical necessities of food and warmth. Loyalty to a given era is a 

response to imprisonment. Those who live beyond the wire adapt 

themsel ves to those in authority, fearing the consequences of 

individuality, freedom of thought and expression. What is more, many 

are not aware of the subtle, imperceptible process whereby they imbibe 

and then themselves transmit the demands of higher authority. Both 

groups are victims of totalitarianism. 
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No allowances were made for women. In the fate of Masha we see the 

full and appalling effects of prison life on a young and sensitive 
mother. For Grossman the fate of women in the i camps s not only a 
powerful symbol of the physical debasement of Russia, but of the very 

life force itself: 

Bce B meHmHHe - ee HemHOCTb, ee aa6oTnHBocTb, ee cTpacTb, 

ee MaTepHHcTBO - xne6 H Bo~a mH3HH. 227 

Arrested for failing to denounce her husband, Masha, despite her 

optimism, disappears into the grey morass of' suffering humanity in the 

camps. In addition to gruelling labour,· Masha has to contend with the 

sexual predation of both men and women; and it is here that Grossman 

breaks one of the most sensitive of Soviet taboos. Subject to 

prolonged and arti ficial separation from one another, men and women 

turn to homosexual i t y. 

Russian womanhood: 

For Grossman this is a further debasement of 

Ha KapTopre meH~Hbl npHHy~anH ~eHmHH K HeecTecTBeHHoMY 

cO~TenbcTBy. B ~eHCKHX KapTOmHhlX 6apaKax C03~aBanHCb 

HenenhIe xapaKTephl - meH~Hbl KOO.nbl, C CHnaTbIMH ronOcaMH, c 

pa3MamHCTO~ noxo~Ko~, c MYmCKHMH aaMamKaMH, B 6pIDKax, 

3anpaBneH~X B con~aTCKHe canorH. 

manKHe cymecTBa - KOBhlp~nKH.228 

The conditions of women prisoners, 

A p~~OM nOTepHHHhle 

as described by Grossman, 

suggest that in some respects women fared much worse than men. Women 

are reduced to beasts of burden, as implied in the various similes of 

'Bep6.nIo~HHUa', 'ocnHua' and 'Ko6hl.na' 229. Equality there is, but of a 

di fferent kind: 

... PaBHonpaBHe me~H c MymqHHO~ YTBepmneHo He Ha Ka¢e~pax 

H He B Tpy~ax COUHo.noroB ... OHO yTBep~~eHo B HCTOPHH POCCHH 

HhlHe, npHCHo H BO eeKH BeKoB KpenoCTHb~, narepHhlM,3menOHH~, 

T~peMHhlM cTpanaHHeM. 230 

Hopes of freedom and the possibility that she might be reunited 

with her husband and child never entirely desert Masha. The brutal 

destruction of her hopes comes from a qui te unexpected source. On a 

Work party Masha catches a tantalizing, and for her fatal, glance of 

the life enjoyed by the camp administrators: she sees a young girl 

returning home from school who reminds Masha and her companions of 

What they have lost. They can adapt to physical privation, but memory 
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is more stubborn. The poignancy of this vision is exacerbated by the 

strains of dance music. For Masha it is a turning point. It is an 

excruciating reminder of her loss, articulating the otherwise 

unutterable and boundless depths of loneliness and despair: 

no~ 3TY Beceny~ TaHueBanbHYro MY3WXY Mama HaBcer~a nOTep~na 

Ha~emAY yBH~eTb ffinro, 3aTep~HHy~ cpeAH npHeMHHKOB, 

KonneKTopoB, KonoHH~, ~eTAoMOB, B rpoM8~e Com3a COBeTcKHx 

COUHanHcTl .. rQeCKHX PecnyonHK. rro~ Becenyro M)'3WXy TaHueBanH 

pet5~Ta Bot5llte)f(HTH~X H Knyoax. 11 Mama nOH~na, qTO Myma ee 

HeT HHrAe, OH paccTpen~H, OHa yme HHKorAa He yBH~HT ero.231 

Grossman assaults the Lenin myth from three standpoints. There is 

an attack on Lenin the man, his position in Russian history, and 

finally an onslaught on Lenin's philosophy. 

Uniqueness is essential for sainthood. Yet Grossman suggests that 

many feat ures of Lenin's Weltanschauung are to be found in other 

political and religious fanatics. Lenin combines the abstract love of 

humanity in general with contempt for the individual in particular. 

Obsessed with political abstractions, Lenin nurtures a deep and 

unrelenting hatred for those who deviate from his tenets. His 

willingness to trample on today's freedom in the name of tomorrow's 

perfection places him firmly in the mould of Pestel, Bakunin and 

Nechaev. For Lenin, theory becomes a terrible weapon, and as Grossman 

implies, Lenin becomes its physical embodiment, a conjunction, which 

we have frequent 1 y encountered before:' XHpyprHqeCKH~ HOlf{ - BemiKH~ 

TeopeTHK, cpHnococpcKHA nHAep ~Ba~uaToro BeKa'. 232 Lenin's fanaticism 

impinges on his intellectual objectivity, often claimed by fellow 

travellers to be one of the outstanding hallmarks of Leninist 

philosophy. Lenin, Grossman argues, did not seek to convince his 

opponent p in reasoned debat e. 

appeal was to his audience. 

casualty in the battle 

As with many seasoned demagogues, his 

Truth was a by-product, an expedient 

for psychological and ideological 

hegemony: 'ReHHH B cnope He HCKan HCTHHb~ OH HCKan nooe~hl'. 233 

Lenin's mental profile is indistinguishable from that of Lev 

Mekler, one of the Revolution's many Jesuits. 

total. The Revolution is a religious crusade: 

Mekler's fanaticism is 

OH own nponoBe~HHKoM, anOCTonOM H t50AUOM BCeMHpHOA 

cOUHam1CTHQeCKoi% peBonrouHH. Pa~H peBonmUHH OH, He 
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I<oJIe6n5lCb, 6hIJI rOTOB OT.Zl.aTb CBOJO H<H3Hb.234 

Grossman's portrait of the revolutionary mentality is remarkably 

consistent wi th what he have seen in "Chet yre dnya". Thirt y years 

later the malignant potential of these political genes had been fully 

realised. 

Grotesque contradictions, even paradox, are to be found in the 

Lenin/Mekler mentality. We are presented with a man who is moved by 

service to his fellow man, an· individual committed to a better world 

yet one who is covered in the blood of others. The revolutionary 

pursues an unsullied idea. Aware of an imperfect world he is driven 

to excesses greater than those he has declared himself determined to 

eradicate. Mankind has to be beaten and kicked to happiness. The net 

result is still greater 'imperfection' and still greater vengeful fury 

as the goal eludes the revolutionary fanatic. Hatred and negation 

motivate him. No longer a means to an end, violence becomes an end in 

itself. Stripped of its maudlin enthusiasm and reduced to its ugly 

monotony, this violence is the single all-consuming passion of 

Varnavitskiy in "Esli verit' pifagoreytsam". Not unexpectedly Mekler 

falls victim to the concentric waves of negation stemming from the 

Revolution's centre. 

Grossman compares Mekler's total devotion to the Revolution with 

that of a dog to its master. Even in death it remains loyal: 

H npH nocne~HHX cMepTH~x xpHnax CBOHX, y~aBJIeHHa~ BepeBI<O~, 

OHa CMOTpeJIa Ha X03~HHa c KPOTOCTbJO H JIJ060BbJO, C Bepo~, 

paBHo~ TO~ qTO Bena Ha cMepTb nepB~ MY4eHHKoB-xpHcTHaH. 235 

Identification with the Christian martyrs is suitably apposite. In 

dying Mekler assumes the guilt of the weaker members of the cause, and 

his death becomes an ideological parody of Christian crucifixion. 

Grossman finds the same religiosity in Lenin, who in his unyielding 

faith is a contemporary manifestation of the Old Believer Petrovich 

Avvakum. 

Grossman's second attack is historical. To understand Lenin'S role 

we must see him within the context of Russia'S long and bloody 

history, above all in her absence of freedom, and in the myth of the 

RUSSian soul. It is here that Grossman sharply diverges from the 

major thinkers of the nineteenth century. He rejects the belief, 

advanced by such diverse writers as Chaadaev, Gogol, Belinsky and 
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Dostoevsky that Russia's destiny was to lead the world: 

E~, pyCCKO~ ~ywe, H npOpOqHnH npopoKH BenKKoe H CBeTnoe 

6y~y~ee. OHH CXO~HnHCb Ha TOM, qTO B ~yme PYCCKHX 

H~e~ xpHCTHaHCTBa BonnomeHa B 6e3rocy~apcTBeHHo~ 

aCKeTHqeCKO~, BH3aHTH~CKO~, aHTH3ana~Ho~ 

~opMe ... 3TH npOpOqeCTBa CHnbHe~WHX YMOB H 

cep~eu POCCHH o6~e~HHHMnHCb O~HO~ o6me~ HM pOKoeo~ qepTo~. 

Bee OHM BH~enHcHny PYCCKO~ ~ywHt npo3peeanH ee 3HaqeHHe ~n~ 

MHpa, HO He BH~enH OHH, qTO oco6eHHOCTH' pyCCKo~ .l1ylllH He 

CBo60.l1bI, qTO pyccKa~ .l1ywa - ThIC~qeJIeTHSI~ pa6a. qTO ~acT 

MHpy TbICSlqeneT~SI pa6a, nYCTb H CTaBwaSi ececHnbHo~?236 

Numerous examples elsewhere in Grossman contradict his contentions 

herej the exploits of the Stalingradtsy, Ikonnikov-Morzh, not to 

mention Ivan himself. Yet the point is telling. Despite the 

industrialisat ion and modernisation of Russia, the parallels with the 

West are superficial. They obscure a fundamental difference: 

... pa3BHTHe 3ana~a Onn0.l10TBOPSlJIOCb POCTOM CBo6o.l1hl, a 

pa3BHTHe POCCHH OnJIO~OTBOpSlnocb POCTOM pa5cTBa. 237 

Grossman modifies Engels' claim: freedom is not a 'oco3HaHHa~ 

Heo6xo~HMOCTb', but a result of man's poli tical and moral development, 

a 'npeO.l1eneHHa~ Heo6xo~HMOCTb'.238 Human history progresses according 

to the extent to which it confers greater freedom. Hence progress may 

be defined as moving from a state of less freedom to greater freedom. 

As Grossman puts it: '3BonroUHSI ~3HH eCTb 3Bonrou~ CBo5o.l1hI' .239 

Judged by this all-important criterion, the Russian Revolution 

instigated by Lenin was a manifest failure. To use Grossman's 

distinctly Orwellian neologism it was the triumph of 'unfreedom' 

(HeCBo6o.lla 2(0). Slavery and bondage based on the system of serfdom 

are now rep! aced by the t went ieth-cent ury equivalent: serfdom in the 

kolkhoz and factory. One set of autocrats has replaced another. The 

fruits of science which promised so much furthered the process of 

enslavement: 

TaI< TbIC5IqeneTHe~ uenblO 6bInH npHKoeaHhI .l1pyr K .l1pyry nporpecc 

H pyccI<oe pa6cTBo. Ka*.l1bI~ nophIB K cBeTY yrny6n5ln qepHylO 5IMY 

KpenOCTHHqeCTsa. 2(1 

Soviet mythology holds that the Great October Revolution was the 

CUlmination of the people's natural aspirations, and was inspired, 
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inter alia, by the ideals of Marx, and brought to fruition by the 

skill of Lenin. Grossman's iconoclasm offers a diiferent view. He 

suggests that the most significant revolution ocurred not in 1917, but 

in 1861. Far from continuing and consolidating the freedoms gained 

under the Tsars, 1917 turned the clock back. In the language of 

Marxism-Leninism it was retrogressive, not progressive. 

serfdom renounced a principle, hitherto sacrosanct, 

Abolition of 

. ' CBSl3b 

- nporpecca C KpenOCTHHl.leCTBoM'. 2(2 1917 restored this link, ensuring 

that Soviet adv-ances in industry, -agricul ture and science were once 

" again based on the enslavement of large sections of the population. 

In the Russian context Grossman defines a revolution as something 

which seeks to eradicate Russia's 'paDcKaSi ~yma'.243 Lenin achieved a 

result diametrically opposed to that intended: 

H TaK cnOmHnOCb, l.lTO peBon~UHoHHaSi o~ep~ocTb, ¢aHaTHl.leCKaSi 

Bepa B HCTHHHOCTb MapKcH3Ma-ReHHHHsMa, nonHaSi HeTepnHMocTb K 

HHaKO~Cn~mHM npHBenH K TOMY, l.lTO ReHHH cnOCODCTBOBan 

KonoccanbHoMY pasBHTH~ TO~ POCCHH, KOTOpy~ OH HeHaBH~en 

BCeMH CHnaMH CBoe~ ¢aHaTHl.leCKO~ ~ymH.244 

Moreover, his influence was not confined to Russia. The October 

Revol ut ion, the triumph of slavery, became a, . ' ¢aKeJIOM, 

oCBe~aID~M HOBhle nyTH qenoseqecTsa.245 The Leninist 'cHHTe3 HecBoDo~hl 

C cOUHanHsMoM'246 laid the foundations for Mussolini and Hitler's 

'HOB~ nop~~oK'. 247 Lenin redefined the raison d' etre of the state 

with catastrophic consequences for the world: 

HaUHH H rocy~apcTBa MoryT pasBHBaTbcSl BO ~ CHJIhl H BonpeKH 

cBoDoll.e!.248 

Had Grossman's devastating criticisms confined themselves to Marx, 

Lenin and Stalin, he might have found greater support for his views 

among those who certainly regard Lenin as a dictator, but one 

belonging to a new genus, a ghastly mutation, rather than to an 

established pattern. In arguing that Lenin is the latest in a long 

line of Russian autocrats Grossman undermines other great names of the 

past. Tsarist and Soviet autocracy are strikingly linked in a scene 

borrowed from Pushkin's Mednyy Vsadnik. Ivan finds a deep and 

unshakable relationship between Peter the Great and the consequences 

of 1917: 

KaaaJIOCb HH TpH~uaTb neT Haaall. H CTO TpH~uaTb neT Ha3a~, 
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Kor~a ITymKHH npHBen Ha 9Ty noma~b cBoero repo~, He D~ 

~HBH~ ITeTp TaK BenHK, KaK cero~H~.249 

Classical Marxism assures us that the state apparatus will wither 

away. Yet Lenin ensured that the state assumed powers undreamt of in 

Peter's day: 

OHa pocna, nO~HHManacb, uapHna Ha~ non~MH, Ha~ $a6pHKaMH, 

. ..Ha~nHCbMeHHbIMH CTOnaMH n09ToB H Y'leHbIX, Ha~ cTpom<aMH 

;-,:.: . . ;,·~t}l.::'::': KaHanOB H nnOTHH, Ha.Ll KaMeHOnOMH9IMH, Ha.zx neco8aBO~aMH H 

~:{C! .. ·necoCeKaMH, - B cBoeM MorY'lecTBe cnoco6Hasr oDlIa.zxeTb H 

rpOMa~o~ npocTpaHcTBa, H cOKpOBeH~ rny5HHaMH cep.zxeu 

8a'lapOBaHHoro "IenOBeKa, Hecym.ero e~ B .nap CBOIO CBOOO.ny, caMo 

~enaH~ CBo6o.ll~. 250 

Even St Petersburg has sinister connotations for Ivan, reminding him 

of the disinfection centre (sanpropusknik) in the camps where the 

illness of freedom is cured: 

3TH cnOBa Heneno comnHcb, B~ama91 CB9I8b Mem.zxy BenHKHM 

Bca.nHHKoM H narepHhlM oOopBaHueM.251 

Grossman's criticisms are not confined to the autocrats or 

ideologues of Russia's history. Writers, whether they could be 

classi fied as Slavophi les, such as Dostoevskiy and Gogol, or 

Westerners, such as Turgenev and Belinskiy, have misconstrued the 

mysticism of the Russian soul; it is a manifestation of slavery. 

Grossman singles out Dostoevskiy: 

Ba r.ne oHa, « pyccKa91 .nyma » - « BCe'lenOBeCKa91 H 

Bcecoe.nHH9IIOma~ », KOTOpO~ npe~cKa8bIBalI .nocToeBcKH~ « H8peQb 

OKOH'IaTenbHoe cnoBo BenHKo~ 06m.e~ rapMoHHH, OpsTcKoro 

OKOH'IaTenbHoro cornac~ Bcex nneMeH no XpHCTOBY 

eBaHrenbcKoMY aaKoHY » '7252 

Dostoevsky's mysticism, suggests Grossman, stems not from a greater 

propinquity to God, but from Russia's Byzantine past. Asceticism and 

humility, the negation of self, and the withdrawal from the world, 

testify to the absence of freedom, the unfreedom which gave rise to 

Leninism. Grossman puts forward the provocative and original thesis 

that the philosophies of Lenin and Dostoevskiy have a common source. 

Mysticism, messianic fervour or fanatical materialism are symptoms of 

Russia's slavery. Dostoevsky, having brushed with the autocracy as a 

young man retreated into religion. Lenin usurped and led 8 revolution 
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which seized power. The common ground between the two is confirmed in 

Dostoevsky's fiction by his profound analysis of the revolutionary 

mentality. No other writer foresaw with such terrifying accuracy the 

consequences of t went ieth-cent ury tot ali tarianism, and this because 

Dostoevsky understood better than Lenin ever did that domination and 

submission are two sides of the same coin. 

Few, if any interpretat ions, have seen Dostoevskiy in this light . 

. Traditionally, he has been regarded as an implacBble enemy of the 

revolutionaries,~"" a defender of man's spirit against :tthe ravages of 

materialism.A:. That Dostoevskiy should be compared with Lenin in such a 

radical .. " way is for many deeply discomforting, even repugnant. 

Together with his analysis of Russia's past, especially her 'rabskaya 

dusha', Grossman's comparison of Dostoevskiy and Lenin helps to 

explain the hostile reception accorded to Vse techet among certain 

Russians now Ii ving in the West. For example Vladimir Maximov, the 

editor of Kontinent described Grossman's thoughts on Russian history 

an'openly racist declaration'. 253 

More balanced object ions voiced by Arkadi y Stol ypin are equall y 

unfavourable. 

soul: 

He is quick TO attack the idea of Russia's slave-like 

ECRH POCCH~ - Be~Ha~ pa6a H HH K 4eMY HHOMY, 4eM K pa6cKOMY 

COCTO~HHID, He npHcnocofineHa, TO, 6~b Mo~eT, H HHKaKo~ HHO~ 

CTpO~, 4eM TOTanHTapH~, B Hame~ cTpaHe HeBo3Mo~eH? Tor~a 

Boo61I1e eCTb nH CMbICn npoTHB HblHemHero CTpO~ 60pOTbC~?254 

Can Grossman be defended? Firstly, it should be pointed out that 

Grossman does not talk of Russia as an 'eternal slave', but as a 

'thousand year slave' or as a 'great slave'. There is an important 

distinction here. Were Russia an eternal slave, all efforts to 

transform her might well indeed be futile. Nonetheless, a millenium 

1s a long period in a nation's history, sufficient to form that 

. elusi ve entity, the national soul/character, and Stolypin's argument 

1s a weighty one. Secondly, it does not follow that totalitarianism 

1s all that is possible. Rousseau's famous dictum that man is born in 

freedom yet everywhere he is in chains seems profoundly relevant to 

the Russian/Soviet experience. Yet freedom cannot be entirely 

eliminated. No other literature of modern times has been so obsessed 

with man's freedom as Russian literature. Equipped with the resources 
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of the state, 

pressure to 

spectacularly 

the adherents of unfreedom are able to bring massive 

bear on writers. But their efforts have been 

unsuccessful. That wri ters have waged this unequal 

struggle over so many generations shows that totalitarianism is not 

Russia's ineluctable and eternal destiny. 

Furthermore, it is incorrect to suggest, as Stolypin does, that 

Grossman ignored totalitarianism in other states. Zhizn' i sud' ba 

clearly refutes. that. Russian autocracy and Soviet totalitarianism 

are not the.manifestation of an incurable flaw in the. national psyche. 

Certain. condi tions, historical and geographical" have contributed to 

it.. Grossman points out - and Stolypin ignores this - that these 

conditions would have had the same effect on other nations: 

H nycTb B 3T~ napaMeTp~, s neca H CTenH, B TonH ~ paBHHHhl,B 

CHnOBoe none Me~y EBpono~ H A3He~, B pyCCKyID TparHqecKYID 

orpOMHOCTb ThlC~qy neT Haaa~ BpocnH Dhl ¢paHuyab~ HeMU~ 

HTanb~HUhl, aHrnHqaHe - aaKoH HCTOPHH cTan Ohl TeM ~e, KaK~M 

6hln aaKoH pyccKoro ~B~eHH~. ~a H He O~HH pYCCKHe noaHanH 

3Ty ~opory. HeMano eCTb HapoAoB Ha Bcex KOHTHHeHTax aeMnH, 

KOTophle TO oT~aneHHo, CMYTHO, TO 6nHaKo, ~CHe~ B CBoe~ 

rOpeqH yaHasanH rOpeqb pyCCKO~ ~oporH. 255 

In other areas Stolypin's criticisms are far less cogent. 

he writes: 

Lenin, 

... 6hln npocTo TOTanbHhlM BonnomeHHeM ana, qy~b~ PYCCKOMY 

Ha~HoHanbHoMY reHHffi, B rny6HHe ~ymH HeHaBH~eBmHM POCCHID. 256 

For a Russian nationalist this somewhat 'simplified picture of Lenin is 

undeniably comforting. Even Grossman does not consider Lenin to be 

the'total embodiment of evil'. He recognises, seeks to understand the 

paradox, whereby a man who loved Tolstoy and Beethoven, and wanted to 

create paradise on earth, instead laid the foundations for Stalin. 

Commenting on Grossman's overall achievement in Vse techet. Stolypin 

accuses him of having produced: 

... C6H8qH8a~ KapTHHa, ~eaOpHeHTHpyIDmaH ManocBe~y~x, 

OrOpqaIDmaH peBHHTene~ Hame~ Hapo~Ho~ HCTOPHH, Moryma~ 6hlTb 

Ba~To~ Ha Boopy*eHHe HHOCTpaHHhlMH He~oDpomenaTen~MH HameA 

cTpaHhl. 257 

This could have easily been written by a Soviet critic. It gives some 

idea of the strength of the taboos which Grossman breaches in Vse 
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techet. 

Markish has been at the centre of the argument over Grossman's 

alleged Russophobia. Convincingly, he contends that the heart of 

Grossman's at tack on Lenin, chapter 22, needs to be read, . ' B 

KOHTeKCTe Bce~ nOBecTH' . 258 That said there remains a 

... BneqaTneHHe HemHOCTH H manOCTH K pyCCKO~ cy~b6e H 

pOCCH~CKO~ HCTOPHH, *anOCTb, po~eHHo~ 6eCKOHeqHOA nID606bID H 

TO~ caMo~ ({ 6eCMhICJleHHO~ .n06POTOA », '10 i<'OTOpO~ cTonbKO 

cKasaHO B ({ XUiSHH H cy~b6e n.'!:;' HeHaBHcTH K POCCHH HeT, :,-~, 

pacH3Ma - H Toro MeHee. 259 :,,";'" '. ,,:"I,;,~ ~;:.~~,",.;~, 

Markish suggests that chapter 22 belongs ~'to the second version of 

Vse techet. written after the arrest of Zhizn' i sud' ba. The 

inference here is that the 'rOpeqb, CKenCHC, neCCHMH3M'260, which 

inform the historical perspective are due to this personal tragedy. 

Lipkin, whom Markish cites as his source, does not in fact provide any 

defini te informat ion as to whether the content of chapter 22 was 

wri tten before or after the seizure of the manuscripts. He records 

that Grossman rewrot e Vse techet and that it doubled in size. 261 

Notwithstanding the rewriting of Vse techet. it should be noted that 

Lenin is indicted as the architect of Soviet slavery on several 

occasions in Zhizn' i sud' ba. One particular reference was not 

included in either the Soviet journal or book version. 262 Nor is the 

historical perspective peculiar to Vse techet. It is characteristic 

of all Grossman's major works, as are his scepticism and pessimism. 

When Vse techet was published in Oktyabr' it was prefaced by a long 

article, some twenty five pages, written by Professor Vodolazov, a 

member of the Academy of Social Sciences attached to the Central 

Committee of the CPSU. Other articles on the work have also appeared 

in the Soviet press, but to date this remains the most authoritative 

and well argued at tempt to refute Grossman. For these reasons it will 

form the basis of an analysis of Soviet responses to Vse techet. 

Vodolazov' s aim is unequivocal. He fundamental 1 Y rej ect s 

Grossman's conception concerning the: 

... npHqHH, KopHeA, HCTOKOB CTaJlHHH3Ma, npoTHB OTo~eCTBneHH~ 

Grossman's 

]eHHHa co CTaJlHHhlM, a neHHHH3Ma co CTaJlHHH3MOM. 

CMhICJle ~ .ne~cTBHTeJlbHO 6y.ny 3amH~aTb fleHHHa.263 

factual base is unsound, he maintains, 
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interpretation of Lenin's Ii fe distorted. He cites the well known 

episode, when Lenin, having reached the summit of a mount ain whi 1 e in 

Swiss exile, hurls imprecations at his political enemies, rather than 

acknowledge the beauty of his surroundings. From this, he adds, 

Grossman incorrectly finds evidence of Lenin's, . 'Y30CTb YMa, 

oe~HocTb ~y8cTBa'.264 Conscious of the fact that millions of Russian 

soldiers are dying in World War One, Lenin has no time to appreciate 

beauty, or so we are led to believe. According to Vodolazov, it is 

Ivan Grigorevich. not Lenin who is poli tically narrow-minded: 

KaKoA OH yrplOMbIA, « O.llHOCTOPOHHHfi », .llYMalOnuffl Bce 00 3TOM 

H TOM me, 3TOT WBaH rpHroPbeBH~! 265 

Such a comment demonstrates a remarkable insensitivity. Having spent 

the greater part of his life in Stalin's concentration camps, in 

conditions not remotely comparable to the comfort enjoyed by Lenin in 

exile, Ivan not unnaturally seeks answers to the nature of the system 

which blighted his life. 

Still less convincing is the claim that Ivan's life, 

• I npOXO.llHJIa B.llaJIH OT apxHBoB Ii 6H6JIHOTe~HbIX cneuxpaHoB I • 266 Thi sis 

an unbelievably naive observation for a leading Soviet academic to 

make. To say it lacks sophistication is an understatement. No 

archives or 

society and 

Ivan is a 

libraries can provide the profound knowledge of Soviet 

its degradation under Stalin which Ivan has acqUired. 

living archive. It is this immense wealth of 

experience, gleaned over a quarter of a century, which makes both the 

philosophical-historical chapters complement the narrative aspects of 

Vse techet. Solecisms and inconsistencies there may well be, but 

Grossman's arguments still carry great authority. Both aspects enrich 

one another, and indeed are inconceivable without one another. 

Vodolazov surely errs when he states that Vse techet is: 

... He HaY~Hb~ TpaKTaT, a xY.llOmeCTBeHHoe npOH3Be.lleHHe . 

.llOJImHa BocnpHHHMaTbc~ Ii oueHHBaTbc~ no 3aKOHaM 

xY.llOmeCTBeHHocTH. 267 

One suspects that few in the West or the East support this view. 

Works of art are not locked in the spetskhran for twenty five years 

unless there is a compelling reason. Were Vse techet solely a work of 

art wi thout any disconcert ing concl usions for Soviet ideology, it 

would be a superfluous exercise to repudiate Grossman. Vodolazov's 
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lengthy essay reflects not only Grossman's artistic achievement, but 

his intellectual one, and moreover the powerful and effective 

synthesis of the two. Moreover, it should be noted that Vse techet 

was first published in the Soviet Union as recently as June 1989, at a 

time when the campaign of glasnost' was apparently well established. 

Indication perhaps that even in the age of glasnost', Vse techet still 

worried the authoriti2s. 

The strength of Grossman's arguments can be seen in the need for a 

fresh approach to the Leninist tradition. Uilder- attack the faithful 

are forced to reconsider the tenets of their faith, including Lenin 

himsel f. Heal thy scepticism and renewed intellect ual vigour 

characterise Vodolazov's approach to an area which has always remained 

inviolate: 

« 3aHOBO » OaHaqaeT reHepSJIbHYlO nepenpOBepI<y Bcex "pell<HHx 

OueHOI<, Bcex nOCTaHOBOI< BonpocoB, Bcex M~e~ M UMTaT, Bcex 

BblBO~OB. HMI<8l<MX aI<CMOM, HHI<aI<HX « MCTMH, He Tpe6ylOllUix 

~OI<aaaTenbCTB », HHI<aI<MX npHHHMae~X Ha Bepy nonomeHH~!268 

According to Vodolazov, Stalin departs from the heritage of Marx, 

Engels and Lenin in three crucial areas: ordinary people were reduced 

to cogs in the state machinerYi the Party came to see itself as a 

sword-bearing order of knights; and as the realisation of socialism 

grew closer, so the class struggle with its attendant violence would 

increase. 269 Marx, Engels and Lenin may well have wanted to liberate 

man from what they believed was economic drudgery and wage slavery in 

order to stimulate his nobler impulses. But in concentrating almost 

exclusively on the means of production, they seriously neglected other 

human needs. Economic and industrial considerations dominated their 

attitude to change. Stalin inherited these convictions and 

implemented them with a stunning and unprecedented brutality. As the 

population was mobilised, individuals lost their identitYi they became 

canon fodder. 

With breathtaking impertinence and disregard for the last 70 years 

of Soviet history Vodolazov expects his readership to accept that the 

Party is not a: 

... aaI<pbITbIt%, aaMI<HYThIt\ cpe~HOBeI<OBhIt\ « op~eH » 

npMBHnerHpoBaHHa~ I<aCTa, rocno~cTBylOma~ Ha~ Hapo~oM H BTa~He 

pemalO1Ua~ Bce BonpocbI ero cy.nb5bI. 
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On the contrary the Party is an 

... oTKpWTa~, ~eMOKpaTHqeCKa~ opraHH3aUH~, ~o6poBonbHo 

B3~Bma~ Ha ce6~ o6~3aHHocTb ahlnOnH~Tb aonffi Hapo~a.270 

Not only is this a patent distortion of reality, but it ignores 

Lenin's well known attitude to the Party and its activists. Together 

with Tkachev and Nechaev, Lenin advocated the creation of a 

revolutionary elite. Like them, he believed in a violent revolution, 

and the need to use violence to implement reform after the revolution. 

We need look;~ no further than Lenin's What. is to be Done? (Cht 0 

delat'?j 1902) for this. 

Lenin, not Stalin, broke with Marxist theory. An alliance with the 

peasantry, the authoritarian party, and the rejection of a two-stage 

revolution were all contrary to classical Marxism. Deviation from 

Marxist doctrine and frequent recourse to pragmatic policy decisions 

never bothered Lenin, or Stalin, whom Grossman equates with Nechaev: 

... B ero [Stalin's] aMopanbHocTH B~pa3Hnc~ peBonIDUHoHep 

HeqaeBCKOro THna, Toro, ~n~ KOToporo n~6hle cpe~cTBa 

onpaB~aHhI rp~~y~eA: uenbffi. Ho, KOHeqHO, HeqaeB 6~ 

co~porHync~, yaH~ea ~o KaKHX qy~oaHmHbm pa3MepoB ~OBen 

HeqaeamHHY MOCH¢ CTanHH. 271 

Notions of class struggle did not originate with Stalin either. As in 

so many areas Stalin took and applied the ideas of others with 

terrifying simplicity. On these three points there are no flaws in 

Grossman's belief that Stalinism was a logical continuation of 

Leninism; that Stalin, 

3Ha~'. 272 

.'rro~H~n H yKpenHn Ha~ PoccHe~ neHHHCKoe 

In seeking to isolate Marx, Engels and Lenin from the Stalin 

contagion, Vodolazov refers us to their writings. This· is an 

unfortunate recommendation. Theory bewitches and seduces the 

intellect, as Grossman has repeatedly pointed out. When difficulties 

arise, it is not the failure of the theoretical assumptions that are 

called into question, but the human component itself. Furt hermore, 

Marx and Engel s had no pract ical experience of government. Lenin I s 

was minimal. Appeals to the authority of theory indicate that despite 

70 years of manifest failure, its attractions remain as strong as ever 

for some. Stalin did not have the intellectual acumen of his three 

predecessors. However, he did have a sound practical awareness of the 
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facing the Soviet Union. Confronted with capitalist 

Stalin felt justified in adopting the most ruthless means 

and indulging in the shabbiest pragmatism. In both of these pursuits 

Lenin was a good teacher, as Stalin showed in the thirties; even the 

Molotov-Ribbentrop pact had echoes of Brest-Litovsk. Thus it makes no 

sense to accuse Stalin (as Vodolazov does) of failing to follow the 

templates of classical Marxism.273 When expedient, Stalin, like 

Lenin, was quick to drop Engels and Marx. 

Only marginally less tendentious is Vodolazov's analysis· of 

Stalinism. Unlike Bocharov, he recognises that it is insufficient to 

dismiss Stalinism simply as a deformation. It is, he says, important 

to understand, . . .. 'HCTOl01 3Toro ,l{BH)f{eHHSI OT HOpMhI K ,l{e¢opMaUHH. 274 

This reasonable expectation obscures a massive concession. One agrees 

that it is important to understand the transition from the norm to the 

deformation. But before that can be undertaken, we need a clear idea 

of the norm itself, of what was allegedly perverted and debased. This 

we do not have. In fact Vodolazov concedes as much himsel f. In hi s 

preamble to the 'Essence and Roots of Stalinism' we find the 

following: 

H TaK, CTanHHH3M, qTO me 3TO? OTKy~a 3TO? 3TOT KomMap B 

cTpaHe TO~ peBonmuHH, KOTopaSl XOTena HaBcer~a nOKOHqHTb c 

3KcnnyaTaUHe~, HaCHnHeM, YHHmeHHeM qenOBeqeCKOrO 

~OCTOHHCTBa, XOTena 6hlTb HaqanOM MHpOBOrO rYMaHH3Ma H 

QenOBeKonffi6HSI?275 

These may have been the intent ions. Yet they were never ful filled. 

Seventy years on, the promises have still not been made good. 

is meaningless to talk of the deformation of Leninist norms. 

Thus it 

The norm 

which has done more than any other to define Soviet society is 

Stalinism. There is therefore an element of paradox in perestroyka: 

it, not Stalinism, is the deviation from the norm. Historically, 

jespite all the talk of Lenin, perestroyka has no norms to follow. 
,/' 

[ts exponents must define them for themselves. This accounts for its 

:rratic course, its uncert aint ies and dangers. For the same reason 

~odolazov' s cancer analogy is not entirely satisfactory. Stalin is 

the carcinoma - Lenin the healthy body, his rule the norm. Yet Soviet 

:lociety between 1918-1924 was far from 'healthy'. 

[nt ervent i on, famine and War Communism left t hei r mark. 
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reaction to an unhealthy environment. Stalinism is a symptom of a 

deeper underlying malaisej as Grossman argues, it is the triumph of a 

millennium of slavery. 

In as Vodolazov acknowl edges, conditions for the 

establishment of a more humane society were far from propitious. Many 

of those who had taken part in the Revolution and Civil war had been 

brutalised. Democratic discussion was a luxury forbidden in time of 

crisis; Opposition was eliminated. Such norms had a serious effect 

on the nascent Soviet society. Violence, ruthlessness and intolerance 

were regarded as legitimate means of resolving disputes~ This is all 

true, but to ,call this the' COUHaJIbHaSl 6aaa « paHHer-o CTaJIHHHaMa » 276 

is misleading~ Lawlessness is deeply rooted in Russian history. Such 

behaviour was encouraged by Lenin and Trotsky. More accurately, we 

should talk of the Leninist basis of Stalinism. But this too is 

unsatisfactory. During the early years anarchy and chaos reigned over 

large parts of Lenin's newly acquired empire. 

still required to go beyond Lenin. 

Nevertheless, we are 

Vodolazov does not give any lengthy consideration to the purges of 

the thirties. He puts forward the view that the Terror was a conflict 

between two variants of Stalinism: those who had come into their own 

after the Civil War, and the emerging class of bureaucrats. Victory 

went to the latter. Vodolazov candidly admits that the 'nor-HKa' and 

'oOheKTHBHhlA CMhlcJI'277 for the purges have yet to be found and 

underst ood. Grossman's own explanat ion in Vse techet is intriguing. 

Although he had routed freedom, Stalin continued to fear itj and here 

is one reason why he frequently appealed to freedom, and why it served 

as the alleged basis for his policies. To quote Grossman: 

To, QTO rocy~apcTBo oea CBOOOA~ Bcer~a ~e~cTBoBano OT HMeHH 

CBOOO~~ H ~eMoKpaTHH, 60SlnOCb cTynHTb mar- 6ea ynOMHHaHHSl ee 

HMeHH, CBH~eTeJIbCTBOBaJIO 0 CHne CBoooA~.278 

Grossman agrees with Vodolazov that the popular view that everything 

was out of control is mistaken. Turmoil was instigated by Stalin with 

a specific aim in mind. As ever, Grossman's answer is provocative and 

disturbing. The purges were a ghastly theatrical spectacle played out 

to fool the ghost of freedom, an opportunity to exorcise its 

influence, and the individual's longing for it. 

failed: 
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He3pH~ Bna~NKa npo~on~an ~Tb BC~~y, r~e, Ka3anocb, 

6e3pa3~enbHo TopmecTBOBana HecBo6o~a. Ero e~HHcTBeHHoro ~o 

KOHua CBOHX ~He~ y~acanc~ CTanHH. 279 

Grossman's explanation is unlikely to find much support among 

listorians 280 seeking clearly ident i fiable causes which cohere with 

,he view that leaders, even tot ali t arian ones, behave in a way that 

:an be understood. That Stalin should set such a process in motion 

or such aims seems too shocking, too outrageous, to contemplate. 

[owever, the'a:ssumption that there is an 'objec"tive'Y·m~an:ing' is itself 

lot; entirely sound.<;c, Is this Marxist or,P-non-Marxist objectivity? 

lizarre as it is, Grossman's explanation deserves to be considered 

llongside the others. 

Notwithstanding informed criticism and some coherent arguments from 

.cholars of diametrically opposed political viewpoints, the strength 

If Grossman's case in Vse techet remains largely undiminished. 

rodolazov's efforts to salvage Lenin's reputation as a defender of 

reedom from traducement by Grossman, and to dissociate the supposed 

,umanity of Leninism from the barbarism of Stalinism, fail. Nor does 

:tolypin succeed in convincing us that Grossman's vision of Russia's 

istory is factually unsound, or flawed in explication, or detrimental 

o Russia's interests. 

Grossman's achievement in Vse techet has already been partly 

ccounted for. The success of the work lies in the effective 

ombination of the narrative and philosophical-historical passages. 

here was a conscious effort on Grossman's part to combine the two. 

he suggestion that the work is thus structured because of undue haste 

n Grossman's part is implausible. 281 Ivan Grigorevich, Anna 

ergeevna, Masha and Lev Mekler impart compelling substance to the 

iscussion of Leninism and Stalinism. They are the flesh and blood, 

ne human material, a small sample of the cost. Without them the 

IIlpact of the expansive philosophical-historical passages would be 

reatly impoverished. 

Then perhaps there is the question of Grossman's own death, which 

{ the time Grossman began to write the second version of Vse techet, 

is only months away. Impending death heightened Grossman's 

msciousness, perception and intuition; it liberated him. Behind the 

lcade of progress and change, Grossman ident i fied the continuity of 
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Russian slavery in the aftermath of the Revolution. More clearly than 

most he saw that 'Utopianism is never far from gangsterism'.282 The 

breadth and depth of his thinking are striking, even if, in essence, 

his ideas are not new. From the philosophy of the sceptical, dying 

Shatovskoy to the author of Vse techet there is an unerring and 

demonstrable line. 

Grossman's language enhances the power of his message. His style 

in. Vse techet is direct and lucid, at times Spartan. Arguments are 

presented with the clarity of mathematical ,',.propositions. The logic is 

'. relentless. . But Grossman's art is more complex •.. more ingenious. 

Gr.ossman appeals simul taneously to our. moral being, intellect and 

intuition. We know, we think, we feel that we are in the presence of 

a great , unassailable and ineffable truth. We are moved by its 

sorrow, by the boundless and terrible suffering it records. but there 

is something inspirational. morally edifying in its austere beauty, in 

the stark, uncompromising nature of its tragedy. The effect is not 

unlike that found in the Gospels or Revelations. Yet the effect is no 

artistic device, no prestidigitator's illusion. In its intellectual, 

moral and artistic conception Vse techet represents the total 

embodiment of Grossman's belief that: 'A6conroTHa~ HCTHHa npeKpacHee 

Beer-o'.283 Both as artist and man Grossman delivers himself of his 

life's work. In so doing he has reached levels of artistic attainment 

and integrity which only a handful of his contemporaries have matched. 

Paradoxically, Vse techet itself provides the sternest challenge to 

Grossman's ideas on the nature of the Russian national psyche. Vse 

techet is utterly divorced from the debilitating dogmas of Soviet 

society (or any other). Only a man who was intellectually, 

spiritually and morally free could have risen to such heights. Vse 

techet was born in chains. but it was written in freedom. 
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Concluding Remarks 

As recently as 1986 Shimon Markish wrote that, there is 

nothing in the pre-war Grossman that prefigures the future author of 

Life and Fate '. 1 Repudiation of this assessment has been centr3l to 

this study. Pre-war works such as "Los' ", "Molod . t " aya 1 s araya , 

"Neskol'ko pechal'nykh dney" , Stepan Kol'chugin and "Esli verit' 

pifagoreytsam" are of major importance for our understanding of the 

genesis and evolution of Grossman's heresy. 

Epic novel and drama form Grossman's first serious attempts to 

address the themes of war and progress. With varying degrees of 

success both works challenge Soviet assumpt ions. Many questions of 

profound importance are first raised in Stepan Kol' chugin. What is 

the purpose of scientific research? To whom or what does the 

scientist owe ultimate loyalty? Very little separates the scientific 

ethos of Davydovich, Chepyzhin or Shtrum. With regard to war, 

Grossman holds out little possibility that it will be eradicated, or 

that its attractions will diminish. This remains his most cogent 

rebuttal of the notion of conflict-free Utopia. 

Art i st icall y, "Esli verit' pifagoreytsam" is not a complete 

success. The play's central idea does not lend itself to translation 

onto the stage, at least not in the form presented by Grossman. It is 

poorly served by the genre. Incorporated into a much larger work, 

part of a greater, more chronologically compl~x narrative, or possibly 

the theme of an essay, it would, one feels, have been more successful. 

Intellectually, however, it is coherent, and it is. this which Soviet 

critics both feared and resented in 1946. 

Alluded to in "Esli verit' pifagoreytsam" and Stepan Kol' chugin, 

the consequences of totalitarianism are explicit in those povesti 

first published in the sixties. Mass arrests, denunciat ions, 

isolation and the calculated undermining of the nuclear family are not 

the themes of a contented writer in a society at peace with itself. 

"Los' ", "Molodaya i st araya", and "Neskol' ko pechal' nykh" are fine 

pieces of writing in their own right, but they are very much part of a 

greater whole. 

To be sure, the epic grandeur, scope and profundity of ZhiznI i 

sud'ba would have been inconceivable without the titanic struggle 
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witnessed by Grossman on the Eastern front. But the seed of heresy 

had already begun to germinate before 1941, undergoing its 

spectacular, moving, and at times, painful and dangerous metamorphosis 

during and after the war. Two events in the war are crucial. 

The Battle of Stalingrad was the great spiritual turning point in 

Grossman's life. The military explanations for the demise of Von 

Paulus's 6th Army seem somehow inadequate. Concentration of resources 

at the enemy's weak points, aggressive exploitation and rapid 

encirclement are doubtless the generally preferred explanations for 

the victory. Yet there was something else at the back of the 

Russians' victory. Something akin to a miracle took place in the 

rubble, streets, factories and trenches of Stalingrad in the autumn of 

1942. Grossman witnessed that miracle. In turn he was transformed by 

it. 

Grossman lost hi s mother in the Holocaust. He also lost his 

innocence. Soviet internationalism could not be reconciled with the 

evidence of widespread participation and collaboration on the part of 

Soviet citizens in the murder of Jews. The refined barbarity of the 

death camps was a German invention. But it was not without its Soviet 

admirers. State institutionalised anti-Semitism, the persecution of 

prominent Jewish intellectuals after the war and the proscription of 

the all important Chernaya kniga. confirmed Grossman's worst fears. 

In assessing an author's achievement, certain pitfalls must be 

acknowledged. To concentrate one's mental resources for any length of 

time on a single author is inevitably to run the risk of becoming too 

attached, too biased. One tends to inflate his importance, to ignore 

the merits of his fellows, to become less willing to see the author's 

flaws. Notwithstanding these risks, an evaluation of Grossman's place 

in the pantheon of Russian writers must be undertaken. 

Spanning twenty years, Grossman's achievement in the field of war 

literature is unique. The Stalingrad sketches alone would be 

sufficient to ensure his reputation. The breadth and diversity which 

are such prominent features of Za pravoe delo and Zhizn' i sud'ba, are 

clearly evident in Grossman's wartime writing. With regard to Vasiliy 

Grossman George Steiner's remark that: 'Heresy refuses exegetic 

finali t y' 2, st rikes one as profoundly apposi teo "Tvorchest vo pobedy", 

"Treblinskiy ad", "Na rubezhe voyny i mira" and his editorial work for 
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the Chernaya kniga all bear witness to a restless mind; one that could 

not be const rained wi thin narrow ideologi cal parameters. In the 

opinion of this author such works by Grossman - not to mention those 

of non-fiction and fiction by other authors - suggest that Soviet war 

literature and historiography are more complex and heterogeneous than, 

for example, Geoffrey Hosking asserts. 3 

Equally, Za pravoe delo and its author must be excluded from Max 

Hayward's assessment of Soviet literature in the years precediw"': 

Stalin's death: 

... the succeeding years until 1953 saw the development of a 

literature which offers no insight into the real thoughts or 

feelings of those writers who still published. There was no 

way of telling a true conformist from a false conformist, 

and only after Stalin's death was it possible to discern 

faces behind the masks. 4 

Don Piper is much closer to the truth when he writes that: 'Grossman's 

For a Righteous Cause was a remarkable anomaly in 1952'.5 

Zhizn' i sud'ba is an outstanding artistic and intellectual 

synthesis. Countless and varied threads combine the lives of 

Grossman's charactersj any suggestion that the work sprawls or is 

shapeless is unsustainable. Above all, 50 many lives are bound 

together by the fate of Stalingrad. Only towards the end of the novel 

does the power of its gravity begin to recede. Thoughts on the 

nature of military strategy, the psychology of killing, the perennial 

conflict between commissars and soldiers convincingly and 

unobtrusi vely coexist with t he discourse on human freedom, goodness 

and totali tarian ideology. Zhizn' i sud' ba is indeed the 'main book' 

on the Great Fatherland War. But it is, also, too one of the main 

books of Soviet 1 i terat ure. Future critics and literary historians 

will, one feels, unhesitatingly place Zhizn' i sud' ba and Vse techet 

alongside the achievements of Bulgakov, Pasternak and Solzhenitsvn, 

Russia's spirit resides in her literature; it is her solace, her 

great treasure, which surpasses all else she has. Throughout the 

darker and turbulent periods of their history, Russians have always 

sought spiritual and moral guidance from their writers. Zhi 7 n' i 

sud'ba and Vse techet continue this honourable tradition. They are an 

i d h b t t 1 t f t an d e r a die ate the n ispensable weapon in tea e a con ron 
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legacy of the Stalinist past, and thus its grip on the present. 

Zhizn' i sud'ba and Vse techet represent an acute and sustained 

challenge to the hegemony of Marxism-Leninism and to the idea that the 

CPSU should enjoy a guiding and leading role in Soviet society. That 

these works have been published in the Soviet Union, bodes well for 

intellectual freedom in that troubled state. The remarkable and 

inspiring events which took place in Eastern Europe in 1989, and which 

continue to gain an unstoppable momentum are a direct consequence of 

Grossman's belief - stunningly vindicated - that: 'qenoBeK ~oDpoBonbHo 

He OTKa*eTc~ OT cBoDo~~. B aToM B~o~e cBeT Hamero BpeMeHH. '6 
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